
Unit 5

Conditional statements

Summary

• The if-else and if statements
• Block of statements
• Conditional expression
• Comparison between objects
• The switch statement

5.1 Statements in Java

Till now we have seen two types of executable statements (without counting declarations):

• method invocation
• assignment

These are simple statements by means of which we can write programs

• constituted by sequences of simple statements;
• that do method calls, possibly nested.

Very often, when we have to solve a problem, we are interested in performing different actions depending on
whether certain conditions are true or false.

5.2 Conditional statements

Java, like all other programming languages, is equipped with specific statements that allow us to check a
condition and execute certain parts of code depending on whether the condition is true or false. Such statements
are called conditional, and are a form of composite statement.

In Java, there are two forms of conditional statements:

• the if-else statement, to choose between two alternatives;
• the switch statement, to choose between multiple alternatives.

5.3 The if-else statement

The if-else statement allows us to select between two alternatives.

if-else statement

Syntax:

if (condition )
then-statement

else
else-statement

• condition is an expression of type boolean, i.e., a conditional expression that is evaluated to true or
false

• then-statement is a single statement (also called the then-branch of the if-else statement)
• else-statement is a single statement (also called the else-branch of the if-else statement)
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2 UNIT 5

Semantics:

First, the condition is evaluated. If the result of the evaluation is the value true, the then-statement is
executed, otherwise the else-statement is executed. In both cases, the execution continues with the statement
immediately following the if-else statement.

Example:

int a, b;
...
if (a > b)
System.out.println("bigger value = " + a);

else
System.out.println("bigger value = " + b);

When this if-else statement is executed, the string "bigger value = " followed by the bigger one among a
and b is printed on the output channel (the monitor).

5.4 Condition in an if-else statement

The condition in an if-else statement can be an arbitrary expression of type boolean, for example:

• a variable of type boolean;
Example:

boolean finished;
...
if (finished)
...

• one of the comparison operators (==, !=, >, <, >=, or <=) applied to variables (or expressions) of a primitive
type;
Example:

int a, b, c;
...
if (a > b + c)
...

• a call to a predicate (i.e., a method that returns a value of type boolean);
Example:

String answer;
...
if (answer.equalsIgnoreCase("YES"))
...

• a complex boolean expression, obtained by applying the boolean operators !, &&, and || to simpler
expressions;
Example:

int a, b, c, d;
String answer;
...
if ((a > (b+c)) || (a == d) && !answer.equalsIgnoreCase("YES"))
...

5.5 The if variant

The else part of an if-else statement is optional. If it is missing, we have an if statement, which allows us
to execute a certain part of code if a condition is satisfied (and do nothing otherwise).

if statement

Syntax:
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if (condition )
then-statement

• condition is an expression of type boolean

• then-statement is a single statement (also called the then-branch of the if statement)

Semantics:

First, the condition is evaluated. If the result of the evaluation is the value true, the then-statement is
executed, and the execution continues with the statement immediately following the if statement. Otherwise,
the execution continues directly with the statement following the if statement.

Example:

boolean found;
...
if (!found)
System.out.println("element not found");

When this if statement is executed, the string "element not found" is printed on the output channel, provided
the value of the boolean variable found is false.

5.6 Block of statements

The syntax of if-else allows us to have only a single statement in the then-branch (or the else-branch). If
we want to execute more than one statement in the then-branch (or the else-branch), we have to use a block
construct. A block of statements groups several statements in a single composite statement.

Block of statements

Syntax:

{
statement

...
statement

}

• statement is an arbitrary Java statement

Semantics:

The statements in the block are executed in sequence. The variables declared inside the block are not visible
outside the block itself.

Example:

int a, b, bigger;
...
if (a > b) {
bigger = a;
System.out.println("smaller = " + b);

}

5.7 Scope of variables defined in a block

A block of statements can contain variable declarations. The scope of a variable declared inside a block is the
block itself, including other blocks contained in it, if present. This means that the variable is visible in the block
and in all sub-blocks, but is not visible outside the block.

Example:

public class ScopeInBlock {
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public static void main(String[] args) {
String a = "Hello";
int i = 1;
{
System.out.println(a);

// OK. a is visible - prints Hello
//int i;

// ERROR. i is visibile and cannot be redeclared

{
double r = 5.5; // OK
i = i + 1; // OK. i is still visible
System.out.println(r); // OK. r is visible - prints 5.5

}

//System.out.println(r); // ERROR. r is not visible
System.out.println(i); // OK. i is visibile - prints 2

{
int r = 4; // OK. previous r is not visible anymore
System.out.println(a);

// OK. a is still visibile - prints Hello
}

}

i = i + 1; // OK. i is visible
System.out.println(i); // OK. i is visible - prints 3

}
}

5.8 Use of blocks in an if-else statement

The then-branch or the else-branch of an if-else statement can be any Java statement, and in particular it
can be a block.

Example: Given month and year, compute month and year of the next month.

int month, year, nextMonth, nextYear;
...
if (month == 12) {
nextMonth = 1;
nextYear = year + 1;

} else {
nextMonth = month + 1;
nextYear = year;

}

5.9 Nested if’s

We have a nested if when the then-branch or the else-branch of an if-else statement is again an if-else or
an if statement.

Example: Given day, month, and year, compute day, month, and year of the next day.

int day, month, year, nextDay, nextMonth, nextYear;
...
if (month == 12) {
if (day == 31) {
nextDay = 1;
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nextMonth = 1;
nextYear = year + 1;

} else {
nextDay = Day + 1;
nextMonth = month;
nextYear = year;

}
} else {
...

}

5.10 Nested if’s with mutually excluding conditions

A common use of nested if’s is when the conditions in the nested if’s are mutually excluding, i.e., no two of
them can be simultaneously true.

Example: Based on the value of the temperature (an integer) print a message according to the following table:

temperature t message
30 < t hot

20 < t ≤ 30 warm
10 < t ≤ 20 fine

t ≤ 10 cold

int temp;
...
if (30 < temp)
System.out.println("hot");

else if (20 < temp)
System.out.println("warm");

else if (10 < temp)
System.out.println("fine");

else
System.out.println("cold");

Observations:

• At the outermost level we have a single if-else statement.
• The order in which the conditions are specified is important.
• The second condition need not be composite, e.g., (20 < temp) && (temp <= 30), since it appears in

the else-branch of the first condition. Hence, we already know that (temp <= 30) is true.
• Each else refers to the if that immediately precedes it.

5.11 Ambiguity of the else in if-else statements

Consider the following code fragment:

if (a > 0) if (b > 0) System.out.println("b positive");
else System.out.println("???");

System.out.println("???") could in principle be the else-branch of:

• the first if: hence we should replace "???" with "a negative";
• the second if: hence we should replace "???" with "b negative".

The ambiguity is solved by considering that an else always refers to the nearest if without an associated
else. In the above example we have:

if (a > 0)
if (b > 0)
System.out.println("b positive");

else
System.out.println("b negative");
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It is always possible to use a block (i.e., {..}) to disambiguate nested if-else statements. In particular, if we
want that an else refers to an if that is not the immediately preceding one, we have to enclose the immediately
preceding if in a block. For example:

if (a > 0) {
if (b > 0)
System.out.println("b positive");

} else
System.out.println("a negative");

5.12 Example: type of a triangle

Given three values representing the lengths of the three sides of a triangle, determine whether the triangle is
regular (all three sides are equal), symmetric (two sides are equal), or irregular (no two sides are equal).

A possible algorithm is the following: compare the sides two by two, until we have gathered sufficient information
to decide the type of the triangle.

The algorithm can be implemented as follows:

double first, second, third;
...
if (first == second) {
if (second == third)
System.out.println("regular");

else
System.out.println("symmetric");

} else {
if (second == third)
System.out.println("symmetric");

else if (first == third)
System.out.println("symmetric");

else
System.out.println("irregular");

}

5.13 Shortcut evaluation of a complex condition

The condition in an if-else statement can be a complex boolean expression, in which the logical operators &&,
||, and ! may appear. We have seen that Java performs a shortcut evaluation of such expressions. In other
words, the subexpressions to which the operators are applied are evaluated from left to right as follows:

• when evaluating (e1 && e2), if the evaluation of e1 returns false, then e2 is not evaluated.
• when evaluating (e1 || e2), if the evaluation of e1 returns true, then e2 is not evaluated.

Consider the case of (e1 && e2). If the value of e1 is false, then the value of the whole expression (e1 && e2)
is false, independently of the value of e2. This justifies why in Java e2 is not even evaluated. Similar
considerations hold for (e1 || e2).

In general, the fact that Java performs a shortcut evaluation of boolean expressions has to be taken into account
and cannot be ignored, since the correctness of the code may depend on that.

Example:

String s;
...
if (s != null && s.length() > 0) {
System.out.println(s);

}

In this case, when the value of s is null then s.length()>0 is not evaluated and the method length() is not
called. Note that, if Java evaluated s.length()>0 also when s is null, then the above code would be wrong,
since it would cause trying to access via s a nonexistent object.
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Note: In general, if-else statements that make use of complex boolean conditions could be rewritten by
making use of nested if-else statements. However, to do so, it may be necessary to duplicate code. We
illustrate this in the following separately for && and ||.

5.14 Eliminating the conjunction operator && in a complex condition

The code fragment

if ((x < y) && (y < z))
System.out.println("y is between x and z");

else
System.out.println("y is not between x and z");

corresponds to

if (x < y)
if (y < z)
System.out.println("y is between x and z");

else
System.out.println("y is not between x and z");

else
System.out.println("y is not between x and z");

In this case, by eliminating the complex condition, the code of the else-branch must be duplicated.

Note that, due to shortcut evaluation, the second condition in the && is not evaluated if the first condition is
false. And this holds also for the corresponding nested if-else statements.

5.15 Eliminating the disjunction operator || in a complex condition

The code fragment

if ((x == 1) || (x == 2))
System.out.println("x equal to 1 or to 2");

else
System.out.println("x different from 1 and from 2");

corresponds to

if (x == 1)
System.out.println("x equal to 1 or to 2");

else if (x == 2)
System.out.println("x equal to 1 or to 2");

else
System.out.println("x different from 1 and from 2");

In this case, by eliminating the complex condition, the code of the then-branch must be duplicated.

Again, due to shortcut evaluation, the second condition in the || is not evaluated if the first condition is true.
And this holds also for the corresponding nested if-else statements.

5.16 Conditional expression

Java is equipped with a selection operator that allows us to construct a conditional expression. The use
of a conditional expression can in some cases simplify the code with respect to the use of an if-else statement.

Conditional expression

Syntax:

condition ? expression-1 : expression-2

• condition is a boolean expression

• expression-1 and expression-2 are two arbitrary expressions, which must be of the same type
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Semantics:

Evaluate condition . If the result is true, then evaluate expression-1 and return its value, otherwise evaluate
expression-2 and return its value.

Example:

System.out.println("bigger value = " + (a > b)? a : b);

The statement in the example, which makes use of a conditional expression, is equivalent to:

if (a > b)
System.out.println("bigger value = " + a);

else
System.out.println("bigger value = " + b);

Note that the selection operator is similar to the if-else statement, but it works at a different syntactic level:

• The selection operator combines expressions and returns another expression. Hence it can be used wher-
ever an expression can be used.

• The if-else statement groups statements, and the result is a composite statement.

5.17 Note on comparisons: equality between strings

To test whether two strings (i.e., two objects of the class String) are equal, we have to use the equals()
method. It would be wrong to use ==.

Example:

String input;
...
if (input == "YES") { ... } // This is WRONG!!!
if (input.equals("YES")) { ... } // This is CORRECT!!!

Indeed, == tests the equality between two references to an object, and this corresponds to test the identity of
the two objects (i.e., that the two objects are in fact the same object). Instead, equals() tests that the two
objects have the same content (i.e., that the two strings are constituted by the same sequences of characters).

Example:

String s = new String("pippo");
String t = new String("pippo");
String w = s;

System.out.println("s == w? " + s == w); // TRUE
System.out.println("s == t? " + s == t); // FALSE
System.out.println("s equals t?" + s.equals(t)); // TRUE

5.18 Note on comparisons: lexicographic comparison between strings

A string s precedes a string t in lexicographic order if

• s is a prefix of t, or
• if c and d are respectively the first character of s and t in which s and t differ, then c precedes d in

character order.

Note: For the characters that are alphabetical letters, the character order coincides with the alphabetical order.
Digits precede letters, and uppercase letters precede lowercase ones.

Example:

• house precedes household
• Household precedes house
• composer precedes computer
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• H2O precedes HOTEL

To verify whether a string precedes another one in lexicographic order, we use the compareTo() method. Given
two strings s and t, s.compareTo(t) returns

• a negative integer, if s precedes t;

• 0, if s is equal to t, i.e., if s.equals(t) returns true;

• a positive integer, if s follows t.

5.19 Note on comparisons: equality between objects

As for strings, to test whether two objects of a class are equal, we cannot use ==, because it tests the equality
of the references to the two objects. Instead, we have to define a suitable method that takes into account the
structure of the objects of the class.

Example:

Referring to the class BankAccount developed in Unit 4, we could add to such a class the definition of a predicate
equalTo(), which we can use to compare two bank accounts:

public boolean equalTo(BankAccount ba) {
return this.name.equals(ba.name) &&

this.surname.equals(ba.surname) &&
this.balance == ba.balance;

}

In other words, two bank accounts are considered equal if they coincide in the name and surname of the owner
(this is checked using the equals() method for strings) and if they have the same balance (this is checked using
==, since balance is an instance variable of the primitive type float).

Example of usage:

BankAccount ba1 = new BankAccount("Mario", "Rossi"); // balance is 0
BankAccount ba2 = new BankAccount("Carla", "Verdi"); // balance is 0
BankAccount ba3 = new BankAccount("Carla", "Verdi"); // balance is 0
BankAccount ba4 = ba2;

System.out.println("ba1 and ba2 equal? " + ba1.equalTo(ba2)); // NO
System.out.println("ba2 and ba3 equal? " + ba2.equalTo(ba3)); // YES
System.out.println("ba2 and ba3 coincide? " + ba2 == ba3); // NO
System.out.println("ba2 and ba4 equal? " + ba2.equalTo(ba4)); // YES
System.out.println("ba2 and ba4 coincide? " + ba2 == ba4); // YES

Note: Actually, there is a standard technique to define an equality predicate that is based on overriding of the
method equals() inherited from Object. This technique will be shown in later courses.

5.20 Note on comparisons: comparison with null

We recall that a variable of type reference to object that does not refer to any object has value null.

The comparison with null can be used in the condition of an if-else statement. To compare with null we
have to use == and not the equals() method.

Example: showInputDialog returns null if the user presses the “cancel” button:

String input = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("...");
if (input != null) { ... }

5.21 Exercise: modification of the class BankAccount

Specification:

Modify the class to handle bank accounts developed in Unit 4 in such a way that the a withdrawal is only done
if enough money is available. Add also the following methods:
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• a method sameOwner() to verify whether two objects of the class BankAccount have the same owner (i.e.,
the same name and surname);

• a method transferTo() that, given a bank account and an amount, transfers the amount to the bank
account, handling also the case where not enough money is available for the transfer;

• a method transferFrom() that, given a bank account and an amount, transfers the amount from the
bank account, handling also the case where not enough money is available for the transfer.

Example of usage:

public class TestBankAccount {

public static void main(String[] args) {
BankAccount ba1 = new BankAccount("Mario", "Rossi");
BankAccount ba2 = new BankAccount("Carla", "Verdi");
BankAccount ba3 = new BankAccount("Carla", "Verdi");
System.out.println("Do ba1 and ba2 have the same owner? " +

ba1.sameOwner(ba2));
System.out.println("Do ba2 and ba3 have the same owner? " +

ba2.sameOwner(ba3));
ba1.deposit(1000);
ba2.deposit(500);
ba3.deposit(750);
System.out.println("Before the transfer ...");
System.out.println(ba1);
System.out.println(ba2);
ba1.transferTo(ba2, 250);
System.out.println("After the transfer...");
System.out.println(ba1);
System.out.println(ba2);

}
}

5.22 A class to handle the time of the day

Specification:

Design a class containing utilities to handle the time of the day, represented through hours, minutes, and,
seconds. The class should define the following methods:

• methods to add and subtract two times of the day,

• predicates to compare two times of the day,

• a method to print a time of the day.

Methods of the class TimeOfDay:

// constructor
public TimeOfDay(int h, int m, int s)
// adds a time
public void add(TimeOfDay t)
// subtracts a time
public void subtract(TimeOfDay t)
// predicate to test for precedence
public boolean precedes(TimeOfDay t)
// predicate to test for equality
public boolean equalTo(TimeOfDay t)
// method toString
public String toString()

Example of usage:
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public class TestTimeOfDay {
public static void main(String[] args) {
TimeOfDay t1 = new TimeOfDay(10,45,15);
TimeOfDay t2 = new TimeOfDay(15,00,00);
if (t1.precedes(t2)) {
t1.add(new TimeOfDay(0,30,00));

} else
t2.subtract(new TimeOfDay(0,30,00));

System.out.println("TimeOfDay 1 = " + t1);
System.out.println("TimeOfDay 2 = " + t2);
System.out.println("TimeOfDay 1 equal to TimeOfDay 2 ? "

+ t1.equalTo(t2));
}

}

5.23 Solution of the exercise on the class TimeOfDay

public class TimeOfDay {

// we represent a time of the day by the total number of seconds since midnight
private int totsec;

public TimeOfDay(int h, int m, int s) {
totsec = h*3600 + m*60 + s;

}

public void add(TimeOfDay t) {
this.totsec += t.totsec;
if (this.totsec > 24*3600)
this.totsec -= 24*3600;

}

public void subtract(TimeOfDay t) {
this.totsec -= t.totsec;
if (this.totsec < 0)
this.totsec += 24*3600;

}

public boolean precedes(TimeOfDay t) {
return this.totsec < t.totsec;

}

public boolean equalTo(TimeOfDay t) {
return this.totsec == t.totsec;

}

public String toString() {
int h = totsec / 3600;
int m = (totsec - h*3600) / 60;
int s = (totsec - h*3600 - m*60);
String hh = (h < 10) ? " " + h : Integer.toString(h);
String mm = (m < 10) ? " " + m : Integer.toString(m);
String ss = (s < 10) ? " " + s : Integer.toString(s);
return hh + ":" + mm + ":" + ss;

}
}
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5.24 The switch statement

If we have to realize a multiple-choice selection we can use several nested if-else statements. Java has also
a specific statement that can be used in specific cases to realize in a simpler way a multiple-choice selection.

switch statement (version with break)

Syntax:

switch (expression ) {
case label-1 : statements-1

break;
...
case label-n : statements-n

break;
default: default-statements

}

• expression is an expression of an integer type or of type char

• label-1 ,. . . , label-n are constant integer (or character) expressions; in other words, the expressions can
contain only integer (or character) literals or constants that are initialized with constant expressions; the
values of two different labels cannot coincide

• statements-1 ,. . . , statements-n and default-statements are arbitrary sequences of statements
• the default part is optional

Semantics:

1. First, expression is evaluated.
2. Then, the first i is found for which the value of label-i is equal to the value of expression .
3. If there is such an i , then statements-i are executed;

otherwise default-statements are executed.
4. The execution continues with the statement immediately following the switch statement.

Example:

int i;
...
switch (i) {
case 0: System.out.println("zero"); break;
case 1: System.out.println("one"); break;
case 2: System.out.println("two"); break;
default: System.out.println("less than zero or greater than two");

}

When i is equal to 0 (respectively, 1, 2) then "zero" (respectively "one", "two") is printed; when i is less than
0 or greater than two, then "less than zero or greater than two" is printed.

Note: If we have more than one values of the expression for which we want to execute the same statements,
we can group together different cases:

case label-1 : case label-2 : statements

break;

5.25 Example of switch statement

Computing the days of the month.

int month, daysOfMonth;
...
switch (month) {
case 4: case 6: case 9: case 11:
daysOfMonth = 30;
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break;

case 1: case 3: case 5: case 7: case 8: case 10: case 12:
daysOfMonth = 31;
break;

case 2:
daysOfMonth = 28;
break;

default:
daysOfMonth = 0;
System.out.println("Month is not valid");

}

System.out.println("Days: " + daysOfMonth);

5.26 Observation on the switch statement

The expression used for the selection can be an arbitrary Java expression that returns an integer or character
value (but not a floating point value).

The values specified by the various case label s must be constant expressions, i.e., their value must be known
at compile time. In particular, they cannot be expressions that refer to variables.

The following code fragment is wrong:

int a;
...
switch (a) {
case a<0: System.out.println("negative");

// ERROR! a<0 is not a constant expression
case 0: System.out.println("zero");
case a>0: System.out.println("positive");

// ERROR! a>0 is not a constant expression
}

It follows that the usefulness of the switch statement is limited.

5.27 Omission of break (optional)

Actually, Java does not require that in each case of a switch statement the last statement is a break.

Hence, in general, the form of a switch statement is the following.

switch statement (general version)

Syntax:

switch (expression ) {
case label-1 : statements-1

...
case label-n : statements-n

default: default-statements

}

• expression is an expression of an integer type or of type char

• label-1 ,. . . , label-n are constant integer (or character) expressions; in other words, the expressions can
contain only integer (or character) literals or constants that are initialized with constant expressions; the
values of two different labels cannot coincide

• statements-1 ,. . . , statements-n and default-statements are arbitrary sequences of statements
• the default part is optional
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Semantics:

1. First, expression is evaluated.

2. Then, the first i is found for which the value of label-i is equal to the value of expression .

3. If there is such an i , then statements-i , statements-i+1 , . . . are executed in sequence until the first
break statement or the end of the switch statement;
otherwise default-statements are executed.

4. The execution continues with the statement immediately following the switch statement.

Example: More cases of a switch statement executed in sequence.

int sides; // maximum number of sides of a polygon (at most 6)
...
System.out.print("Polygons with at most " + sides + " sides: ");
switch (sides) {
case 6: System.out.print("hexagon, ");
case 5: System.out.print("pentagon, ");
case 4: System.out.print("rectangle, ");
case 3: System.out.println("triangle");

break;
case 2: case 1: System.out.println("none");

break;
default: System.out.println;

System.out.println;("Please input a value <= 6.");
}

If the value of sides is equal to 5, then the preceding code prints:

pentagon, rectangle, triangle

Note: When we omit the break statements, the order in which the various cases are written becomes important.
This can easily cause errors.

Hence, it is a good programming practice to insert break as the last statement in each case.

Exercises

Exercise 5.1. Write a program that reads a real number and prints a message according to the following
table:

alcohol content g message
40 < g extra strong liquor

20 < g ≤ 40 strong liquor
15 < g ≤ 20 liquor
12 < g ≤ 15 strong vine

10.5 < g ≤ 12 normal vine
g ≤ 10.5 light vine

Exercise 5.2. Write a program that reads from input the lengths of the three sides of a triangle and determines
the type of the triangle according to the following algorithm:

compare each pair of sides and count home many pairs are equal

if (the number of equal pairs is 0 )
it is irregular

else if (the number of equal pairs is 1 )
it is symmetric

else
it is regular
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Exercise 5.3. Write a program that reads from input the lengths of the three sides of a triangle and determines
the type of the triangle by using if-else statements with complex conditions.

Exercise 5.4. Design and realize a Java class Triangle to represent triangles. The following functionalities
are of interest for triangles:

• creation of a triangle, given the lenghts of the three sides;
• return of the length of the longest side, the intermediate side, and the shortest side;
• return of the perimeter of the triangle;
• return of the area of the triangle; notice that, given the lengths a, b, and c of the three sides of a triangle,

the area A can be computed according to A =
√

s · (s− a) · (s− b) · (s− c), where s = (a + b + c)/2 is
the semiperimeter;

• return of a string representing the type of the triangle, which may be either regular, symmetric, or irregular.
• test whether the three sides can actually be the sides of a triangle; i.e., they respect the triangular

inequality, which states that the longest side is shorter than the sum of the other two;

Write also a program to test all functionalities of the class representing triangles.

Exercise 5.5. Write a program that reads from input the coefficients a, b, c of the quadratic equation
a · x2 + b · x + c = 0 and computes the zeroes of the equation.

Depending on the sign of the discriminant b2− 4 · a · c, the program should print the two distinct real solutions,
the real double solution, or the two complex solutions.

Exercise 5.6. Write a program that reads from input a line of text containing a YES/NO question (without
final question mark) and prints an answer to the question according to the following rules:

1. if the line starts with a vocal, the answer is "MAYBE".
2. if the last letter of the line is ’a’, ’i’, or ’u’, the answer is "YES";
3. if the last letter of the line is ’e’ or ’o’, the answer is "NO";
4. if the last letter of the line is a character different from ’a’, ’e’, ’i’, ’o’, ’u’, the answer is

"DON’T KNOW";

Note: When two rules can be applied, the answer is obtained by concatenating the answers for the two rules.

Exercise 5.7. Realize a Java class to represent dates, on which the following functionalities are defined:

• creation of a date, given day, month, and year;
• return of day, month, and year;
• test whether two dates are equal;
• test whether a date precedes another date;
• test whether the year of a date is a leap year;
• compute the date of the next day.

Write also a program to test all functionalities of the class representing dates.
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Loop statements

Summary

• Repetition of statements
• The while statement
• Input loop
• Loop schemes
• The for statement
• The do statement
• Nested loops
• Flow control statements

6.1 Statements in Java

Till now we have seen different types of statements (without counting declarations):

• simple statements:
– method invocation
– simple statements, i.e., assignment or use of an increment/decrement operator followed by ";"

– flow control statements (break and return)
• composite (or structured) statements

– block of statements
– conditional statements (if-else, if, switch)

6.2 Repetition of statements

Often, to solve a problem, it is necessary to repeat several times certain statement, possibly changing the value
of some variable at each repetition.

Programming languages provide two ways to obtain the repetition of statements:

• the use of loop statements (or iterative statements), which are a form of composite statement;
• the use of recursive methods

We will see now the use of loops, and we will see later the use of recursion.

6.3 Definite and indefinite loops

Conceptually, we distinguish two types of loops, which differ in the way in which the number of iterations (i.e.,
repetitions of the body of the loop) is determined:

• In definite loops, the number of iterations is known before we start the execution of the body of the
loop.
Example: repeat for 10 times printing out a *.

• In indefinite loops, the number of iterations is not known before we start to execute the body of the
loop, but depends on when a certain condition becomes true (and this depends on what happens in the
body of the loop)
Example: while the user does not decide it is time to stop, print out a * and ask the user whether he
wants to stop.

In Java, like in other programming languages, both types of loop can be realized through a while statement.

1
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6.4 The while loop

The while statement allows for the la repetition of a statement.

while statement

Syntax:

while (condition )
statement

• condition is an expression of type boolean

• statement is a single statement (also called the body of the loop)

Note: since, by making use of a block, it is possible to group several statements into a single composite statement,
it is in fact possible to have more than one statement in the body of the loop.

Semantics:

• First, the condition is evaluated.
• If it is true, the statement is executed and the value of the condition is evaluated again, continuing in

this way until the condition becomes false.
• At this point the statement immediately following the while loop is executed.

Hence, the body of the loop is executed as long as the condition stays true. As soon as it becomes false we
exit the loop and continue with the following statement.

Example: Print out 100 stars.

int i = 0;
while (i < 100) {
System.out.print("*");
i++;

}

6.5 Use of a while loop for input

A while loop can be used to read from input a sequence of data, and to stop reading from input as soon as a
certain condition becomes true. This is typically an indefinite loop.

Example: Read from input a set of strings and print them out on video until the user decides to stop.

String s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a string");
while (s != null) {
System.out.println(s);
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a string");

}

Recall that JOptionPane.showInputDialog("...") returns null when the user presses the cancel button.

Example: Print the squares of integers read from input, until the user decides to stop.

int i;
String s;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");
while (s != null) {
i = Integer.parseInt(s);
System.out.println(i*i);
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");

}

General structure of an input loop

read the first element ;
while (element is valid ) {
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process the element ;
read the following element ;

}

6.6 Example of while loop: product through repeated sums

int multiplicand, multiplicator, product;

multiplicand = ...;
multiplicator = ...;

product = 0;
while (multiplicator > 0) {
product = product + multiplicand;
multiplicator--;

}
System.out.println("product = " + product);

6.7 Example of while loop: division trough repeated subtraction

int dividend, divisor, result, rest;

dividend = ...;
divisor = ...;

result = 0;
rest = dividend;
while (rest >= divisor) {
rest = rest - divisor;
result++;

}
System.out.println("result = " + result);
System.out.println("rest = " + rest);

6.8 Example of while loop: power through repeated multiplication

int base, exponent, power;

base = ...;
exponent = ...;

power = 1;
while (exponent > 0) {
power = power * base;
exponent--;

}
System.out.println("power = " + power);

6.9 Example of while loop: counting the occurrences of a character in a string

public static int countChar (String s, char c) {
int numchars = 0;
int pos = 0;
while (pos < s.length()) {
if (s.charAt(pos) == c)
numchars++;

pos++;
}
return numchars;
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}

Note that in all four previous examples the loops are in fact definite loops, since the number of iterations depends
only on the values of variables that have been fixed before starting the execution of the loop.

6.10 Characteristic elements in the design of a loop

initialization

while (condition ) {
operation

next step

}

• initialization: sets the variables used in the loop before starting the execution of the loop (before the loop
statement)
E.g., product = 0;

• condition: expression evaluated at the beginning of each iteration, whose truth value determines whether
the body of the loop is executed or whether the loop finishes
E.g., (multiplicator > 0)

• operation of the loop: computation of the partial result at each loop iteration (in the body of the loop)
E.g., product = product + multiplicand;

• next step: increment/decrement operation for the variable that controls the repetitions of the loop (in the
body of the loop)
E.g., multiplicator--;

Once we have designed the loop, we have to check its proper termination. In particular, we have to check that
the execution of the loop statements can modify the value of the condition in such a way that it becomes false.

Example: The statement multiplicator--; can cause the condition (multiplicator > 0) to become false,
provided multiplicator is a positive integer number.

6.11 Common errors in writing while loops

• To forget to initialize a variable that is used in the condition of the loop. Remember that the first time
the condition is checked is before starting the execution of the body of the loop.
Example:

int i;
String s;
while (s != null) {
i = Integer.parseInt(s);
System.out.println(i*i);
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");

}

• To forget to update the variables appearing in the condition of the loop. The loop will never terminate.
Example: The statement to read the next element to be processed is missing.

int i;
String s;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");
while (s != null) {
i = Integer.parseInt(s);
System.out.println(i*i);

}

• Be off by 1 in the number of iterations. Typically this is due to a mismatch between the condition of the
loop and the initialization of the variables used in the condition.
Example: Print out 10 stars.

int i = 0;
while (i <= 10) { // should be (i < 10)
System.out.print("*");
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i++;
}

To avoid such types of errors, it is often convenient to test the loop with simple (i.e., small) values for the
variables. In the example above, if we check the loop by printing 1 star, instead of 10 (by substituting 10
with 1 in the condition of the loop), we immediately notice that the loop would print 2 stars, instead of 1.

6.12 Loop schemes

There are certain very common basic operations that require the use of loops:

• counter : count the number of values in a set;
• accumulator : accumulate values in a set according to a certain criterion;
• characteristic values in a set : determine a characteristic value among the values in a set (for example, the

maximum, when the values in the set are ordered).

Each type of operation is based on a common scheme of the loop statement.

6.13 Loop scheme for a counter: number of strings in input

Count the number of times that a user inputs a string.

String s; // current string in input
int counter;

counter = 0;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a string");
while (s != null) {
counter++;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a string");

}

System.out.println("Number of strings in input = " + counter);

6.14 Loop scheme for a counter: number of positive integers

Count the number of positive integers in input.

String s; // current string in input
int counter;

counter = 0;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");
while (s != null) {
if (Integer.parseInt(s) > 0)
counter++;

s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");
}

System.out.println("Number of positive integers in input = " + counter);

In this case, the increment of the counter depends on a condition.

6.15 Loop scheme for an accumulator: sum of integers

Sum the integers in input.

String s; // current string in input
int n; // current integer
int sum; // variable used as accumulator

sum = 0;
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s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");
while (s != null) {
n = Integer.parseInt(s);
sum = sum + n;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");

}

System.out.println("sum = " + sum);

6.16 Loop scheme for an accumulator: product of integers

Multiply the integers in input.

String s; // current input string
int n; // current integer
int product; // variable used as accumulator

product = 1; // 1 is the neutral element for multiplication
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");
while (s != null) {
n = Integer.parseInt(s);
product = product * n;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");

}

System.out.println("product = " + product);

6.17 Loop scheme for an accumulator: concatenation of strings

Concatenate the strings in input that start with a ’:’.

String s; // current input string
String stot; // variable used as accumulator

stot = ""; // "" is the neutral element for concatenation
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a string");
while (s != null) {
if (s.charAt(0) == ’:’)
stot = stot + s;

s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a string");
}

System.out.println("total string = " + stot);

6.18 Loop scheme for characteristic values in a set: maximum with a known
interval

Let us consider the problem of finding the maximum of a set of integers in input. Assume that:

• we know the interval over which the integers range, in the sense that in the program we can denote the
extremes of the interval (e.g., we know that all integers are greater than or equal to 0).

String s; // current string in input
int n; // current integer
int max; // current maximum

max = -1;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");
while (s != null) {
n = Integer.parseInt(s);
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if (n > max) max = n;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input an integer");

}

if (max == -1)
System.out.println("empty set of values");

else
System.out.println("maximum = " + max);

Note: If the user does not input any integer, then the computed maximum value is -1. Since -1 is not in the
interval of allowed values (we have assumed that all integers are greater than or equal to 0), it can never be
returned in the case where the user inputs at least one value. Therefore, in this case, we can use the comparison
of the result with -1 as a means to detect whether the user has input at least a value or not.

6.19 Loop scheme for characteristic values in a set: maximum of a non-empty set

Let us consider the problem of finding the maximum of a set of reals in input. Assume that:

• the set of reals contains at least one value, but
• we do not know the interval over which the reals range, in the sense that in the program we cannot denote

the extremes of the interval.

String s; // current string in input
double r; // current real
double max; // current maximum

s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a real");
max = Double.parseDouble(s);
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a real");
while (s != null) {
r = Double.parseDouble(s);
if (r > max)
max = r;

s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a real");
}

System.out.println("massimo = " + max);

Note: Since we know that the set of integers cannot be empty, we can read the first real and use it to initialize
the maximum value with it before we start the loop.

6.20 Loop scheme for characteristic values in a set: maximum in the general case

Let us consider again the problem of finding the maximum of a set of reals in input. This time we make no
assumption, i.e.,:

• the set of reals could be empty, and
• we do not know the interval over which the reals range.

In this case, a possible solution is the following.

String s; // current string in input
double r; // current real
double max = 0; // current maximum
boolean found; // indicates whether at least one value was input

found = false;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a real");
while (s != null) {
r = Double.parseDouble(s);
if (!found || (r > max)) {
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max = r;
found = true;

}
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a real");

}

if (found)
System.out.println("maximum = " + max);

else
System.out.println("empty set of values");

Note:

• If the set of reals contains at least one value, then the body of the while loop is executed at least once.
At the first iteration, since the value of found is equal to false, the condition of the if statement is true
and the variable max is initialized to the value of the first real that has been input. In the subsequent
iterations of the loop, since found is then equal to true (and hence !found is equal to false), the condition
of the if statement will be true only if the current value of r is greater than max.

• If the set of input reals is empty, then the body of the loop will not be executed at all, and found keeps
its value false.

• The initialization max = 0; would not be necessary for a correct execution of the program. Indeed, the
expression (f > max) is evaluated only in the case where found is equal to true, and this happens only
if the statement max = f;, which initializes max, has been executed. However, the Java compiler, which
performs some checks on the initialization of variables, is not able to detect such a condition, and hence
requires that max be initialized before evaluating the condition of the if statement.

There are other means for determining the maximum in the general case discussed here. For example, we could
exploit the fact that the wrapper class Double provides the constant MAX VALUE holding the maximum value
a double can have, and initialize the maximum to -MAX VALUE. We would anyway need a boolean variable to
distinguish the case where the user has input no number at all from the case where the user has input just
-MAX VALUE.

String s; // current string in input
double r; // current real
double max; // current maximum
boolean found; // indicates whether at least one value was input

found = false;
max = -Double.MAX_VALUE;

s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a real");
while (s != null) {
r = Double.parseDouble(s);
found = true;
if (r > max) max = r;
s = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a real");

}

if (found)
System.out.println("maximum = " + max);

else
System.out.println("empty set of values");

6.21 Other loop statements

In Java, there are three forms of loop statements:

• while loop

• for loop
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• do loop

The while loop would be sufficient to express all loops that can be expressed with for or do. In certain
situations, however, it is more convenient to develop an algorithm that makes use of the other types of loop.

6.22 Loop controlled by a counter

A common use of loops is the one in which the loop makes use of a variable (called control variable) that at
each iteration is changed by a constant value, and whose value determines the end of the loop.

Example: Print the squares of the integers between 1 and 10.

int i = 1;
while (i <= 10) {
System.out.println(i * i);
i++;

}

The following are the common features of loops controlled by a counter:

• a control variable for the loop is used (also called counter or indix of the loop)
E.g., i

• initialization of the control variable
E.g., int i = 1;

• increment (or decrement) of the control variable at each iteration
E.g., i++;

• test if we have reached the final value of the control variable
E.g., (i <= 10)

The for statement loop allows to specify all these operations in a simple way:

Example: Print the squares of the integers between 1 and 10 using a for loop.

for (int i = 1; i <= 10; i++)
System.out.println(i * i);

6.23 The for loop

for statement

Syntax:

for (initialization ; condition ; update )
statement

• initialization is an expression with side-effect that initializes a control variable (typically an assign-
ment), which can also be a declaration with initialization

• condition is an expression of type boolean
• update is an expression with side-effect that typically consists in updating (i.e., incrementing or decre-

menting) the control variable
• statement is a single statement (also called body of the for loop)

Semantics: is equivalent to

{
initialization ;
while (condition ) {
statement

update ;
}

}

(There is an exception in the case of the continue statement, which needs to be translated in a more complicated
way.)

Example: Print out 100 stars.
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for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++)
System.out.print("*");

6.24 Observations on the for loop

• If a control variable is declared in the initialization part, then its scope is limited to the for statement.
This becomes clear if we look at the equivalent while loop, in which the entire code corresponding to the
for loop is enclosed inside a block.

Example:

for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
System.out.println(i * i);

}
// System.out.println("value of i = " + i);

// ERROR! i is not visible

• Each of the three parts of the for loop (i.e., initialization , condition , and update ) could also be
missing. In this case, the ";" have to be inserted anyway. If condition is missing, it is assumed to be
equal to true.

• The syntax of the for loop allows all three parts to be arbitrary expressions, as long as initialization ;
and update ; are statements (in particular, they must have a side-effect).

However, when using the for loop the following is recommended:

– Use the three parts of the for loop according to their intended meaning described above, and with
reference to a control variable for the loop;

– Do not modify the control variable in the body of the loop.

• In general, initialization and/or update can be a sequence of expressions with side-effect, separated
by ",". This would allow us to initialize and/or update more than one control variable at a time. However,
it is recommended not to do so.

Example: Calculate and print the first 10 powers of 2.

int i, powOf2;

for (i = 0, powOf2 = 1; i < 10; i++, powOf2 *= 2)
System.out.println("2 to the " + i + " = " + powOf2);

6.25 Examples of for loops

The for loop is used mainly to realize definite loops.

• for (int i = 1; i <= 10; i++) ...
values assigned to i: 1, 2, 3, ..., 10

• for (int i = 10; i >= 1; i--) ...
values assigned to i: 10, 9, 8, ..., 2, 1

• for (int i = -4; i <= 4; i = i+2) ...
values assigned to i: -4, -2, 0, 2, 4

• for (int i = 0; i >= -10; i = i-3) ...
values assigned to i: 0, -3, -6, -9

Example: Print the numeric code of the characters from 15 to 85.

for (int i = 15; i <= 85; i++) {
char c = (char)i;
System.out.println("i = " + i + " -> c = " + c);

}
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6.26 Example of for loop: encoding a string

Write a public static method that takes as parameters a string and an integer d, and returns the encoding of
the string with the integer. The encoding is obtained by substituting each character c in the string with the
character that has the code equal to the code of c incremented by d.

Example: "ciao" with d= 3 becomes "fldr"

public static String encode(String s, int d) {

String resStr;
char c;
int ci;

resStr = "";
for (int i = 0; i < s.length(); i++) {
c = s.charAt(i);
ci = (int)c;
ci += d;
c = (char)ci;
resStr = resStr + c;
}
return resStr;

}

6.27 Example of for loop: “cracking” an encoded string

Suppose a public static method decode() is available, which decodes a string encoded with the encode()
method we have seen before. Write a public static method that takes as parameters an already encoded string
str and the minimum and maximum codes (respectively min and max ) that could have been used for encoding
str, and prints all strings obtained from str by decoding it with all values between min and max.

public static void crack(String str, int min, int max) {
for (int i = min; i <= max; i++)
System.out.println(decode(str, i));

6.28 The do loop

In a while loop, the condition of end of loop is checked at the beginning of each iteration. A do loop is similar
to a while loop, with the only difference that the condition of end of loop is checked at the end of each iteration.

do statement

Syntax:

do
statement

while (condition );

• condition is an expression of type boolean

• statement is a single statement (also called the body of the loop)

Semantics: is equivalent to

statement ;
while (condition )
statement

Hence:

• First, the statement is executed.
• Then, the condition is evaluated, and if it is true, the statement is executed again, continuing in this

way until the condition becomes false.
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• At this point the statement immediately following the do loop is executed.

Example: Print out 100 stars.

int i = 0;
do {
System.out.print("*");
i++;

} while (i < 100);

6.29 Observations on the do loop

Since the condition of end of loop is evaluated only after the body of the loop has been executed, it follows that:

• The body of the loop is executed at least once. Hence, the do loop should be used in those cases where we
need to repeatedly execute some statements, and would like that these statements are executed at least
once.

• In general, it is not necessary to initialize the variable that appear in the loop condition before the loop.
It is sufficient that these variables are initialized in the body of the loop itself (notice that this is different
from while loops).

Example: Sum integers read from input until a 0 is read.

int i;
int sum = 0;
do {
i = Integer.parseInt(JOptionPane.showInputDialog(

"Input an integer (0 to terminate)"));
sum = sum + i;

} while (i != 0);
System.out.println("sum = " + sum);

Note that the syntax of the do statement requires that there is a ’t’ after while (condition ). To increase
readability of the program, and in particular to avoid confusing the while (condition ); part of a do loop
with a while statement with empty body, it is in any case better to include the body of the do loop in a block,
and indent the code as follows (as shown also in the example above):

do {
statement

} while (condition );

6.30 Example of a do loop: input validation

Often it is necessary to validate data input by the user, and repeat the request for the data in the case where
the input of the user is not valid. This can be done by using a do loop.

Example: Write a public static method that continues reading from input an integer until the integer is positive,
and then returns the positive integer that has been input.

public static int readPositiveInteger() {
int i;
do {
i = Integer.parseInt(JOptionPane.showInputDialog(

"Input a positive integer"));
} while (i <= 0);
return i;

}

Note that the previous method is not able to handle correctly all situations of incorrect input, for example,
the situation where the user inputs an alphabetical character (or any sequence of characters that cannot be
parsed by parseInt()). We will see later on how Java allows us to handle such situations through the use of
exceptions.
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6.31 Equivalence between while loop and do loop

As is clear from the semantics, each do loop can be replaced with an equivalent while loop. However, to do so,
we need to duplicate the body of the do loop.

Example:

int i;

do {
i = Integer.parseInt(JOptionPane.showInputDialog(

"Input a positive integer"));
} while (i <= 0);

equivale a

int i;

i = Integer.parseInt(JOptionPane.showInputDialog(
"Input a positive integer"));

while (i <= 0) {
i = Integer.parseInt(JOptionPane.showInputDialog(

"Input a positive integer"));
}

6.32 Complete set of control statements

Two programs are said to be equivalent if, when they receive the same input,

• either both do not terminate, or
• both terminate and produce the same output.

A set of control statements is said to be complete if, for each possible program that can be written in the
programming language, there is an equivalent one that contains only the control statements in the set.

Theorem by Böhm and Jacopini

The following statements form a complete set: sequencing, if statement, and while statement.

6.33 Example: computing the greatest common divisor (GCD)

Specification:

We want to realize a static public method that takes as parameters two positive integers x and y and computes
and returns their greatest common divisor gcd(x, y).

The greatest common divisor of two integers x and y is the greatest integer that divides both x and y without
rest.

Example: gcd(12, 8) = 4
gcd(12, 6) = 6
gcd(12, 7) = 1

6.34 GCD: by directly exploiting the definition

• We are looking for the maximum divisor of both x and y.
• Observation: 1 ≤ gcd(x, y) ≤ min(x, y)

Hence, it is sufficient to try out the numbers between 1 and min(x, y).
• It is better to start from min(x, y) and go down toward 1. As soon as we find a common divisor of x and

y, we can immediately return it.

First refinement of the algorithm:

public static int greatestCommonDivisor(int x, int y) {
int gcd;
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initialize gcd to the minimum of x and y

while ((gcd > 1) && (we have not found a common divisor ))
if (gcd divides both x and y)
we have found a common divisor

else
gcd--;

return gcd;
}

Observations:

• The loop always terminates because at each iteration
– either we find a divisor,
– or we decrement gcd by 1 (at most we arrive at 1).

• To check whether we have found the gcd we make use of a boolean variable (used in the loop condition).
• To verify whether x (or y) divides gcd we use the "%" operator.

6.35 GCD: problems of the algorithm implementing directly the definition

How many times do we execute the loop in the previous algorithm?

• best case: 1 time, when x divides y or vice-versa
E.g., gcd(500, 1000)

• worst case: min(x, y) times, when gcd(x, y) = 1
Ex . gcd(500, 1001)

Hence, the previous algorithm behaves bad when x and y are big and gcd(x, y) is small.

6.36 GCD: using the method by Euclid

The method by Euclid allows us to reach smaller numbers faster, by exploiting the following properties:

gcd(x, y) =

 x (or y), if x = y
gcd(x− y, y), if x > y
gcd(x, y − x), if x < y

This property can be proved easily, by showing that the common divisors of x e y are also divisors of x − y
(when x > y) or of y − x (when x < y).

E.g., gcd(12, 8) = gcd(12− 8, 8) = gcd(4, 8− 4) = 4

To obtain an algorithm, we repeatedly apply the procedure until we arrive at the situation where x = y. For
example:

x y bigger − smaller
210 63 147
147 63 84
84 63 21
21 63 42
21 42 21
21 21 =⇒ gcd(21,21) = gcd(21,42) = · · · = gcd(210,63)

The algorithm can be implemented in Java as follows:

public static int greatestCommonDivisor(int x, int y) {
while (x != y) {
if (x > y)
x = x - y;

else // this means that y > x
y = y - x;
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}
return x;

}

6.37 GCD: admissible values for the arguments

What happens in the previous algorithm in the following cases:

• If x = y = 0?
The result is 0.

• If x = 0 and y > 0 (or vice-versa)?
The result should be y, but the algorithm enters an infinite loop.

• If x < 0 and y is arbitrary (or vice-versa)?
The algorithm enters an infinite loop.

Hence, if we want to take into account that the method could be called with arbitrary integer values for the
parameters, it is necessary to insert a suitable test.

public static int greatestCommonDivisor(int x, int y) {
if ((x > 0) && (y > 0)) {
while (x != y)
if (x > y)
x = x - y;

else // this means that y > x
y = y - x;

return x;
} else
System.out.println("wrong parameters");

}

6.38 GCD: using the method by Euclid with rests

What happens in the previous algorithm if x is much bigger than y (or vice-versa)?

Example: gcd(1000, 2) gcd(1001, 500)
1000 2 1001 500
998 2 501 500
996 2 1 500

...
...

...
...

2 2 1 1

To compress this long sequence of subtractions, it is sufficient to observe that we are actually calculating the
rest of the integer division.

Method by Euclid: let x = y · k + r (with 0 ≤ r < y)

gcd(x, y) =
{

y, if r = 0 (i.e., x is a multiple of y)
gcd(r, y), if r 6= 0

The algorithm can be implemented in Java as follows:

public static int greatestCommonDivisor(int x, int y) {
while ((x != 0) && (y != 0)) {
if (x > y)
x = x % y;

else
y = y % x;

}
return (x != 0)? x : y;

}
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6.39 Example: length of the longest subsequence

Realize a public static method that takes as parameter a string s (that is constituted only by the characters
’0’ and ’1’), and returns the length of the longest subsequence of s constituted only by consecutive ’0’s.

Example: If the string passed as parameter is "001000111100", then the longest subsequence of only ’0’s is
the underlined one, which has length 3.

public static int subsequence(String s) {
char bit; // current element in the sequence
int cont = 0; // current length of the sequence of zeros
int maxlen = 0; // temporary value of the maximum length

for (int i = 0; i < s.length(); i++) {
bit = s.charAt(i);

if (bit == ’0’) { // we have read a new ’0’
cont++; // update the length of the current sequence
if (cont > maxlen) // if necessary, ...

// ... update the temporary maximum
maxlen = cont;

} else // we have read a 1
cont = 0; // reset the length of the current sequence

}

return maxlen;
}

6.40 Nested loops

The body of a loop can contain itself a loop, called a nested loop. It is possible to nest an arbitrary number of
loops.

Example: Print out the multiplication table.

public class MultiplicationTable {
static final int NMAX = 10;

public static void main (String[] args) {
int row, column;

for (row = 1; row <= NMAX; row++) {
for (column = 1; column <= NMAX; column++)
System.out.print(row * column + " ");

System.out.println();
}

}
}

Note that we have used an integer constant NMAX, denoting the number of rows (and of columns) of the table.
(The static keyword indicates that NMAX is not an instance variable, but a global variable for the class).

Output produced by the program:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70
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8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80
9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

6.41 Example of nested loop: print out a pyramid of stars

In the previous example, where we printed out the multiplication table, the number of iterations of the internal
loop was fixed. In general, the number of iterations of an internal loop may depend on the iteration of the
external loop.

Example: Print out a pyramid of stars.

Pyramid of height 4 row blanks *
* 1 3 1

*** 2 2 3
***** 3 1 5
******* 4 0 7

To print the generic row r: print (height− r) blanks and (2 · r − 1) stars.

int height;
height = Integer.parseInt(JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input the height"));

for (int row = 1; row <= height; row++) {
// 1 iteration for each row of the pyramid

for (int i = 1; i <= height - row; i++)
System.out.print(" "); // prints the initial blanks

for (int i = 1; i <= row * 2 - 1; i++)
System.out.print("*"); // prints the sequence of stars

System.out.println(); // prints a newline: the row is finished
}

6.42 Example: power by means of a nested loop

public static int power(int base, int exponent) {
int result = 1;
int multiplicand, multiplicator, product;

while (exponent > 0) {
exponent--;

// result = result * base
multiplicand = result;
multiplicator = base;
product = 0;
while (multiplicator > 0) {
multiplicator--;
product = product + multiplicand;

}
result = product;

}
return result;

}

6.43 Example: power by means of two methods

public static int multiplication(int multiplicand,
int multiplicator) {
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int product = 0;
while (multiplicator > 0) {
multiplicator--;
product = product + multiplicand;

}
return product;

}

public static int power(int base, int exponent) {
int result = 1;
while (exponent > 0) {
exponent--;
result = multiplication(result, base);

}
return result;

}

Note that in this case the internal loop is hidden inside the invocation of the multiplication() method.

6.44 Flow control statements

Flow control statements determine the next statement to execute. In this sense, the statements if-else, if,
switch, while, for, and do are flow control statements. However, these statements do not allow us to determine
in an arbitrary way which is the next statement to be executed. Instead they structure the program, and the
execution flow is determined by the structure of the program.

Java, as other programming languages, allows us to use (though with some limitations) also jump statements.
Such statements are flow control statements that cause the interruption of the execution flow and the jumping
to a statement different from the successive one in the sequence of program statements.

Jump statements:

• break (jump to the statement immediately following the current loop or switch statement)

• continue (jump to the condition of the loop)

Note:

• The use of jump statements should in general be avoided. They should be used only in specific situations.
We will only mention them briefly.

• Also the return statement can be used to modify the execution flow, by causing a termination of the
current method activation controlled by the programmer (see Unit 3).

6.45 Use of the break statement to exit a loop

We have already seen in Unit 5 that the break statement allows us to exit a switch statement. In general,
break allows us to exit prematurely from a switch, while, for, or do statement.

Example: Loop to calculate the square root of 10 reals read from input. We want to interrupt the loop as soon
as the user inputs a negative value.

double a;
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
a = Double.parseDouble(

JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a nonnegative real"));
if (a >= 0)
System.out.println(Math.sqrt(a));

else {
System.out.println("Error");
break;

}
}
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Note: In the case of nested loops or of switch statements nested within a loop, the execution of a break causes
the exit from a single level of nesting only.

6.46 Elimination of break

The execution of a break statement modifies the execution flow. Hence, when it is used in loops:

• we lose the structuring of the program;
• we may gain in efficiency with respect to implementing the same behavior without making use of break.

In general, it is always possible to eliminate a break statement. For example, the statement

while (condition ) {
statements-1

if (break-condition ) break;
statements-2

}

is equivalent to

boolean finished = false;
while (condition && !finished) {
statements-1

if (break-condition )
finished = true;

else {
statements-2

}
}

The choice on whether to eliminate or not a break must be made by evaluating:

• on the one hand, the gain in efficiency for the program with break with respect to the program without
it;

• on the other hand, the loss in readability due to the presence of break.

6.47 Example of elimination of a break

double a;
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
a = Double.parseDouble(

JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a nonnegative real"));
if (a >= 0)
System.out.println(Math.sqrt(a));

else {
System.out.println("Error");
break;

}
}

is equivalent to

double a;
boolean error = false;

for (int i = 0; (i < 10) && !error; i++) {
a = Double.parseDouble(

JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Input a nonnegative real"));
if (a >= 0)
System.out.println(Math.sqrt(a));

else {
System.out.println("Error");
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error = true;
}

}

6.48 The continue statement (optional)

The continue statement can be used only within loops, and its effect is to directly jump to the next loop
iteration, skipping for the current iteration those statements that follow in the loop body.

Example: Print out the odd numbers between 0 and 100.

for (int i = 0; i <= 100; i++) {
if (i % 2 == 0)
continue;

System.out.println(i);
}

Note that, when a continue statement is used in a for loop, the update-statement of the for loop is not
skipped and is executed anyway.

Note: A possible use of continue is within a loop for reading from input, in which we want to execute some
operations on the read data item only if a certain condition is satisfied. However, we have to make sure that at
each iteration of the loop, the next data item is read in any case; otherwise the loop would not terminate.

Example: Wrong use of the continue statement.

read the first data item ;
while (condition ) {
if (condition-on-the-current-data )

continue; // ERROR! the reading of the next data item is skipped
process the data ;
read the next data item ;

}

6.49 Statements to exit from blocks and labels for statements (optional)

Normally, a break or a continue statement causes the exit from a single level of nesting of switch or loop
statements in which it appears. However, such statements allow also for exiting from more than one level of
nesting of a switch or loop.

To do so, the statements that define a block can have a label:

label : loop-statement ;

A label must be a constant integer expression (analogous to those used in the ) cases of a switch statement).

The statement

break label ;

interrupts the loop that has the label specified in the break statement. If there is no loop with the specified
label that surrounds the break label statement, then a compile-time error is signaled.

Note: The use of labels and of break and continue statements that refer to labels is considered a bad pro-
gramming habit, and has to be used only in very particular cases. In this course we will not make use of
it.

6.50 Exercise: a class to encode texts

Specification:

Realize a Java class to represent encrypted texts. The encryption of the text is obtained by replacing each
character with the character whose code is equal to the code of the character to encode augmented by an
integer number representing the encryption key. The functionalities of encrypted texts are:

• creation of a new object that represents a text encrypted with a given encryption key;
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• creation of a new object that represents a text that is not encrypted (yet);
• return of the encrypted text;
• return of the decrypted text, provided the correct encryption key is provided;
• verification of the correctness of an encryption key;
• modification of the encryption key; this is possible only if the correct key is provided.

Solution scheme:

To realize the Java class we make use of the methodology introduced in Unit 3.

The properties and the services of interest can be immediately identified from the specification. Hence, we can
start writing:

public class EncryptedText {
// private representation of the objects of the class
// public methods that realize the requested functionalities
// possibly auxiliary methods

}

In the following, we will choose the representation for the objects of the class, the public interface of the class,
and the realization of the methods.

6.51 The class EncryptedText: representation of the objects

We have to decide how to represent the properties of encrypted texts. Note that an encrypted text needs two
properties: the text itself and the encryption key. Let us represent the objects of the class EncryptedText by
means of the following instance variables:

• the text, by means of an instance variable text, of type String;
• the key, by means of an instance variable key, of type int.

At this point we can write:

public class EncryptedText {
// representation of the objects of the class
private int key;
private String text;

// public methods that realize the requested functionalities
// possibly auxiliary methods

}

6.52 The class EncryptedText: public interface

We can now choose the interface of the class, through which the clients can make use of the objects of the class
EncryptedText.

Specifically, for each functionality we have to define a public method that realizes it and determine its header.

This leads us to the following skeleton for the class EncryptedText:

public class EncryptedText {
// representation of the objects of the class
private int key;
private String text;

// constructor
public EncryptedText(String nonEncryptedText) {

...
}
public EncryptedText(String nonEncryptedText, int key) {
...

}
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// other public methods
public String getEncryptedText() {

...
}
public String getDecryptedText(int key) {

...
}
public boolean isKey(int candidateKey) {

...
}
public void setKey(int key, int newKey) {

...
}

// possibly auxiliary methods
}

6.53 The class EncryptedText: realization of the methods

We concentrate now on the single methods and realize their bodies. To do so, we make use of two auxiliary
methods, encode() and decode(), analogous to the methods for encoding and decoding text according to a
given key that we have already seen.

public class EncryptedText {
// representation of the objects of the class
private int key;
private String text;

// constructor
public EncryptedText(String nonEncryptedText) {
key = 0;
text = nonEncryptedText;

}
public EncryptedText(String nonEncryptedText, int key) {
this.key = key;
text = encode(nonEncryptedText,key);

}

// altri metodi pubblici
public String getEncryptedText() {
return text;

}
public String getDecryptedText(int key) {
if (key == this.key)
return decode(text, key);

else return null;
}
public boolean isKey(int candidateKey) {
return candidateKey == key;

}
public void setKey(int key, int newKey) {
if (key == this.key) {
this.key = newKey;
text = encode(decode(text,key),newKey);

}
}

// auxiliary methods
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private static String encode(String text, int key) {
String resText;
char c;
int ci;
resText = "";
for (int i = 0; i < text.length(); i++) {
c = text.charAt(i);
ci = (int)c;
ci = ci + key;

c = (char)ci;
resText = resText + String.valueOf(c);

}
return resText;

}
private static String decode(String text, int key) {
String resText;
char c;
int ci;
resText = "";
for (int i = 0; i < text.length(); i++) {
c = text.charAt(i);
ci = (int)c;
ci = ci - key;
c = (char)ci;
resText = resText + String.valueOf(c);

}
return resText;

}
}

6.54 The class EncryptedText: example of a client

We realize the class ClientEncryptedText, which contains a method main that uses the class EncryptedText:

public class ClientEncryptedText {
public static void main(String[] args) {
EncryptedText t = new EncryptedText("Nel mezzo del cammin di ...", 10);
System.out.println(t.getEncryptedText());
System.out.println(t.getDecryptedText(10));
t.setKey(10,20);
System.out.println(t.getDecryptedText(10));
System.out.println(t.getDecryptedText(20));

}
}

The output of the program is the following:

Xov*wo??y*nov*mkwwsx*ns*888
Nel mezzo del cammin di ...
null
Nel mezzo del cammin di ...

6.55 The class StringTokenizer

The class StringTokenizer allows us to divide a string into tokens. A token is the maximal sequence of
consecutive characters of a string that are not delimiters. The default delimiters are " \t\n\r\f", i.e., the
space character, the tab character, the newline character, the return character, and the form-feed character.

Example: The tokens of the string:
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"I am a
student

of Introduction to Programming"

are: "I", "am", "a", "student", "of", "Introduction", "to", "Programming".

An object of type StringTokenizer is constructed starting from a string to be tokenized, and internally
maintains a current position within the string. The class exports some methods that allow us to advance this
position, and to return the token as a substring of the string used to create the StringTokenizer object.

The StringTokenizer class has the following constructors (among others):

• StringTokenizer(String str)
Constructs a string tokenizer for the specified string, using the default delimiter set " \t\n\r\f".

• StringTokenizer(String str, String delim)
Constructs a string tokenizer for the specified string, using a specified set of delimiters.

The StringTokenizer class has the following methods (among others):

• boolean hasMoreTokens()
Tests if there are more tokens available from this tokenizer’s string.

• String nextToken()
Returns the next token from this string tokenizer.

Example: Use of an object of type StringTokenizer. The following fragment of code

StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer("I am a \n student");
while (st.hasMoreTokens()) {
System.out.println(st.nextToken());

}

prints the following output:

I
am
a
student

Notes:

• The class StringTokenizer is part of the package java.util. Hence, each time we want to use this class,
we have to import it explicitly through the statement import java.util.StringTokenizer;.

• In fact, the class StringTokenizer is outdated and is kept only for compatibility reasons. Instead the
split() method of the String class or of the Pattern class in the java.util.regex package should be
used. However, these methods make use of arrays, which we will see only later.

Exercises

Exercise 6.1. Write a program that reads 10 (arbitrary) integers and prints the smallest one.

Exercise 6.2. Write a public static method that takes as parameter a positive integer n, and prints the first
n even numbers.

Exercise 6.3. Write a public static method that takes as parameter a positive integer n, and computes and
returns the factorial of n. The method should also print a suitable message when n is negative.

Exercise 6.4. Write a program that reads from input an integer n and a sequence of integers of length n,
and prints the sum of the positive and the sum of the negative integers in the sequence.
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Exercise 6.5. The value of π can be calculated with the series

π = 4− 4/3 + 4/5− 4/7 + 4/9− 4/11 + · · ·

Write a public static method that takes as parameter an integer n, and computes and returns the value of π
approximated to the first n terms of the series.

Exercise 6.6. Write a public static method that takes as parameters a string and an integer d, and returns
the string suitably decoded according to d. The decoded string is obtained by replacing each character c in the
string with the character that has code equal to the code of c decremented by d.

Exercise 6.7. Write a public static method that takes as parameters a string and a character c, and returns
the position of the first character of the longest sequence of consecutive c’s in the string. If c does not occur at
all in the string, the method should return -1.

Exercise 6.8. Modify the program for printing the multiplication table in such a way that the printed numbers
are aligned in columns.

Exercise 6.9. Write a public static method that takes as parameter an integer h between 1 and 9, and prints
a pyramid of numbers of height h.
Example: For h = 4 the method should print the pyramid

1
121
12321
1234321

Exercise 6.10. Write a program that reads from input an integer n and prints the factorial of all numbers
between 1 and n. Provide a solution that makes use of the method defined in Exercise 6.3, and one that doesn’t.
Which of the two is more efficient?

Exercise 6.11. A positive integer is said to be prime if it is divisible only by 1 and by itself. Write a public
static method that takes as parameter a positive integer, and returns a boolean that indicates whether the
integer is prime or not.

Exercise 6.12. Write a program that reads from input an integer n, and prints all prime numbers between 2
and n. Make use of the method defined in Exercise 6.11.

Exercise 6.13. Write a program that reads from input an integer n, and prints the first n prime numbers
(by convention, 1 is not considered to be prime). Make use of the method defined in Exercise 6.11.

Exercise 6.14. Write a program that reads from input an integer n, and prints all its prime factors. For
example, if the integer is 220, the program should print: 2, 2, 5, 11. Make use of the method defined in
Exercise 6.11.

Exercise 6.15. Realize a Java class to represent messages. Each message is characterized by:

• a sender,

• a receiver,

• the text of the message.
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All three types of information should be represented as strings. Besides the functionalities of getting and setting
the sender, the receiver, and the text, messages should support the operation of swapping the sender and the
receiver, and three forms of compression:

1. elimination of the white spaces at the beginning and at the end of the text, and replacement of each
sequence of more than one whitespace (used to separate words) with a single white space;

2. elimination of all vowels;
3. both (1) and (2).
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Advanced Features of C

● assert(...)
● #define (macros)

● file access

● multi-module programs

● compilation and linking revisited

● the last word on C

● admin matters:

■ leftover copies of reading brick (PeANUt Specification)!

■ we will start to catch up on Lecture D3 at end (time permitting)
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assert(...)

● assert(ond) is used for checking that condition cond is true

■ useful for defensive programming, having the program check (at least in some

small way) that it is doing what you expect

■ also can serve as useful documentation (expresses your intentions)

■ example: allocArray.c should check allocation succeeded (why?)A = (int ∗) mallo(n ∗ sizeof(int)); // alloates n elementsassert(A != null); // hek for failure , e.g. n was too large

■ at best, assert(...) will stop your program with a meaningful error

message, that gives you some clue as to where to look for the error

exec: source: line: function: Assertion expression failed

Abort

■ at worst, assert(...) makes your program run a few milliseconds slower

■ need to #inlude<assert.h> to use it
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Examples of assert(...)

#inlude <assert.h> #inlude <assert.h>double sqrt(double x) { {double result; ...wage = rate∗ hours;/∗ hek parameter ∗/assert(x>=0.0); /∗ alulate tax ∗/tax = alTax(wage);/∗ alulate square rootof x ∗/ /∗ sanity hek on tax ∗/... assert(tax >= 0.0);assert(tax < salary);return result;

} }
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Macros

● useful for constants and simple often-used expressions

● #define maro name replaement text

● expanded by the C preprocessor (cpp):

occurrences of the macro’s name are replaced by the replacement text

■ can take arguments, similar to a function

● examples:#define PI 3.14159 #define max(a,b) ((a) > (b)? (a): (b))... ...area = PI∗r∗r; printf(" % f % d \ n " , max(1.0, x), max(0, i));

● what is difference of this from:onst double PI = 3.14159; int max(int a, int b) {return (a > b? a: b);

}
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File Access

● reading and writing to text files is similar to doing so from the standard input (e.g.

keyboard) and standard output (e.g. screen)

● use functions from stdio library:

■ file pointer variable: FILE ∗fp;

■ open file: fp = fopen(name, mode); with mode either "r" for reading,

"w" for writing or "a" for appending

■ read from file: fsanf(FILE ∗fp, har ∗format, ...);

■ write to file: fprintf(FILE ∗fp, har ∗format, ...);

■ close file: flose(fp);
● an example of an abstract data type in C using an ‘opaque structure’

■ client program does not access fields of ∗fp, i.e. instead of accessingfp−>..., it calls the stdio library to manipulate it instead

■ it is possible to completely hide the definition of the FILE structure from the

client

■ Q: why is this important / useful in software engineering?
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File Examples: writeFile.c and readFile.c
/∗ reate and write text file ∗/#inlude<stdio.h>int main(void) {FILE ∗fp;int i = 42;fp = fopen(" myfile . txt ", " w ");fprintf(fp, " % d a l b a t r o s s !\ n ", i);flose(fp);return 0;

}
/∗ read number from text file ∗/#inlude<stdio.h>int main(void) {FILE ∗fp;int i;fp = fopen(" myfile . txt ", " r ");fsanf(fp, " % d ", &i);flose(fp);printf(" % d a l b a t r o s s ?\ n ", i);return 0;

}
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Multi-module Programs

● putting code in different modules is useful for several reasons:

■ make a library of commonly needed functions which can then be used in other
programs (e.g. stdio, math, string)

■ enable several programmers to work on the same project at once
■ make the program easier to understand (e.g. database functionality in one

module, graphics into another)
■ proprietary libraries need not release source code

● e.g. myLibrary: a C Library
■ myLibrary.h: contains ‘headers’ (declarations) for the externally accessible functions

/variables
■ myLibrary.c:

◆ #inlude "myLibrary.h" (note: "..." rather than <...> instructs the compiler to
look in current directory first)

◆ contains the function implementations (definitions)
◆ the compiler checks that headers match implementations

■ useit.c:

◆ contains code for main program (including int main(...) ) and calls to the functions
provided by myLibrary

◆ #inlude "myLibrary.h": compiler similarly can check that headers match function
calls
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myLibrary: Header and Implementation Files
/∗ useit. ∗/#inlude <stdio.h>#inlude " m y L i b r a r y . h "int main(void) {float x = pi();displayFloat(x);return 0;

}

/∗ myLibrary.h ∗/float pi(void);void displayFloat(float d);/∗ myLibrary. ∗/#inlude <stdio.h>#inlude " m y L i b r a r y . h "float pi(void) {return 3.14159;

}void displayFloat(float d) {printf(" The number is : % f \ n " , d);

}
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Building myLibrary into an Executable

link

compile

preprocess 
(cpp)

myLibrary.c useit.c

myLibrary.o useit.o

myLibrary.h

useit

(cc1)

(ld)

● compiled by:

gcc -Wall -c myLibrary.c

gcc -Wall -o useit useit.c myLibrary.o

● 2nd command can be separated into compile

and link stages:

gcc -Wall -c useit.c

gcc -o useit useit.o myLibrary.o
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Compilation and Linking

● compilation:

1. the C preprocessor:

■ processes #inlude directives

■ expands macros (#define...)

2. syntax and semantic checking

■ printf�17’
■ also builds the symbol tables for the modules

3. translation into relocatable machine code, i.e. producing the object files (.o)

● linking:

■ linking is the process of combining object files into an executable file

■ the object files contain a symbol table, and relocatable machine code

■ each function used must be implemented in one, and only one, module

■ when the object files are combined, the linker links the function calls to the

function implementation

◆ the symbol table in each object file gives it the information needed for this
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Symbol Tables and Linking

● each object file contains a symbol table listing all symbols (global variables and
functions) used in the module

● also lists each symbol’s address within the object file

(or marks it as ‘external’ if it’s not defined in this file)

● when the linker builds an executable, it resolves these external symbols (linking
references to the symbol with their final address), as it adds each object file into the
executable

■ the object files also contain a list of all places which contain a reference to an
external address, together with the index of the corresp. symbol table entry

● note:

■ each symbol must be implemented once, and only once
■ unresolved, or multiply-defined symbols cause errors

● exercise: use the commands readelf -s myLibrary.o and readelf -s
useit.o, noting the entries for pi, displayFloat and printf
use the commands objdump -d myLibrary.o and objdump -d useit.o
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Inside Executable Files ([O’H&Bryant, sect 7.8])

● constant data including string literals

go into the .rodata segment

● global and stati variables go into

the .data and bss segments

■ data is valid over whole execution

● other variables local to functions go

on the stack

■ data is valid only while the

function is being called!

● memory areas allocated bymallo() are on the heap

■ data is valid until free() is called

[O’H&Bryant, fig 7.13]

Kernel virtual memory

Memory-mapped region for
shared libraries

Run-time heap
(created by malloc)

User stack
(created at runtime)

Unused0

%esp (stack pointer)

Memory
invisible to
user code

brk

0xc0000000

0x08048000

0x40000000

Read/write segment
(.data, .bss)

Read-only segment
(.init, .text, .rodata)

Loaded from the 
executable file
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Last Word on C

● much more to the C language than we’ve seen

■ what have we missed

● C takes a week to learn but a lifetime to master

■ be very careful with pointers!

● we have covered the basics of C, and this should enable you to:

■ understand most C programs you come across

■ write simple C programs

■ list C on your resume!

● if you’re programming C, a good manual or reference book is a necessity

● next week (week 4):

■ another C lab (plus chance to work on assignment)

■ PeANUt lectures will start next week → bring your reading brick (PeANUt

Specification)
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Various types of Hash Functions: 
       Type 1: Truncation Method 
       Type 2: Folding Method 
       Type 3: Midsquare Method 
       Type 4: Division Method(Modulo Division) 
 
1 Truncation  Method  
 
The Truncation Method truncates a part of the given keys, depending upon the 
size of the hash table. 
1. Choose the hashtable size. 
2. Then the respective right most or left most digits are truncated and used as 
hash code| value. 
Ex: 123,42,56         Table size = 9                                                     
 
               0 
                
               1 
               
               2 
                                                                                   H(123)=1 
               3 
               4                                                                  H(42)=4 
                
               5                                                                  H(56)=5 
               6 
               
               7 
               8 

 
2 Midsquare Method : 
                     It is a Hash Function method. 
 
1. Square the given keys. 
2. Take the respective middle digits from each squared value and use that as 
the hash value | address | index | code, for the respective keys. 
 
 
               0 
                
               1 

 

 

 

 
        56 

        42 

 

 

       123 

 

 

123 
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               2                                                                H(123)=1 [ 1232 = 15129] 
                
               3                                                                H(42)=7 [ 422 = 17 64 ] 
                
               4                                                                 H(56)=3 [ 562 = 3136 ] 
               5 
                
               6 
                
               7 
               8 
               9 
 
             
 

3  Folding Method : 
                  Partition the key K into number of parts, like K1,K2,.....Kn, then add 
the parts together and ignore the carry and use it as the hash value. 
               
               0 
               1 
 
               2                                                                H(123)= [ 1+2+3 =6 ] 
                
               3                                                                  H(43)= [ 4+3 = 7 ] 
               4 
                                                                                   H(56)= [ 5+6 = 11 ] 
               5 
               6 
 
               7 
4 Division Method : 
                      Choose a number m, larger than the number of keys.  
                     The number m is usually chosen to be a prime number. 
         The formula for the division method : 
                    Hash(key)= key % tablesize 
            Tablesize : 10                20,21,24,26,32,34 
                
                                                                                                                     
             0  
 

 

42 

 

42 

 

 

 

56 

 

        21 

        20 

123 

 

 

 

 

56 

 

43 
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             1 
 
             2                                                                 H(20)= 20 % 10 = 0 
             3 
                                                                                 H(21)= 21 % 10 = 1 
             4                             34 collision 
             5                                                                  H(24)=24 % 10 = 4 
 
             6                                                                  H(26)= 26 % 10 = 6 
 
             7                                                                  H(32) = 32 % 10 = 2 
             8 
 
             9 
 
 

 COLLISION RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES 
 
It is the process of finding another position for the collided record.  
The techniques are: 
 
1. Seperate Chaining.                                      Closed Addressing 
2. Linear Probing. 
3. Quadratic Probing.                                    Open Addressing 
4. Double Hashing. 
5. Rehashing. 
6. Extendable Hashing.                                       Dynamic Hashing 
7. Linear Hashing. 
 
1 Separate Chaining  
             
It is to keep a list of all elements that hash to the same value. 
An alternative to open addressing as a method of collision resolution is 
separate chaining hashing.  
This  uses an array as the primary hash table, except that the array is an array 
of lists of entries, each list initially being empty.  
 

  

 

        24 

 

        26 

 

        32 
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If  in  a  set  of  elements,  if  an element  hashes      to  the  same  value  as  that  
of  an  already  inserted  element  then  we  have  a  collision  and   
We need  to  resolve it. In  separate  chaining,each  slot  of  the  bucket  array  
is  a  pointer  to  a  linked  list  that  contains 
key-value pairs  that  are  hashed  to  the  same  location. 
It  is  otherwise  called  as  direct  chaining  or  simply  chaining. 
An array  of  linked  list  implementation is used here. 
 
  
SEPARATE CHAINING PROCEDURE : 
 
TO FIND AN ELEMENT  

 To perform  a Find,we use  the hash  function  to  determine which list to 
traverse.  

 We then traverse  it in normal manner,returning the position where the 
item is found.  

 Finding an element in separate chaining is very much similar to the find 
operation performed in the case of lists.  

 If the ElementType is a string then a comparison and assignment must 
be done with strcmp and strcpy respectively.  
 

TO INSERT AN ELEMENT 
 To perform an Insert,we traverse down the appropriate list to check 

whether the element is already in place .  
 If it is new then it is either inserted at the front or at the end.  
 If the item to be inserted is already present,then we do not perform any 

operation;otherwise we place it at the front of the list.  
 It is similar to the insertion Operation that takes place  in the case of 

linked lists.  
 The disadvantage is that it computes the hash function twice.  

 
TO DELETE AN ELEMENT: 

 To delete we find the cell P prior to the one containing the element to be 
deleted.  

 Make the cell P to point to the next cell of the element to be deleted.  
 Then free the memory space of the element to be deleted.  
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ADVANTAGES:  
Separate chaining is used when  memory space is a concern.  
It can be very easily implemented.  
 
DISADVANTAGES:  
It requires pointers which causes the algorithm to slow down a bit.  
Unevenly distributed keys-long lists-search time increases.  
There are many spaces in the table.  
 
APPLICATIONS OF SEPARATE CHAINING: 
 
Associative arrays 
Hash tables are commonly used to implement many types of in-memory 
tables. They are used to implement associative arrays (arrays whose indices 
are arbitrary strings or other complicated objects), especially in interpreted 
programming languages like AWK, Perl, and PHP. 
 
 Database indexing 
Hash tables may also be used for disk-based persistent data structures and 
database indices (such as dbm) although balanced trees are more popular in 
these applications 
 
Caches 
Hash tables can be used to implement caches, auxiliary data tables that are 
used to speed up the access to data that is primarily stored in slower media. In 
this application, hash collisions can be handled by discarding one of the two 
colliding entries — usually the one that is currently stored in the table. 
 
Sets 
Besides recovering the entry which has a given key, many hash table 
implementations can also tell whether such an entry exists or not. 
Those structures can therefore be used to implement a set data structure, 
which merely records whether a given key belongs to a specified set of keys. 
In this case, the structure can be simplified by eliminating all parts which have 
to do with the entry values. Hashing can be used to implement both static and 
dynamic sets. 
 
 Object representation 
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Several dynamic languages, such as Python, JavaScript, and Ruby, use hash 
tables to implement objects. In this representation, the keys are the names of 
the members and methods of the object, and the values are pointers to the 
corresponding member or method. 
 
Unique data representation 
Hash tables can be used by some programs to avoid creating multiple 
character strings with the same contents. For that purpose, all strings in use 
by the program are stored in a single hash table, which is checked whenever a 
new string has to be created. This technique was introduced in Lisp 
interpreters under the name hash consing, and can be used with many other 
kinds of data (expression trees in a symbolic algebra system, records in a 
database, files in a file system, binary decision diagrams, etc.)  

  

 

PROGRAM  
 

HEADER FILE FOR SEPARATE CHAINING 
 

Typedef int elementtype; 
Typedef struct listnode  *position; 
Typedef struct hashtbl  *hashtable; 
Typedef position list; 
Struct hashtbl 
{ 
int tablesize; 
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list *thelists; 
}; 
 
IMPLEMENTATION OF SEPARATE CHAINING 
 
The Lists will be an array of list. 
 
Struct listnode 
{ 
Elementtype element; 
Position next; 
}; 
Hashtable initialize table(int tablesize) 
{ 
Hashtable H; 
int i; 
/ *Allocate Table * / 
H=malloc(sizeof(struct hashtable)); 
If(H==NULL) 
Fatalerror(“Out of Space”); 
H-->tablesize=nextprime(tablesize); 
/*Allocate array of list */ 
H-->thelist=malloc(sizeof(list)*H-->tablesize); 
If(H-->thelist==NULL) 
Fatalerror(“Out of Space”); 
/*Allocate list header */ 
For(i=0;i<H-->tablesize;i++) 
{ 
H-->thelists[i]=malloc(sizeof(struct listnode)); 
If(H-->thelists[i]==NULL) 
Fatalerror(“Out of Space”); 
Else 
H-->thelists[i]-->next=NULL; 
} 
return H; 
} 
 
Ex :  20,21,24,26,32,34,36 
 

1000    --- 20 NULL 
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Hash(char  *key, int tablesize) 
{ 
int hashvalue=0; 
while(*key!=’\0’) 
hashvalue=hashvalue+ *key++; 
return(hashvalue % tablesize); 
} 
Position find(Elementtype key, hashtable H) 
{ 
Position P; 
List L; 
L=H-->thelists(Hash(key,H-->tablesize)); 
P=L-->next; 
While(P!=NULL && P-->element ! =key) 
P=P-->next; 
Return P; 
} 
Void insert(elementtype key, hashtable H) 
{ 
Position pos,newcell; 
List L; 
Pos=find(key,H); 
If(pos==NULL) 
{ 
Newcell=malloc(sizeof(struct listnode)); 
If(newcell==NULL) 
Fatalerror(“Out of Space”); 

2000 

 

 

1008 

1010 

 

 

 

1002 

  --- 

  --- 

   --- 

   --- 

  --- 

   --- 

   --- 

   --- 

   --- 

26 

36 

24 
34 

32 

21 

NULL 

NULL 

NULL 

1004 

1006 

NULL 
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Else 
{ 
L=H-->thelists(hash(key,H-->tablesize)); 
Newcell-->next=L-->next; 
Newcell-->element=key; 
L-->next=Newcell; 
} 
}  } 
 
 
Open Addressing    
In an open addressing hashing system, if a collision occurs, alternative cells 
are tried until an empty cell is found. 
A bigger table is needed for open addressing hashing, than for separate 
chaining. 
Types of Open Addressing : 
1. Linear Probing. 
2. Quadratic Probing. 
3. Double Hashing. 
 
  Linear Probing  
                   
 It is a kind of Open Addressing. 
In Linear probing, F is a linear function of i, typically F(i)=i. In linear probing, 
the position in which a key can be stored is found by sequentially searching all 
positions starting from the position calculated by the hash function until an 
empty cell is found. 
If the end of the table is reached and no empty cell have been found, then the 
search is continued from the beginning of the table. It has a tendency to create 
cluster in the table. 
 
In linear probing we get primary clustering problem. 
Primary Clustering Problem 
       If the Hashtable becomes half full and if a collision occurs, it is difficult to 
find an empty location in the hash table and hence an insertion or the deletion 
process takes a longer time. 
 -> Hash function 
 

                     hi(key)=(Hash(key)+ F(i)) % Tablesize 
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                     F(i)=i        Hash(key)=key % tablesize 
 
 

Ex: 89,18,49,58,69 
       
 -> Hashtable 
 
                    0 
                    1 
 
                    2 
                    3 
                    4 
                    5 
 
                    6 
                    7 
                    8 
 
                    9 

 
1.Hash(89)=89 % 10=9 
2.Hash(18)=18 % 10= 8 
3.Hash(49)=49 % 10=9     -> collision occurs for first time i=1 
     h1(49)= (9+1) % 10=10 % 10 =0 
4.Hash(58)= 58 % 10 =8    -> collision occurs for first time i=1 
     h1(58)= (8+1) % 10 =9 -> collision occurs for first time i=2 
     h2(58)= (8+2) % 10 =0  -> collision occurs for first time i=3 
     h3(58)= (8+3) % 10 =1       
5.Hash(69)=69%10=9   -> collision occurs for first time i=1 
    h1(69)= (9+1) % 10 =9 -> collision occurs for first time i=2 
    h2(69)= (9+2) % 10 =1   -> collision occurs for first time i=3 
    h3(69)= (9+3)  % 10 =2 
  
Program: 
 
Void insert(elementtype K, Hashtbl hashtable, int D) 
{ 
int i,j; 
i=Hash(K); 
j=i; 

      18 

 

 

 

 

 

      69 

      58 

      49 
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if(empty(j)) 
Hashtable[j]=K; 
Else 
{ 
While(!empty(j)) 
j=j+i%D; 
Hashtable[j]=K; 
} 
} 
Void search(Elementtype K, Hashtbl Hashtable, int D) 
{ 
int i,j,flag=0; 
i=Hash(K); 
j=i; 
flag=i; 
while(Hashtable[j]!=K) 
{ 
j=j+1%D; 
if(j==flag) 
break; 
} 
If(hashtable[j]==K) 
Printf(“Element found”); 
Else 
Printf(“Element not found”); 
} 
 
 Advantage: 
 It does not require pointers. 
 
Disadvantage: 
 It forms clusters, which degrades the performance of the hash table for 
storing and retrieving data. 
 
 
 Quadratic Probing 
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                    It is a kind of open addressing technique.It is a collision resolution 
method that eliminates the primary clustering problem of linear probing. 
  
     -> Hash function 
                                                      

hi(key)=(Hash(key)+ F(i)) % Tablesize 
F(i)=i2     Hash(key)=key % tablesize 

 

 

     -> Hashtable     Ex: 89,18,49,58,69 
 
                     0 
                    
                    1 
                    2 
                    3 
                     
                    4 
                    5 
                    6 
                    7 
                     
                    8 
                    9 
 

 
 
1.Hash(89)=89 % 10=9 
2.Hash(18)=18 % 10= 8 
3.Hash(49)=49 % 10=9     -> collision occurs for first time i=1 
     h1(49)= (9+12) % 10=10 % 10 =0 
4.Hash(58)= 58 % 10 =8    -> collision occurs for first time i=1 
     h1(58)= (8+12) % 10 =9 -> collision occurs for first time i=2 
     h2(58)= (8+22) % 10 =2   
5.Hash(69)=69%10=9   -> collision occurs for first time i=1 
    h1(69)= (9+12) % 10 =9 -> collision occurs for first time i=2 
    h2(69)= (9+22) % 10 =3    
 
 

Program: 
 

      18 

 

 

 

 

      69 

      58 

       

      49 

      89 
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Typedef unsigned int Index; 
Typedef Index position; 
Typedef struct Hashtbl *HashTable; 
enum kindofEntry{legitimate,empty,deleted}; 
struct HashEntry 
{ 
ElementType Element; 
enum kindofEntry Info; 
}; 
Typedef struct HashEntry Cell; 
struct HashTble  /*Cell* The cell will be an array of HashEntry cells*/ 
{ 
Int Tablesize; 
Cell *Thecells; 
}; 
HashTable InitialiseTable(int Tablesize) 
{ 
HashTable H; 
int i; 
/* Allocate table*/ 
H = malloc(sizeof(struct HastTble)); 
if(H==NULL) 
fatalerror(“Out of Space”); 
H→Tablesize = NextPrime(Tablesize); 
/*Allocate array of cells*/ 
H→TheCells = malloc(sizeof(cell)*H→Tablesize); 
if(H→TheCells==NULL) 
fatalerror(“Out of Space”); 
for(i=0; i<H→Tablesize; i++) 
H→TheCells[i].info=Empty; 
return H; 
} 
 
 
 
 

10 1000  empty 
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Tablesize TheCells         element        
into 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Insert Routine: 
void Insert(ElementType Key, HashTable H) 
{ 
position pos; 
pos = find(key,H); 
if(H →TheCells[pos].Info!=legitimate) 
{ 
H →TheCells[pos].Info=legitimate; 
H→TheCells[pos].Element=Key; 
} 
} 
 
Find Routine: 
position find(ElementType Key, HashTable H) 
{ 
position current pos; 
int i; 
i=1;  /*i is the collision number*/ 

 “ 

 “ 

 “ 

 “ 

 “ 

 “ 

 “ 

 “ 

 “ 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

H 
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currentpos = Hash(Key, H→Tablesize); 
while(H→TheCells[currentpos].Info!=Empty 
&&    H→TheCells[currentpos].Element!=Key) 
{ 
currentpos=(Hash(Key,Tablesize) + i*i)% Tablesize; 
i=i+1; 
} 
return currentpos; 
} 
 
 Double Hashing 

Double hashing  is a technique which belongs to open addressing.  
Open  addressing is a collision resolution technique which uses the concept of 
linked lists.  
Open addressing handles collision by trying out all the alternative cells until 
an empty cell is found.  
Collision is said to have occurred if there exists this situation.i.e., If an element 
inserted hashes to the same value as that of an already inserted element, then 
there is collision  

PROCEDURE: 

 Compute the positions where the data elements are to be inserted by 
applying the first hash function to it.  

 Insert the elements if the positions are vacant.  
 If there is collision then apply the second hash function.  
 Add the two values and  insert the element into the appropriate 

position.  
 Number of probes for the data element is 1 if it is inserted after 

calculating first hash function.  
 Number of probes is 2 if it is inserted after calculating second hash 

function.  

DEFINITION: 

 It is a collision resolution technique which uses two hash functions to 
handle collision.  
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 The interval (i.e., the distance it probes) is decided by the second hash 
function which is independent.  

REQUIREMENTS: 

 The table size should be chosen in such a way that it is prime so that all 
the cells can be inserted.  

The second hash function should be chosen in such a way that the function does 
not evaluate to zero.i.e., 1 can be added to the hash function(non-zero).  
 
Secondary Clustering: 
Elements that Hash to the same position will probe the same alternative cells.  
This is known as secondary clustering. 
To overcome secondary clustering, double hashing is used.  The collision 

function is, 

                                 hi(key)=(Hash(key)+ F(i)) % Tablesize 
                                                        F(i) = i * hash2 (X) 

Where  hash2(X) = R – (X % R)    R is a prime number.  It should be smaller than 

the tablesize 

 

Example 1 : 

 

  89, 18, 49, 58, 69 

69 

 

60 

58 

 

 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

69 

7 – (69 % 7)  = 7 – 6 = 1 

h1(69) = (9+1) % 10 = 10 % 10 = 0 

60 

7 – (60 % 7)  = 7 – 4 = 3 

h1(60) = (0+1*3) % 10 = 3 

h2(60) = (0+2*3) % 10 = 6 

h3(60) = (0+9) % 10 = 9 

h4(60) = (0+12) % 10 = 2 
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49 

 

18 

89 

49         

7 – (49 % 7)  = 7 – 0 = 7 

Hash(49) = 9 

i=1 

h1(49) = (9+(1*7)) % 10 = (9+7) % 10 = 16 % 10 = 6 

58 

7 – (58 % 7)  =  7 – 2 = 5 

i=1 

h1(58) = (8+(1*5)) % 10 = 13 % 10 = 3 

23 T =10 

7 – (23 % 7)  = 7 – 2 = 5 

h1(23) = (3+5*1) % 10 = 8 

h2(23) = (3+2*5) % 10 = 3 

h3(23) = (3+5*3) % 10 = 8 

23 T=11 

7 – (23 % 7)  = 7 – 2 = 5 

h1(23) = (3+5*1) % 11 = 8 

h2(23) = (3+2*5) % 11 = 2 

h3(23) = (3+5*3) % 11 = 7 
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Example 2 : 

  39, 90, 45, 22, 17, 49, 55, 89 

90 

 

22 

 

17 

45 

55 

37 

89 

49 

 

 

ALGORITHM 

INSERTION 

void insert(ITEM x)  
  { 
     KEY key = x.key();  
    int i = hash(key, M); int k = hashtwo(key);  
    while (st[i] != null) i = (i+k) % M;  
    st[i] = x; N++;  
  } 

SEARCHING 

ITEM search(KEY key)  
  {  
   int i = hash(key, M); int k = hashtwo(key);  

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

 

7 –(17 % 7) = 7 – 3 = 4 

h1(17) = 7 + 1*4 % 11 = 11 % 11 = 0 

h2(17)= 7 + 8 % 11 = 15 % 11 = 4 

7 –(55 % 7) = 7 – 6 = 1 

h1(55)= 5 + 1*1 % 11 = 6 % 11 = 6 

7 –(89 % 7) = 7 – 5 = 2 

h1(89) = 9 + 1*2 % 11 = 11 % 11 = 0 

h2(89)= 9 + 4 % 11 = 13 % 11 = 2 

h3(89)= 9 + 6 % 11 = 15 % 11 = 4 

h4(89)= 9 + 8 % 11 = 17 % 11 = 6 

h5(89)= 9 + 10 % 11 = 19 % 11 = 8 
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    while (st[i] != null)  
      if (equals(key, st[i].key())) return st[i];  
      else i = (i+k) % M;  
    return null;  
  } 

static int hashtwo(int v)  
{ 
 return (v % 97) + 1; 
 }  

Program: 
typedef unsigned int Index; 
typedef Index position; 
typedef struct HashTbl *HashTable; 
enum kindofEntry {legitimate, Empty, Deleted}; 
struct HashEntry 
{ 
 ElementType Element; 
 enum kindofEntry Info; 
}; 
typedef struct HashEntry Cell; 
struct HashTbl 
{ 
int Tablesize; 
Cell * Cells; 
}; 
HashTable InitializeTable(int Tablesize) 
{ 
HashTable H; 
int i; 
H = malloc(sizeof(struct HashTbl)); 
if(H==NULL) 
 fatalerror(“Out of Space”); 
H→ Tablesize = NextPrime(Tablesize); 
H→ TheCells = malloc(sizeof(Cell) * H→ Tablesize); 
if(H→TheCells==NULL) 
 fatalerror(“Out of Space”); 
for(i=0; i<H→Tablesize;i++) 
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H→ The cells[i].info=Empty; 
return H; 
} 
void Insert(ElementType Key, HashTable H) 
{ 
position pos; 
pos = find(Key, H); 
if(H→TheCells[pos].Info!=legitimate) 
{ 
H→TheCells[pos].Info=legitimate; 
H→TheCells[pos].Element=Key; 
} 
} 
position find(ElementType Key, HashTable H) 
{ 
position currentpos; 
int i=1;  /* i is collision number*/ 
currentpos=Hash(Key, H→Tablesize); 
while(H→TheCells[Currentpos].Info!=Empty && 
H→TheCells[currentpos].Element!=Key) 
{ 
currentpos=(Hash(Key, Tablesize) + i * hash2(Key, Tablesize)) % Tablesize 
i=i+1 
} 
return Currentpos; 
} 
Re Hashing : 
HashTable ReHash(HashTable H) 
{ 
int i, oldsize; 
cell *oldcells; 
oldcells = H→TheCells; 
oldsize = H→Tablesize 
/*List a new empty table*/ 
H = InitializeTable(2*oldsize); 
/*Scan through old table, returning into new*/ 
for(i=0;i<oldsize;i++) 
( 
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if(oldcells[i].Info==legitimate) 
 Insert(oldcells[i].Element, H); 
) 
free(oldcells); 
return H; 
} 

APPLICATIONS: 

 It is used in caches.  
 It is used in finding duplicate records.  
 Used in finding similar records.  
 Finding similar substrings.  

ADVANTAGES: 

 No index storage is required.  
 It provides rapid updates.  

DISADVANTAGES: 

 Problem arises when the keys are too small.  
 There is no sequential retrieval of keys.  
 Insertion is more random.  

  Re-Hashing: 
 
It is a technique in which the table is re-sized i.e., the size of the table is 
doubled by creating a new table. 
Rehashing is a technique that is used to improve the efficiency of the closed 

hashing techniques. This can be done by reducing the running time. 

If the table gets too full, the running time for the operations will start taking 

too long and inserts might fail for closed hashing with quadratic resolution. 

This can happen if there are too many deletions intermixed with insertions. A 

solution, then, is to build another table that is about twice as big (with 

associated new hash function) and scan down the entire original hash table, 

computing the new hash value for each (non-deleted) element and inserting it 

in the new table 
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Re-Hashing is required when, 
The table is completely filled in the case of double-Hashing 
The table is half-filled in the case of quadratic and linear probing 
The insertion fails due to overflow. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION: 
 
Rehashing can be implemented in  
1.Linear probing  
2.Double hashing  
3.Quadratic probing  

 Rehashing can be implemented in several ways with quadratic probing.  
 One alternative is to rehash as soon as the table is half full.  
 The other extreme is to rehash only when an insertion fails.  
 A third, middle of the road, strategy is to rehash when the table reaches 

a certain load factor.  
 Since performance does degrade as the load factor increases, the third 

strategy, implemented with a good cutoff, could be best.  
 
Problems: 
 

1. According to linear probing, 
 13, 15, 6, 24, 23 
 

6 

15 

23 

24 
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Re-Hashing →  Size = 7 

  double the size = 14   Next Prime = 17 

13 
0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

 

13 % 7 = 6 

15 % 7 = 1 

6 % 7 = 6 

i=1 

h1(6) = 6+1 % 7 = 0 

24 % 7 = 3 

23 % 7 = 2 
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2. Do the Hashing of keys   37, 90, 45, 22, 17, 49, 55, 89 

22 

45 

90 

55 

37 

49 

17 

89 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16 

23 

24 

 

 

 

 

 

23 

 

15 

 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

 

1. 16 % 17 = 6 

2. 15 % 17 = 15 

3. 23 % 17 = 6 

h1(X) = 6 + 1 % 17 = 7 

4. 24 % 17 = 7 

h1(24) = 7 + 1 % 17 = 8 

5. 13 % 17 = 13 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

7 – (55 % 7) = 7 – 6 = 1 

h1(55) = 0 + 1 * 1 % 11 = 1 

h2(55) = 0 + 2 * 1 % 11 = 2 

h3(55) = 0 + 3 % 11 = 3 
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Re-Hashing :  

0 45 

1  

2  

3 49 

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9 55 

10  

11  

12  

13  

14 37 

15  

16  

17 17 

18  

19  

20 89 

21 90 

22 22 

 
 

Advantage: 
This technique provides the programmer the flexibility to enlarge the 
tablesize if required. 
 
Disadvantages: 
Transfer time is more. 
 
 Extensible Hashing 
 
1. An extendible hash index consists of two parts: 

 

BUCKETS : Buckets are disc pages/blocks that are read and written by the 

22 % 23 = 22 

h1(22) = 22 + 1 % 23 = 0 
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system. The buckets have a physical address on the disc and 

contain a fixed number of records. 

 

DIRECTORY : The directory indexes the buckets using a binary code. The 

directory consists of two parts: 

1. A binary code which results from the hash function. 

2. A pointer to the bucket containing records matching the 

binary code. 

Two directory entries may point to the same record. 

 

1.Use i of b bits output by hash function 

 

h(k) =   00110101   (i starts from higher order bits) 

 use i → grows over time 

 

2. Use directory 

h(k)[i]                
 

 

 

 

 

 

The value of i can be grown during collision or overflow. 

1) i represents No. of bits which is used for  

i) Deciding the directory size 

ii) During insertion process 

2) Note : Each directory entry 

i) Should point to the respective Bucket 

ii) Bucket capacity should be decided initially 

 b bits 

h(K)[i]→ 

00 

01 

10 

11 

Buckets 

2i = Directory 

a 

size 2 
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STEPS FOR INSERTION:  
When buckets are not full, inserting is simple. 
• When inserting a new record, a search is performed to locate the position 
for the record. 
• If the bucket that should contain the record is less than full, then the record 
can be inserted into the bucket. 
• The structure of the index does not change  

Example  
Assume that the hash function h(k) returns a binary number. The first 'i' bits 
of each string will be used as indices to figure out where they will go in the 
"directory" (hash table). Additionally, i is the smallest number such that the 
first 'i' bits of all keys are different. 

 

Keys to be used: 
h(k1) = 100100 
h(k2) = 010110 
h(k3) = 110110 

 
Let's assume that for this particular example, the bucket size is 1. The first two 
keys to be inserted, k1 and k2, can be distinguished by the most significant bit, 
and would be inserted into the table as follows: 
 directory  

 ---------  
|    0    |-----------> Bucket A (contains k2) 
|-------|     
|    1    |-----------> Bucket B (contains k1) 
 ---------  

Now, if k3 were to be hashed to the table, it wouldn't be enough to distinguish 
all three keys by one bit (because k3 and k1 have 1 as their leftmost bit. Also, 
because the bucket size is one, the table would overflow. Because comparing 
the first two most significant bits would give each key a unique location, the 
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directory size is doubled as follows: 
  directory  

 ----------  
|    00    |-----\ 
|----------|      ----------> Bucket A (contains k2) 
|    01    |-----/ 
|----------|  
|    10    |-----------> Bucket B (contains k1) 
|----------|  
|    11    |-----------> Bucket C (contains k3) 
 ----------  

And so now k1 and k3 have a unique location, being distinguished by the first 
two leftmost bits. Because k2 is in the top half of the table, both 00 and 01 
point to it because there is no other key to compare to that begins with a 0. 

Same example, with further detail  

Note: can be skipped if more general idea only needed  
h(k4) = 011110 
Now, k4 needs to be inserted, and it has the first two bits as 01..(1110) , and 
using a 2 bit depth in the directory, this maps from 01 to Bucket A. Bucket A is 
full (max size 1), so it must be split; because there is more than one pointer to 
Bucket A, there is no need to increase the directory size. 
But it is inefficient to search the directory to see if there exists keys with 
prefix 01 that point to the same bucket. 

What is needed is information about : 
1) the key size that maps the directory (the global depth), and 
2) the key size that has previously mapped the bucket (the local depth). 
  directory  

 ___ 
| 2| global depth 
----------                     ___ 
|    00    |-----\         | 1| local depth 
|----------|      ----------> Bucket A (contains k2) 
|    01    |-----/        ___  
|----------|               | 2| 
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|    10    |-----------> Bucket B (contains k1) 
|----------|             | 2| 
|    11    |-----------> Bucket C (contains k3) 
 ----------  

Key 01 points to Bucket A , and Bucket A's local depth of 1 is less than the 
directory's global depth of 2, which means keys hashed to Bucket A have only 
used a 1 bit prefix ( i.e. 0 ) , and the bucket needs to have its contents split 
using keys 1 + 1 = 2 bits in length ; in general, for any local depth d where d is 
less than D , the global depth, then d must be incremented after a bucket split, 
and the new d used as the number of bits of each entry's key to redistribute 
the entries of the former bucket into the new buckets. 
 

directory  

 ___ 
| 2|                            
----------               | 2| * 
|    00    |------------ Bucket A'  
|            |              ___ 
|----------|             | 2| * 
|    01    |------------ Bucket D (contains k2) 
|            |              ___  
|----------|             | 2| 
|    10    |-----------> Bucket B (contains k1) 
|          |              __ 
|----------|             | 2| 
|    11    |-----------> Bucket C (contains k3) 

 ----------   

* after splitting Bucket A with a 2 bit discriminating key , buckets A' and D 
have incremented their local depth to 2 . 

 
Now, h(k4) = 011110 
is tried again , with 2 bits 01.. , and now key 01 points to a new bucket but 
there is still k2 in it (k2 is 010110 and also begins with 01 ). 

 
If k2 had been 000110 , with key 00, there would have been no problem, 
because k2 would have remained in the new bucket A' and bucket D would 
have been empty. 
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(This would have been the most likely case by far when buckets are of greater 
size than 1 and the newly split buckets would be exceedingly unlikely to 
overflow, unless all the entries were all rehashed to one bucket again. But just 
to emphasise the role of the depth information , the example will be pursued 
logically to the end. ) 
So Bucket D needs to be split, but a check of its local depth, which is 2, is the 
same as the global depth , which is 2, so the directory must be split again , in 
order to hold keys of sufficient detail, e.g. 3 bits. 

directory  

 ___ 
| 3|  
 ----------                     ___ 
|    000   |-----\            | 2| 
|--------- |      ----------> Bucket A'  
|    001   |-----/        ___ 
|----------|             | 3| 
|    010   |------------ Bucket D' (contains k2) 
|          |              ___  
|----------|             | 3| 
|    011   |-----------> Bucket E   
|          |              
|----------|                   ___ 
|    100   |-----\            | 2| 
|--------- |      ----------> Bucket B (contains k1) 
|    101   |-----/         
|----------|                   ___ 
|    110   |-----\            | 2| 
|--------- |      ----------> Bucket C (contains k3) 
|    111   |-----/         
|----------| 

1. Bucket D needs to split due to being full. 
2. As D's local depth = the global depth , the directory must double to increase 
bit detail of keys. 
2. global depth has incremented after directory split. 
3. D' and E hold D's incremented local depth after split.  
4. the contents of the old bucket D, k2, has been re-keyed with 3 bits, and now 
it ends up in D'.   Now, h(k4) = 011110 
is tried again , with 3 bits 011.. , and it points to the new Bucket E, which is 
empty ! so K4 goes in Bucket E !. 
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Example 1: DO extensible hashing for 89, 18, 49, 58, 69, 28 

 h(89) = 1011001 
 h(18) = 0010010 
 h(49) = 0110001 
 h(58) = 0111010 
 h(69) = 1000101 
 h(28) = 0011100 
 
 
i=1 

 

0010010 

0110001 

 

1011001 

 

 

i = 2 

 

0010010 

0011100 

 

0111010 0110001 

 

1011001 

1000101 

 

E 

 

 

 

b bits 

7 bits 

1 

1 

1 

0111010 
0 

 

1 

2 

2 

2 

00 

 

01 

 

10 

 

11 

2 
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Example 2 :       

 Do extensible hashing for 0001, 1001, 1100, 1010, 1101, 1110 

 

 

i=1 21 = 2 

 

 

0001 

 

 

1001 

1100 

 

 

So as the collision occurs we increase the size of buckets and directory 

 

i=2 22 = 4 entries  

 

 

0001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1001 

1010 

1 

1 

1 

1010 

Collision size of i 

 

0 

 

1 

Directory Size 

Directory 

0001 

1001 

1100 

1010 

2 

2 

1 

00 

 

01 

 

10 

 

11 

2 

No. of bits 
0001 

1001 

1100 

1010 

1101 

1110 
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Again collision occurs 

 

i=3 23 = 8 entries 

 

0001 

 

 

1001 

1010 

 

1100 

1101 

 

1110 

 

 

ADVANTAGES  
• Performance does not degrade as file size increases 
• Stores the minimum number of buckets 
• Number of buckets grows/shrinks dynamically 

DISADVANTAGES  
• The directory must be searched. 
• The directory must be stored. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1100 

1101 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1110 

Collision 

 

2 

2 2 

2 

000 

001 

010 

011 

100 

101 

110 

111 

 

0001 

1001 

1100 

1010 

1100 

1101 

1110 
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 BASIC DATA STRUCTURE  

 

Figure 4.1 Eight elements, initially in different sets 

 

Figure 4.2 After union (5, 6) 

 

Figure 4.3 After union (7, 8) 
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Figure 4.4 After union (5, 7) 

 

Figure 4.5 Implicit representation of previous tree 

typedef int DISJ_SET[ NUM_SETS+1 ]; 
typedef unsigned int set_type; 
typedef unsigned int element_type; 

Figure 4.6 Disjoint set type declaration 

void 
initialize( DISJ_SET S ) 
{ 
int i; 
for( i = NUN_SETS; i > 0; i-- ) 
S[i] = 0; 
} 

Figure 4.7 Disjoint set initialization routine 

/* Assumes root1 and root2 are roots. */ 
/* union is a C keyword, so this routine is named set_union. */ 
void 
set_union( DISJ_SET S, set_type root1, set_type root2 ) 
{ 
S[root2] = root1; 
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} 

Figure 4.8 Union (not the best way) 

set_type 
find( element_type x, DISJ_SET S ) 
{ 
if( S[x] <= 0 ) 
return x; 
else 
return( find( S[x], S ) ); 
} 

Figure 4.9 A simple disjoint set find algorithm 

 

Quadratic running time for a sequence of operations is generally 
unacceptable. Fortunately, there are several ways of easily ensuring that this 
running time does not occur. 

 
 
 

 UNION METHODS 

 Arbitrary union or simple union 
 Smart Union Algorithm 

 
 
 
 ARBITRARY UNION ALGORITHM : 

 This  can be performed by making the second tree, a subtree of the first. 

 

 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8   
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5U6      7U8   5U7 

 

1 2 3 4 5  7 

     6  8  

 

1 2 3 4 5 

     6 

   7 

  8  

0 0 0 0 0 5 5 7  

 

 
 
Routine: 
 
void SetUnion(Disjoint S, SetType r1, settype r2) 
{ 
 S[r2] = r1 
} 
void Initialise(Disjoint S) 
{ 
int i; 
for(i=number; i > 0; i--) 
s[i] = 0; 
} 
Settype find(ElementType x, DisjSet S) 
{ 

0 0 0 0 0 0    5 0 0    7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 2 3     4      5      6        7        8 
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if(s[x] <= 0) 
return x; 
else 
return find(s[x], s); 
} 
 

   THE  SMART UNION ALGORITHM 

INTRODUCTION 

 The unions in disjoint sets were performed  arbitrarily, by making the second 
tree a subtree of the first. A simple improvement is always to make the 
smaller tree a subtree of the larger, breaking ties by any method; we call this 
approach union-by-size. The three unions in the disjoint sets were all ties, and 
so we can consider that they were performed by size. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION  
The smart union algorithm can be implemented in two ways. 

1. Union by size: It is a  simple improvement is always to make the 
smaller tree a subtree of the larger, breaking ties by any method; we call 
this approach union-by-size.  

1. Union by height:  Here we keep track of the height, instead of the size, 
of each tree and perform unions by making the shallow tree a subtree of 
the deeper tree.  

 

  

UNION BY SIZE 

This can be performed by making the smaller tree a subtree of the larger.  

Union by size can be implemented by an array which keeps track of the size of 

each tree. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

To implement this strategy, we need to keep track of the size of each tree. 
Since we are really just using an array, we can have the array entry of each 
root contain the negative of the size of its tree. Thus, initially the array 
representation of the tree is all -1s. When a union is performed, check the 
sizes; the new size is the sum of the old.  
Thus, union-by-size is not at all difficult to implement and requires no extra 
space. It is also fast, on average.  

Therefore : 

1. making the smaller tree a subtree of the larger  
2. depth of any node is never more than log N  
3. find operation is O(log N)  
4. has to keep track of the size of each tree  

1. for a non-root node, record the name of the parent node  
2. for a root node, record the negative value of the size of the 

tree (number of nodes in the tree)  

The Array contains the negative of the size of its tree.  Initially, the size of the 

tree is 1 for all the trees.  When Union operation is performed, the new size is 

the sum of the old. 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

 

 

Union (3,4) 

  1 2 3  5 6 

     4 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

 P[3] = p[3] + p[4] = (-1) + (-1) = -2 

-1 -1 -2 3 -1 -1 

 

 

U(5,6) 

  1 2 3  5 

     4  6 

 P[5] = -2 

-1 -1 -2 3 -2 5 

 

 

U(3,5) 

  1 2 3 

   5  4 

    6 

 P[3] = -2 + (-2)  = -4 

  

 

 

U(2,3) x > y => x is child (Compare two values) 

 

 

  1  3 2 

-1 -1 -4 3 3 5 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

   5  4 

    6 

 

 

 

 Advantages: 
 

 Easy to implement 
 Requires no extra space 
 Fast execution 

 

UNION BY HEIGHT 

Here in union by height, we keep track of the height, instead of the size, of 
each tree and perform unions by making the shallow tree a subtree of the 
deeper tree. This is an easy algorithm, since the height of a tree increases only 
when two equally deep trees are joined (and then the height goes up by one). 
Thus, union-by-height is a trivial modification of union-by-size. 

Therefore: 

1. keep track of the height, and make the shallow tree a subtree of 
the deeper tree  

2. the height of a tree increases only when 2 trees of the same height 
are joined  

3. to keep track of the depth of a tree  
1. for a non-root node, record the name of the parent node  

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

-1 3 -5 3 3 5 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

0 0 -1 3 0 0 

 

 

Union(3,4) 1 2 3  5 6 

     4 

 

0 0 -1 3 -1 5 

 

 

U(5,6)  1 2 3  5 

     4  6 

 

0 0 -2 3 3 5 

 

 

 

U(3,5)  1 2 3 

   5  4 

    6 

 

0 3 -3 3 3 5 
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U(2,3)    [2] < [3]  1 3 

    5 2 4 

                                                           6           

 

ROUTINE FOR UNION BY HEIGHT 
 
/* Assume Root1 and Root2 are roots */ 
/* union is a C keyword, so this routine */ 
/* is named SetUnion */ 
void SetUnion (DisjSet S, SetType Root1, SetType Root2) 
{ 
    if (S [Root2] < S [Root1]) /* Root2 is deeper */ 
       S [Root1] = Root2;   /* new root */ 
else 
    { 
      if (S [Root1] == S [Root2]) /* Same height, */ 
        S [Root1]--;                       /* so update */ 
      S [Root2] = Root1; 
    } 
} 

 

 PATH COMPRESSION 

INTRODUCTION 

Path Compression is performed during a find operation and is independent of 
the strategy used to perform union.The union/find algorithm in disjoint set is 
very simple and linear on average for a sequence of m instructions (under all 
models). However, the worst case of O(m log n ) can occur fairly easily and 
naturally.  

For instance, if we put all the sets on a queue and repeatedly dequeue the first 
two sets and enqueue the union, the worst case occurs. If there are many more 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

finds than unions, this running time is worse than that of the quick-find 
algorithm. 
 Therefore, the only way to speed the algorithm up, without reworking the 
data structure entirely, is to do something clever on the find operation. This 
clever operation is known as path compression. Path compression is 
performed during a find operation and is independent of the strategy used to 
perform unions 

DEFINITION 
Suppose the operation is find(x). Then the effect of path compression is that 
every node on the path from x to the root has its parent changed to the root. 
Thus, the fast future accesses on these nodes will pay (we hope) for the extra 
work to do the path compression.  
Path compression is perfectly compatible with union-by-size, and thus both 
routines can be implemented at the same time. 
Path compression is not entirely compatible with union-by-height, because 
path compression can change the heights of the trees. 

 

  1   7 8 

 2 3 5 

  4  6 

 

0 1 1 3 1 5 5 7 

 

0 1 1 3 1 5 1 7 

 

 

Path Compression is a trivial change to the basic find algorithm.  The only 

change to the find routine is that S[X] is made equal to the value return by 

find.  Thus, after the root of the set is found recursively, S is made to point 

directly to it. 
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This occurs recursively to every node on the path to the root. 

  1      13  15 16 

 2 3 5    9  14 

  4 6 7   10 11 

    8    12 

 
ROUTINE 
 
FIND OPERATION OF DISJOINT SET WITH PATH COMPRESSION 
set_type 
find( element_type x, DISJ_SET S ) 
{ 
if( S[x] <= 0 ) 
return x; 
else 
return( S[x] = find( S[x], S ) ); 
} 
 

APPLICATION OF SETS 
 

 
As an example of how this data structure might be used, consider the 
following problem. We have a network of computers and a list of bidirectional 
connections; each of these connections allows a file transfer from one 
computer to another. Is it possible to send a file from any computer on the 
network to any other? An extra restriction is that the problem must be solved 
on-line. Thus, the list of connections is presented one at a time, and the 
algorithm must be prepared to give an answer at any point.  
An algorithm to solve this problem can initially put every computer in its own 
set. Our invariant is that two computers can transfer files if and only if they 
are in the same set. We can see that the ability to transfer files forms an 
equivalence relation. We then read connections one at a time. When we read 
some connection, say (u, v), we test to see whether u and v are in the same set 
and do nothing if they are. If they are in different sets, we merge their sets. At 
the end of the algorithm, the graph is connected if and only if there is exactly 
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one set. If there are m connections and n computers, the space requirement is 
O(n). Using union-by-size and path compression, we obtain a worst-case 
running time of O(m (m, n)), since there are 2m finds and at most n - 1 unions. 
This running time is linear for all practical purposes.  
 
 
 
Important University Questions 

1.Show the result of the following sequence of instructions : 

U(1,2), U(3,4), U(3,5), U(1,7), U(3,6), U(8,9), U(1,8), U(3,10), U(3,11), U(3,12), 

U(3,13), U(14,15), U(16,17), U(14,16), U(1,3), U(1,14) 

When the unions are  

(i) Performed by arbitrary 

(ii) Performed by Height 

(iii) Performed by Size 

For each of the tree in the previous one, perform a find with path compression 

on the deepest node. 
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Objectives

Be able to use arrays, pointers, and strings in 
C programs

Be able to explain the representation of these 
data types at the machine level, including 
their similarities and differences 
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Arrays in C

No bounds checking!
Allowed – usually causes no error
array[10] may overwrite b

Unlike Java, array size in declaration

int array[10];

int b;

array[0]   = 3;

array[9]   = 4;

array[10]  = 5;

array[-1]  = 6;

Compare:  C: int array[10];

Java: int[] array = new int[10];

All elements of same type – homogenous

First element (index 0)
Last element (index size - 1)
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Array Representation

Homogeneous   Each element same size – s bytes
 An array of m data values is a sequence of m s bytes
 Indexing: 0th value at byte s 0, 1st value at byte s 1, …

m and s are not part of representation
 Unlike in some other languages
 s known by compiler – usually irrelevant to programmer
 m often known by compiler – if not, must be saved by 

programmer

a[0]

a[1]

a[2]

0x1000

0x1004

0x1008

int a[3];
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Array Representation

char    c1;
int     a[3];
char    c2;
int     i;

c1

a[0]

a[1]

a[2]

i

0x1000

0x1004

0x1008

0x100C

0x1014

c20x1010

Could be optimized 
by making these 

adjacent, and 
reducing padding  
(by default, not)

Array aligned by
size of elements
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Array Sizes

What is

sizeof(array[3])?

sizeof(array)?

int  array[10];

4

40

returns the size of 
an object in bytes
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Multi-Dimensional Arrays

int  matrix[2][3];

matrix[1][0] = 17;

matrix[0][0]

matrix[0][1]

matrix[0][2]

0x1000

0x1004

0x1008

matrix[1][0]

matrix[1][1]

matrix[1][2]

0x100C

0x1010

0x1014

Recall: no bounds checking

What happens when you write:

  matrix[0][3] = 42;

“Row Major”
Organization
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Variable-Length Arrays

int

function(int n)

{

    int  array[n]; 

    …

New C99 feature: Variable-length arrays
defined within functions

Global arrays must still have fixed (constant) length
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Memory Addresses

Storage cells are typically viewed as being 
byte-sized

 Usually the smallest addressable unit of memory
• Few machines can directly address bits individually

 Such addresses are sometimes called byte-
addresses

Memory is often accessed as words
 Usually a word is the largest unit of memory 

access by a single machine instruction
• CLEAR’s word size is 8 bytes (= sizeof(long))

 A word-address is simply the byte-address of the 
word’s first byte
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Pointers

Special case of bounded-size natural numbers
 Maximum memory limited by processor word-size
 232 bytes = 4GB, 264 bytes = 16 exabytes

A pointer is just another kind of value
 A basic type in C

int *ptr;

The variable “ptr” is a pointer to an “int”.
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Pointer Operations in C

Creation
& variable Returns variable’s memory address

Dereference
* pointer Returns contents stored at address

Indirect assignment
* pointer = val Stores value at address

Of course, still have...

Assignment
pointer = ptr Stores pointer in another variable
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Using Pointers

int  i1;

int  i2;

int *ptr1;

int *ptr2;

i1 = 1;

i2 = 2;

ptr1 = &i1;

ptr2 = ptr1;

*ptr1 = 3;

i2 = *ptr2;

i1:

i2:

ptr1:

0x1000

0x1004

0x1008

…

ptr2:

…

0x100C

0x1010

0x1014

1

2

0x1000

0x1000

3

3
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Using Pointers (cont.)

Type check warning:  int_ptr2 is not an int

int1 becomes 8

int  int1     = 1036;   /* some data to point to  */
int  int2     = 8;

int *int_ptr1 = &int1;  /* get addresses of data  */
int *int_ptr2 = &int2;

*int_ptr1 = int_ptr2;

*int_ptr1 = int2;

What happens?
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Using Pointers (cont.)

Type check warning:  *int_ptr2 is not an int *

Changes int_ptr1 – doesn’t change int1

int  int1     = 1036;   /* some data to point to  */
int  int2     = 8;

int *int_ptr1 = &int1;  /* get addresses of data  */
int *int_ptr2 = &int2;

int_ptr1 = *int_ptr2;

int_ptr1 = int_ptr2;

What happens?
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Pointer Arithmetic

pointer + number pointer – number

E.g., pointer + 1    adds 1 something to a pointer

char   *p;
char    a;
char    b;

p = &a;
p += 1;

int   *p;
int    a;
int    b;

p = &a;
p += 1;In each, p now points to b

(Assuming compiler doesn’t 
reorder variables in memory)

Adds 1*sizeof(char) to 
the memory address

Adds 1*sizeof(int) to 
the memory address

Pointer arithmetic should be used cautiously
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The Simplest Pointer in C

Special constant pointer NULL
 Points to no data
 Dereferencing illegal – causes segmentation fault

 To define, include <stdlib.h> or <stdio.h>
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Generic Pointers

void *: a “pointer to anything”

Lose all information about what type of thing 
is pointed to

  Reduces effectiveness of compiler’s type-checking
  Can’t use pointer arithmetic

void   *p;
int     i;
char    c;
p = &i;
p = &c;
putchar(*(char *)p);

type cast: tells the compiler to 
“change” an object’s type (for 
type checking purposes – does 
not modify the object in any way)

Dangerous!  Sometimes 
necessary…
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Pass-by-Reference

void
set_x_and_y(int *x,
            int *y)
{
   *x = 1001;
   *y = 1002;
}

void
f(void)
{
   int a = 1;
   int b = 2;
   set_x_and_y(&a,&b);
} 

1

2

a

b

x

y

1001

1002
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Arrays and Pointers

Dirty “secret”:
Array name   a pointer to the 
initial (0th) array element

a[i]     *(a+i)

An array is passed to a function 
as a pointer

 The array size is lost!

Usually bad style to interchange 
arrays and pointers

 Avoid pointer arithmetic!

Really int *array

int 

foo(int array[],

    unsigned int size)

{

   … array[size - 1] …

}

int

main(void)

{

   int a[10], b[5];

   … foo(a, 10)… foo(b, 5) …

}

Must explicitly
pass the size

Passing arrays:
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Arrays and Pointers

int 

foo(int array[],

    unsigned int size)

{

   …

   printf(“%d\n”, sizeof(array));

}

int

main(void)

{

   int a[10], b[5];

   … foo(a, 10)… foo(b, 5) …

   printf(“%d\n”, sizeof(a));

}

What does this print?

What does this print?

8

40

... because array is really
a pointer
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Arrays and Pointers

int  i;

int  array[10];

for (i = 0; i < 10; i++)

{

  array[i] = …;

}

int *p;

int  array[10];

for (p = array; p < &array[10]; p++)

{

  *p = …;

}

These two blocks of code are functionally equivalent
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Strings

In C, strings are just an array of characters
 Terminated with ‘\0’ character
 Arrays for bounded-length strings
 Pointer for constant strings (or unknown length)

char  str1[15] = “Hello, world!\n”;
char *str2     = “Hello, world!\n”;

H e l l o , w lo r d !\nlength

H e l l o , w lo r d !\nterminator

Pascal, Java, …

C, …

C terminator: ’\0’
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String length

Must calculate length:

Provided by standard C library: #include <string.h>

int

strlen(char str[])

{

  int len = 0;

  while (str[len] != ‘\0’)

    len++;

  return (len);

}    

can pass an
array or pointer

Check for 
terminator

array access 
to pointer!

What is the size 
of the array???



Pointer to Pointer (char **argv)
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Passing arguments to main:

int

main(int argc, char **argv)

{

  ...

}    

an array/vector of 
char *

Recall when passing an 
array, a pointer to the 
first element is passed

size of the argv array/vector

Suppose you run the program this way

UNIX% ./program hello 1 2 3

argc == 5 (five strings on the
                   command line) 
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char **argv

argv[0]

argv[1]

argv[2]

0x1000

0x1008

0x1010

argv[3]

argv[4]

0x1018

0x1020

“./program”

“hello”

“1”

“2”

“3”

These are strings!!
Not integers!
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Next Time

Structures and Unions
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Lecture goal

Build a practical toolkit for working with files
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Files in C

● #include <stdio.h>
● FILE object contains file stream information
● Special files defined in stdio:

● stdin: Standard input
● stdout: Standard ouput
● stderr: Standard error

● EOF: end-of-file, a special negative integer 
constant
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Opening and closing a file
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Opening a file

FILE* fopen(char* filename, char* mode)

mode strings

"r" Open a file for reading. The file must exist.

"w" Create an empty file for writing. If a file with the same 
name already exists its content is erased and the file is 
treated as a new empty file. 

"a" Append to a file. Writing operations append data at 
the end of the file. The file is created if it does not 
exist.

OUPUT
● If successful, returns a pointer to a FILE object
● If fails, returns NULL
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Opening a file

FILE *fp = fopen(“myfile.txt”, “r”);

if (fp == NULL){
//report error and try to recover

}else{
//do something with the file

}
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Closing a file

int fclose ( FILE * stream )

OUTPUT 
● On success, returns 0
● On failure, returns EOF
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Reading from a file
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Reading a character from a file

int fgetc ( FILE * stream )

OUTPUT 
● On success, returns the next character
● On failure, returns EOF and sets end-of-file indicator

Note: EOF < 0; so you can test for failure by checking if 
the output of fgetc is negative
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Reading a character from a file

UW\n
CSE\n

FILE *fp = ...
...

while ( (c = fgetc(fp)) != EOF){
    printf("char:'%c'\n",c);
}

char:'U'
char:'W'
char:'
'
char:'C'
char:'S'
char:'E'
char:'
'
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Un-reading a character
int ungetc ( int character, FILE * stream );

EFFECT
● Virtually puts a character back into the file
● Doesn't modify the file
● May be a different character than the last one read

OUTPUT 
● On success, returns the character that was pushed
● On failure, returns EOF and sets end-of-file indicator
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Un-reading a character

...

FILE *fp = ...
int c;
...

while ((c = fgetc(fp)) != EOF){
if (c == 'a'){

ungetc('4',fp);
}else{

printf(“read char %c\n”,c);
}

}
...
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Reading a string from a file
char * fgets ( char * str, int num, FILE * stream )

BEHAVIOR 
● Reads at most (num-1) characters from the stream into str
● Null-terminates the string read (adds a '\0' to the end)
● Stops after a newline character is read
● Stops if the end of the file is encountered

● Caveat: if no characters are read, str is not modified

OUTPUT 
● On success, a pointer to str
● On failure, returns NULL
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Reading a string from a file

#define BUFFER_SIZE 80
...

FILE *fp = ...

...

char buf[BUFFER_SIZE];
fgets(buf, BUFFER_SIZE, fp);
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Are we at the end of a file?

int feof ( FILE * stream )

OUTPUT 
● If at the end of the file, returns a non-zero value
● If not at the end of the file, returns 0

Note: checks the end-of-file indicator which is set by 
fgets, fgetc, etc.
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Are we at the end of a file?

FILE *fp = ...

...

while (!feof(fp)){
//read something

}
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Are we at the end of a file
UW\n
CSE\n
\n

  while ( !feof(fp)){
    fgets(buf,BUFFER_SIZE,fp);
    printf("Read line: %s\n",buf);
  }

Read line: UW

Read line: CSE

Read line: CSE
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Reading formatted data from a file
int fscanf ( FILE * stream, const char * format, ... )

OUTPUT 
● On success, returns the number of items read; can   

be 0 if the pattern doesn't match
● On failure, returns EOF

INPUT 
● Format string is analogous to printf format string

● %d for integer
● %c for char
● %s for string

● Must have an argument for each format specifier
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Reading formatted data from a file

1 string1
42 string2
54 string3
...

FILE *fp = ...

char buf[BUFFER_SIZE];
int num;

while (!feof(fp)){
fscanf(fp, “%d %s”, &d, buf)
//do something

}
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What's wrong with this?

...

FILE *fp = ...
char state[3];

while(fscanf(fp,“%s”, state) != EOF);
printf(“I read: %s\n”,state);

}

...

WA
MO
...
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What's wrong with this?

WA
MO
Florida
...

...

FILE *fp = ...
char state[3];

while(fscanf(fp,“%s”, state) != EOF);
printf(“I read: %s\n”,state);

}

...
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Buffer overruns

● Data is written to locations past the end of the 
buffer

● Hackers can exploit to execute arbitrary code
● User can always create an input longer than 

fixed size of buffer

Don't use: scanf, fscanf, gets
● Use functions that limit the number of data read

Use: fgets
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Writing to a file
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Writing a character to a file
int fputc ( int character, FILE * stream )

OUTPUT / EFFECT
● On success, writes the character to the file and    

returns the character written
● On failure, returns EOF and sets the error indicator

Note: EOF < 0; so you can test for failure by checking if 
the output of fputc is negative
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Writing a character to a file
...

FILE *fp = fopen(“myfile.txt”,”w”);
char str[] = “Huskies > Trojans”;
int i;

if (fp != NULL){
for (i = 0; i < strlen(str); i++){

if (fputc(str[i], fp) < 0){
// Something bad happened

}
}
fclose(fp);

}

...
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Writing a string to a file
int fputs ( const char * str, FILE * stream )

OUTPUT / EFFECT
● On success, a writes the character to the file and    

returns the character written
● On failure, returns EOF and sets the error indicator

Note: EOF < 0; so you can test for failure by checking if 
the output of fputs is negative

OUTPUT / EFFECT
● On success, writes the string to the file and    

returns a non-negative value
● On failure, returns EOF and sets the error indicator
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Writing a string to a file
...

FILE *fp = fopen(“myfile.txt”,”w”);
char str[] = “Huskies > Trojans”;

if (fp != NULL){
if (fputs(str, fp) < 0){

// Something bad happened
}
fclose(fp);

}

...
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Writing a formatted string to a file
int fprintf ( FILE * stream, const char * format, ... )

INPUT
● The format string is same as for printf
● Must have an argument for each specifier in the format

OUTPUT / EFFECT
● On success, returns the number of character written
● On failure, returns a negative number
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Writing a formatted string to a file
...
FILE *fp = fopen(“myfile.txt”,”w”);
int h = 16;
int t = 13;
char str[] = “Huskies > Trojans”;

if (fp != NULL){
fprintf(stdout,“%s | Score: %d to %d\n”,str,h,t);
fclose(fp);

}
...

Huskies > Trojans | Score: 16 to 13
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Error Handling
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Was there an error?
int ferror ( FILE * stream )

OUTPUT
● If the error indicator is set, returns a non-zero integer
● Otherwise returns 0
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Was there an error?
...

FILE *fp = ...
...

fputs(“I love CSE303”,fp);

if (ferror(fp)){
//Report error and recover

}

...
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Printing an error description
void perror ( const char * str )

EFFECT
● Prints a description of the file error prefixed by the 

supplied string str and a “:”
● Can pass NULL to just print the error description
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Printing an error description
...

FILE *fp = ...
...

fputs(“I love CSE303”,fp);

if (ferror(fp)){
perror(“Could not tell the world how I feel”);
//recover from the error

}

...
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Clearing error indicator
void clearerr ( FILE * stream );

EFFECT
● Clears error indicator
● Clears end-of-file indicator
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Moving around a file
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Going to the beginning of a file
void rewind ( FILE * stream );

EFFECT
● Moves file pointer to beginning of file
● Resets end-of-file indicator
● Reset error indicator
● Forgets any virtual characters from ungetc
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Moving to a location
int fseek ( FILE * stream, long int offset, int origin )

INPUT
● Offset is in bytes
● Origin can be

● SEEK_SET: beginning of the file
● SEEK_CUR: current file position
● SEEK_END: end of the file

OUTPUT / EFFECT
● On success

● returns 0
● resets end-of-file indicator
● forgets any virtual characters from ungetc

● On failure, returns 0
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Moving to a location
...

FILE * fp = fopen("myfile.txt" , "w" );
fputs ( "This is an apple." , fp );
fseek ( fp , 9 , SEEK_SET );
fputs ( " sam" , fp );
fclose ( fp );

...
 

This is a sample
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Working with the filesystem
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Removing a file
int remove ( const char * filename )

OUTPUT
● On success, returns 0
● On failure, returns a non-zero value
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Renaming a file
int rename ( const char * oldname, const char * newname );

OUTPUT
● On success, returns 0
● On failure, returns a non-zero value
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Binary files
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Opening binary files

● Add “b” to the fopen mode string
● “rb” : read a binary file
● “wb” : write a binary file
● “ab” : append to a binary file
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Writing to binary files
size_t fwrite (const void * ptr, size_t size, size_t count, FILE * stream)

INPUT
● A ptr to an array of elements (or just one)
● The size of each element
● The number of elements

OUTPUT
● Returns the number of elements written
● If return value is different than count, there was an error
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Writing to binary files
...

FILE *fp = fopen(“myfile.bin”,”wb”);
...

int nums[] = {1,2,3};
fwrite(nums, sizeof(int), 3, fp);

double dub = 3.1;
fwrite(&dub, sizeof(double), 1, fp);

...
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Reading binary files
size_t fread ( void * ptr, size_t size, size_t count, FILE * stream )

INPUT
● A ptr to some memory of size at least (size * count)
● The size of each element to read
● The number of elements to read

OUTPUT
● Returns the number of elements read
● If return value is different than count, there was an error 

or the end of the file was reached
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Reading binary files
...

FILE *fp = fopen(“myfile.bin”,”rb”);
...
int nr;

int nums[3];
nr = fread(nums, sizeof(int), 3, fp);
//Check for errors

double dub;
nr = fread(&dub, sizeof(double), 1, fp);
//Check for errors

...
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Overview
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Where can I learn more?

http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/clibrary/cstdio/
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FUNCTIONS IN ‘C’

15.1 INTRODUCTION

In the earlier lessons we have already seen that C supports the use

of library functions, which are used to carry out a number of com-

monly used operations or calculations. C also allows programmers

to define their own functions for carrying out various individual tasks.

In this lesson we will cover the creation and utilization of such user-

defined functions.

15.2 OBJECTIVES

After going through this lesson you will be able to

l explain of function

l describe access to function

l define parameters data types specification

l explain function prototype and recursion

l define storage classes – automatic, external, static variables

15.3 MODULAR APPROACH

The use of user-defined functions allows a large program to be broken
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down into a number of smaller, self-contained components, each of

which has some unique, identifiable purpose. Thus a C program

can be modularized through the intelligent use of such functions.

There are several advantages to this modular approach to program

development. For example many programs require a particular group

of instructions to be accessed repeatedly from several different places

within a program. The repeated instruction can be placed within a

single function, which can then be accessed whenever it is needed.

Moreover, a different set of data can be transferred to the function

each time it is accessed. Thus, the use of a function avoids the need

for redundant (repeating) programming of the same instructions.

The decomposition of a program into individual program modules is

generally considered to be an important part of good programming.

15.4 DEFINING A FUNCTION

The question arises what is a function? So, function is a self-con-

tained program segment that carries out some specific well-defined

task. Every C program consists of one or more functions. The most

important function is main. Program execution will always begin by

carrying out the instruction in main. The definitions of functions

may appear in any order in a program file because they are inde-

pendent of one another. A function can be executed from anywhere

within a program. Once the function has been executed, control will

be returned to the point from which the function was accessed.

Functions contains special identifiers called parameters or argu-

ments through which information is passed to the function and

from functions information is returned via the return statement. It

is not necessary that every function must return information, there

are some functions also which do not return any information for

example the system defined function printf.

Before using any function it  must be defined in the program. Func-

tion definition has three principal components: the first line, the

parameter declarations and the body of the functions.

The first line of a function definition contains the data type of the

information return by the function, followed by function name, and

a set of arguments or parameters, separated by commas and enclosed

in parentheses. The set of arguments may be skipped over. The data

type can be omitted if the function returns an integer or a charac-

ter. An empty pair of parentheses must follow the function name if

the function definition does not include any argument or param-

eters.
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The general term of first line of functions can be written as:

data-type function-name (formal argument 1, formal argument

2…formal argument n)

The formal arguments allow information to be transferred from the

calling portion of the program to the function. They are also known

as parameters or formal parameters. These formal arguments are

called actual parameters when they are used in function reference.

The names of actual parameters and formal parameters may be either

same or different but their data type should be same. All formal

arguments must be declared after the definition of function. The

remaining portion of the function definition is a compound state-

ment that defines the action to be taken by the function. This com-

pound statement is sometimes referred to as the body of the func-

tion. This compound statement can contain expression statements,

other compound statements, control statements etc. Information is

returned from the function to the calling portion of the program via

the return statement. The return statement also causes control to

be returned to the point from which the function was accessed.

In general terms, the return statement is written as

return expression;

The value of the expression is returned to the calling portion of the

program. The return statement can be written without the expres-

sion. Without the expression, return statement simply causes con-

trol to revert back to the calling portion of the program without any

information transfer. The point to be noted here is that only one

expression can be included in the return statement. Thus, a function

can return only one value to the calling portion of the program via

return. But a function definition can include multiple return state-

ments, each containing a different expression. Functions that in-

clude multiple branches often require multiple returns.

It is not necessary to include a return statement altogether in a

program. If a function reaches the end of the block without encoun-

tering a return statement, control simply reverts back to the calling

portion of the program without returning any information.

Let us consider an example of function without returning any infor-

mation.
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#include <stdio.h>

main()

{

int x,y;

maxi(int, int); /*function declaration*/

printf(“Enter two integer values”);

scanf(“%d %d”’ &x,&y);

maxi(x,y); /*call to function*/

}

maxi(x,y) /*function definition*/

int x,y;

{

int z;

z=(x>=y)?x:y;

print(“\n\n Maximum value %d”,z);

return;

}

This ‘maxi’ function do not return any value to the calling program,

it simply returns the control to the calling programs, so if it is even

not present, then also program will work efficiently.

Most C compilers permit the keyword void to appear as a type speci-

fies when defining a function that does not return anything. So the

function definition will look like this if void is add to it

void maxi (int, int);

INTEXT QUESTIONS

1. Distinguish between a user-defined and one supplied, functions

in the C library.

2. In what sense does the user-defined function feature of 'C' ex-

tends its repertoire?

3. How many values can a function return?

15.5 ACCESSEMENT OF A FUNCTION

A function can be accessed by specifying its name, followed by a list

 
Body of the

function

maxi
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of parameters or arguments enclosed in parentheses and separated

by commas. If the function call does not require any arguments an

empty pair of parentheses must follow the function’s name. The

function call may appear by itself or it may be one of the operands

within a more complex expression. The parameters in the body of

the functions are called actual arguments as stated earlier, they

may be expressed as constants, single variables or more complex

expressions.

Let us consider another example of function.

#include <stdio.h>

main()

{

int a,b,c;

printf(“Enter two numbers”);

scanf(“%d%d”, &a,&b);

c=sum_v(a,b,);

printf(“\n The sum of two variables is %d\n,”,c);

}

sum_v(a,b)

int a,b

{

int d;

d=a+b;

return d;

}

This program returns the sum of two variables a and b to the calling

program from where sum_v is executing. The sum is present in the

variable c through the ‘return d’ statement. There may be several

different calls to the same function from various places within a

program. The actual parameters may differ from one function call to

another. Within each function call, the actual arguments must cor-

respond to the formal arguments in the function definition, i.e. the

number of actual arguments must be same as the number of formal

arguments and each actual argument must be of the same data

type as its corresponding formal argument.
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Let us consider an example.

#include <stdio.h>

main()

{

int a,b,c,d;

printf(“\n Enter value of a=”);

scanf(“%d”, &a);

printf(“\n Enter value of b=”);

scanf(“%d”,&b);

printf(“\n Enter value of c=”);

scanf(“%d”, &c);

d=maxi(a,b);

printf(“\n maximum =%d”, maxi(c,d));

}

maxi(x,y);

int x,y

{

int z;

z=(x>=y)? x:y;

return z;

}

The function maxi is accessed from two different places in main. In

the first call actual arguments are a, b and in the second call c, d are

the actual arguments.

If a function returns a non-integer quantity and the portion of the

program containing the function call precedes the function defini-

tion, then there must be a function declaration in the calling por-

tion of the program. The function declaration effectively informs the

compiler that a function will be accessed before it is defined. A func-

tion declaration can be written as.

datatype function name ( );

Function calls can span several levels within a program; function A

can call function B so on.
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15.6 PASSING ARGUMENT TO A FUNCTION

Arguments can be passed to a function by two methods, they are

called passing by value and passing by reference. When a single

value is passed to a function via an actual argument, the value of the

actual argument is copied into the function. Therefore, the value of

the corresponding formal argument can be altered within the func-

tion, but the value of the actual argument within the calling routine

will not change. This procedure for passing the value of an argu-

ment to a function is known as passing by value.

Let us consider an example

#include <stdio.h>

main()

{

int x=3;

printf(“\n x=%d(from main, before calling the

function”),x);

change(x);

printf(“\n\nx=%d(from main, after calling the

function)”,x);

}

change(x)

int x;

{

x=x+3;

printf(“\nx=%d(from the function, after being

modified)”,x);

return;

}

The original value of x (i.e. x=3) is displayed when main begins ex-

ecution. This value is then passed to the function change, where it

is sum up by 3 and the new value displayed. This new value is the

altered value of the formal argument that is displayed within the

function. Finally, the value of x within main is again displayed, after

control is transferred back to main from change.

x=3 (from main, before calling the function)
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x=6 (from the function, after being modified)

x=3 (from main, after calling the function)

Passing an argument by value allows a single-valued actual argu-

ment to be written as an expression rather than being restricted to

a single variable. But it prevents information from being transferred

back to the calling portion of the program via arguments. Thus,

passing by value is restricted to a one-way transfer of information.

Arrays are passed differently than single-valued entities. If an array

name is specified as an actual argument, the individual array ele-

ments are not copied to the function. Instead the location of the

array is passed to the function. If an element of the array is ac-

cessed within the function, the access will refer to the location of

that array element relative to the location of the first element. Thus,

any alteration to an array element within the function will carry

over to the calling routine.

15.7  SPECIFICATION OF DATA TYPES OF ARGUMENTS

The calling portion of a program must contain a function declara-

tion if a function returns a non-integer value and the function call

precedes the function definition. Function declaration may be in-

cluded in the calling portion of a program even if it is not necessary.

It is possible to include the data types of the arguments within the

function declaration. The compiler will then convert the value of

each actual argument to the declared data type and then compare

each actual data type with its corresponding formal argument. Com-

pilation error will result if the data types do not agree. We had al-

ready been use, data types of the arguments within the function

declaration. When the argument data types are specified in a func-

tion declaration, the general form of the function declaration can be

written as

data-type function name (argument type1, argument type2, … ar-

gument type n);

Where data-type is the data type of the quantity returned by the

function, function name is the name of function, and argument

type/refer to the data types of the first argument and so on. Argument

data types can be omitted, even if situations require a function dec-

laration.

Most C compilers support the use of the keyword void in function

definitions, as a return data type indicating that the function does
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not return anything. Function declarations may also include void

for the same purpose. In addition, void may appear in an argument

list, in both function definitions and function declarations, to indicate

that a function does not require arguments.

15.8 FUNCTION PROTOTYPES AND RECURSION

Many C compilers permits each of the argument data types within a

function declaration to be followed by an argument name, that is

data-type function name (type1 argument 1, type 2 argument2…

type n argument n); Function declarations written in this form are

called function prototypes.

Function prototypes are desirable, however, because they further

facilitate error checking between the calls to a function and the

corresponding function definition. Some of the function prototypes

are given below:

int example (int, int); or int example (int a, int b);

void example 1(void); or void example 1(void);

void fun (char, long); or void fun (char c, long f );

The names of the arguments within the function declaration need

not be declared elsewhere in the program, since these are “dummy”

argument names recognized only within the declaration. “C” lan-

guage also permits the useful feature of ‘Recursion’.

Recursion is a process by which a function calls itself repeatedly,

until some specified condition has been satisfied. The process is

used for repetitive computations in which each action is stated in

terms of a precious result. In order to solve a problem recursively,

two conditions must be satisfied. The problem must be written in a

recursive form, and the problem statement must include a stopping

condition. The best example of recursion is calculation of factorial of

a integer quantity, in which the same procedure is repeating itself.

Let us consider the example of factorial:

#include <stdio.h>

main()

{

int number;

long int fact(int number);
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printf(“Enter number”);

scanf(“%d”, & number);

printf(“Factorial of number is % d\n”, fact(number));

}

long int fact(int number)

{

if(number <=1)

return(1);

       else

return(number *fact(number-1));

}

The point to be noted here is that the function ‘fact’ calls itself re-

cursively, with an actual argument (n-1) that decrease in value for

each successive call. The recursive calls terminate the value of the

actual argument becomes equal to 1.

When a recursive program is executed, the recursive function calls

are not executed immediately. Instead of it, they are placed on a

stack until the condition that terminates the recursion is encoun-

tered. The function calls are then executed in reverse order, as they

are popped off the stack.

The use of recursion is not necessarily the best way to approach a

problem, even though the problem definition may be recursive in

nature.

INTEXT QUESTIONS

4. Can a function be called from more than one place within a

program?

5. What is the purpose of the keyword void in a function declara-

tion?

6. When a function is accessed, must the names of the actual

arguments agree with the name of the arguments in the corre-

sponding function declaration?

7. What is recursion?
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15.9 STORAGE CLASSES – AUTOMATIC, EXTERNAL, STATIC

VARIABLES

There are four different storage-class specification in ‘C’, automatic,

external, static and register. They are identified as auto, extern,

static and register respectively.

Automatic variables are always declared within a function and are

local to the function in which they are declared, that is their scope

is confined to that function. Automatic variables defined in different

functions will therefore be independent of one another. The loca-

tion of the variable declarations within the program determine the

automatic storage class, the keyword auto is not required at the

beginning of each variable declaration.

These variables can be assigned initial value by including appropri-

ate expressions within the variable declarations. An automatic vari-

able does not retain its value once control is transferred out of its

defining function. It means any value assigned to an automatic vari-

able within a function will be lost once the function is exited. The

scope of an automatic variable can be smaller than an entire func-

tion. Automatic variables can be declared within a single compound

statement.

External variables are not confined to single functions. Their scope

extends from the point of definition through the remainder of the

program. External variable are recognized globally, that means they

are recognized throughout the program, they can be accessed from

any function that falls within their scope. They retain their assigned

values within their scope. Therefore, an external variable can be

assigned a value within one function and this value can be used

within another function. With the use of external variables one can

transfer the information between functions.

External variable definitions and external variable declarations are

not the same thing. An external variable definition is written in the

same manner as an ordinary variable declaration. The storage-class

specifier extern is not required in an external variable definition,

because these variables will be identified by the location of their

definition within the program. An external variable declaration must

begin with the storage class specifier extern. The name of the exter-

nal variable and its data type must agree with the corresponding

external variable definition that appears outside of the function.

The declaration of external variables cannot include the assignment

of initial values. External variables can be assigned initial values as
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a part of the variable definitions, but the initial values must be ex-

pressed as constants rather than as expression. These initial values

will be assigned only once, at the beginning of the program. If an

initial value is not included in the definition of an external variable,

the variable will automatically be assigned a value of zero.

Static variables are defined within individual functions and therefore

have a same scope as automatic variables, i.e. they are local to the

functions in which they are defined. Static variables retain their

values throughout the program. Thus, if a function is exited and re-

entered later, the static variables defined within that function will

retain their former values. Static variables are defined within a func-

tion in the same manner as automatic variables, but its declaration

must begin with the static storage class designation. They cannot

be accessed outside of their defining function. Initial values can be

included in static variable declarations. The initial value must be

expressed as constants, not expression, the initial values are as-

signed to their respective variables at the beginning of

program,execution. The variables retain these values throughout

the program,  unless different values are assigned during the pro-

gram. This is all for storage classes auto, extern and static.

Let us consider and example of static variables:

static int a;

If the keyword static is replaced with the keyword auto, the variable

is declared to be of storage class auto. If a static local variable is

assigned a value the first time the function is called, that value is

still there when the function is called second time.

display_number()

{

static int number=2;

printf(“number=%d\n”, number);

number++;

}

When the first time display_number is called, it prints the value 2,

to which number is initialized. Then number is incremented to 3,

and terminates. The second time display_number is called, it prints

the value of 3. On the third call, the value printed is 4 and so on.

Point to be noted here is that the initialization is not performed

after the first call. An initialization used in a declaration occurs only
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once-when the variable is allocated. Since a static variable is allocated

only once, the initialization occurs only during the entire program,

no matter how many times the function is called. When the

display_number function in the example is called the second time,

the value found in the variable number is the value left there by the

previous call to the function.

15.10 WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNT

In this lesson you have learnt about functions, how to define and

declare functions, what are the functions different data types. You

are now able to execute function from different places of a program.

You are now familiar with useful feature of functions say recursion.

In this lesson we are also discussed different storage classes like

auto, extern and static.

15.11 TERMINAL QUESTIONS

1. What is meant by a function call?

2. What is the purpose of the return statement?

3. What are the three principal components of a function defini-

tion?

4. Can multiple expressions be included in a return statement?

Can multiple statements be included in a function?

5. How are argument data types specified in a function declara-

tion?

6. Name the four storage-class specifications in C?

7. What is the importance or use of a automatic variable?

8. Differentiate between external and static variable?

9. What is the scope of a static external variable?

10. Does static variables retain their values even after exiting the

function?

15.12 KEY TO INTEXT QUESTIONS

1. The statements of a user-defined function are written as part of

program itself, according to the programmer’s requirements.

2. A function may be designed to carry out some frequently used

task, and called upon when needed merely by specifying the

name of the function.
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3. One

4. Yes

5. It means the function does not return any value to the calling

program

6. It is not necessary

7. Recursion is a process by which a function calls itself repeat-

edly.
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1 The C Preprocessor

The C preprocessor is a macro processor that is used automatically by the C compiler to
transform your program before actual compilation. It is called a macro processor because
it allows you to de�ne macros, which are brief abbreviations for longer constructs.

The C preprocessor provides four separate facilities that you can use as you see �t:

� Inclusion of header �les. These are �les of declarations that can be substituted into
your program.

� Macro expansion. You can de�ne macros, which are abbreviations for arbitrary frag-
ments of C code, and then the C preprocessor will replace the macros with their de�-
nitions throughout the program.

� Conditional compilation. Using special preprocessing directives, you can include or
exclude parts of the program according to various conditions.

� Line control. If you use a program to combine or rearrange source �les into an inter-
mediate �le which is then compiled, you can use line control to inform the compiler of
where each source line originally came from.

C preprocessors vary in some details. This manual discusses the GNU C preprocessor,
the C Compatible Compiler Preprocessor. The GNU C preprocessor provides a superset of
the features of ANSI Standard C.

ANSI Standard C requires the rejection of many harmless constructs commonly used by
today's C programs. Such incompatibility would be inconvenient for users, so the GNU C
preprocessor is con�gured to accept these constructs by default. Strictly speaking, to get
ANSI Standard C, you must use the options `-trigraphs', `-undef' and `-pedantic', but
in practice the consequences of having strict ANSI Standard C make it undesirable to do
this. See Section 1.9 [Invocation], page 31.

1.1 Transformations Made Globally

Most C preprocessor features are inactive unless you give speci�c directives to request
their use. (Preprocessing directives are lines starting with `#'; see Section 1.2 [Directives],
page 2). But there are three transformations that the preprocessor always makes on all the
input it receives, even in the absence of directives.

� All C comments are replaced with single spaces.

� Backslash-Newline sequences are deleted, no matter where. This feature allows you to
break long lines for cosmetic purposes without changing their meaning.

� Prede�ned macro names are replaced with their expansions (see Section 1.4.3 [Prede-
�ned], page 10).

The �rst two transformations are done before nearly all other parsing and before pre-
processing directives are recognized. Thus, for example, you can split a line cosmetically
with Backslash-Newline anywhere (except when trigraphs are in use; see below).

/*
*/ # /*
*/ defi\
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ne FO\
O 10\
20

is equivalent into `#define FOO 1020'. You can split even an escape sequence with
Backslash-Newline. For example, you can split "foo\bar" between the `\' and the `b'
to get

"foo\\
bar"

This behavior is unclean: in all other contexts, a Backslash can be inserted in a string con-
stant as an ordinary character by writing a double Backslash, and this creates an exception.
But the ANSI C standard requires it. (Strict ANSI C does not allow Newlines in string
constants, so they do not consider this a problem.)

But there are a few exceptions to all three transformations.

� C comments and prede�ned macro names are not recognized inside a `#include' di-
rective in which the �le name is delimited with `<' and `>'.

� C comments and prede�ned macro names are never recognized within a character or
string constant. (Strictly speaking, this is the rule, not an exception, but it is worth
noting here anyway.)

� Backslash-Newline may not safely be used within an ANSI \trigraph". Trigraphs are
converted before Backslash-Newline is deleted. If you write what looks like a trigraph
with a Backslash-Newline inside, the Backslash-Newline is deleted as usual, but it is
then too late to recognize the trigraph.

This exception is relevant only if you use the `-trigraphs' option to enable trigraph
processing. See Section 1.9 [Invocation], page 31.

1.2 Preprocessing Directives

Most preprocessor features are active only if you use preprocessing directives to request
their use.

Preprocessing directives are lines in your program that start with `#'. The `#' is followed
by an identi�er that is the directive name. For example, `#define' is the directive that
de�nes a macro. Whitespace is also allowed before and after the `#'.

The set of valid directive names is �xed. Programs cannot de�ne new preprocessing
directives.

Some directive names require arguments; these make up the rest of the directive line and
must be separated from the directive name by whitespace. For example, `#define' must
be followed by a macro name and the intended expansion of the macro. See Section 1.4.1
[Simple Macros], page 7.

A preprocessing directive cannot be more than one line in normal circumstances. It
may be split cosmetically with Backslash-Newline, but that has no e�ect on its mean-
ing. Comments containing Newlines can also divide the directive into multiple lines, but
the comments are changed to Spaces before the directive is interpreted. The only way a
signi�cant Newline can occur in a preprocessing directive is within a string constant or
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character constant. Note that most C compilers that might be applied to the output from
the preprocessor do not accept string or character constants containing Newlines.

The `#' and the directive name cannot come from a macro expansion. For example,
if `foo' is de�ned as a macro expanding to `define', that does not make `#foo' a valid
preprocessing directive.

1.3 Header Files

A header �le is a �le containing C declarations and macro de�nitions (see Section 1.4
[Macros], page 7) to be shared between several source �les. You request the use of a header
�le in your program with the C preprocessing directive `#include'.

1.3.1 Uses of Header Files

Header �les serve two kinds of purposes.

� System header �les declare the interfaces to parts of the operating system. You include
them in your program to supply the de�nitions and declarations you need to invoke
system calls and libraries.

� Your own header �les contain declarations for interfaces between the source �les of your
program. Each time you have a group of related declarations and macro de�nitions all
or most of which are needed in several di�erent source �les, it is a good idea to create
a header �le for them.

Including a header �le produces the same results in C compilation as copying the header
�le into each source �le that needs it. But such copying would be time-consuming and
error-prone. With a header �le, the related declarations appear in only one place. If they
need to be changed, they can be changed in one place, and programs that include the header
�le will automatically use the new version when next recompiled. The header �le eliminates
the labor of �nding and changing all the copies as well as the risk that a failure to �nd one
copy will result in inconsistencies within a program.

The usual convention is to give header �les names that end with `.h'. Avoid unusual
characters in header �le names, as they reduce portability.

1.3.2 The `#include' Directive

Both user and system header �les are included using the preprocessing directive
`#include'. It has three variants:

#include <�le>

This variant is used for system header �les. It searches for a �le named �le in a
list of directories speci�ed by you, then in a standard list of system directories.
You specify directories to search for header �les with the command option
`-I' (see Section 1.9 [Invocation], page 31). The option `-nostdinc' inhibits
searching the standard system directories; in this case only the directories you
specify are searched.

The parsing of this form of `#include' is slightly special because comments are
not recognized within the `<: : :>'. Thus, in `#include <x/*y>' the `/*' does
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not start a comment and the directive speci�es inclusion of a system header �le
named `x/*y'. Of course, a header �le with such a name is unlikely to exist on
Unix, where shell wildcard features would make it hard to manipulate.

The argument �le may not contain a `>' character. It may, however, contain a
`<' character.

#include "�le"

This variant is used for header �les of your own program. It searches for a �le
named �le �rst in the current directory, then in the same directories used for
system header �les. The current directory is the directory of the current input
�le. It is tried �rst because it is presumed to be the location of the �les that the
current input �le refers to. (If the `-I-' option is used, the special treatment
of the current directory is inhibited.)

The argument �le may not contain `"' characters. If backslashes occur within
�le, they are considered ordinary text characters, not escape characters. None
of the character escape sequences appropriate to string constants in C are pro-
cessed. Thus, `#include "x\n\\y"' speci�es a �lename containing three back-
slashes. It is not clear why this behavior is ever useful, but the ANSI standard
speci�es it.

#include anything else

This variant is called a computed #include. Any `#include' directive whose
argument does not �t the above two forms is a computed include. The text
anything else is checked for macro calls, which are expanded (see Section 1.4
[Macros], page 7). When this is done, the result must �t one of the above two
variants|in particular, the expanded text must in the end be surrounded by
either quotes or angle braces.

This feature allows you to de�ne a macro which controls the �le name to be used
at a later point in the program. One application of this is to allow a site-speci�c
con�guration �le for your program to specify the names of the system include
�les to be used. This can help in porting the program to various operating
systems in which the necessary system header �les are found in di�erent places.

1.3.3 How `#include' Works

The `#include' directive works by directing the C preprocessor to scan the speci�ed �le
as input before continuing with the rest of the current �le. The output from the preprocessor
contains the output already generated, followed by the output resulting from the included
�le, followed by the output that comes from the text after the `#include' directive. For
example, given a header �le `header.h' as follows,

char *test ();

and a main program called `program.c' that uses the header �le, like this,

int x;
#include "header.h"

main ()
{
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printf (test ());
}

the output generated by the C preprocessor for `program.c' as input would be

int x;
char *test ();

main ()
{
printf (test ());

}

Included �les are not limited to declarations and macro de�nitions; those are merely the
typical uses. Any fragment of a C program can be included from another �le. The include
�le could even contain the beginning of a statement that is concluded in the containing �le,
or the end of a statement that was started in the including �le. However, a comment or a
string or character constant may not start in the included �le and �nish in the including
�le. An unterminated comment, string constant or character constant in an included �le is
considered to end (with an error message) at the end of the �le.

It is possible for a header �le to begin or end a syntactic unit such as a function de�nition,
but that would be very confusing, so don't do it.

The line following the `#include' directive is always treated as a separate line by the C
preprocessor even if the included �le lacks a �nal newline.

1.3.4 Once-Only Include Files

Very often, one header �le includes another. It can easily result that a certain header
�le is included more than once. This may lead to errors, if the header �le de�nes structure
types or typedefs, and is certainly wasteful. Therefore, we often wish to prevent multiple
inclusion of a header �le.

The standard way to do this is to enclose the entire real contents of the �le in a condi-
tional, like this:

#ifndef FILE_FOO_SEEN
#define FILE_FOO_SEEN

the entire �le

#endif /* FILE_FOO_SEEN */

The macro FILE_FOO_SEEN indicates that the �le has been included once already. In a
user header �le, the macro name should not begin with `_'. In a system header �le, this
name should begin with `__' to avoid conicts with user programs. In any kind of header
�le, the macro name should contain the name of the �le and some additional text, to avoid
conicts with other header �les.

The GNU C preprocessor is programmed to notice when a header �le uses this particular
construct and handle it e�ciently. If a header �le is contained entirely in a `#ifndef'
conditional, then it records that fact. If a subsequent `#include' speci�es the same �le,
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and the macro in the `#ifndef' is already de�ned, then the �le is entirely skipped, without
even reading it.

There is also an explicit directive to tell the preprocessor that it need not include a �le
more than once. This is called `#pragma once', and was used in addition to the `#ifndef'
conditional around the contents of the header �le. `#pragma once' is now obsolete and
should not be used at all.

In the Objective C language, there is a variant of `#include' called `#import' which
includes a �le, but does so at most once. If you use `#import' instead of `#include', then
you don't need the conditionals inside the header �le to prevent multiple execution of the
contents.

`#import' is obsolete because it is not a well designed feature. It requires the users of a
header �le|the applications programmers|to know that a certain header �le should only
be included once. It is much better for the header �le's implementor to write the �le so
that users don't need to know this. Using `#ifndef' accomplishes this goal.

1.3.5 Inheritance and Header Files

Inheritance is what happens when one object or �le derives some of its contents by
virtual copying from another object or �le. In the case of C header �les, inheritance means
that one header �le includes another header �le and then replaces or adds something.

If the inheriting header �le and the base header �le have di�erent names, then inheritance
is straightforward: simply write `#include "base"' in the inheriting �le.

Sometimes it is necessary to give the inheriting �le the same name as the base �le. This
is less straightforward.

For example, suppose an application program uses the system header �le `sys/signal.h',
but the version of `/usr/include/sys/signal.h' on a particular system doesn't do what
the application program expects. It might be convenient to de�ne a \local" version, per-
haps under the name `/usr/local/include/sys/signal.h', to override or add to the one
supplied by the system.

You can do this by using the option `-I.' for compilation, and writing a �le `sys/signal.h'
that does what the application program expects. But making this �le include the standard
`sys/signal.h' is not so easy|writing `#include <sys/signal.h>' in that �le doesn't
work, because it includes your own version of the �le, not the standard system version.
Used in that �le itself, this leads to an in�nite recursion and a fatal error in compilation.

`#include </usr/include/sys/signal.h>' would �nd the proper �le, but that is not
clean, since it makes an assumption about where the system header �le is found. This is
bad for maintenance, since it means that any change in where the system's header �les are
kept requires a change somewhere else.

The clean way to solve this problem is to use `#include_next', which means, \Include
the next �le with this name." This directive works like `#include' except in searching for
the speci�ed �le: it starts searching the list of header �le directories after the directory in
which the current �le was found.

Suppose you specify `-I /usr/local/include', and the list of directories to search
also includes `/usr/include'; and suppose that both directories contain a �le named
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`sys/signal.h'. Ordinary `#include <sys/signal.h>' �nds the �le under `/usr/local/include'.
If that �le contains `#include_next <sys/signal.h>', it starts searching after that direc-
tory, and �nds the �le in `/usr/include'.

1.4 Macros

A macro is a sort of abbreviation which you can de�ne once and then use later. There
are many complicated features associated with macros in the C preprocessor.

1.4.1 Simple Macros

A simple macro is a kind of abbreviation. It is a name which stands for a fragment of
code. Some people refer to these as manifest constants.

Before you can use a macro, you must de�ne it explicitly with the `#define' direc-
tive. `#define' is followed by the name of the macro and then the code it should be an
abbreviation for. For example,

#define BUFFER_SIZE 1020

de�nes a macro named `BUFFER_SIZE' as an abbreviation for the text `1020'. If somewhere
after this `#define' directive there comes a C statement of the form

foo = (char *) xmalloc (BUFFER_SIZE);

then the C preprocessor will recognize and expand the macro `BUFFER_SIZE', resulting in

foo = (char *) xmalloc (1020);

The use of all upper case for macro names is a standard convention. Programs are easier
to read when it is possible to tell at a glance which names are macros.

Normally, a macro de�nition must be a single line, like all C preprocessing directives.
(You can split a long macro de�nition cosmetically with Backslash-Newline.) There is one
exception: Newlines can be included in the macro de�nition if within a string or character
constant. This is because it is not possible for a macro de�nition to contain an unbalanced
quote character; the de�nition automatically extends to include the matching quote char-
acter that ends the string or character constant. Comments within a macro de�nition may
contain Newlines, which make no di�erence since the comments are entirely replaced with
Spaces regardless of their contents.

Aside from the above, there is no restriction on what can go in a macro body. Parentheses
need not balance. The body need not resemble valid C code. (But if it does not, you may
get error messages from the C compiler when you use the macro.)

The C preprocessor scans your program sequentially, so macro de�nitions take e�ect at
the place you write them. Therefore, the following input to the C preprocessor

foo = X;
#define X 4
bar = X;

produces as output

foo = X;

bar = 4;
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After the preprocessor expands a macro name, the macro's de�nition body is appended
to the front of the remaining input, and the check for macro calls continues. Therefore, the
macro body can contain calls to other macros. For example, after

#define BUFSIZE 1020
#define TABLESIZE BUFSIZE

the name `TABLESIZE' when used in the program would go through two stages of expansion,
resulting ultimately in `1020'.

This is not at all the same as de�ning `TABLESIZE' to be `1020'. The `#define' for
`TABLESIZE' uses exactly the body you specify|in this case, `BUFSIZE'|and does not check
to see whether it too is the name of a macro. It's only when you use `TABLESIZE' that the
result of its expansion is checked for more macro names. See Section 1.4.8.7 [Cascaded
Macros], page 22.

1.4.2 Macros with Arguments

A simple macro always stands for exactly the same text, each time it is used. Macros can
be more exible when they accept arguments. Arguments are fragments of code that you
supply each time the macro is used. These fragments are included in the expansion of the
macro according to the directions in the macro de�nition. A macro that accepts arguments
is called a function-like macro because the syntax for using it looks like a function call.

To de�ne a macro that uses arguments, you write a `#define' directive with a list of
argument names in parentheses after the name of the macro. The argument names may
be any valid C identi�ers, separated by commas and optionally whitespace. The open-
parenthesis must follow the macro name immediately, with no space in between.

For example, here is a macro that computes the minimum of two numeric values, as it
is de�ned in many C programs:

#define min(X, Y) ((X) < (Y) ? (X) : (Y))

(This is not the best way to de�ne a \minimum" macro in GNU C. See Section 1.4.8.4 [Side
E�ects], page 19, for more information.)

To use a macro that expects arguments, you write the name of the macro followed by
a list of actual arguments in parentheses, separated by commas. The number of actual
arguments you give must match the number of arguments the macro expects. Examples of
use of the macro `min' include `min (1, 2)' and `min (x + 28, *p)'.

The expansion text of the macro depends on the arguments you use. Each of the ar-
gument names of the macro is replaced, throughout the macro de�nition, with the corre-
sponding actual argument. Using the same macro `min' de�ned above, `min (1, 2)' expands
into

((1) < (2) ? (1) : (2))

where `1' has been substituted for `X' and `2' for `Y'.

Likewise, `min (x + 28, *p)' expands into

((x + 28) < (*p) ? (x + 28) : (*p))

Parentheses in the actual arguments must balance; a comma within parentheses does
not end an argument. However, there is no requirement for brackets or braces to balance,
and they do not prevent a comma from separating arguments. Thus,
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macro (array[x = y, x + 1])

passes two arguments to macro: `array[x = y' and `x + 1]'. If you want to supply `array[x
= y, x + 1]' as an argument, you must write it as `array[(x = y, x + 1)]', which is equiv-
alent C code.

After the actual arguments are substituted into the macro body, the entire result is
appended to the front of the remaining input, and the check for macro calls continues.
Therefore, the actual arguments can contain calls to other macros, either with or without
arguments, or even to the same macro. The macro body can also contain calls to other
macros. For example, `min (min (a, b), c)' expands into this text:

((((a) < (b) ? (a) : (b))) < (c)
? (((a) < (b) ? (a) : (b)))
: (c))

(Line breaks shown here for clarity would not actually be generated.)

If a macro foo takes one argument, and you want to supply an empty argument, you
must write at least some whitespace between the parentheses, like this: `foo ( )'. Just `foo
()' is providing no arguments, which is an error if foo expects an argument. But `foo0 ()'
is the correct way to call a macro de�ned to take zero arguments, like this:

#define foo0() : : :

If you use the macro name followed by something other than an open-parenthesis (after
ignoring any spaces, tabs and comments that follow), it is not a call to the macro, and the
preprocessor does not change what you have written. Therefore, it is possible for the same
name to be a variable or function in your program as well as a macro, and you can choose
in each instance whether to refer to the macro (if an actual argument list follows) or the
variable or function (if an argument list does not follow).

Such dual use of one name could be confusing and should be avoided except when the
two meanings are e�ectively synonymous: that is, when the name is both a macro and a
function and the two have similar e�ects. You can think of the name simply as a function;
use of the name for purposes other than calling it (such as, to take the address) will refer
to the function, while calls will expand the macro and generate better but equivalent code.
For example, you can use a function named `min' in the same source �le that de�nes the
macro. If you write `&min' with no argument list, you refer to the function. If you write
`min (x, bb)', with an argument list, the macro is expanded. If you write `(min) (a, bb)',
where the name `min' is not followed by an open-parenthesis, the macro is not expanded,
so you wind up with a call to the function `min'.

You may not de�ne the same name as both a simple macro and a macro with arguments.

In the de�nition of a macro with arguments, the list of argument names must follow
the macro name immediately with no space in between. If there is a space after the macro
name, the macro is de�ned as taking no arguments, and all the rest of the line is taken to
be the expansion. The reason for this is that it is often useful to de�ne a macro that takes
no arguments and whose de�nition begins with an identi�er in parentheses. This rule about
spaces makes it possible for you to do either this:

#define FOO(x) - 1 / (x)

(which de�nes `FOO' to take an argument and expand into minus the reciprocal of that
argument) or this:
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#define BAR (x) - 1 / (x)

(which de�nes `BAR' to take no argument and always expand into `(x) - 1 / (x)').

Note that the uses of a macro with arguments can have spaces before the left parenthesis;
it's the de�nition where it matters whether there is a space.

1.4.3 Prede�ned Macros

Several simple macros are prede�ned. You can use them without giving de�nitions for
them. They fall into two classes: standard macros and system-speci�c macros.

1.4.3.1 Standard Prede�ned Macros

The standard prede�ned macros are available with the same meanings regardless of the
machine or operating system on which you are using GNU C. Their names all start and
end with double underscores. Those preceding __GNUC__ in this table are standardized by
ANSI C; the rest are GNU C extensions.

__FILE__ This macro expands to the name of the current input �le, in the form of a C
string constant. The precise name returned is the one that was speci�ed in
`#include' or as the input �le name argument.

__LINE__ This macro expands to the current input line number, in the form of a decimal
integer constant. While we call it a prede�ned macro, it's a pretty strange
macro, since its \de�nition" changes with each new line of source code.

This and `__FILE__' are useful in generating an error message to report an
inconsistency detected by the program; the message can state the source line
at which the inconsistency was detected. For example,

fprintf (stderr, "Internal error: "
"negative string length "
"%d at %s, line %d.",

length, __FILE__, __LINE__);

A `#include' directive changes the expansions of `__FILE__' and `__LINE__' to
correspond to the included �le. At the end of that �le, when processing resumes
on the input �le that contained the `#include' directive, the expansions of
`__FILE__' and `__LINE__' revert to the values they had before the `#include'
(but `__LINE__' is then incremented by one as processing moves to the line
after the `#include').

The expansions of both `__FILE__' and `__LINE__' are altered if a `#line'
directive is used. See Section 1.6 [Combining Sources], page 29.

__DATE__ This macro expands to a string constant that describes the date on which the
preprocessor is being run. The string constant contains eleven characters and
looks like `"Jan 29 1987"' or `"Apr 1 1905"'.

__TIME__ This macro expands to a string constant that describes the time at which the
preprocessor is being run. The string constant contains eight characters and
looks like `"23:59:01"'.
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__STDC__ This macro expands to the constant 1, to signify that this is ANSI Standard
C. (Whether that is actually true depends on what C compiler will operate on
the output from the preprocessor.)

__STDC_VERSION__

This macro expands to the C Standard's version number, a long integer con-
stant of the form `yyyymmL' where yyyy and mm are the year and month of
the Standard version. This signi�es which version of the C Standard the prepro-
cessor conforms to. Like `__STDC__', whether this version number is accurate
for the entire implementation depends on what C compiler will operate on the
output from the preprocessor.

__GNUC__ This macro is de�ned if and only if this is GNU C. This macro is de�ned
only when the entire GNU C compiler is in use; if you invoke the preprocessor
directly, `__GNUC__' is unde�ned. The value identi�es the major version number
of GNU CC (`1' for GNU CC version 1, which is now obsolete, and `2' for version
2).

__GNUC_MINOR__

The macro contains the minor version number of the compiler. This can be
used to work around di�erences between di�erent releases of the compiler (for
example, if gcc 2.6.3 is known to support a feature, you can test for __GNUC__ >

2 || (__GNUC__ == 2 && __GNUC_MINOR__ >= 6)). The last number, `3' in the
example above, denotes the bug�x level of the compiler; no macro contains this
value.

__GNUG__ The GNU C compiler de�nes this when the compilation language is C++; use
`__GNUG__' to distinguish between GNU C and GNU C++.

__cplusplus

The draft ANSI standard for C++ used to require prede�ning this variable.
Though it is no longer required, GNU C++ continues to de�ne it, as do other
popular C++ compilers. You can use `__cplusplus' to test whether a header is
compiled by a C compiler or a C++ compiler.

__STRICT_ANSI__

This macro is de�ned if and only if the `-ansi' switch was speci�ed when GNU
C was invoked. Its de�nition is the null string. This macro exists primarily to
direct certain GNU header �les not to de�ne certain traditional Unix constructs
which are incompatible with ANSI C.

__BASE_FILE__

This macro expands to the name of the main input �le, in the form of a C string
constant. This is the source �le that was speci�ed as an argument when the C
compiler was invoked.

__INCLUDE_LEVEL__

This macro expands to a decimal integer constant that represents the depth
of nesting in include �les. The value of this macro is incremented on every
`#include' directive and decremented at every end of �le. For input �les spec-
i�ed by command line arguments, the nesting level is zero.
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__VERSION__

This macro expands to a string which describes the version number of GNU
C. The string is normally a sequence of decimal numbers separated by periods,
such as `"2.6.0"'. The only reasonable use of this macro is to incorporate it
into a string constant.

__OPTIMIZE__

This macro is de�ned in optimizing compilations. It causes certain GNU header
�les to de�ne alternative macro de�nitions for some system library functions.
It is unwise to refer to or test the de�nition of this macro unless you make very
sure that programs will execute with the same e�ect regardless.

__CHAR_UNSIGNED__

This macro is de�ned if and only if the data type char is unsigned on the target
machine. It exists to cause the standard header �le `limit.h' to work correctly.
It is bad practice to refer to this macro yourself; instead, refer to the standard
macros de�ned in `limit.h'. The preprocessor uses this macro to determine
whether or not to sign-extend large character constants written in octal; see
Section 1.5.2.1 [The `#if' Directive], page 24.

__REGISTER_PREFIX__

This macro expands to a string describing the pre�x applied to cpu registers in
assembler code. It can be used to write assembler code that is usable in multiple
environments. For example, in the `m68k-aout' environment it expands to the
string `""', but in the `m68k-coff' environment it expands to the string `"%"'.

__USER_LABEL_PREFIX__

This macro expands to a string describing the pre�x applied to user generated
labels in assembler code. It can be used to write assembler code that is usable
in multiple environments. For example, in the `m68k-aout' environment it
expands to the string `"_"', but in the `m68k-coff' environment it expands to
the string `""'.

1.4.3.2 Nonstandard Prede�ned Macros

The C preprocessor normally has several prede�ned macros that vary between machines
because their purpose is to indicate what type of system and machine is in use. This manual,
being for all systems and machines, cannot tell you exactly what their names are; instead,
we o�er a list of some typical ones. You can use `cpp -dM' to see the values of prede�ned
macros; see Section 1.9 [Invocation], page 31.

Some nonstandard prede�ned macros describe the operating system in use, with more
or less speci�city. For example,

unix `unix' is normally prede�ned on all Unix systems.

BSD `BSD' is prede�ned on recent versions of Berkeley Unix (perhaps only in version
4.3).

Other nonstandard prede�ned macros describe the kind of CPU, with more or less speci-
�city. For example,
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vax `vax' is prede�ned on Vax computers.

mc68000 `mc68000' is prede�ned on most computers whose CPU is a Motorola 68000,
68010 or 68020.

m68k `m68k' is also prede�ned on most computers whose CPU is a 68000, 68010
or 68020; however, some makers use `mc68000' and some use `m68k'. Some
prede�ne both names. What happens in GNU C depends on the system you
are using it on.

M68020 `M68020' has been observed to be prede�ned on some systems that use 68020
CPUs|in addition to `mc68000' and `m68k', which are less speci�c.

_AM29K

_AM29000 Both `_AM29K' and `_AM29000' are prede�ned for the AMD 29000 CPU family.

ns32000 `ns32000' is prede�ned on computers which use the National Semiconductor
32000 series CPU.

Yet other nonstandard prede�ned macros describe the manufacturer of the system. For
example,

sun `sun' is prede�ned on all models of Sun computers.

pyr `pyr' is prede�ned on all models of Pyramid computers.

sequent `sequent' is prede�ned on all models of Sequent computers.

These prede�ned symbols are not only nonstandard, they are contrary to the ANSI
standard because their names do not start with underscores. Therefore, the option `-ansi'
inhibits the de�nition of these symbols.

This tends to make `-ansi' useless, since many programs depend on the customary
nonstandard prede�ned symbols. Even system header �les check them and will generate
incorrect declarations if they do not �nd the names that are expected. You might think
that the header �les supplied for the Uglix computer would not need to test what machine
they are running on, because they can simply assume it is the Uglix; but often they do, and
they do so using the customary names. As a result, very few C programs will compile with
`-ansi'. We intend to avoid such problems on the GNU system.

What, then, should you do in an ANSI C program to test the type of machine it will
run on?

GNU C o�ers a parallel series of symbols for this purpose, whose names are made from
the customary ones by adding `__' at the beginning and end. Thus, the symbol __vax__
would be available on a Vax, and so on.

The set of nonstandard prede�ned names in the GNU C preprocessor is controlled (when
cpp is itself compiled) by the macro `CPP_PREDEFINES', which should be a string containing
`-D' options, separated by spaces. For example, on the Sun 3, we use the following de�nition:

#define CPP_PREDEFINES "-Dmc68000 -Dsun -Dunix -Dm68k"

This macro is usually speci�ed in `tm.h'.
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1.4.4 Stringi�cation

Stringi�cation means turning a code fragment into a string constant whose contents are
the text for the code fragment. For example, stringifying `foo (z)' results in `"foo (z)"'.

In the C preprocessor, stringi�cation is an option available when macro arguments are
substituted into the macro de�nition. In the body of the de�nition, when an argument
name appears, the character `#' before the name speci�es stringi�cation of the corresponding
actual argument when it is substituted at that point in the de�nition. The same argument
may be substituted in other places in the de�nition without stringi�cation if the argument
name appears in those places with no `#'.

Here is an example of a macro de�nition that uses stringi�cation:

#define WARN_IF(EXP) \
do { if (EXP) \

fprintf (stderr, "Warning: " #EXP "\n"); } \
while (0)

Here the actual argument for `EXP' is substituted once as given, into the `if' statement, and
once as stringi�ed, into the argument to `fprintf'. The `do' and `while (0)' are a kludge
to make it possible to write `WARN_IF (arg);', which the resemblance of `WARN_IF' to a
function would make C programmers want to do; see Section 1.4.8.3 [Swallow Semicolon],
page 18.

The stringi�cation feature is limited to transforming one macro argument into one string
constant: there is no way to combine the argument with other text and then stringify it
all together. But the example above shows how an equivalent result can be obtained in
ANSI Standard C using the feature that adjacent string constants are concatenated as one
string constant. The preprocessor stringi�es the actual value of `EXP' into a separate string
constant, resulting in text like

do { if (x == 0) \
fprintf (stderr, "Warning: " "x == 0" "\n"); } \

while (0)

but the C compiler then sees three consecutive string constants and concatenates them into
one, producing e�ectively

do { if (x == 0) \
fprintf (stderr, "Warning: x == 0\n"); } \

while (0)

Stringi�cation in C involves more than putting doublequote characters around the frag-
ment; it is necessary to put backslashes in front of all doublequote characters, and all back-
slashes in string and character constants, in order to get a valid C string constant with the
proper contents. Thus, stringifying `p = "foo\n";' results in `"p = \"foo\\n\";"'. How-
ever, backslashes that are not inside of string or character constants are not duplicated:
`\n' by itself stringi�es to `"\n"'.

Whitespace (including comments) in the text being stringi�ed is handled according to
precise rules. All leading and trailing whitespace is ignored. Any sequence of whitespace in
the middle of the text is converted to a single space in the stringi�ed result.
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1.4.5 Concatenation

Concatenation means joining two strings into one. In the context of macro expansion,
concatenation refers to joining two lexical units into one longer one. Speci�cally, an actual
argument to the macro can be concatenated with another actual argument or with �xed
text to produce a longer name. The longer name might be the name of a function, variable
or type, or a C keyword; it might even be the name of another macro, in which case it will
be expanded.

When you de�ne a macro, you request concatenation with the special operator `##' in
the macro body. When the macro is called, after actual arguments are substituted, all `##'
operators are deleted, and so is any whitespace next to them (including whitespace that
was part of an actual argument). The result is to concatenate the syntactic tokens on either
side of the `##'.

Consider a C program that interprets named commands. There probably needs to be a
table of commands, perhaps an array of structures declared as follows:

struct command
{
char *name;
void (*function) ();

};

struct command commands[] =
{
{ "quit", quit_command},
{ "help", help_command},
: : :

};

It would be cleaner not to have to give each command name twice, once in the string
constant and once in the function name. A macro which takes the name of a command as
an argument can make this unnecessary. The string constant can be created with stringi-
�cation, and the function name by concatenating the argument with `_command'. Here is
how it is done:

#define COMMAND(NAME) { #NAME, NAME ## _command }

struct command commands[] =
{
COMMAND (quit),
COMMAND (help),
: : :

};

The usual case of concatenation is concatenating two names (or a name and a number)
into a longer name. But this isn't the only valid case. It is also possible to concatenate
two numbers (or a number and a name, such as `1.5' and `e3') into a number. Also, multi-
character operators such as `+=' can be formed by concatenation. In some cases it is even
possible to piece together a string constant. However, two pieces of text that don't together
form a valid lexical unit cannot be concatenated. For example, concatenation with `x' on one
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side and `+' on the other is not meaningful because those two characters can't �t together
in any lexical unit of C. The ANSI standard says that such attempts at concatenation are
unde�ned, but in the GNU C preprocessor it is well de�ned: it puts the `x' and `+' side by
side with no particular special results.

Keep in mind that the C preprocessor converts comments to whitespace before macros
are even considered. Therefore, you cannot create a comment by concatenating `/' and `*':
the `/*' sequence that starts a comment is not a lexical unit, but rather the beginning of
a \long" space character. Also, you can freely use comments next to a `##' in a macro
de�nition, or in actual arguments that will be concatenated, because the comments will be
converted to spaces at �rst sight, and concatenation will later discard the spaces.

1.4.6 Unde�ning Macros

To unde�ne a macro means to cancel its de�nition. This is done with the `#undef'
directive. `#undef' is followed by the macro name to be unde�ned.

Like de�nition, unde�nition occurs at a speci�c point in the source �le, and it applies
starting from that point. The name ceases to be a macro name, and from that point on it
is treated by the preprocessor as if it had never been a macro name.

For example,

#define FOO 4
x = FOO;
#undef FOO
x = FOO;

expands into

x = 4;

x = FOO;

In this example, `FOO' had better be a variable or function as well as (temporarily) a macro,
in order for the result of the expansion to be valid C code.

The same form of `#undef' directive will cancel de�nitions with arguments or de�nitions
that don't expect arguments. The `#undef' directive has no e�ect when used on a name
not currently de�ned as a macro.

1.4.7 Rede�ning Macros

Rede�ning a macro means de�ning (with `#define') a name that is already de�ned as
a macro.

A rede�nition is trivial if the new de�nition is transparently identical to the old one.
You probably wouldn't deliberately write a trivial rede�nition, but they can happen au-
tomatically when a header �le is included more than once (see Section 1.3 [Header Files],
page 3), so they are accepted silently and without e�ect.

Nontrivial rede�nition is considered likely to be an error, so it provokes a warning message
from the preprocessor. However, sometimes it is useful to change the de�nition of a macro
in mid-compilation. You can inhibit the warning by unde�ning the macro with `#undef'
before the second de�nition.
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In order for a rede�nition to be trivial, the new de�nition must exactly match the one
already in e�ect, with two possible exceptions:

� Whitespace may be added or deleted at the beginning or the end.

� Whitespace may be changed in the middle (but not inside strings). However, it may
not be eliminated entirely, and it may not be added where there was no whitespace at
all.

Recall that a comment counts as whitespace.

1.4.8 Pitfalls and Subtleties of Macros

In this section we describe some special rules that apply to macros and macro expansion,
and point out certain cases in which the rules have counterintuitive consequences that you
must watch out for.

1.4.8.1 Improperly Nested Constructs

Recall that when a macro is called with arguments, the arguments are substituted into
the macro body and the result is checked, together with the rest of the input �le, for more
macro calls.

It is possible to piece together a macro call coming partially from the macro body and
partially from the actual arguments. For example,

#define double(x) (2*(x))
#define call_with_1(x) x(1)

would expand `call_with_1 (double)' into `(2*(1))'.

Macro de�nitions do not have to have balanced parentheses. By writing an unbalanced
open parenthesis in a macro body, it is possible to create a macro call that begins inside
the macro body but ends outside of it. For example,

#define strange(file) fprintf (file, "%s %d",
: : :

strange(stderr) p, 35)

This bizarre example expands to `fprintf (stderr, "%s %d", p, 35)'!

1.4.8.2 Unintended Grouping of Arithmetic

You may have noticed that in most of the macro de�nition examples shown above, each
occurrence of a macro argument name had parentheses around it. In addition, another pair
of parentheses usually surround the entire macro de�nition. Here is why it is best to write
macros that way.

Suppose you de�ne a macro as follows,

#define ceil_div(x, y) (x + y - 1) / y

whose purpose is to divide, rounding up. (One use for this operation is to compute how
many `int' objects are needed to hold a certain number of `char' objects.) Then suppose
it is used as follows:
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a = ceil_div (b & c, sizeof (int));

This expands into

a = (b & c + sizeof (int) - 1) / sizeof (int);

which does not do what is intended. The operator-precedence rules of C make it equivalent
to this:

a = (b & (c + sizeof (int) - 1)) / sizeof (int);

But what we want is this:

a = ((b & c) + sizeof (int) - 1)) / sizeof (int);

De�ning the macro as

#define ceil_div(x, y) ((x) + (y) - 1) / (y)

provides the desired result.

However, unintended grouping can result in another way. Consider `sizeof ceil_div(1,

2)'. That has the appearance of a C expression that would compute the size of the type of
`ceil_div (1, 2)', but in fact it means something very di�erent. Here is what it expands
to:

sizeof ((1) + (2) - 1) / (2)

This would take the size of an integer and divide it by two. The precedence rules have put
the division outside the `sizeof' when it was intended to be inside.

Parentheses around the entire macro de�nition can prevent such problems. Here, then,
is the recommended way to de�ne `ceil_div':

#define ceil_div(x, y) (((x) + (y) - 1) / (y))

1.4.8.3 Swallowing the Semicolon

Often it is desirable to de�ne a macro that expands into a compound statement. Con-
sider, for example, the following macro, that advances a pointer (the argument `p' says
where to �nd it) across whitespace characters:

#define SKIP_SPACES (p, limit) \
{ register char *lim = (limit); \
while (p != lim) { \

if (*p++ != ' ') { \
p--; break; }}}

Here Backslash-Newline is used to split the macro de�nition, which must be a single line,
so that it resembles the way such C code would be laid out if not part of a macro de�nition.

A call to this macro might be `SKIP_SPACES (p, lim)'. Strictly speaking, the call ex-
pands to a compound statement, which is a complete statement with no need for a semicolon
to end it. But it looks like a function call. So it minimizes confusion if you can use it like
a function call, writing a semicolon afterward, as in `SKIP_SPACES (p, lim);'

But this can cause trouble before `else' statements, because the semicolon is actually a
null statement. Suppose you write

if (*p != 0)
SKIP_SPACES (p, lim);

else : : :
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The presence of two statements|the compound statement and a null statement|in between
the `if' condition and the `else' makes invalid C code.

The de�nition of the macro `SKIP_SPACES' can be altered to solve this problem, using a
`do : : : while' statement. Here is how:

#define SKIP_SPACES (p, limit) \
do { register char *lim = (limit); \

while (p != lim) { \
if (*p++ != ' ') { \
p--; break; }}} \

while (0)

Now `SKIP_SPACES (p, lim);' expands into

do {: : :} while (0);

which is one statement.

1.4.8.4 Duplication of Side E�ects

Many C programs de�ne a macro `min', for \minimum", like this:

#define min(X, Y) ((X) < (Y) ? (X) : (Y))

When you use this macro with an argument containing a side e�ect, as shown here,

next = min (x + y, foo (z));

it expands as follows:

next = ((x + y) < (foo (z)) ? (x + y) : (foo (z)));

where `x + y' has been substituted for `X' and `foo (z)' for `Y'.

The function `foo' is used only once in the statement as it appears in the program, but
the expression `foo (z)' has been substituted twice into the macro expansion. As a result,
`foo' might be called two times when the statement is executed. If it has side e�ects or if
it takes a long time to compute, the results might not be what you intended. We say that
`min' is an unsafe macro.

The best solution to this problem is to de�ne `min' in a way that computes the value of
`foo (z)' only once. The C language o�ers no standard way to do this, but it can be done
with GNU C extensions as follows:

#define min(X, Y) \
({ typeof (X) __x = (X), __y = (Y); \

(__x < __y) ? __x : __y; })

If you do not wish to use GNU C extensions, the only solution is to be careful when
using the macro `min'. For example, you can calculate the value of `foo (z)', save it in a
variable, and use that variable in `min':

#define min(X, Y) ((X) < (Y) ? (X) : (Y))
: : :

{
int tem = foo (z);
next = min (x + y, tem);

}

(where we assume that `foo' returns type `int').
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1.4.8.5 Self-Referential Macros

A self-referential macro is one whose name appears in its de�nition. A special feature of
ANSI Standard C is that the self-reference is not considered a macro call. It is passed into
the preprocessor output unchanged.

Let's consider an example:

#define foo (4 + foo)

where `foo' is also a variable in your program.

Following the ordinary rules, each reference to `foo' will expand into `(4 + foo)'; then
this will be rescanned and will expand into `(4 + (4 + foo))'; and so on until it causes a
fatal error (memory full) in the preprocessor.

However, the special rule about self-reference cuts this process short after one step, at
`(4 + foo)'. Therefore, this macro de�nition has the possibly useful e�ect of causing the
program to add 4 to the value of `foo' wherever `foo' is referred to.

In most cases, it is a bad idea to take advantage of this feature. A person reading the
program who sees that `foo' is a variable will not expect that it is a macro as well. The
reader will come across the identi�er `foo' in the program and think its value should be
that of the variable `foo', whereas in fact the value is four greater.

The special rule for self-reference applies also to indirect self-reference. This is the case
where a macro x expands to use a macro `y', and the expansion of `y' refers to the macro
`x'. The resulting reference to `x' comes indirectly from the expansion of `x', so it is a
self-reference and is not further expanded. Thus, after

#define x (4 + y)
#define y (2 * x)

`x' would expand into `(4 + (2 * x))'. Clear?

But suppose `y' is used elsewhere, not from the de�nition of `x'. Then the use of `x'
in the expansion of `y' is not a self-reference because `x' is not \in progress". So it does
expand. However, the expansion of `x' contains a reference to `y', and that is an indirect
self-reference now because `y' is \in progress". The result is that `y' expands to `(2 * (4 +

y))'.

It is not clear that this behavior would ever be useful, but it is speci�ed by the ANSI C
standard, so you may need to understand it.

1.4.8.6 Separate Expansion of Macro Arguments

We have explained that the expansion of a macro, including the substituted actual
arguments, is scanned over again for macro calls to be expanded.

What really happens is more subtle: �rst each actual argument text is scanned separately
for macro calls. Then the results of this are substituted into the macro body to produce
the macro expansion, and the macro expansion is scanned again for macros to expand.

The result is that the actual arguments are scanned twice to expand macro calls in them.

Most of the time, this has no e�ect. If the actual argument contained any macro calls,
they are expanded during the �rst scan. The result therefore contains no macro calls, so the
second scan does not change it. If the actual argument were substituted as given, with no
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prescan, the single remaining scan would �nd the same macro calls and produce the same
results.

You might expect the double scan to change the results when a self-referential macro is
used in an actual argument of another macro (see Section 1.4.8.5 [Self-Reference], page 20):
the self-referential macro would be expanded once in the �rst scan, and a second time in
the second scan. But this is not what happens. The self-references that do not expand in
the �rst scan are marked so that they will not expand in the second scan either.

The prescan is not done when an argument is stringi�ed or concatenated. Thus,

#define str(s) #s
#define foo 4
str (foo)

expands to `"foo"'. Once more, prescan has been prevented from having any noticeable
e�ect.

More precisely, stringi�cation and concatenation use the argument as written, in un-
prescanned form. The same actual argument would be used in prescanned form if it is
substituted elsewhere without stringi�cation or concatenation.

#define str(s) #s lose(s)
#define foo 4
str (foo)

expands to `"foo" lose(4)'.

You might now ask, \Why mention the prescan, if it makes no di�erence? And why not
skip it and make the preprocessor faster?" The answer is that the prescan does make a
di�erence in three special cases:

� Nested calls to a macro.

� Macros that call other macros that stringify or concatenate.

� Macros whose expansions contain unshielded commas.

We say that nested calls to a macro occur when a macro's actual argument contains a
call to that very macro. For example, if `f' is a macro that expects one argument, `f (f

(1))' is a nested pair of calls to `f'. The desired expansion is made by expanding `f (1)'
and substituting that into the de�nition of `f'. The prescan causes the expected result to
happen. Without the prescan, `f (1)' itself would be substituted as an actual argument,
and the inner use of `f' would appear during the main scan as an indirect self-reference and
would not be expanded. Here, the prescan cancels an undesirable side e�ect (in the medical,
not computational, sense of the term) of the special rule for self-referential macros.

But prescan causes trouble in certain other cases of nested macro calls. Here is an
example:

#define foo a,b
#define bar(x) lose(x)
#define lose(x) (1 + (x))

bar(foo)

We would like `bar(foo)' to turn into `(1 + (foo))', which would then turn into `(1 +

(a,b))'. But instead, `bar(foo)' expands into `lose(a,b)', and you get an error because
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lose requires a single argument. In this case, the problem is easily solved by the same
parentheses that ought to be used to prevent misnesting of arithmetic operations:

#define foo (a,b)
#define bar(x) lose((x))

The problem is more serious when the operands of the macro are not expressions; for
example, when they are statements. Then parentheses are unacceptable because they would
make for invalid C code:

#define foo { int a, b; : : : }

In GNU C you can shield the commas using the `({: : :})' construct which turns a compound
statement into an expression:

#define foo ({ int a, b; : : : })

Or you can rewrite the macro de�nition to avoid such commas:

#define foo { int a; int b; : : : }

There is also one case where prescan is useful. It is possible to use prescan to expand
an argument and then stringify it|if you use two levels of macros. Let's add a new macro
`xstr' to the example shown above:

#define xstr(s) str(s)
#define str(s) #s
#define foo 4
xstr (foo)

This expands into `"4"', not `"foo"'. The reason for the di�erence is that the argument
of `xstr' is expanded at prescan (because `xstr' does not specify stringi�cation or concate-
nation of the argument). The result of prescan then forms the actual argument for `str'.
`str' uses its argument without prescan because it performs stringi�cation; but it cannot
prevent or undo the prescanning already done by `xstr'.

1.4.8.7 Cascaded Use of Macros

A cascade of macros is when one macro's body contains a reference to another macro.
This is very common practice. For example,

#define BUFSIZE 1020
#define TABLESIZE BUFSIZE

This is not at all the same as de�ning `TABLESIZE' to be `1020'. The `#define' for
`TABLESIZE' uses exactly the body you specify|in this case, `BUFSIZE'|and does not check
to see whether it too is the name of a macro.

It's only when you use `TABLESIZE' that the result of its expansion is checked for more
macro names.

This makes a di�erence if you change the de�nition of `BUFSIZE' at some point in
the source �le. `TABLESIZE', de�ned as shown, will always expand using the de�nition
of `BUFSIZE' that is currently in e�ect:

#define BUFSIZE 1020
#define TABLESIZE BUFSIZE
#undef BUFSIZE
#define BUFSIZE 37
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Now `TABLESIZE' expands (in two stages) to `37'. (The `#undef' is to prevent any warning
about the nontrivial rede�nition of BUFSIZE.)

1.4.9 Newlines in Macro Arguments

Traditional macro processing carries forward all newlines in macro arguments into the
expansion of the macro. This means that, if some of the arguments are substituted more
than once, or not at all, or out of order, newlines can be duplicated, lost, or moved around
within the expansion. If the expansion consists of multiple statements, then the e�ect is
to distort the line numbers of some of these statements. The result can be incorrect line
numbers, in error messages or displayed in a debugger.

The GNU C preprocessor operating in ANSI C mode adjusts appropriately for multiple
use of an argument|the �rst use expands all the newlines, and subsequent uses of the
same argument produce no newlines. But even in this mode, it can produce incorrect line
numbering if arguments are used out of order, or not used at all.

Here is an example illustrating this problem:

#define ignore_second_arg(a,b,c) a; c

ignore_second_arg (foo (),
ignored (),
syntax error);

The syntax error triggered by the tokens `syntax error' results in an error message citing
line four, even though the statement text comes from line �ve.

1.5 Conditionals

In a macro processor, a conditional is a directive that allows a part of the program to be
ignored during compilation, on some conditions. In the C preprocessor, a conditional can
test either an arithmetic expression or whether a name is de�ned as a macro.

A conditional in the C preprocessor resembles in some ways an `if' statement in C, but it
is important to understand the di�erence between them. The condition in an `if' statement
is tested during the execution of your program. Its purpose is to allow your program to
behave di�erently from run to run, depending on the data it is operating on. The condition
in a preprocessing conditional directive is tested when your program is compiled. Its purpose
is to allow di�erent code to be included in the program depending on the situation at the
time of compilation.

1.5.1 Why Conditionals are Used

Generally there are three kinds of reason to use a conditional.

� A program may need to use di�erent code depending on the machine or operating
system it is to run on. In some cases the code for one operating system may be
erroneous on another operating system; for example, it might refer to library routines
that do not exist on the other system. When this happens, it is not enough to avoid
executing the invalid code: merely having it in the program makes it impossible to link
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the program and run it. With a preprocessing conditional, the o�ending code can be
e�ectively excised from the program when it is not valid.

� You may want to be able to compile the same source �le into two di�erent pro-
grams. Sometimes the di�erence between the programs is that one makes frequent
time-consuming consistency checks on its intermediate data, or prints the values of
those data for debugging, while the other does not.

� A conditional whose condition is always false is a good way to exclude code from the
program but keep it as a sort of comment for future reference.

Most simple programs that are intended to run on only one machine will not need to
use preprocessing conditionals.

1.5.2 Syntax of Conditionals

A conditional in the C preprocessor begins with a conditional directive: `#if', `#ifdef'
or `#ifndef'. See Section 1.5.4 [Conditionals-Macros], page 26, for information on `#ifdef'
and `#ifndef'; only `#if' is explained here.

1.5.2.1 The `#if' Directive

The `#if' directive in its simplest form consists of

#if expression
controlled text
#endif /* expression */

The comment following the `#endif' is not required, but it is a good practice because it
helps people match the `#endif' to the corresponding `#if'. Such comments should always
be used, except in short conditionals that are not nested. In fact, you can put anything at
all after the `#endif' and it will be ignored by the GNU C preprocessor, but only comments
are acceptable in ANSI Standard C.

expression is a C expression of integer type, subject to stringent restrictions. It may
contain

� Integer constants, which are all regarded as long or unsigned long.

� Character constants, which are interpreted according to the character set and conven-
tions of the machine and operating system on which the preprocessor is running. The
GNU C preprocessor uses the C data type `char' for these character constants; there-
fore, whether some character codes are negative is determined by the C compiler used
to compile the preprocessor. If it treats `char' as signed, then character codes large
enough to set the sign bit will be considered negative; otherwise, no character code is
considered negative.

� Arithmetic operators for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, bitwise opera-
tions, shifts, comparisons, and logical operations (`&&' and `||').

� Identi�ers that are not macros, which are all treated as zero(!).

� Macro calls. All macro calls in the expression are expanded before actual computation
of the expression's value begins.
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Note that `sizeof' operators and enum-type values are not allowed. enum-type values,
like all other identi�ers that are not taken as macro calls and expanded, are treated as zero.

The controlled text inside of a conditional can include preprocessing directives. Then
the directives inside the conditional are obeyed only if that branch of the conditional suc-
ceeds. The text can also contain other conditional groups. However, the `#if' and `#endif'
directives must balance.

1.5.2.2 The `#else' Directive

The `#else' directive can be added to a conditional to provide alternative text to be
used if the condition is false. This is what it looks like:

#if expression
text-if-true
#else /* Not expression */
text-if-false
#endif /* Not expression */

If expression is nonzero, and thus the text-if-true is active, then `#else' acts like a failing
conditional and the text-if-false is ignored. Contrariwise, if the `#if' conditional fails, the
text-if-false is considered included.

1.5.2.3 The `#elif' Directive

One common case of nested conditionals is used to check for more than two possible
alternatives. For example, you might have

#if X == 1
: : :

#else /* X != 1 */
#if X == 2
: : :

#else /* X != 2 */
: : :

#endif /* X != 2 */
#endif /* X != 1 */

Another conditional directive, `#elif', allows this to be abbreviated as follows:

#if X == 1
: : :

#elif X == 2
: : :

#else /* X != 2 and X != 1*/
: : :

#endif /* X != 2 and X != 1*/

`#elif' stands for \else if". Like `#else', it goes in the middle of a `#if'-`#endif' pair
and subdivides it; it does not require a matching `#endif' of its own. Like `#if', the `#elif'
directive includes an expression to be tested.

The text following the `#elif' is processed only if the original `#if'-condition failed and
the `#elif' condition succeeds. More than one `#elif' can go in the same `#if'-`#endif'
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group. Then the text after each `#elif' is processed only if the `#elif' condition succeeds
after the original `#if' and any previous `#elif' directives within it have failed. `#else' is
equivalent to `#elif 1', and `#else' is allowed after any number of `#elif' directives, but
`#elif' may not follow `#else'.

1.5.3 Keeping Deleted Code for Future Reference

If you replace or delete a part of the program but want to keep the old code around
as a comment for future reference, the easy way to do this is to put `#if 0' before it and
`#endif' after it. This is better than using comment delimiters `/*' and `*/' since those
won't work if the code already contains comments (C comments do not nest).

This works even if the code being turned o� contains conditionals, but they must be
entire conditionals (balanced `#if' and `#endif').

Conversely, do not use `#if 0' for comments which are not C code. Use the comment
delimiters `/*' and `*/' instead. The interior of `#if 0' must consist of complete tokens; in
particular, singlequote characters must balance. But comments often contain unbalanced
singlequote characters (known in English as apostrophes). These confuse `#if 0'. They do
not confuse `/*'.

1.5.4 Conditionals and Macros

Conditionals are useful in connection with macros or assertions, because those are the
only ways that an expression's value can vary from one compilation to another. A `#if'
directive whose expression uses no macros or assertions is equivalent to `#if 1' or `#if 0';
you might as well determine which one, by computing the value of the expression yourself,
and then simplify the program.

For example, here is a conditional that tests the expression `BUFSIZE == 1020', where
`BUFSIZE' must be a macro.

#if BUFSIZE == 1020
printf ("Large buffers!\n");

#endif /* BUFSIZE is large */

(Programmers often wish they could test the size of a variable or data type in `#if', but
this does not work. The preprocessor does not understand sizeof, or typedef names, or
even the type keywords such as int.)

The special operator `defined' is used in `#if' expressions to test whether a certain
name is de�ned as a macro. Either `defined name' or `defined (name)' is an expression
whose value is 1 if name is de�ned as macro at the current point in the program, and 0
otherwise. For the `defined' operator it makes no di�erence what the de�nition of the
macro is; all that matters is whether there is a de�nition. Thus, for example,

#if defined (vax) || defined (ns16000)

would succeed if either of the names `vax' and `ns16000' is de�ned as a macro. You can
test the same condition using assertions (see Section 1.5.5 [Assertions], page 27), like this:

#if #cpu (vax) || #cpu (ns16000)
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If a macro is de�ned and later unde�ned with `#undef', subsequent use of the `defined'
operator returns 0, because the name is no longer de�ned. If the macro is de�ned again
with another `#define', `defined' will recommence returning 1.

Conditionals that test whether just one name is de�ned are very common, so there are
two special short conditional directives for this case.

#ifdef name

is equivalent to `#if defined (name)'.

#ifndef name

is equivalent to `#if ! defined (name)'.

Macro de�nitions can vary between compilations for several reasons.

� Some macros are prede�ned on each kind of machine. For example, on a Vax, the name
`vax' is a prede�ned macro. On other machines, it would not be de�ned.

� Many more macros are de�ned by system header �les. Di�erent systems and machines
de�ne di�erent macros, or give them di�erent values. It is useful to test these macros
with conditionals to avoid using a system feature on a machine where it is not imple-
mented.

� Macros are a common way of allowing users to customize a program for di�erent ma-
chines or applications. For example, the macro `BUFSIZE' might be de�ned in a con�g-
uration �le for your program that is included as a header �le in each source �le. You
would use `BUFSIZE' in a preprocessing conditional in order to generate di�erent code
depending on the chosen con�guration.

� Macros can be de�ned or unde�ned with `-D' and `-U' command options when you
compile the program. You can arrange to compile the same source �le into two di�er-
ent programs by choosing a macro name to specify which program you want, writing
conditionals to test whether or how this macro is de�ned, and then controlling the state
of the macro with compiler command options. See Section 1.9 [Invocation], page 31.

1.5.5 Assertions

Assertions are a more systematic alternative to macros in writing conditionals to test
what sort of computer or system the compiled program will run on. Assertions are usually
prede�ned, but you can de�ne them with preprocessing directives or command-line options.

The macros traditionally used to describe the type of target are not classi�ed in any
way according to which question they answer; they may indicate a hardware architecture,
a particular hardware model, an operating system, a particular version of an operating
system, or speci�c con�guration options. These are jumbled together in a single namespace.
In contrast, each assertion consists of a named question and an answer. The question is
usually called the predicate. An assertion looks like this:

#predicate (answer)

You must use a properly formed identi�er for predicate. The value of answer can be any
sequence of words; all characters are signi�cant except for leading and trailing whitespace,
and di�erences in internal whitespace sequences are ignored. Thus, `x + y' is di�erent from
`x+y' but equivalent to `x + y'. `)' is not allowed in an answer.
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Here is a conditional to test whether the answer answer is asserted for the predicate
predicate:

#if #predicate (answer)

There may be more than one answer asserted for a given predicate. If you omit the answer,
you can test whether any answer is asserted for predicate:

#if #predicate

Most of the time, the assertions you test will be prede�ned assertions. GNU C provides
three prede�ned predicates: system, cpu, and machine. system is for assertions about the
type of software, cpu describes the type of computer architecture, and machine gives more
information about the computer. For example, on a GNU system, the following assertions
would be true:

#system (gnu)
#system (mach)
#system (mach 3)
#system (mach 3.subversion)
#system (hurd)
#system (hurd version)

and perhaps others. The alternatives with more or less version information let you ask more
or less detailed questions about the type of system software.

On a Unix system, you would �nd #system (unix) and perhaps one of: #system (aix),
#system (bsd), #system (hpux), #system (lynx), #system (mach), #system (posix),
#system (svr3), #system (svr4), or #system (xpg4) with possible version numbers fol-
lowing.

Other values for system are #system (mvs) and #system (vms).

Portability note: Many Unix C compilers provide only one answer for the system asser-
tion: #system (unix), if they support assertions at all. This is less than useful.

An assertion with a multi-word answer is completely di�erent from several assertions
with individual single-word answers. For example, the presence of system (mach 3.0) does
not mean that system (3.0) is true. It also does not directly imply system (mach), but
in GNU C, that last will normally be asserted as well.

The current list of possible assertion values for cpu is: #cpu (a29k), #cpu (alpha),
#cpu (arm), #cpu (clipper), #cpu (convex), #cpu (elxsi), #cpu (tron), #cpu (h8300),
#cpu (i370), #cpu (i386), #cpu (i860), #cpu (i960), #cpu (m68k), #cpu (m88k), #cpu
(mips), #cpu (ns32k), #cpu (hppa), #cpu (pyr), #cpu (ibm032), #cpu (rs6000), #cpu
(sh), #cpu (sparc), #cpu (spur), #cpu (tahoe), #cpu (vax), #cpu (we32000).

You can create assertions within a C program using `#assert', like this:

#assert predicate (answer)

(Note the absence of a `#' before predicate.)

Each time you do this, you assert a new true answer for predicate. Asserting one answer
does not invalidate previously asserted answers; they all remain true. The only way to
remove an assertion is with `#unassert'. `#unassert' has the same syntax as `#assert'.
You can also remove all assertions about predicate like this:
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#unassert predicate

You can also add or cancel assertions using command options when you run gcc or cpp.
See Section 1.9 [Invocation], page 31.

1.5.6 The `#error' and `#warning' Directives

The directive `#error' causes the preprocessor to report a fatal error. The rest of the
line that follows `#error' is used as the error message.

You would use `#error' inside of a conditional that detects a combination of parameters
which you know the program does not properly support. For example, if you know that the
program will not run properly on a Vax, you might write

#ifdef __vax__
#error Won't work on Vaxen. See comments at get_last_object.
#endif

See Section 1.4.3.2 [Nonstandard Prede�ned], page 12, for why this works.

If you have several con�guration parameters that must be set up by the installation in
a consistent way, you can use conditionals to detect an inconsistency and report it with
`#error'. For example,

#if HASH_TABLE_SIZE % 2 == 0 || HASH_TABLE_SIZE % 3 == 0 \
|| HASH_TABLE_SIZE % 5 == 0

#error HASH_TABLE_SIZE should not be divisible by a small prime
#endif

The directive `#warning' is like the directive `#error', but causes the preprocessor to
issue a warning and continue preprocessing. The rest of the line that follows `#warning' is
used as the warning message.

You might use `#warning' in obsolete header �les, with a message directing the user to
the header �le which should be used instead.

1.6 Combining Source Files

One of the jobs of the C preprocessor is to inform the C compiler of where each line of
C code came from: which source �le and which line number.

C code can come from multiple source �les if you use `#include'; both `#include' and
the use of conditionals and macros can cause the line number of a line in the preprocessor
output to be di�erent from the line's number in the original source �le. You will appreciate
the value of making both the C compiler (in error messages) and symbolic debuggers such
as GDB use the line numbers in your source �le.

The C preprocessor builds on this feature by o�ering a directive by which you can control
the feature explicitly. This is useful when a �le for input to the C preprocessor is the output
from another program such as the bison parser generator, which operates on another �le
that is the true source �le. Parts of the output from bison are generated from scratch,
other parts come from a standard parser �le. The rest are copied nearly verbatim from the
source �le, but their line numbers in the bison output are not the same as their original
line numbers. Naturally you would like compiler error messages and symbolic debuggers to
know the original source �le and line number of each line in the bison input.
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bison arranges this by writing `#line' directives into the output �le. `#line' is a
directive that speci�es the original line number and source �le name for subsequent input
in the current preprocessor input �le. `#line' has three variants:

#line linenum

Here linenum is a decimal integer constant. This speci�es that the line number
of the following line of input, in its original source �le, was linenum.

#line linenum �lename

Here linenum is a decimal integer constant and �lename is a string constant.
This speci�es that the following line of input came originally from source �le
�lename and its line number there was linenum. Keep in mind that �lename is
not just a �le name; it is surrounded by doublequote characters so that it looks
like a string constant.

#line anything else

anything else is checked for macro calls, which are expanded. The result should
be a decimal integer constant followed optionally by a string constant, as de-
scribed above.

`#line' directives alter the results of the `__FILE__' and `__LINE__' prede�ned macros
from that point on. See Section 1.4.3.1 [Standard Prede�ned], page 10.

The output of the preprocessor (which is the input for the rest of the compiler) contains
directives that look much like `#line' directives. They start with just `#' instead of `#line',
but this is followed by a line number and �le name as in `#line'. See Section 1.8 [Output],
page 31.

1.7 Miscellaneous Preprocessing Directives

This section describes three additional preprocessing directives. They are not very useful,
but are mentioned for completeness.

The null directive consists of a `#' followed by a Newline, with only whitespace (including
comments) in between. A null directive is understood as a preprocessing directive but has
no e�ect on the preprocessor output. The primary signi�cance of the existence of the null
directive is that an input line consisting of just a `#' will produce no output, rather than a
line of output containing just a `#'. Supposedly some old C programs contain such lines.

The ANSI standard speci�es that the `#pragma' directive has an arbitrary, implementation-
de�ned e�ect. In the GNU C preprocessor, `#pragma' directives are not used, except for
`#pragma once' (see Section 1.3.4 [Once-Only], page 5). However, they are left in the
preprocessor output, so they are available to the compilation pass.

The `#ident' directive is supported for compatibility with certain other systems. It is
followed by a line of text. On some systems, the text is copied into a special place in the
object �le; on most systems, the text is ignored and this directive has no e�ect. Typically
`#ident' is only used in header �les supplied with those systems where it is meaningful.
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1.8 C Preprocessor Output

The output from the C preprocessor looks much like the input, except that all prepro-
cessing directive lines have been replaced with blank lines and all comments with spaces.
Whitespace within a line is not altered; however, a space is inserted after the expansions of
most macro calls.

Source �le name and line number information is conveyed by lines of the form

# linenum �lename ags

which are inserted as needed into the middle of the input (but never within a string or
character constant). Such a line means that the following line originated in �le �lename at
line linenum.

After the �le name comes zero or more ags, which are `1', `2', `3', or `4'. If there are
multiple ags, spaces separate them. Here is what the ags mean:

`1' This indicates the start of a new �le.

`2' This indicates returning to a �le (after having included another �le).

`3' This indicates that the following text comes from a system header �le, so certain
warnings should be suppressed.

`4' This indicates that the following text should be treated as C.

1.9 Invoking the C Preprocessor

Most often when you use the C preprocessor you will not have to invoke it explicitly:
the C compiler will do so automatically. However, the preprocessor is sometimes useful on
its own.

The C preprocessor expects two �le names as arguments, in�le and out�le. The prepro-
cessor reads in�le together with any other �les it speci�es with `#include'. All the output
generated by the combined input �les is written in out�le.

Either in�le or out�le may be `-', which as in�le means to read from standard input
and as out�le means to write to standard output. Also, if out�le or both �le names are
omitted, the standard output and standard input are used for the omitted �le names.

Here is a table of command options accepted by the C preprocessor. These options can
also be given when compiling a C program; they are passed along automatically to the
preprocessor when it is invoked by the compiler.

`-P' Inhibit generation of `#'-lines with line-number information in the output from
the preprocessor (see Section 1.8 [Output], page 31). This might be useful when
running the preprocessor on something that is not C code and will be sent to a
program which might be confused by the `#'-lines.

`-C' Do not discard comments: pass them through to the output �le. Comments
appearing in arguments of a macro call will be copied to the output before the
expansion of the macro call.

`-traditional'
Try to imitate the behavior of old-fashioned C, as opposed to ANSI C.
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� Traditional macro expansion pays no attention to singlequote or double-
quote characters; macro argument symbols are replaced by the argument
values even when they appear within apparent string or character con-
stants.

� Traditionally, it is permissible for a macro expansion to end in the middle
of a string or character constant. The constant continues into the text
surrounding the macro call.

� However, traditionally the end of the line terminates a string or character
constant, with no error.

� In traditional C, a comment is equivalent to no text at all. (In ANSI C, a
comment counts as whitespace.)

� Traditional C does not have the concept of a \preprocessing number". It
considers `1.0e+4' to be three tokens: `1.0e', `+', and `4'.

� A macro is not suppressed within its own de�nition, in traditional C. Thus,
any macro that is used recursively inevitably causes an error.

� The character `#' has no special meaning within a macro de�nition in tra-
ditional C.

� In traditional C, the text at the end of a macro expansion can run together
with the text after the macro call, to produce a single token. (This is
impossible in ANSI C.)

� Traditionally, `\' inside a macro argument suppresses the syntactic signi�-
cance of the following character.

`-trigraphs'
Process ANSI standard trigraph sequences. These are three-character se-
quences, all starting with `??', that are de�ned by ANSI C to stand for single
characters. For example, `??/' stands for `\', so `'??/n'' is a character constant
for a newline. Strictly speaking, the GNU C preprocessor does not support
all programs in ANSI Standard C unless `-trigraphs' is used, but if you ever
notice the di�erence it will be with relief.

You don't want to know any more about trigraphs.

`-pedantic'
Issue warnings required by the ANSI C standard in certain cases such as when
text other than a comment follows `#else' or `#endif'.

`-pedantic-errors'
Like `-pedantic', except that errors are produced rather than warnings.

`-Wtrigraphs'
Warn if any trigraphs are encountered (assuming they are enabled).

`-Wcomment'
Warn whenever a comment-start sequence `/*' appears in a comment.

`-Wall' Requests both `-Wtrigraphs' and `-Wcomment' (but not `-Wtraditional').
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`-Wtraditional'
Warn about certain constructs that behave di�erently in traditional and ANSI
C.

`-I directory '
Add the directory directory to the head of the list of directories to be searched
for header �les (see Section 1.3.2 [Include Syntax], page 3). This can be used
to override a system header �le, substituting your own version, since these
directories are searched before the system header �le directories. If you use
more than one `-I' option, the directories are scanned in left-to-right order; the
standard system directories come after.

`-I-' Any directories speci�ed with `-I' options before the `-I-' option are searched
only for the case of `#include "�le"'; they are not searched for `#include
<�le>'.

If additional directories are speci�ed with `-I' options after the `-I-', these
directories are searched for all `#include' directives.

In addition, the `-I-' option inhibits the use of the current directory as the
�rst search directory for `#include "�le"'. Therefore, the current directory is
searched only if it is requested explicitly with `-I.'. Specifying both `-I-' and
`-I.' allows you to control precisely which directories are searched before the
current one and which are searched after.

`-nostdinc'
Do not search the standard system directories for header �les. Only the di-
rectories you have speci�ed with `-I' options (and the current directory, if
appropriate) are searched.

`-nostdinc++'
Do not search for header �les in the C++-speci�c standard directories, but do
still search the other standard directories. (This option is used when building
libg++.)

`-D name' Prede�ne name as a macro, with de�nition `1'.

`-D name=de�nition'
Prede�ne name as a macro, with de�nition de�nition. There are no restrictions
on the contents of de�nition, but if you are invoking the preprocessor from a
shell or shell-like program you may need to use the shell's quoting syntax to
protect characters such as spaces that have a meaning in the shell syntax. If
you use more than one `-D' for the same name, the rightmost de�nition takes
e�ect.

`-U name' Do not prede�ne name. If both `-U' and `-D' are speci�ed for one name, the
`-U' beats the `-D' and the name is not prede�ned.

`-undef' Do not prede�ne any nonstandard macros.

`-A predicate(answer)'
Make an assertion with the predicate predicate and answer answer. See Sec-
tion 1.5.5 [Assertions], page 27.
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You can use `-A-' to disable all prede�ned assertions; it also unde�nes all pre-
de�ned macros that identify the type of target system.

`-dM' Instead of outputting the result of preprocessing, output a list of `#define'
directives for all the macros de�ned during the execution of the preprocessor,
including prede�ned macros. This gives you a way of �nding out what is pre-
de�ned in your version of the preprocessor; assuming you have no �le `foo.h',
the command

touch foo.h; cpp -dM foo.h

will show the values of any prede�ned macros.

`-dD' Like `-dM' except in two respects: it does not include the prede�ned macros,
and it outputs both the `#define' directives and the result of preprocessing.
Both kinds of output go to the standard output �le.

`-M [-MG]' Instead of outputting the result of preprocessing, output a rule suitable for make
describing the dependencies of the main source �le. The preprocessor outputs
one make rule containing the object �le name for that source �le, a colon, and
the names of all the included �les. If there are many included �les then the rule
is split into several lines using `\'-newline.

`-MG' says to treat missing header �les as generated �les and assume they live
in the same directory as the source �le. It must be speci�ed in addition to `-M'.

This feature is used in automatic updating of make�les.

`-MM [-MG]'
Like `-M' but mention only the �les included with `#include "�le"'. System
header �les included with `#include <�le>' are omitted.

`-MD �le' Like `-M' but the dependency information is written to �le. This is in addition
to compiling the �le as speci�ed|`-MD' does not inhibit ordinary compilation
the way `-M' does.

When invoking gcc, do not specify the �le argument. Gcc will create �le names
made by replacing ".c" with ".d" at the end of the input �le names.

In Mach, you can use the utility md to merge multiple dependency �les into a
single dependency �le suitable for using with the `make' command.

`-MMD �le' Like `-MD' except mention only user header �les, not system header �les.

`-H' Print the name of each header �le used, in addition to other normal activities.

`-imacros �le'
Process �le as input, discarding the resulting output, before processing the
regular input �le. Because the output generated from �le is discarded, the only
e�ect of `-imacros �le' is to make the macros de�ned in �le available for use
in the main input.

`-include �le'
Process �le as input, and include all the resulting output, before processing the
regular input �le.
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`-idirafter dir'
Add the directory dir to the second include path. The directories on the second
include path are searched when a header �le is not found in any of the directories
in the main include path (the one that `-I' adds to).

`-iprefix pre�x'
Specify pre�x as the pre�x for subsequent `-iwithprefix' options.

`-iwithprefix dir'
Add a directory to the second include path. The directory's name is made
by concatenating pre�x and dir, where pre�x was speci�ed previously with
`-iprefix'.

`-isystem dir'
Add a directory to the beginning of the second include path, marking it as a
system directory, so that it gets the same special treatment as is applied to the
standard system directories.

`-lang-c'
`-lang-c89'
`-lang-c++'
`-lang-objc'
`-lang-objc++'

Specify the source language. `-lang-c' is the default; it allows recognition
of C++ comments (comments that begin with `//' and end at end of line),
since this is a common feature and it will most likely be in the next C stan-
dard. `-lang-c89' disables recognition of C++ comments. `-lang-c++' handles
C++ comment syntax and includes extra default include directories for C++.
`-lang-objc' enables the Objective C `#import' directive. `-lang-objc++' en-
ables both C++ and Objective C extensions.

These options are generated by the compiler driver gcc, but not passed from
the `gcc' command line unless you use the driver's `-Wp' option.

`-lint' Look for commands to the program checker lint embedded in comments,
and emit them preceded by `#pragma lint'. For example, the comment `/*
NOTREACHED */' becomes `#pragma lint NOTREACHED'.

This option is available only when you call cpp directly; gcc will not pass it
from its command line.

`-$' Forbid the use of `$' in identi�ers. This is required for ANSI conformance. gcc
automatically supplies this option to the preprocessor if you specify `-ansi',
but gcc doesn't recognize the `-$' option itself|to use it without the other
e�ects of `-ansi', you must call the preprocessor directly.
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UNIT 1 

Abstract Data Types (Routine,Pseudocode,Subprogram) 

Abstract data type (ADT) is a specification of a set of data and the set of 
operations that can be performed on the data. 
Objects such as lists, sets, and graphs, along with their operations, can be 
viewed as abstract data types, just as integers, real, and booleans are data 
types. 
Set of operations --- each operation does a specific task.  
ADT is a small function , a subprogram, which cannot be implemented as such, 
as it contains only the essential things and lacks the rest. 
 
 

Uses of ADT: - 

1. It helps to efficiently develop well designed program 
2. Facilitates the decomposition of the complex task of developing a 

software system into a number of simpler subtasks 
3. Helps to reduce the number of things the programmer has to keep in 

mind at any time 
4. Breaking down a complex task into a number of earlier subtasks also 

simplifies testing and debugging 
 

List of ADT’s: 

1.Insertion at first,middle,last 

2.Deletion at first,middle,last 

3.Searching 

4.Reversing 

5.Traversing 
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The List ADT 

List is the collection of related data items. 
    Eg: Name list (collection of names) 
 
Operations on list ADT:  

1. Insertion at first, last and middle 
2. Deletion at first, last and middle 
3. Modifying the list,  
4. Reversing the list,  
5. Merging the list 

 
Implementation of LIST ADT: 

1) Array Implementation 
2) Linked List Implementation(using Pointers) 

 
 
 

 ARRAY BASED IMPLEMENTATION 
 
  Arrays 

 It is the collection of related data items, stored in a continuous way. 

 The very common linear structure is array. Since arrays are usually easy 
to traverse, search and sort, they are frequently used to store relatively 
permanent collections of data. 

 An array is a list of a finite number n of homogeneous data elements (i.e., 
data elements of the same type) such that: 

a)  The elements of the array are referenced respectively by an index 
consisting of n consecutive numbers. 

b) The elements of the array are stored respectively in successive 
memory locations. 
 
 

An array is a collection of memory locations which allows storing 

homogeneous elements. 
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 The elements of an array A may be denoted by the subscript notation 
(or bracket notation), 

A[0], A[1], A[2], … , A[N] 

 The number K in A[K] is called a subscript or an index and A[K] is called 
a subscripted variable.  

 In general, the length (range) or the number of data elements of the 

array can be obtained from the index by the formula, 

Length = N – 1 

An array lets you declare and work with a collection of values of the same type 
(homogeneous). For example, you might want to create a collection of five 
integers. One way to do it would be to declare five integers directly:  
int a, b, c, d, e; 
Suppose you need to find average of 100 numbers. What will you do? You 
have to declare 100 variables. For example:  
int  a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n... etc., 
 An easier way is to declare an array of 100 integers:  
int a[100]; 
 
The General Syntax is: 
datatype array_name [size]; 

Example: int a[10]; 

 

Subscript 
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ARRAY  ADTS: 

1.Creation: 

Void create(int a[20], int n) 

          { 

             int i; 

             for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

             scanf(“%d”,&a[i]); 

          } 

Example:  Let n=5 
a[0] = 12; a[1] = 9; a[2] = 14; a[3] = 5; a[4] = 1; 
Consider the first element is stored in the address of 1020.  
It will look like this, 
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                                    1020      1022        1024     1026      1028 

 

 

12 9 14 5 1 ….. 

                                    0             1              2         3               4       .    ... 

2.Insertion at first: 
     Void ins_first(int a[ ],int x,int n) 
           { 
               int i; 
               for(i=n-1;i>=0;i--) 
                a[i+1]=a[i]; 
                 a[0]=x; 
            } 
Let the no to be inserted be 2 
Then the array looks like 
  
                             1020     1022     1024     1026    1028    1030 

2 12 9 14 5 1 ….. 

                            0             1              2         3               4             5      . 5 5555 

 
3.Insertion at middle: 
     Void  ins_middle(int a[ ], int num,int n,int pos) 
           { 
               int i; 
              for(i=n-1;i>=pos;i--) 
                a[i+1]=a[i]; 
                a[pos]=num; 
             } 
Let the no to be inserted be 6 at pos 4 
Then the array looks like 
  

a 
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                        1020     1022     1024     1026    1028    1030  1032 
2 12 9 14 6 5 1 …. 

                            0             1              2         3        4             5            6     . 5 5555 

 
4.Insertion at LAST: 
   Void  ins_end(int a[ ],int num,int n) 
         { 
               a[n]=x; 
               n=n+1; 
         } 
 
Let the no to be inserted at last be 16 
Then the array looks like 
  
                1020     1022     1024     1026    1028    1030   1032   1034 

2 12 9 14 6 5 1 16 …. 

                    0             1              2         3      4             5            6            7   . 5 57555 

 
5.Deletion at first: 
   Void del_first(int a[ ],int n) 
        { 
             int i;  
             n=n-1; 
             for(i=0;i<n;i++) 
              a[i]=a[i+1]; 
        } 
After deletion at the first the array looks like 
 
                       1020     1022     1024     1026    1028    1030   1032   1034 

12 9 14 6 5 1 16 …. 

                           0             1              2         3         4             5            6     . 5 
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6.Deletion at middle: 
      Void del_middle(int a[ ],int pos,int n) 
        { 
            int i; 
            n=n-1; 
            for(i=pos;i<n;i++) 
            a[i]=a[i+1]; 
        } 
After deletion at the middle at position 3, the array looks like 
 
                             1020     1022     1024     1026    1028    1030   1032    

12 9 14 5 1 16 …. 

                           0             1              2               3         4             5            6     . 5 
 
7.Deletion at end: 
        
     Void del_end(int a[ ],int n) 
          { 
            a[n-1]=0; 
            n=n-1; 
           } 
     After deletion at the last, the array looks like 
 
                                   1020     1022     1024     1026    1028    1030    

12 9 14 5 1 …. 

                                      0             1              2               3         4             5               . 5 
 
8.Searching : 
      
Void search(int a[ ],int x,int n) 
        { 
           int i,flag=0; 
           for(i=0;i<n;i++) 
         { 
            if(a[i]==x) 
              flag=1; 
          } 
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          if(flag==1) 
                     printf(“Number found”); 
         else 
               Printf(“Number not found”); 
          } 
 
If   X=3   then output is Number not found. 
If   X=1   then output is Number found 
 
 
 
9. To check if the list is empty or not : 
         
      Void empty(int a[ 20],int pos) 
              { 
             if(pos== -1) 
                 printf(“List is empty”); 
             else 
                 printf(“List is filled”); 
         } 
 
 
The index value of n=20 here. 
BUT  5 index are filled in array a. 
                                   1020     1022     1024     1026    1028    1030    

12 9 14 5 1 …. 

                                      0             1              2               3         4      5   to  19            . 5 
 
So the list is not empty bcoz it has 5 values filled it it. 
So the output is List is filled. 
 
 
10. To check if the list is full : 
       Void list_full(int a[20 ],int pos,int n) 
         { 
             if(pos==(n-1)) 
                  printf(“List is full”); 
             else 
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                   printf(“List is not full”); 
         } 
The index value of n=20 here. 

ONLY  5 index are filled in array a. 
                                   1020     1022     1024     1026    1028    1030    

12 9 14 5 1 …. 

                                      0             1              2               3         4       5   to 19            . 5 
 
So the list is not full bcoz it has only 5 values filled in it & has 15 empty spaces. 
So the output is List is not full. 
 

 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ARRAY AND LINKED LIST 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For example, inserting at position 0 (which amounts to making a new first 
element) requires first pushing the entire array down one spot to make room, 
whereas deleting the first element requires shifting all the elements in the list 
up one, so the worst case of these operations is O(n). On average, half the list 

ARRAY LINKED LIST 

1. Static 

  [ size has to be decided at 

initialization itself] 

 

2. The memory should be 

Contiguous. 

 

 

3.Time Consumption is high. 

1. Dynamic memory 

allocation. 

 

2. It is not necessary to place 

the datas in a sequential 

manner. [i.e. memory need 

not be contiguous]. 

 

3. Time Consumption is                            

Low/Efficient. 
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needs to be moved for either operation, so linear time is still required. Merely 
building a list by n successive inserts would require quadratic time. 
 
In order to avoid the linear cost of insertion and deletion, we need to ensure 

that the list is not stored contiguously, since otherwise entire parts of the list 

will need to be moved. So linked list is more efficient & less time consuming.   

 
LINKED LIST BASED IMPLEMENTATION 
 

 

Linked List: 

              It is a collection of nodes,each node should have the respective data 

field and a respective link fields (next address). 

 

            NODE                      

                                               

 

Each node contains at least 

o A piece of data (any type) 

o Pointer to the next node in the list 

 

Head: pointer to the first node 

The last node points to NULL 

 

A linked list is a data structure that is used to model such a dynamic list of 

data items, so the study of the linked lists as one of the data structures is 

important. 

 

Types of Linked List: 
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1.Singly Linked List 

2.Doubly Linked List 

3.Circular Singly Linked List 

4.Circular Doubly Linked List 

 

SINGLY LINKED LIST 

Singly Linked Lists are a type of data structure. It is a type of list. In a 
singly linked list each node in the list stores the contents of the node and a 
pointer or reference to the next node in the list. It does not store any pointer 
or reference to the previous node. It is called a singly linked list because each 
node only has a single link to another node. To store a single linked list, you 
only need to store a reference or pointer to the first node in that list. The last 
node points to null to indicate that it is the last node. 

Each cell is called a node of a singly-linked list. First node is called head and 
it's a dedicated node. By knowing it, we can access every other node in the list. 
last node, called tail, is also stored in order to speed up add operation. 

Representation: 

 

 
A singly linked list is one, which has only two fields for each node, i.e. a data 

field and a link field. 
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Deletion from a linked list 

 

Insertion into a linked list 

 

Possible ADT’s: 

                  Creation. 

Insertion at First, Middle, Last. 

Deletion at First, Middle,Last. 

Searching. 

                  Isempty. 

 

 

Example: 
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Basic  Steps for creating a linked list: 

1. Allocate the memory 

2.Assign the data 

3. Assign the proper link 

4. In order to allocate the memory for node, use the function malloc( ) 

5. In order to free the memory, use the function free( ) 

 

The structure definition of Singly Linked List 

   Struct node 

      { 

       int data; 
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       struct node *next; 

      }  *head; 

 

THE POSSIBLE ADTs OF SINGLY LINKED LIST 

 

1. Creation : 

    Void create(struct node *head,int num) 

           {  

                struct node  *temp; 

                head= malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

                head --> data=num; 

                head --> next=null; 

                temp=head; 

                scanf(“%d”,&num); 

                do 

             { 

                Temp --> next=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

                Temp= temp --> next; 

                Temp --> data=num; 

                scanf(“%d”,&num); 

              }while(num ! =0) 

                Temp --> next= null; 

             } 

 

Let the list created be 

 

                  1000                           1002                            1004 

 

 

                                        
 

2. Insertion at first : 

 

    void ins_first(struct node *head,int num) 

1 1002 2 1004 3 NULL 
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           { 

               Struct node *temp; 

               temp= malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

               temp --> data= num; 

               temp --> next= head; 

               head= temp; 

           } 

 

 

Before Insertion: 

 

 

                                                           1006 

Node to be inserted:    

 

 

After Insertion: 

            1006                   1000                           1002                            1004 

 

                   

 

3. Insertion at last : 

 

Void ins_last(struct node *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct node *temp, *t; 

temp=head; 

while(temp-->next != NULL) 

{ 

temp= temp-->next; 

} 

t=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

t-->data=num; 

t-->next=NULL; 

1 1002 2 1004 3 NULL 

4 

null 

1 1002 2 1004 3 NULL 

4 

1000 
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temp-->next=t; 

} 

 

Before Insertion: 

 

 

                                                           1006 

Node to be inserted:    

 

 

After Insertion: 

             1000                           1002                            1004                       1006 

 

                   

 

5. Insertion at middle : 

 

Void ins_middle(struct node *head,int num, int num1) 

{ 

Struct node *temp, *ptr; 

temp=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

temp-->data=num; 

ptr=head; 

while(ptr-->data != num1) 

{ 

ptr=ptr-->next; 

} 

temp-->next=ptr-->next; 

ptr-->next=temp; 

} 

 

Before Insertion: 

 

 

1 1002 2 1004 3 NULL 

4 

null 

1 1002 2 1004 3 1006 

4 

Null 

1 1002 2 1004 3 NULL 
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                                                           1006 

Node to be inserted:    

 

                                                And Position be 2  

 

 

After Insertion: 

 

            1000                 1006                           1002                            1004 

 

                   

 

 

5.  Is Empty : 

Void isempty(struct node *head) 

{ 

if(head == NULL) 

Printf(“The List is empty”); 

Else 

Printf(“The List is not empty”); 

} 

                                                           1006 

List to be checked:    

 

Output: The List is not empty 

 

6. No. of nodes in the list : 

 

Int noofnodes(struct node *head) 

{ 

int count=0; 

struct node *temp; 

temp=head; 

while(temp-->next != NULL) 

4 

null 

1 1006 2 1004 3 NULL 

4 

1002 

null 4 
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{ 

count ++; 

temp=temp-->next; 

} 

count=count+1; 

return count; 

} 

 

 

List to be checked:    

 

Output:    1 

 

7. Search : 

 

Void search(struct node *head,int num) 

{ 

Struct node *temp; 

temp=head; 

int flag=0; 

while(temp != NULL) 

{ 

If(temp-->data==num) 

{ 

Printf(“Number found”); 

Flag=1; 

break; 

} 

Else 

temp=temp-->next; 

} 

If(flag==0) 

{ 

Printf(“Number not found”); 

null 4 
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} 

 

List to be checked:    

 

No to be searched : 6 

Output: Number not found 

 

 

8. Deletion at first : 

                    

Void del_first(struct node *head) 

{ 

Struct node *ptr; 

Ptr=head; 

Head=head-->next; 

Free(ptr); 

} 

                                                           1006 

Node to be deleted:    

 

 

Before deletion: 

            1006                   1000                           1002                            1004 

 

                   

Before deletion: 

 

 

 

 

9. Deletion at last : 

 

Void del_last(struct node *head) 

{ 

null 4 

4 

null 

1 1002 2 1004 3 NULL 

4 

1000 

1 1002 2 1004 3 NULL 
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Struct node *temp,*ptr; 

Temp= head; 

While(temp-->next != NULL) 

{ 

Ptr=temp; 

Temp=temp-->next; 

} 

Ptr-->next=NULL; 

Free(temp); 

} 

                                                           1006 

Node to be deleted:    

 

Before Deletion: 

             1000                           1002                            1004                       1006 

 

                   

After Deletion: 

 

 

 

10. Deletion at middle : 

 

Void del_middle(struct node *head,int num) 

{ 

Struct node *temp,*p,temp=head; 

While(temp-->data != num) 

{ 

P=temp; 

Temp=temp-->next; 

} 

p-->next=temp-->next; 

free(temp); 

} 

4 

null 

1 1002 2 1004 3 1006 

4 

Null 

1 1002 2 1004 3 NULL 
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                                                           1006 

Node to be deleted:    

 

                                                And Position be 2  

 

Before Deletion: 

 

            1000                 1006                           1002                            1004 

 

                   

 

After Deletion: 

 

 

 

 

 ADVANTAGES 
The main advantages of singly linked list are: 
1) Singly linked list can store data in non-contiguous locations. Thus 
there is no need of compaction of memory, when some large related 
data is to be stored into the memory. 
2) Insertion and deletion of values is easier as compared to array, as no 
shifting of values is involved. 

 DISADVANTAGES 
1) Nodes can only be accessed sequentially. That means, we cannot 
jump to a particular node directly. 
2) Because of the above disadvantage, binary search algorithm cannot 
be implemented on the Singly linked list. 
3) There is no way to go back from one node to previous one. Only 
forward traversal is possible. 

 

 

DOUBLY LINKED LIST 

4 

null 

1 1006 2 1004 3 NULL 

4 

1002 

1 1002 2 1004 3 NULL 
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A doubly-linked list is a linked data structure that consists of a set of data 
records, each having two special link fields that contain references to the 
previous and to the next record in the sequence. It can be viewed as two 
singly-linked lists formed from the same data items, in two opposite orders. 
A doubly-linked list whose nodes contain three fields: an integer value, the 
link to the next node, and the link to the previous node. 
The two links allow walking along the list in either direction with equal ease. 
Compared to a singly-linked list, modifying a doubly-linked list usually 
requires changing more pointers, but is  simpler because there is no need to 
keep track of the address of the previous node. 
In simpler terms, Doubly linked list  

•Pointers exist between adjacent nodes in both directions. 

•The list can be traversed either forward or backward. 

•Usually two pointers are maintained to keep track of the list, headand tail. 

 

 
Representation of a doubly linked list 

 

 

Example 

  

 

 

     1000                                                1002                                            1004 

 

   2 NULL 1002 1000     4 1004 1002     6 NULL 
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Structure Declaration : 

 

Struct  dnode 

{ 

    int data; 

    struct dnode *prev, *next; 

} *head; 

 

 

THE POSSIBLE ADTS : 
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1. Creation : 

 

Void create(struct dnode *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct dnode *temp, *ptr; 

Head=malloc(sizeof(struct dnode)); 

Head-->prev=NULL; 

Head-->data=num; 

Head-->next=NULL; 

Temp=head; 

Do 

{ 

Temp-->next=malloc(sizeof(struct dnode)); 

Printf(“Enter a number”); 

Scanf(“%d”,&num); 

Ptr=temp; 

Temp=temp-->next; 

Temp-->data=num; 

Temp-->prev=ptr; 

} while(num != 0); 

Temp -->next =NULL; 

} 

 

2. Insertion at first : 

 

Void ins_first(struct dnode *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct dnode *temp; 

Temp=malloc(sizeof(struct dnode)); 

Temp-->data=num; 

Temp-->prev=NULL; 

Head-->prev=temp; 

Temp-->next=head; 
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Head=temp; 

} 

Before  Insertion 

 

 

     1000                                                1002                                            1004 

 

Node to be inserted    

 

                                                       1006 

After Insertion 

 
 

3. Insertion at last : 

 

Void ins_last(struct dnode *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct dnode *temp, *ptr; 

Temp=head; 

While(temp-->next != NULL) 

{ 

Temp=temp-->next; 

} 

Ptr=malloc(sizeof(struct dnode)); 

Ptr-->data=num; 

Ptr-->next=NULL; 

Ptr-->prev=temp; 

Temp-->next=ptr; 

} 

 

Before  Insertion 

   2 NULL 1002 1000     4 1004 1002     6 NULL 

NULL     1      NULL 
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     1000                                                1002                                            1004 

 

Node to be inserted    

 

                                                       1006 

After Insertion 

 
 

 

4. Insertion at middle : 

Void ins_mid(struct dnode *head, int num, int num1) 

{ 

Struct dnode *temp, *ptr, *t; 

Temp=malloc(sizeof(struct dnode)); 

Temp-->data=num; 

Ptr=head; 

While(ptr-->data != num1) 

{ 

Ptr=ptr-->next; 

T=ptr-->next; 

Ptr-->next=temp; 

Temp-->prev=ptr; 

Temp-->next=t; 

t-->prev=temp; 

} 

 

 

Before  Insertion 

 

   2 NULL 1002 1000     4 1004 1002     6 NULL 

NULL     1      NULL 

   2 NULL 1002 1000     4 1004 1002     6 NULL 
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     1000                                                1002                                            1004 

 

Node to be inserted    

 

                                                       1006 

After Insertion 

 
 

 

 

5. Deletion at first : 

 

Void del_first(struct dnode *head) 

{ 

Struct dnode *temp; 

Temp=head; 

Head=head-->next; 

Head-->prev=NULL; 

Free(temp); 

} 

 

Before  deletion 

 

 
 

 

NULL     1      NULL 
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Node to be deleted    

 

                                                       1006 

After Deletion 

 

 

 

     1000                                                1002                                            1004 

 

6. Deletion at last : 

Void del_last(struct dnode *head) 

{ 

Struct dnode *temp, *ptr; 

Temp=head; 

While(temp-->next != NULL) 

{ 

Ptr=temp; 

Temp=temp-->next; 

} 

Ptr-->next=NULL; 

Free(temp); 

} 

 

Before  deletion 

 

 
 

Node to be deleted    

 

NULL     1      1000 

   2 NULL 1002 1000     4 1004 1002     6 NULL 

1004     1      NULL 
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                                                       1006 

After Deletion 

 

 

 

     1000                                                1002                                            1004 

 

 

7. Deletion at middle : 

 

Void del_mid(struct dnode *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct dnode *temp; 

Temp=head; 

While(temp-->data != num) 

{ 

Temp=temp-->next; 

} 

Temp-->prev-->next=temp-->next; 

Temp-->next-->prev=temp-->prev; 

Free(temp); 

} 

 

Before  deletion 

 
 

 

 

Node to be deleted    

 

   2 NULL 1002 1000     4 1004 1002     6 NULL 

1002     1      1004 
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                                                      1006 

 

 

After Deletion 

 

 

 

     1000                                                1002                                            1004 

 

APPLICATIONS. 

1. Applications that have an MRU list (a linked list of file names) 
2. The cache in your browser that allows you to hit the BACK button (a 

linked list of URLs) 
3. Undo functionality in Photoshop or Word (a linked list of state) 
4. A stack, hash table, and binary tree can be implemented using a doubly 

linked list. 
5. A great way to represent a deck of cards in a game 

Advantages 

 The primary advantage of a doubly linked list is that given a node in the 
list, one can navigate easily in either direction. 

 This can be very useful, for example, if the list is storing strings, where 
the strings are lines in a text file (e.g., a text editor). 

 One might store the ``current line'' that the user is on with a pointer to 
the appropriate node; if the user moves the cursor to the next or 
previous line, a single pointer operation can restore the current line to 
its proper value. 

 Or, if the user moves back 10 lines, for example, one can perform 10 
pointer operations (follow the chain) to get to the right line. 

 For either of these operations, if the list is singly linked, one must start 
at the head of the list and traverse until the proper point is reached. This 
can be very inefficient for large lists. 

Disadvantages 

   2 NULL 1002 1000     4 1004 1002     6 NULL 
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The primary disadvantage of doubly linked lists are that 

1. each node requires an extra pointer, requiring more space 
2. the insertion or deletion of a node takes a bit longer (more pointer 

operations). 

CIRCULAR SINGLY LINKED LIST 
 

Singly Linked List has a major drawback. From a specified node, it is not 

possible to reach any of the preceding nodes in the list. To overcome the 

drawback, a small change is made to the SLL so that the next field of the last 

node is pointing to the first node rather than NULL. Such a linked list is called 

a circular linked list. 

     -- Because it is a circular linked list, it is possible to reach any node in the 

list from a particular node. 

     -- There is no natural first node or last node because by virtue of the list is 

circular. 

     -- Therefore, one convention is to let the external pointer of the circular 

linked list, tail, point to the last node and to allow the following node to be the 

first node. 

     -- If the tail pointer refers to NULL, means the circular linked list is empty. 

 

 

Example 

 

 

 

         1000                                   1002                                         1004 

 

 

THE POSSIBLE ADTS 

 

1. Creation of a circular singly linked list : 

 

Struct node 

14 1002 11 1004 12 1000 
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{ 

int data; 

struct node *next; 

} *head; 

Void create(struct node *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct node *temp; 

head-->data=num; 

head-->next=NULL; 

printf(“Enter next data”); 

scanf(“%d”,&num); 

temp=head; 

while(num != 0) 

{ 

temp-->next=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

temp=temp-->next; 

temp-->data=num; 

scanf(“%d”,num); 

} 

temp-->next=head; 

} 

 

2. Insertion : 

 

Void insert(struct node *head, int num, int n) 

{ 

Struct node *temp, *ptr; 

temp=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

temp-->data=num; 

ptr=head; 

while(ptr-->data != n) 

{ 

Ptr=ptr-->next; 

} 
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temp-->next=ptr-->next; 

ptr-->next=temp; 

} 

 

3. Insert before head : 

 

Void ins(struct node *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct node *temp, *ptr; 

temp=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

temp-->data=num; 

ptr=head; 

while(ptr-->next != head) 

{ 

ptr=ptr-->next; 

} 

ptr-->next=temp; 

temp-->next=head; 

} 

 

Before Insertion  

 

 

 

         1000                                   1002                                         1004 

 

 

After Insertion  

 
 

14 1002 11 1004 12 1000 
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4. Deletion : 

 

Void del(struct node *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct node *temp, *ptr; 

temp=head; 

while(temp-->data != num) 

{ 

ptr=temp; 

temp=temp-->next; 

} 

ptr-->next=temp-->next; 

free(temp); 

} 

 

Before Deletion at First  

 
 

After Deletion at First 

 

 

 

         1000                                   1002                                         1004 

 

 

 

 

 

CIRCULAR DOUBLY LINKED LIST 
 

14 1002 11 1004 12 1000 
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A Circular Doubly Linked List ( CDL ) is a doubly linked list with first node 

linked to last node and vice-versa. 

     -- The ‘ prev ’ link of first node contains the address of last node and ‘ next ’ 

link of last node contains the address of first node. 

     -- Traversal through Circular Singly Linked List is possible only in one 

direction. 

     -- The main advantage of Circular Doubly Linked List ( CDL ) is that, a node 

can be inserted into list without searching the complete list for finding the 

address of previous node. 

     -- We can also traversed through CDL in both directions, from first node to 

last node and vice-versa. 

 

 
 

Example 

 

 

 

 

 

     1000                            1002                                               1004                                                   

 

 

 

1. Creation of a circular doubly linked list : 

Struct dnode 

{ 

int data; 

struct dnode *next; 

struct dnode *prev; 

1000 1002 1

3 

1000 1004 1

2 

1002 1004 1

1 
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} *head; 

Void create(struct dnode *head, int n) 

{ 

int n; 

struct dnode *temp, *t; 

printf(“Enter number for the list”); 

scanf(“%d”,&num); 

temp=malloc(sizeof(struct dnode)); 

temp-->data=num; 

temp-->next=NULL; 

temp-->prev=NULL; 

head=temp; 

while((n-1) != 0) 

{ 

Printf(“Enter the number”); 

Scanf(“%d”,&num); 

t=temp; 

temp-->next=malloc(sizeof(struct dnode)); 

temp=temp-->next; 

temp-->data=num; 

temp-->prev=t; 

} 

temp-->next=head; 

head-->prev=temp; 

} 

 

2. Insertion : 

Void ins(struct dnode *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct dnode *temp,*new; 

temp=head; 

while(temp-->next != head) 

{ 

temp=temp-->next; 
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} 

new=malloc(sizeof(struct dnode)); 

new-->data=num; 

temp-->next=new; 

new-->prev=temp; 

head-->prev=new; 

} 

 

Before Insertion At First 

 
After Insertion At First 

 
 

3. Deletion : 

Void del(struct dnode *head, int num) 

{ 

Struct dnode *temp; 

temp=head; 

while(temp-->data != num) 

{ 

temp=temp-->next; 

} 

temp-->prev-->next=temp-->next; 
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temp-->next-->prev=temp-->prev; 

free(temp); 

} 

Before Deletion At First 

 
After Deletion At First 

 

 STACK  

 
           Stack is a linear data structure. Stack is an ordered collection of 

elements in which insertions and deletions are restricted to only one end. The 

end from which the elements are added and are removed is referred to as 

“TOP”. The stack is also called as piles or  pushdownlist. 

 

 
            The Mechanism which is followed in stack is Last In First Out (LIFO). 
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Stack can be implemented by  

 an array  

 linked list. 

 

     Push( )  insertion                                       Pop( )  deletion 

 

Stack using Array  
 

 

lifo 

 

                                      top 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Possible ADT’s of Stack using array:                                                              

1. Push 

2. Pop 

3. Is Empty 

4. Is Full 

5. Display top/peek( ) 

6. Display all 

7. Search                                                                                           

 

2 

    8 

   20 

   17 

   13 

    11 

    5 

Pop() Push() 
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1. Creation : 

Void create( int stack[ ], int top, int n) 

{ 

for(top=0;top<n; top++) 

scanf(“%d”, &stack[top]); 

--top; 

} 

  

Let the Created Stack be 
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2. Push : 

Void push(int stack[ ], int top, int num) 

{ 

if(top== -1) 

stack[++top]= num; 

else if(top== size – 1 ) 

printf(“Top= %d , Stack is full”,top); 

else 

stack[++top]=num; 

} 

 

 
 

3. Display Top : 
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Void displaytop( int stack[ ], int top) 

{ 

if(top== -1) 

printf(“ Stack is Empty”); 

else 

printf(“Top element is %d “, Stack[top]); 

} 

 
The top element  is 1 

 

 4. Pop : 

Void pop(int stack[ ], int top) 

{ 

int x; 

if(top== -1) 

return 1; 

else 

{ 

x=stack[top]; 

--top; 

} return x; 

} 
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5. Display : 

Void display(int stack[ ], int top) 

{ 

int i; 

for(i=top; i>=0; i--) 

printf(“%d”, stack[i]); 

} 

 
Output:  1 7 2 

 

6. Is Empty : 

int  isempty(int stack[ ],int top) 

{ 

if(top== -1) 

return 1;  // Stack is empty 

else 

return 0;  // Stack is not empty 

} 

 

7. Is Full : 
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int isfull(int stack[ ], int top) 

{ 

if(top== size – 1) 

return 1; //Full Stack 

else 

return 0; //Stack is not full. 

} 

 

Underflow – If Stack is empty and if we try to pop stack underflow occurs. 

 

Overflow --- If Stack is full and if we try to push stack overflow occurs. 

 

 

 

1.5.2 Stack Using Linked List  
 

 

 

 

TOP      1004                                              

 

 

             1002                                           

 

 

             1000                                      

 

 

 

 

ADT’s : 

1) Push( ) 

2) Pop( ) 

3) Peek( ) / Displaytop( ) 

  4   1002 

  2   1000 

  1   NULL 

Push() 
Pop() 
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4) Is empty( ) 

5) Search( ) 

6) Displayall( ) 

 

Struct stack 

{ 

Int data; 

Struct node *next; 

} *top=NULL; 

 

1. Creation : 

Void create(struct stack *top, int x) 

{ 

Struct stack *new; 

top=malloc(sizeof(struct stack)); 

top-->data=x; 

top-->next=NULL; 

top=new; 

scanf(“%d”,&x); 

do 

{ 

new=malloc(sizeof(struct stack)); 

new-->data=x; 

new-->next=top; 

top=new; 

scanf(“%d”, &x); 

} while(x!=0); 

} 

 

2. Push( ) :  

Void push(struct stack *top, int num) 

{ 

Struct stack  *new; 

If(top==NULL) 
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{ 

Printf(“Stack is initially empty”); 

top=malloc(sizeof(struct stack)); 

top-->data=num; 

top-->next=NULL; 

} 

Else 

{ 

new=malloc(sizeof(struct stack)); 

new-->data=num; 

new-->next=top; 

top=new; 

} 

} 

 

After Push(14) 

 
 

 

3. Displaytop( ) / peek( ) : 

Void peek( struct stack *top) 

{ 

printf(“%d”,top-->data); 
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} 

 

    Peek Output:   14 

 

4. Displayall( ) : 

Void displayall(struct stack *top) 

{ 

Struct stack *temp; 

temp=top; 

while(temp != NULL) 

{ 

Printf(“%d”,temp-->data); 

temp=temp-->next; 

} 

} 
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OUTPUT: 14  4  2  1 

 

5. Pop( ) : 

Void pop(struct stack *top) 

{ 

Struct stack *temp; 

temp=top; 

top=top-->next; 

free(temp); 

} 

After POP( ) 

 
 

Advantages  of stack: 
 very  simple data  type. 
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 very  fast. 
 space  efficient. 
 direct  access  to  last  (first)element  added. 

 
Disadvantages of  stack: 
 set of  operations  is  very  restricted(no  access 

to  elements  other  than  last(first), no  searching, no iterating) 
 

Applications of stack 

 Reversing Data series 

 Conversion decimal to binary 

 Parsing into tokens 

 Backtracking  the operations 

 Undo operations in Text Editor 

 Page visited History in web browser 

 Tracking of Function calls 

 Maintaining scope and lifetime of local variables in functions 

 Infix to postfix conversion 

 Evaluating postfix expression 

 

 

QUEUE  

 

The queue is one of the more simple abstract data types, closely related to the 
stack. In many ways the queues is a “backward stack”; where a stack is a first 
in last out data storage medium, a queue is a first in first out structure. 
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Queue is an ordered collection of elements in which insertion is done at the 

rear end, and deletion is done at the front end. Technical name for insertion is 

Enqueue( ) and technical name for deletion is Dequeue( ). 

 

Types Of Queue: 

 Linear queues 

 Circular queues 

 Deque 

 

 LINEAR QUEUE 
 Linear Queue can be implemented using  

 array  

 linked list. 

 

Queue using array 
 
For each queue data structure, we keep an array, QUEUE[], and the positions 
q_front and q_rear, which represent the ends of the queue. We also keep track 
of the number of elements that are actually in the queue, q_size. 
To enqueue an element x, we increment q_size and q_rear, then set 
QUEUE[q_rear] = x. To dequeue an element, we set the return value to 
QUEUE[q_front], decrement q_size, and then increment q_front. 
 

The possible ADT’s are, 

1) Is Empty 

2) Is Full 

3) Display rear 

4) Display Front 

5) Enqueue 

6) Dequeue 

7) Count 

 

Representation of Queue using array: 

      

enqueue 

(Insertion) 

dequeue 

(Deletion) 

Front  Rear 
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Example: 

 

 

dequeue                                                                         enqueue 

 

 

                    front                                  rear 

 

 

1.Is Empty : 

Void isempty(int queue[ ] ,int front, int rear) 

{ 

if((front== -1) && (rear== -1)) 

printf(“Queue is empty”); 

else 

printf(“Queue is not empty”); 

} 

 

 

2. Is Full : 

Void isfull(int queue[ ], int rear) 

{ 

If(rear == size-1) 

Printf(“Queue is full”); 

Else 

Printf(“Queue is not full”); 

} 

 

3. Creation : 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Void create(int queue[ ],int front, int rear,int n) 

{ 

int i; 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

scanf(“%d”, &queue[i]); 

front=0; 

rear=n-1; 

} 

 

4. Display Rear : 

 Void displayrear(int queue[ ],int rear) 

{ 

Printf(“%d”,queue[rear]); 

} 

 

 
Rear is 6 

 

5. Display Front : 

Void dispfront(int queue[ ],int front) 

{ 

Printf(“%d”, &queue[front]); 

} 

 

 
 

Front is 4 
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6. Insertion : 

Void enqueue(int queue[ ],int rear,int num) 

{ 

if(rear==size-1) 

printf(“Overflow”); 

else 

queue[++rear]=num; 

} 

 

7. Deletion | Dequeue : 

Void dequeue(int queue[ ], int front) 

{ 

if(front== -1) 

printf(“Underflow”); 

else 

{ 

printf(“%d”,queue[front]); 

++front; 

} 

} 
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8. Display : 

Void display(int queue[ ],int front, int rear) 

{ 

int i; 

for(i=front;i<=rear;i++) 

printf(“%d”,queue[i]); 

} 

 
 

OUTPUT :   4   2   6 
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 Queue Using Linked  List: 
 

The first decision in planning the linked-list implementation of the Queue 
class is which end of the list will correspond to the front of the queue. Recall 
that items need to be added to the rear of the queue, and removed from the 
front of the queue. Therefore, we should make our choice based on whether it 
is easier to add/remove a node from the front/end of a linked list. 

If we keep pointers to both the first and last nodes of the list, we can add a 
node at either end in constant time. However, while we can remove the first 
node in the list in constant time, removing the last node requires first locating 
the previous node, which takes time proportional to the length of the list. 
Therefore, we should choose to make the end of the list be the rear of the 
queue, and the front of the list be the front of the queue. 

 
  

 
 

Struct queue 

{ 

int data; 

struct *next; 

} *front, *rear; 

front=NULL; 
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rear=NULL; 

 

1.  Is Empty : 

Void isempty(struct queue *front, struct queue *rear) 

{ 

If((front==NULL) && (rear==NULL)) 

Printf(“Queue is empty”); 

} 

 

 

2. Creation : 

 

Void create(struct queue *front, struct queue *rear, int n) 

{ 

front=malloc(sizeof(struct queue)); 

front-->data=n; 

front-->next=NULL; 

rear=front; 

scanf(“%d”,&n); 

while(n!=0) 

{ 

rear-->next=malloc(sizeof(struct queue)); 

rear=rear-->next; 

scanf(“%d”, &n); 

} 

rear-->next=NULL; 

} 

 

 

3. Enqueue : 

 

Void enqueue(struct queue *rear, int num) 

{ 

rear-->next=malloc(sizeof(struct queue)); 
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rear=rear-->next; 

rear-->data=num; 

rear-->next=NULL; 

} 

 

 
 

Before Insertion  

 
After Insertion 

 
 

4.Dequeue : 

Void dequeue(struct queue *front) 

{ 

Struct queue *t; 

t=front; 

front=front-->next; 

free(t); 
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} 

 
Before Deletion: 

 
After Deletion: 

 
 

5. Display Rear : 

Void displayrear(struct queue *rear) 

{ 

Printf(“%d”,rear-->data); 

} 

 

DISADVANTAGES OF LINEAR QUEUE 

 In queues there is a fixed entry point and a fixed exit point.These kind of 
restriction increases the time and space requirements of the alogrithm. 
Ultimately the program will be less efficient and slow. 

 Queues are generally FIFO. Enforcing some other type of sorting on 
them is a pain. For example, finding the largest element in a queue can 
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be quite slow. 
Non sequential access is horribly slow in queues 

ADVANTAGE OF CIRCULAR QUEUE OVER LINEAR QUEUE 

 Circular queue have less memory consumption as compared to linear 
queue because while doing insertion after deletion operation the linear 
queue  allocates an extra space while the first remaining vacant but in 
circular queue the first vacant spaces are used as it comes immediate 
after the last. 

 

 

CIRCULAR QUEUE 

In Circular Queue, the insertion of a new element is performed at the very first 
location of the queue if the last location of the queue is full, in which the first 
element comes just after the last element.  
 To view the array that holds the queue as a circle rather than as a straight 
line. That is, we imagine the first element of the array as immediately 
following its last element. This implies that even if the last element is 
occupied, a new value can be inserted behind it in the first element of the 
array as long as that first element is empty. This concept of queue is known as 
Circular Queue [shown in fig.]. 

Circular Queue Using Arrays 

 
 

 

       11          12 

7                              8                            

       

65                         45       

4 

3 2 

1 
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ADT’s  of circular queue using array : 

 

1) Is empty 

2) Is full 

3) Enqueue 

4) Dequeue 

5) Display Rear 

6) Display Front 

7) Display Queue 

8) Creation 

 

1. IsEmpty : 

Void  isempty(int queue[ ], int front, int rear) 

{ 

If(front==rear== -1) 

Printf(“Queue is empty”); 

Else 

Printf(“Queue is not empty”); 

} 

 

2. Is Full : 
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Void isfull(int queue[ ],int front, int rear) 

{ 

If((rear+1) % qsize==front) 

Printf(“Queue is Full”); 

Else 

Printf(“queue is not full”); 

} 

 

3. Creation : 

Void create(int queue[ ],int front,int rear,int n) 

{ 

int i; 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

scanf(“%d”,&queue[i]); 

front=0; 

rear=n-1; 

} 

Let the created queue be 

 
4. Enqueue : 

Void enqueue(int queue[ ],int front,int rear, int n) 

{ 

If((rear+1) % qsize==front) 

Printf(“Overflow”); 

Else 
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{ 

rear=(rear+1)%qsize; 

queue[rear]=n; 

} 

} 

After enqueue(5) 

 
5. Dequeue : 

Void dequeue(int queue[ ],int front, int rear) 

{ 

int x; 

if(front==rear== -1) 

printf(“Queue empty”); 

else 

if(front==rear) 

{ 

x=queue[front]; 

front=(front+1) % qsize; 

} 

Printf(“%d”,x); 

} 

 

After dequeue( ) 
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6. Display rear : 

Void disprear(int queue[ ],int rear) 

{ 

Printf(“%d”,queue[rear]); 

} 

 

7.Display Front : 

Void displayfront(int queue[ ], int front) 

{ 

Printf(“%d”, queue[front]); 

} 
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Front =8   Rear = 3 

Display all Output:  8    12   5 

 

 

8. Display Queue : 

             Void display(int queue[ ], int front, int rear) 

          { 

               If(rear<front) 

 { 

                  For(i=front;i<qsize;i++) 

                   Printf(“%d”,queue[i]); 

                  For(i=0;i<=rear;i++) 

                  Printf(“%d”,queue[i]); 

                } 

                Else 

              { 

                 For(i=front;i<=rear;i++) 

                   Printf(“%d”,queue[i]); 

              } 

          } 

 

Circular Queue Using Linked List 
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Linked Representation of Circular Queue : 

 

 

 

       FRONT                                                   REAR 

 

 

ADT’s : 

1) Enqueue 

2) Dequeue 

3) Display rear 

4) Display front 

5) Display queue 

6) Is empty 

7) Creation 

 

struct queue 

{ 

Int data; 

Struct queue *next; 

} *rear=NULL; 

 

1.IsEmpty: 

Void isempty(struct queue *front, struct queue *rear) 

{ 

If(front==rear==NULL) 

Printf(“queue is empty”); 

Else 

Printf(“queue is not empty”); 

} 

 

 

 

1 100

2 

2 100

4 

3 100

0 
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2.Enqueue 

void enqueue(struct queue *front, struct *rear, int num) 

{ 

If(front!=NULL && rear!=NULL) 

{ 

Struct queue *new; 

new=malloc(sizeof(struct queue)); 

new-->data=num; 

rear-->next=new; 

rear=new; 

new-->next=front; 

} 

Else if(front==rear==NULL) 

{ 

front==malloc(sizeof(struct queue)); 

front-->data=num; 

front-->next=front; 

rear=front; 

} 

} 

 

3.Dequeue 

Void dequeue(struct queue *front, struct queue *rear) 

{ 

Struct queue *temp; 

temp=front; 

front=front-->next; 

rear-->next=front; 

free(temp); 

} 

 

4.Display Rear 

Void displayrear(struct queue *rear) 
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{ 

Printf(“%d”,rear-->data); 

} 

 

5.Display Front 

Void displayfront(struct queue *front) 

{ 

Printf(“%d”,front-->data); 

} 

 

6.Display  

Void display(struct queue *front, struct queue *rear) 

{ 

Struct queue *temp; 

temp=front; 

while(temp-->next!=front) 

{ 

Printf(“%d”,temp-->data); 

temp=temp-->next; 

} 

Printf(“%d”,temp-->data); 

} 

 

DEQUE(Double Ended Queue) 

A deque (short for double-ended queue) is an abstract data structure for 
which elements can be added to or removed from the front or back(both end). 
This differs from a normal queue, where elements can only be added to one 
end and removed from the other. Both queues and stacks can be considered 
specializations of deques, and can be implemented using deques. 
It can be implemented using 
 Array 
 Linked lists 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queue_%28data_structure%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_data_structure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queue_%28data_structure%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stack_%28data_structure%29
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Deque using Array 

 
Two types of Deque are 
 
 1.  Input Restricted Deque 
 2.  Ouput Restricted Deque. 
 

 
 
 
1.  Input Restricted Deque 
 
 Where the input (insertion) is restricted to the rear end and the 
deletions has the options either end 
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ADTS 

 
 

Void enqueue-at-last(int queue[ ],int rear,int num) 

{ 

if(rear==size-1) 

printf(“Overflow”); 

else 

rear=rear+1; 

queue[++rear]=num; 

} 

 

Void dequeue-at-front(int queue[ ], int front) 

{ 

if(front== -1) 

printf(“Underflow”); 

else 

{ 

printf(“%d”,queue[front]); 

++front; 

} 

 
Void dequeue-at-last(int queue[ ], int front) 

{ 

if(front== -1) 

printf(“Underflow”); 

else 

{ 

Int x; 

printf(“%d”,queue[front]); 
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rear=rear-1; 

} 

 
 
2.  Ouput Restricted Deque 
 
 Where the output (deletion) is restricted to the front end and the 
insertions has the option either end. 

 

 

 

 

ADTS: 

 

Void enqueue-at-last(int queue[ ],int rear,int num) 

{ 

if(rear==size-1) 
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printf(“Overflow”); 

else 

rear=rear+1; 

queue[++rear]=num; 

} 

 

Void enqueue-at-front(int queue[ ],int front,int num) 

{ 

front=front-1; 

queue[front]=num; 

} 

 
Void dequeue-at-last(int queue[ ], int front) 

{ 

if(front== -1) 

printf(“Underflow”); 

else 

{ 

Int x; 

printf(“%d”,queue[front]); 

rear=rear-1; 

} 

 

Deque using Linked List 

 
Two types of Deque are 
 
 1.  Input Restricted Deque 
 2.  Ouput Restricted Deque. 
 
 
1.  Input Restricted Deque 
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 Where the input (insertion) is restricted to the rear end and the 
deletions has the options either end 

 

 

 

ADTS: 

 
 

Void enqueue-at-last(struct queue *rear, int num) 

{ 

Struct node *temp; 

temp=malloc(sizeof(struct queue)); 

rear=rear-->next; 

rear-->data=num; 

rear-->next=NULL; 

} 

 
Void dequeue-at-front(struct queue *front) 

{ 
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Struct queue *t; 

t=front; 

front=front-->next; 

free(t); 

} 

 
Void dequeue-at-last(struct queue *front) 

{ 

Struct node *temp,*temp1; 

temp=front; 

While(tempnext!=null) 

{ 

temp1=temp; 

temp=tempnext; 

rear=temp1; 

free(t); 

} 

 
2.  Ouput Restricted Deque 
 
 Where the output (deletion) is restricted to the front end and the 
insertions has the option either end. 

 

 

ADTs: 
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Void enqueue-at-last(struct queue *rear, int num) 

{ 

Struct node *temp; 

temp=malloc(sizeof(struct queue)); 

rear=rear-->next; 

rear-->data=num; 

rear-->next=NULL; 

} 

 
Void enqueue-at-first(struct queue *rear,struct queue *front, int num) 

{ 

Struct node *temp; 

temp=malloc(sizeof(struct queue)); 

temp-->data=num; 

temp-->next=front; 

front=temp; 

} 

 
Void dequeue-at-last(struct queue *front) 

{ 

Struct node *temp,*temp1; 

temp=front; 

While(tempnext!=null) 

{ 

temp1=temp; 

temp=tempnext; 

rear=temp1; 
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free(t); 

} 

APPLICATIONS OF QUEUE 

 Batch processing in an operating system 
 To implement Priority Queues. 
 Priority Queues can be used to sort the elements using Heap Sort. 
 Simulation. 
 Mathematics user Queueing theory. 
 Computer networks where the server takes the jobs of the client as per 

the queue strategy. 

 

CURSOR IMPLEMENTATION OF LINKED LIST 

WHY CURSOR IMPLEMENTATION OF  LINKED LIST? 
           There are many languages that do not support reference types and 
pointers. These languages that do not support any type of reference can still 
create links by replacing pointers with array indices. The approach is to keep 
an array of records, where each record has integer fields indicating the index 
of the next (and possibly previous) node in the array. Not all nodes in the 
array need be used. If records are also not supported, parallel arrays can often 
be used instead. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF CURSOR BASED LINKED LIST 
The two important items present in a pointer implementation of linked lists 
are  
1. The data is stored in a collection of structures. Each structure contains the 
data and a pointer to the next structure.  
2. A new structure can be obtained from the system's global memory by a call 
to malloc and released by a call to free. 

 Our cursor implementation must be able to simulate this. The logical 
way to satisfy condition 1 is to have a global array of structures. For any 
cell in the array, its array index can be used in place of an address. 

 We must now simulate condition 2 by allowing the equivalent of malloc 
and free for cells in the CURSOR_SPACE array. To do this, we will keep a 
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list (the freelist) of cells that are not in any list. The list will use cell 0 as 
a header. 

Assumptions : 

typedef  int ptrTonode; 

typedefptrTonode list; 

typedef  ptrTonode position; 

typedef  char elementtype; 

 

struct node 

{ 

     Elementtype element; 

      Position next; 

}; 

Initialised Cursorspace Array 

 

Slot  Element  Next 
---------------------- 
    0                     1 
    1                     2 
    2                     3 
    3                    4 
    4                    5 
    5                    6 
    6                    7 
    7                    8 
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    8                    9 
    9                    10 
   10                  0 
 

  

 

Function or Routine to test whether a linked list is Empty : 

 

/* Return true if L is empty */ 

  Int isempty(List L) 

 { 

    Return cursorspace[L].next==0; 

 } 

 

 

Function to test whether  P is last in a linked list : 

 

/* Return true if P is the last position in list L */ 

  Int islast(position P,List L) 

{ 

   Return cursorspace[P].next==0; 

 } 

 

Find Routine : 

 

/* Return position of X in L, 0 if not found */ 

/* uses a header node */ 

 

Position find(Element type X,list L) 

{ 

  Position P; 

  P=cursorspace[L].next; 

  While(P && cursorspace[P].element!= X) 

       P=cursorspace[P].next; 
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   Return P; 

} 

cursor-alloc and cursor-free 

position 
cursor_alloc( void ) 
{ 
position p; 
p = CURSOR_SPACE[O].next; 
CURSOR_SPACE[0].next = CURSOR_SPACE[p].next; 
return p; 
} 
void 
cursor_free( position p) 
{ 
CURSOR_SPACE[p].next = CURSOR_SPACE[O].next; 
CURSOR_SPACE[O].next = p; 

 
Slot  Element  Next 

---------------------- 

    0      -       6 

    1      b       9 

    2      f       0 

    3    header    7 

    4      -       0 

    5    header   10 

    6      -       4 

    7      c       8 

    8      d       2 

    9      e       0 

   10      a       1 

 

 

Deletion routine for linked lists--cursor implementation 
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void 
delete( element_type x, LIST L ) 
{ 
position p, tmp_cell; 
p = find_previous( x, L ); 
if( !is_last( p, L) ) 
{ 
tmp_cell = CURSOR_SPACE[p].next; 
CURSOR_SPACE[p].next = CURSOR_SPACE[tmp_cell].next; 
cursor_free( tmp_cell ); 
} 
} 

 

Insertion routine for linked lists--cursor implementation 

void 
insert( element_type x, LIST L, position p ) 
{ 
position tmp_cell; 
/*1*/       tmp_cell = cursor_alloc( ) 
/*2*/       if( tmp_cell ==0 ) 
/*3*/       fatal_error("Out of space!!!"); 
else 
{ 
/*4*/            CURSOR_SPACE[tmp_cell].element = x; 
/*5*/            CURSOR_SPACE[tmp_cell].next = CURSOR_SPACE[p].next; 
/*6*/            CURSOR_SPACE[p].next = tmp_cel 

} 

 

 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN POINTER LINK AND CURSOR                                                                 

STATIC IMPLEMENTATIONS 

 

 

Pointer Link Implementation CursorStatic Implementation 

1.Data are stored in a collection 

of structures or node. 
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1) Insert an element ‘Z’ after the node 10 of the list L. 

1.The data are stored in a global 

array of structures or cells or 

nodes called cursorspace array. 

2.Each structure or cell contains a 

data field and a next field(address 

field). 

 

3.The next field is used to store 

the array index of the next cell or 

structure. 

4.A free list is maintained in the 

cursorspace array. This list will 

use cell[0] as the header and 

there is no data storage for the 

header. 

 

5. A value of 0 for next field of the 

cell structure is equivalent of a 

null pointer. 

6.To perform an malloc( ), the 

first cell after the header is 

removed from the free list and is 

used for insertion process. 

7.To perform a free( ),the deleted 

cell is placed in at the front of the 

free list. 
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             Void insert(list L, elementtype val, position x) 

         { 

              Position l; 

              l=cursorspace[x].next; 

              cursorspace[x].next=cursorspace[0].next; 

              x=cursorspace[0].next; 

              cursorspace[x].element=val; 

              cursorspace[x].next=l; 

         } 

 

Insertion :-- 

        Static position cursoralloc(void) 

         { 

              Position p; 

              p=cursorspace[0].next; 

              cursorspace[0].next=cursorspace[p].next; 

              return p; 

        } 

 

             Void insert(elementtype X, list L, position P) 

        { 

               position tempcell; 

               tempcell=cursoralloc( ); 

               if(tempcell==0) 

                   fatalerror(“out of space”); 

               cursorspace[tempcell].element=X; 

               cursorspace[tempcell].next=cursorspace[P].next; 

               cursorspace[P].next=tempcell; 

         } 

 

 

               Static void cursorfree(position P) 

         { 
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              Cursorspace[P].next=cursorspace[0].next; 

              Cursorspace[0].next=P; 

         } 

               Void delete(elementtype X, list L) 

         { 

              Position P,tempcell; 

              P=findprevious(X,L); 

              If(!islast(P,L)) 

         { 

                tempcell=cursorspace[P].next; 

          } 

               Cursorspace[P].next=cursorspace[tempcell].next; 

               Cursorfree(tempcell); 

         } 

 

ADVANTAGES 
 
The linked list is relocatable, meaning it can be moved about in memory at 
will, and it can also be quickly and directly serialized for storage on disk or 
transfer over a network. 

 Especially for a small list, array indexes can occupy significantly less 
space than a full pointer on many architectures. 

 Locality of reference can be improved by keeping the nodes together in 
memory and by periodically rearranging them, although this can also be 
done in a general store. 

 Naïve dynamic memory allocators can produce an excessive amount of 
overhead storage for each node allocated; almost no allocation 
overhead is incurred per node in this approach. 

 Seizing an entry from a pre-allocated array is faster than using dynamic 
memory allocation for each node, since dynamic memory allocation 
typically requires a search for a free memory block of the desired size. 

DISADVANTAGES 
 
          This approach has one main disadvantage, however: it creates and 
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manages a private memory space for its nodes. This leads to the following 
issues: 

 It increase complexity of the implementation. 
 Growing a large array when it is full may be difficult or impossible, 

whereas finding space for a new linked list node in a large, general 
memory pool may be easier. 

 Adding elements to a dynamic array will occasionally (when it is full) 
unexpectedly take linear (O(n)) instead of constant time (although it's 
still an amortized constant). 

 Using a general memory pool leaves more memory for other data if the 
list is smaller than expected or if many nodes are freed. 

 

APPLICATIONS OF LIST 

 
1. Radix Sort 

2. Multi List 

3. Polynomial Manipulations 

 

1Radix Sort  
 

Radix Sort (bucket sort) is also called as card sort or byte sort. Radix means 
digit|position. 
The radix of elements from lower order byte to higher order byte are 
considered. 
The elements to be sorted are compared digit by digit and the values are 
stored on to the buckets. 
The number of passes in the radix sort, equals the number of radices in the 
input value. 

The following example shows the action of radix sort on 10 numbers. The 
input is 64, 8, 216, 512, 27, 729, 0, 1, 343, 125 (the first ten cubes arranged 
randomly). The first step bucket sorts by the least significant digit. In this case 
the math is in base 10 (to make things simple), but do not assume this in 
general. The buckets are as shown in Figure 1.2, so the list, sorted by least 
significant digit, is 0, 1, 512, 343, 64, 125, 216, 27, 8, 729. These are now 
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sorted by the next least significant digit (the tens digit here) (see Fig. 1.3). 
Pass 2 gives output 0, 1, 8, 512, 216, 125, 27, 729, 343, 64. This list is now 
sorted with respect to the two least significant digits. The final pass, shown in 
Figure 1.4, bucket-sorts by most significant digit. The final list is 0, 1, 8, 27, 64, 
125, 216, 343, 512, 729.  

To see that the algorithm works, notice that the only possible failure would 
occur if two numbers came out of the same bucket in the wrong order. But the 
previous passes ensure that when several numbers enter a bucket, they enter 
in sorted order. The running time is O(p(n + b)) where p is the number of 
passes, n is the number of elements to sort, and b is the number of buckets. In 
our case, b = n.  

  0  1  512  343  64  125  216  27  8  729 
------------------------------------------- 
  0  1    2    3   4    5    6   7  8    9 

Figure 1.2  Buckets after first step of radix sort 

  8             729 
  1    216   27 
  0    512  125     343     64 
-------------------------------------- 
  0    1    2  3    4  5   6  7  8  9 

Figure 1.3 Buckets after the second pass of radix sort 

  64 
  27 
   8 
   1 
   0  125  216  343     512     729 
------------------------------------------ 
   0    1    2    3  4    5  6    7  8  9 

Figure 1.4 Buckets after the last pass of radix sort 

 
 

Multilist 
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Our last example shows a more complicated use of linked lists. A university 
with 40,000 students and 2,500 courses needs to be able to generate two 
types of reports. The first report lists the class registration for each class, and 
the second report lists, by student, the classes that each student is registered 
for.  
The obvious implementation might be to use a two-dimensional array. Such 
an array would have 100 million entries. The average student registers for 
about three courses, so only 120,000 of these entries, or roughly 0.1 percent, 
would actually have meaningful data.  
What is needed is a list for each class, which contains the students in the class. 
We also need a list for each student, which contains the classes the student is 
registered for. 

 
As the figure shows, we have combined two lists into one. All lists use a 
header and are circular. To list all of the students in class C3, we start at C3 
and traverse its list (by going right). The first cell belongs to student S1. 
Although there is no explicit information to this effect, this can be determined 
by following the student's linked list until the header is reached. Once this is 
done, we return to C3's list (we stored the position we were at in the course 
list before we traversed the student's list) and find another cell, which can be 
determined to belong to S3. We can continue and find that S4 and S5 are also 
in this class. In a similar manner, we can determine, for any student, all of the 
classes in which the student is registered. 
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Polynomial Manipulation 

 
It is an application of linked list. A polynomial is a sum of terms where each 

term has a variable, coefficient and exponents. 

 One can also perform various operations such as addition, multiplication, 

subtraction, division on these polynomials. 

 

Representation of array polynomials : 

                               The index of an array will act as the exponent and the 

coefficient can be stored at the particular index and the constant value should 

be placed at the zeroth position. 
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Typedef struct 

                        { 

                             Int coeffarray[max]; 

                             Int highpower; 

                        } *polynomial; 

 

Void addpolynomial(const polynomial poly1, const polynomial 

poly2,polynomial polysum) 

          { 

               int i; 

               zeropolynomial(polysum); 

                polynum-->highpower=max(poly1-->highpower, poly2--

>highpower); 

               for(i=polysum-->highpower; i>=0; i-- ) 

                  polysum-->coeffarray[i]=poly1-->coeffarray[i]+poly2--

>coeffarray[i]; 

         } 

 

                 Void zeropolynomial(polynomial poly) 

          { 

               int i; 

               for(i=0; i<=maxdegree; i++) 

                  poly-->coeffarray[i]=0; 

                   poly-->highpower=0; 

           } 

 

Representation of polynomial using linked list : 

 

 

                              Coeff array 

Poly1 

                                  Highest  

                                   power 

 

1 1 

1 
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Poly2 

 

 

 

 

 

polysum 

 

 

 

 
 

Struct node 

{ 

int coefficient; 

int exponent; 

struct node *next; 

}  *head; 

 

Void polyadd(struct node *head1, struct node *head2, struct node *head3) 

                   { 

                         int x; 

                         head3=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

                         if(head1==head2==NULL) 

                            printf(“List is NULL”); 

                         else 

                             x=max(head1-->exponent, head2-->exponent); 

                          while(x>=0) 

                      { 

1 2 

1 

2 3 

1 
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                          If(head1-->exponent==head2-->exponent) 

                        { 

                            head3-->coefficient=head1-->coefficient + head2-->coefficient; 

                            head3-->exponent=head1-->exponent; 

                            head3-->next=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

                            head1=head1-->next; 

                            head2=head2-->next; 

                         } 

                          Else if(head1-->exponent > head2-->exponent) 

                        { 

head3-->coefficient=head1-->coefficient; 

                            head3-->exponent=head1-->exponent; 

                            head3-->next=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

                         } 

                           Else if(head1-->exponent < head2-->exponent) 

                         { 

                               Head3-->coefficient=head2-->coefficient; 

                               Head3-->exponent=head2-->exponent; 

                                Head3-->next=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

                          } 

                            Head3=head3-->next; 

                             x--; 

                        } 

 

                          Struct polynode 

                      { 

                            int coeff; 

                            int exp; 

                            struct polynode *link; 

                       } *x,*y,*z,*s; 

 

Void polyadd(struct polynode *x, struct polynode *y, struct polynode *s) 

                     { 

                            Struct polynode *z; 
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                            If(x==NULL && y=NULL) 

                                return; 

                            while(x!=NULL && y!=NULL) 

                         { 

                               If(s==NULL) 

                            { 

                               s=malloc(sizeof(struct polynode)); 

                               z=s; 

                             } 

                           Else 

                        { 

                             z-->link=malloc(sizeof(struct polynode)); 

                             z=z-->link; 

                         } 

                             If(x-->exp < y-->exp) 

                         { 

                             z-->coeff = y-->coeff; 

                             z-->exp=y-->exp; 

                             y=y-->link; 

                          } 

                            Else 

                         { 

                              If(x-->exp > y-->exp) 

                          { 

                               z-->coeff=x-->coeff; 

                                z-->exp=x-->exp; 

                                x=x-->link; 

                           } 

                            Else 

                         { 

                             If(x-->exp==y-->exp) 

                         { 

                              z-->coeff=x-->coeff + y-->coeff; 

                              z-->exp=x-->exp; 
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                            x=x-->link; 

                            y=x-->link; 

                        } 

                      } 

                    } 

                          while(x!=NULL) 

                     { 

                          If(s==NULL) 

                      { 

                           s=malloc(sizeof(struct polynode)); 

                           z=s; 

                      } 

                          Else 

                     { 

                          z-->link=malloc(sizeof(struct polynode)); 

                          z=z-->link; 

                      } 

                         z-->coeff=x-->coeff; 

                         z-->exp=x-->exp; 

                         x=x-->link; 

                    } 

                        z-->link=NULL; 

               } // End of routine 

 

Intersection of  two list : 

 

Input lists 
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OUTPUT 

 

 
Void intersect(struct node *head1, struct node *head2, struct node *head3) 

             { 

                   Struct node *t1,*t2,*t3; 

                   t1=head1; 

                   t2=head2; 

                   head3=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

                   t3=head3; 

                   while(t1!=NULL) 

                { 

                    t2=head2; 

                    while(t2!=NULL) 

                 { 

                    if(t1-->data==t2-->data) 

                   { 

                       t3-->next=malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

                       t3=t3-->next; 

                       t3-->data=t1-->data; 

                    } 

                    t2=t2-->next; 

                 } 

                    t1=t1-->next; 

                } 

                    t3=head3; 

                    head3=head3-->next; 
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                    free(t3); 

              } 

STACK APPLICATIONS  
 

1.Infix to Postfix conversion. 

2. Evaluation of Postfix. 

3. Balancing symbols. 

4. Tower of Hanoi. 

5. Function calls  |  Recursive 

 

INFIX TO POSTFIX CONVERSION  

 

 There are three forms to evaluate arithmetic expressions : 

1. Infix Operand Operator Operand. 

2. Postfix Operand Operand Operator. 

3. Prefix Operator Operand Operand. 

 

Priority Table : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Symbol Precedence for  

Input  operator 

Precedence for Stack 

Operator 

+ 

--- 

* 

/ 

( 

) 

# 

 

1 

1 

2 

2 

4 

0 

0 

4 

1 

1 

2 

2 

0 

Undefined 

0 

3 
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Algorithm for Infix to Postfix : 

 

Rule 1: Read the infix expression, one character at a time,until it encounters 

the demitor. 

 

  1 If the character is an operand, place it onto the output. If the character is 

an operator, then follow the conditions given below. 

 

   I  If the stack operator has the highest or equal priority than the input 

operator, then pop that operator from the stack, and place it onto the operator 

into the stack. 

 

 II  If the stack operator has the lowest  Priority than the input operator, 

then simply push the input operator into the stack. 

 

2 If the character is a left parenthesis, push it on to the stack. If the 

character is a right parenthesis, pop all the operators from the stack, till it 

encounters left parenthesis and discard both the parenthesis for the output. 

 

1.Evaluate the expression 

 

a*b+(c – d / e) 

 

 

 

                              ab*cde/ - + 

      / 

      - 

      ( 

      + 
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      * 

 

2.convert the infix expression  

a + b * c + ( d * e + f ) * g 
 

 

First, the symbol a is read, so it is passed through to the output. Then '+' is read and pushed 

onto the stack. Next b is read and passed through to the output. The state of affairs at this 

juncture is as follows: 

 
Next a '*' is read. The top entry on the operator stack has lower precedence than '*', so 

nothing is output and '*' is put on the stack. Next, c is read and output. Thus far, we have 

 
 

The next symbol is a '+'. Checking the stack, we find that we will pop a '*' and place it on the 

output, pop the other '+', which is not of lower but equal priority, on the stack, and then 

push the '+' 

 

 
 

The next symbol read is an '(', which, being of highest precedence, is placed on the stack. Then d 

is read and output.  
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We continue by reading a '*'. Since open parentheses do not get removed except when a closed 

parenthesis is being processed, there is no output. Next, e is read and output. 

 

The next symbol read is a '+'. We pop and output '*' and then push '+'. Then we read and output 

.  

 

Now we read a ')', so the stack is emptied back to the '('. We output a '+'.  

 

We read a '*' next; it is pushed onto the stack. Then g is read and output.  

 

The input is now empty, so we pop and output symbols from the stack until it is empty.  
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 EVALUATION OF POSTFIX : 

 

1.  The first element you pop off of the stack in an operation, should be 

evaluated on the right hand side of the operator. 

 

2. For multiplication and addition order does not matter. But for subtraction 

and division, your answer will be incorrect if you change your operands alone. 

 

3. If the character is an operand, push it on to the stack. If the character is an 

operator, pop first two values from the stack and apply the operator to them 

and push the result on to the stack again. 

For instance, the postfix expression 

6 5 2 3 + 8 * + 3 + * 

is evaluated as follows: 
 The first four symbols are placed on the stack. The resulting stack is 

 Next a '+' is read, so 3 and 2 are popped from the stack and their sum, 5, 
is pushed. 

 Next 8 is pushed. 
 Now a '*' is seen, so 8 and 5 are popped as 8 * 5 = 40 is pushed. 
 Next a '+' is seen, so 40 and 5 are popped and 40 + 5 = 45 is pushed. 
 Now, 3 is pushed. 
 Next '+' pops 3 and 45 and pushes 45 + 3 = 48. 
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 Finally, a '*' is seen and 48 and 6 are popped, the result 6 * 48 = 288 is 
pushed. 

BALANCING SYMBOLS  

Compilers check your programs for syntax errors, but frequently a lack of one 
symbol (such as a missing brace or comment starter) will cause the compiler 
to spill out a hundred lines of diagnostics without identifying the real error. 

A useful tool in this situation is a program that checks whether everything is 
balanced. Thus, every right brace, bracket, and parenthesis must correspond 
to their left counterparts. The sequence [()] is legal, but [(]) is wrong. 

The simple algorithm uses a stack and is as follows: 

1. Make an empty Stack. 

2. Read the character until end of file. 

3.If the character is an opening symbol, push it on to the Stack. 

4.If the character is a closing symbol, then if the stack is empty , report an 

error, otherwise pop the stack. 

5.If the Symbol popped is not the corresponding opening symbol, then report 

an error. 

6.At the end of file, if the stack is not empty, report an error. 

 

It is clearly linear and actually makes only one pass through the input. It is 
thus on-line and quite fast. Extra work can be done to attempt to decide what 
to do when an error is reported--such as identifying the likely cause. 

FUNCTION CALLS 
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The algorithm to check balanced symbols suggests a way to implement 
function calls. When there is a function call, all the important information that 
needs to be saved, such as register values (corresponding to variable names) 
and the return address (which can be obtained from the program counter, 
which is typically in a register), is saved "on a piece of paper" in an abstract 
way and put at the top of a pile. Then the control is transferred to the new 
function, which is free to replace the registers with its values. If it makes other 
function calls, it follows the same procedure. When the function wants to 
return, it looks at the "paper" at the top of the pile and restores all the 
registers. It then makes the return jump.  
The information saved is called either an activation record or stack frame. 
There is always the possibility that you will run out of stack space by having 
too many simultaneously active functions. Needless to say, running out of 
stack space is always a fatal error. 
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UNIT 1 

Basic Concepts of OOPS  

Before starting to learn C++ it is essential that one must have a basic knowledge of the 

concepts of Object Oriented Programming. Some of the important object oriented 

features are namely:  

 Objects  

 Classes  

 Inheritance  

 Data Abstraction  

 Data Encapsulation  

 Polymorphism  

 Overloading  

 Reusability  

In order to understand the basic concepts in C++, the programmer must have a command 

of the basic terminology in object-oriented programming. Below is a brief outline of the 

concepts of Object-oriented programming languages: 

Objects 

Object is the basic unit of object-oriented programming. Objects are identified by its 

unique name. An object represents a particular instance of a class. There can be more 

than one instance of an object. Each instance of an object can hold its own relevant data. 

 

An Object is a collection of data members and associated member functions also known 

as methods.  

Classes 

Classes are data types based on which objects are created. Objects with similar properties 

and methods are grouped together to form a Class. Thus a Class represents a set of 

individual objects. Characteristics of an object are represented in a class as Properties 

(Attributes). The actions that can be performed by objects become functions of the class 

and are referred to as Methods (Functions). 
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For example consider we have a Class of Cars under which Santro Xing, Alto and 

WaganR represents individual Objects. In this context each Car Object will have its own, 

Model, Year of Manufacture, Colour, Top Speed, Engine Power etc., which form 

Properties of the Car class and the associated actions i.e., object functions like Start, 

Move, Stop form the Methods of Car Class. 

No memory is allocated when a class is created. Memory is allocated only when 

an object is created, i.e., when an instance of a class is created.  

Inheritance 

Inheritance is the process of forming a new class from an existing class or base class. The 

base class is also known as parent class or super class. The new class that is formed is 

called derived class. Derived class is also known as a child class or sub class. Inheritance 

helps in reducing the overall code size of the program, which is an important concept in 

object-oriented programming.  

Data Abstraction 

Data Abstraction increases the power of programming language by creating user defined 

data types. Data Abstraction also represents the needed information in the program 

without presenting the details.  

Data Encapsulation 

Data Encapsulation combines data and functions into a single unit called Class. When 

using Data Encapsulation, data is not accessed directly; it is only accessible through the 

functions present inside the class. Data Encapsulation enables the important concept of 

data hiding possible.  

Polymorphism 

Polymorphism allows routines to use variables of different types at different times. An 

operator or function can be given different meanings or functions. Polymorphism refers 

to a single function or multi-functioning operator performing in different ways.  

Overloading 

Overloading is one type of Polymorphism. It allows an object to have different meanings, 

depending on its context. When an exiting operator or function begins to operate on new 

data type, or class, it is understood to be overloaded.  

Reusability 

This term refers to the ability for multiple programmers to use the same written and 

debugged existing class of data. This is a time saving device and adds code efficiency to 
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the language. Additionally, the programmer can incorporate new features to the existing 

class, further developing the application and allowing users to achieve increased 

performance. 

Introduction to C++   

Variable, Constants and Data types in C++ 

Variables  

A variable is the storage location in memory that is stored by its value. A variable is 

identified or denoted by a variable name. The variable name is a sequence of one or more 

letters, digits or underscore, for example: character _ 

Rules for defining variable name: 

 A variable name can have one or more letters or digits or underscore for 

example character _. 

 White space, punctuation symbols or other characters are not permitted to 

denote variable name. 

 A variable name must begin with a letter. 

.  

 Variable names cannot be keywords or any reserved words of the C++ 

programming language.  

C++ is a case-sensitive language. Variable names written in capital letters differ from 

variable names with the same name but written in small letters. For example, the variable 

name EXFORSYS differs from the variable name exforsys.  

Data Types 

Below is a list of the most commonly used Data Types in C++ programming language 

short int  short integer.  

int integer.  

long int long integer.  

float floating point 

double double precision floating point number.  

long 

double 

double precision floating point number.  

char single character.  

bool boolean value. It can take one of two 

values True or False 

Using variable names and data type, we shall now learn how to declare variables.  

Declaring Variables: 
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In order for a variable to be used in C++ programming language, the variable must first 

be declared. The syntax for declaring variable names is 

data type variable name; 

The date type can be int or float or any of the data types listed above. A variable name is 

given based on the rules for defining variable name (refer above rules). 

Example:  

int a; 

This declares a variable name a of type int.  

 

If there exists more than one variable of the same type, such variables can be represented 

by separating variable names using comma.  

 

For instance  

int x,y,z ; 

This declares 3 variables x, y and z all of data type int.  

 

The data type using integers (int, short int, long int) are further assigned a value of signed 

or unsigned. Signed integers signify positive and negative number value. Unsigned 

integers signify only positive numbers or zero.  

For example it is declared as  

unsigned short int a;  

signed int z;  

By default, unspecified integers signify a signed integer.  

 

For example:  

int a;  

is declared a signed integer 

It is possible to initialize values to variables: 

data type variable name = value; 

Example:  

int a=0;  

int b=5;  

Constants  

Constants have fixed value. Constants, like variables, contain data type. Integer constants 

are represented as decimal notation, octal notation, and hexadecimal notation. Decimal 

notation is represented with a number. Octal notation is represented with the number 

preceded by a zero character. A hexadecimal number is preceded with the characters 0x.  

 

Example  
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80 represent decimal  

0115 represent octal  

0x167 represent hexadecimal  

By default, the integer constant is represented with a number.  

The unsigned integer constant is represented with an appended character u. The long 

integer constant is represented with character l.  

 

Example:  

78 represent int  

85u present unsigned int  

78l represent long  

Floating point constants are numbers with decimal point and/or exponent.  

Example  

2.1567  

4.02e24  

These examples are valid floating point constants. 

Floating point constants can be represented with f for floating and l for double precision 

floating point numbers.  

Character constants have single character presented between single quotes.  

Example  

‗c‘  

‗a‘  

are all character constants.  

Strings are sequences of characters signifying string constants. These sequence of 

characters are represented between double quotes.  

 

Example:  

―Exforsys Training‖  

is an example of string constant.  

Referencing variables  

The & operator is used to reference an object. When using this operator on an object, you 

are provided with a pointer to that object. This new pointer can be used as a parameter or 

be assigned to a variable. 

C++ Objects and Classes  

An Overview about Objects and Classes 

In object-oriented programming language C++, the data and functions (procedures to 

manipulate the data) are bundled together as a self-contained unit called an object. A 

class is an extended concept similar to that of structure in C programming language, this 
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class describes the data properties alone. In C++ programming language, class describes 

both the properties (data) and behaviors (functions) of objects. Classes are not objects, 

but they are used to instantiate objects. 

Features of Class:  

Classes contain member data and member functions. As a unit, the collection of member 

data and member functions is an object. Therefore, this unit of objects makes up a class. 

How to write a Class:  

In Structure in C programming language, a structure is specified with a name. The C++ 

programming language extends this concept. A class is specified with a name after the 

keyword class. 

The starting flower brace symbol, {is placed at the beginning of the code. Following the 

flower brace symbol, the body of the class is defined with the member functions data. 

Then the class is closed with a flower brace symbol} and concluded with a colon;. 

class exforsys 

{ 

   member data; 

   member functions; 

   …………… 

}; 

 

There are different access specifiers for defining the data and functions present inside a 

class. 

Access specifiers:  

Access specifiers are used to identify access rights for the data and member functions of 

the class. There are three main types of access specifiers in C++ programming language: 

private 

public 

protected  

 

 A private member within a class denotes that only members of the same class 

have accessibility. The private member is inaccessible from outside the class.  

 Public members are accessible from outside the class.  

 A protected access specifier is a stage between private and public access. If 

member functions defined in a class are protected, they cannot be accessed from 

outside the class but can be accessed from the derived class. 

When defining access specifiers, the programmer must use the keywords: private, public 

or protected when needed, followed by a semicolon and then define the data and member 

functions under it. 

class exforsys 

{ 
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   private: 

   int x,y; 

   public: 

   void sum() 

   { 

      ……… 

      ……… 

   } 

}; 

In the code above, the member x and y are defined as private access specifiers. The 

member function sum is defined as a public access specifier. 

General Syntax of a class:  

General structure for defining a class is: 

class classname 

{ 

   acess specifier: 

   data member; 

   member functions; 

acess specifier: 

   data member; 

   member functions;  

}; 

Generally, in class, all members (data) would be declared as private and the member 

functions would be declared as public. Private is the default access level for specifiers. If 

no access specifiers are identified for members of a class, the members are defaulted to 

private access. 

class exforsys 

{ 

   int x,y; 

   public: 

   void sum() 

   { 

      ……… 

      ……… 

   } 

}; 

In this example, for members x and y of the class exforsys there are no access specifiers 

identified. exforsys would have the default access specifier as private. 

Creation of Objects:  

Once the class is created, one or more objects can be created from the class as objects are 

instance of the class. 

Juts as we declare a variable of data type int as: 
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int x;  

Objects are also declared as: 

class name followed by object name;  

exforsys e1;  

This declares e1 to be an object of class exforsys. 

For example a complete class and object declaration is given below: 

class exforsys 

{ 

   private: 

   int x,y; 

   public: 

   void sum() 

   { 

      ……… 

      ……… 

   } 

}; 

main() 

{ 

   exforsys e1; 

   …………… 

   …………… 

} 

 

The object can also be declared immediately after the class definition. In other words the 

object name can also be placed immediately before the closing flower brace symbol } of 

the class declaration. 

For example 

class exforsys 

{ 

   private: 

   int x,y; 

   public: 

   void sum() 

   { 

      ……… 

      ……… 

   } 

}e1 ; 

The above code also declares an object e1 of class exforsys. 

It is important to understand that in object-oriented programming language, when a class 

is created no memory is allocated. It is only when an object is created is memory then 

allocated. 
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Function Overloading 

A function is overloaded when same name is given to different function. However, the 

two functions with the same name will differ at least in one of the following. 

 

a) The number of parameters  

b) The data type of parameters 

c) The order of appearance 

 

These three together are referred to as the function signature.  

 

For example if we have two functions : 

 

void foo(int i,char a); 

void boo(int j,char b); 
 

Their signature is the same (int ,char) but a function  

 

void moo(int i,int j) ; has a signature (int, int) which is different. 

While overloading a function, the return type of the functions needs to be the same.  

 

In general functions are overloaded when : 

1. Functions differ in function signature.  

2. Return type of the functions is the same. 
 

Here s a basic example of function overloading 

 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

class arith { 

public: 

    void calc(int num1) 

 

{ 

cout<<‖Square of a given number: ― <<num1*num1 <<endl; 

} 

 

    void calc(int num1, int num2 ) 

{ 

cout<<‖Product of two whole numbers: ― <<num1*num2 <<endl; 

} 

}; 

 

int main() //begin of main function 
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{ 

    arith a; 

    a.calc(5); 

    a.calc(6,7); 

} 

Let us see what we did in the function overloading example. 

 

First the overloaded function in this example is calc. If you have noticed we have in our 

arith class two functions with the name calc. The fist one takes one integer number as a 

parameter and prints the square of the number. The second calc function takes two 

integer numbers as parameters, multiplies the numbers and prints the product. This is all 

we need for making a successful overloading of a function.  

 

a) we have two functions with the same name : calc 

b) we have different signatures : (int) , (int, int) 

c) return type is the same : void 

 

The result of the execution looks like this 

Square of a given number: 25 

Product of two whole numbers: 42 

The result demonstrates the overloading concept. Based on the arguments we use when 

we call the calc function in our code : 

a.calc(5); 

a.calc(6,7); 

The compiler decides witch function to use at the moment we call the function.  

C++ Friend Functions 

Need for Friend Function 

As discussed in the earlier sections on access specifiers, when a data is declared as 

private inside a class, then it is not accessible from outside the class. A function that is 

not a member or an external class will not be able to access the private data. A 

programmer may have a situation where he or she would need to access private data from 

non-memberfunctions and external classes. For handling such cases, the concept of 

Friend functions is a useful tool.  

What is a Friend Function?  

A friend function is used for accessing the non-public members of a class. A class can 

allow non-member functions and other classes to access its own private data, by making 

them friends. Thus, a friend function is an ordinary function or a member of another 

class.  

How to define and use Friend Function in C++? 
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The friend function is written as any other normal function, except the function 

declaration of these functions is preceded with the keyword friend. The friend function 

must have the class to which it is declared as friend passed to it in argument.  

Some important points to note while using friend functions in C++:  

 The keyword friend is placed only in the function declaration of the friend 

function and not in the function definition. 

 It is possible to declare a function as friend in any number of classes. 

 When a class is declared as a friend, the friend class has access to the private data 

of the class that made this a friend. 

 A friend function, even though it is not a member function, would have the rights 

to access the private members of the class. 

 It is possible to declare the friend function as either private or public. 

 The function can be invoked without the use of an object. The friend function has 

its argument as objects, seen in example below.  

Example to understand the friend function:  

#include <iostream.h> 

class exforsys 

{ 

private: 

int a,b; 

public: 

void test() 

{ 

a=100; 

b=200; 

} 

friend int compute(exforsys e1) 

 

//Friend Function Declaration with keyword friend and with the object of class exforsys 

to which it is friend passed to it 

};  

 

int compute(exforsys e1) 

{ 

//Friend Function Definition which has access to private data 

return int(e1.a+e2.b)-5; 

} 

 

main() 

{ 

exforsys e; 
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e.test(); 

cout<<‖The result is:‖< 

//Calling of Friend Function with object as argument. 

} 

The output of the above program is  

The result is:295 

 

The function compute() is a non-member function of the class exforsys. In order to make 

this function have access to the private data a and b of class exforsys , it is created as 

afriend function for the class exforsys. As a first step, the function compute() is declared 

as friend in the class exforsys as:  

friend int compute (exforsys e1)  

The keyword friend is placed before the function. The function definition is written as a 

normal function and thus, the function has access to the private data a and b of the class 

exforsys. It is declared as friend inside the class, the private data values a and b are 

added, 5 is subtracted from the result, giving 295 as the result. This is returned by the 

function and thus the output is displayed as shown above. 

Constant and volatile member functions  

A member function declared with the const qualifier can be called for constant and 

nonconstant objects. A nonconstant member function can only be called for a 

nonconstant object. Similarly, a member function declared with the volatile qualifier can 

be called for volatile and nonvolatile objects. A nonvolatile member function can only be 

called for a nonvolatile object. 

static members  

Class members can be declared using the storage class specifier static in the class 

member list. Only one copy of the static member is shared by all objects of a class in a 

program. When you declare an object of a class having a static member, the static 

member is not part of the class object. 

A typical use of static members is for recording data common to all objects of a class. For 

example, you can use a static data member as a counter to store the number of objects of 

a particular class type that are created. Each time a new object is created, this static data 

member can be incremented to keep track of the total number of objects. 

You access a static member by qualifying the class name using the :: (scope resolution) 

operator. In the following example, you can refer to the static member f() of class type X 

as X::f() even if no object of type X is ever declared:  

class X { 

static int f(); 

}; 

 

int main() { 

X::f(); 
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} 

Pointers to classes 

It is perfectly valid to create pointers that point to classes. We simply have to consider 

that once declared, a class becomes a valid type, so we can use the class name as the type 

for the pointer. For example:  

CRectangle * prect; 

is a pointer to an object of class CRectangle. 

 

As it happened with data structures, in order to refer directly to a member of an object 

pointed by a pointer we can use the arrow operator (->) of indirection. Here is an example 

with some possible combinations: 

// pointer to classes example 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

class CRectangle { 

    int width, height; 

  public: 

    void set_values (int, int); 

    int area (void) {return (width * height);} 

}; 

 

void CRectangle::set_values (int a, int b) { 

  width = a; 

  height = b; 

} 

 

int main () { 

  CRectangle a, *b, *c; 

  CRectangle * d = new CRectangle[2]; 

  b= new CRectangle; 

  c= &a; 

  a.set_values (1,2); 

  b->set_values (3,4); 

  d->set_values (5,6); 

  d[1].set_values (7,8); 

  cout << ―a area: ― << a.area() << endl; 

  cout << ―*b area: ― << b->area() << endl; 

  cout << ―*c area: ― << c->area() << endl; 

  cout << ―d[0] area: ― << d[0].area() << endl; 

  cout << ―d[1] area: ― << d[1].area() << endl; 

  delete[] d; 

  delete b; 
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  return 0; 

} 

 

Output: 

a area: 2 

*b area: 12 

*c area: 2 

d[0] area: 30 

d[1] area: 56 

 

 

Next you have a summary on how can you read some pointer and class operators (*, &, ., 

->, [ ]) that appear in the previous example: 

Expression Can be read as 

*x pointed by x 

&x address of x 

x.y member y of object x 

x->y member y of object pointed by x 

(*x).y member y of object pointed by x (equivalent to the previous one) 

X[0] first object pointed by x 

X[1] second object pointed by x 

X[n] (n+1)th object pointed by x 

 

 
Difference between const variables and const object 

Constant variables are the variables whose value cannot be changed through out the 

programme but if any object is constant, value of any of the data members (const or non 

const) of that object cannot be changed through out the programme. Constant object can 

invoke only constant function. 

Nested classes  

A nested class is declared within the scope of another class. The name of a nested class is 

local to its enclosing class. Unless you use explicit pointers, references, or object names, 

declarations in a nested class can only use visible constructs, including type names, static 

members, and enumerators from the enclosing class and global variables. 

Member functions of a nested class follow regular access rules and have no special access 

privileges to members of their enclosing classes. Member functions of the enclosing class 

have no special access to members of a nested class. The following example 

demonstrates this: 

class A { 

int x; 
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class B { }; 

class C { 

// The compiler cannot allow the following 

// declaration because A::B is private: 

    //   B b; 

 

    int y; 

    void f(A* p, int i) { 

 

    // The compiler cannot allow the following 

    // statement because A::x is private: 

    //   p->x = i; 

 

    } 

  }; 

 

void g(C* p) { 

// The compiler cannot allow the following 

// statement because C::y is private: 

//   int z = p->y; 

  } 

}; 

 

int main() { } 

The compiler would not allow the declaration of object b because class A::B is private. 

The compiler would not allow the statement p->x = i because A::x is private. The 

compiler would not allow the statement int z = p->y because C::y is private. 

Local classes  

A local class is declared within a function definition. Declarations in a local class can 

only use type names, enumerations, static variables from the enclosing scope, as well as 

external variables and functions. 

For example:  

int x;                         // global variable 

void f()                       // function definition 

{ 

      static int y;            // static variable y can be used by 

                               // local class 

      int x;                   // auto variable x cannot be used by 

                               // local class 

      extern int g();          // extern function g can be used by 

// local class 
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class local              // local class 

      { 

int g() { return x; }      // error, local variable x 

// cannot be used by g 

            int h() { return y; }      // valid,static variable y 

            int k() { return ::x; }    // valid, global x 

            int l() { return g(); }    // valid, extern function g 

      }; 

} 

 

int main() 

{ 

local* z;                // error: the class local is not visible 

      // ...} 

Member functions of a local class have to be defined within their class definition, if they 

are defined at all. As a result, member functions of a local class are inline functions. Like 

all member functions, those defined within the scope of a local class do not need the 

keyword inline. 

A local class cannot have static data members. In the following example, an attempt to 

define a static member of a local class causes an error:  

void f() 

{ 

class local 

    { 

       int f();              // error, local class has noninline 

                             // member function 

       int g() {return 0;}   // valid, inline member function 

       static int a;         // error, static is not allowed for 

                             // local class 

       int b;                // valid, nonstatic variable 

    }; 

} 

//      . . . 

An enclosing function has no special access to members of the local class. 
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UNIT 2 

Constructors and Destructors In C++ 

Constructors: 

What is the use of Constructor 

The main use of constructors is to initialize objects. The function of initialization is 

automatically carried out by the use of a special member function called a constructor. 

General Syntax of Constructor 

Constructor is a special member function that takes the same name as the class name. The 

syntax generally is as given below: 

<class name> { arguments}; 

The default constructor for a class X has the form  

X::X() 

In the above example the arguments is optional. 

The constructor is automatically invoked when an object is created.  

The various types of constructors are 

 Default constructors 

 Parameterized constructors 

 Copy constructors 

Default Constructor:  

This constructor has no arguments in it.  Default Constructor is also called as no 

argument constructor. 

For example: 

Class Exforsys  

{ 

    private: 

        int a,b;  

    public: 

        Exforsys(); //default 

Constructor 

        ... 

}; 

 

Exforsys :: Exforsys() 
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{ 

    a=0; 

    b=0; 

} 

 

Parameterized Constructor: 

A parameterized constructor is just one that has parameters specified in it.  

Example: 

class Exforsys  

{ 

    private: 

        int a,b;  

    public: 

        Exforsys(int,int);// Parameterized constructor 

        ... 

}; 

 

Exforsys :: Exforsys(int x, int y) 

{ 

    a=x; 

    b=y; 

} 

Copy constructor;  

One of the more important forms of an overloaded constructor is the copy constructor. 

The purpose of the copy constructor is to initialize a new object with data copied from 

another object of the same class.  

For example to invoke a copy constructor the programmer writes:  

Exforsys e3(e2);  

or  

Exforsys e3=e2; 

Both the above formats can be used to invoke a copy constructor. 

For Example: 
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#include <iostream.h> 

class Exforsys() 

{ 

    private: 

        int a; 

    public: 

        Exforsys() 

        { } 

        Exforsys(int w) 

    { 

        a=w; 

    }  

    Exforsys(Exforsys& e) 

    { 

        a=e.a; 

        cout<<‖ Example of Copy 

Constructor‖; 

    } 

    void result() 

    { 

        cout<< a; 

    }  

}; 

void main() 

{ 

    Exforsys e1(50);  

    Exforsys e3(e1); 

    cout<< ―\ne3=‖;e3.result(); 

} 

 

 

In the above the copy constructor takes one argument an object of type Exforsys which is 

passed by reference. The output of the above program is 

Example of Copy Constructor 

e3=50 

Some important points about constructors: 

 A constructor takes the same name as the class name.  

 The programmer cannot declare a constructor as virtual or static, nor can the 

programmer declare a constructor as const, volatile, or const volatile.  
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 No return type is specified for a constructor.  

 The constructor must be defined in the public. The constructor must be a public 

member.  

 Overloading of constructors is possible. 

Destructors 

What is the use of Destructors? 

Destructors are also special member functions used in C++ programming language. 

Destructors have the opposite function of a constructor. The main use of destructors is to 

release dynamic allocated memory. Destructors are used to free memory, release 

resources and to perform other clean up. Destructors are automatically called when an 

object is destroyed. Like constructors, destructors also take the same name as that of the 

class name.  

General Syntax of Destructors 

~ classname(); 

The above is the general syntax of a destructor. In the above, the symbol tilda ~ 

represents a destructor which precedes the name of the class.  

Some important points about destructors: 

 Destructors take the same name as the class name.  

 Like the constructor, the destructor must also be defined in the public. The 

destructor must be a public member.  

 The Destructor does not take any argument which means that destructors cannot 

be overloaded.  

 No return type is specified for destructors.   

For example: 

class Exforsys 
{ 

    private: 

        …………… 

    public: 

        Exforsys() 

        { } 

        ~ Exforsys() 

        { }  

} 
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Operator Overloading  

Operator overloading is a very important feature of Object Oriented Programming. It is 

because by using this facility programmer would be able to create new definitions to 

existing operators. In other words a single operator can perform several functions as 

desired by programmers. 

Operators can be broadly classified into: 

 Unary Operators  

 Binary Operators  

Unary Operators:  

As the name implies takes operate on only one operand. Some unary operators are 

namely 

 ++   -  Increment operator 

--  -  Decrement Operator 

!  - Not operator 

• unary minus. 

Binary Operators:  

The arithmetic operators, comparison operators, and arithmetic assignment operators  

come under this category. 

Both the above classification of operators can be overloaded. So let us see in detail each 

of this. 

Operator Overloading – Unary operators  

As said before operator overloading helps the programmer to define a new functionality 

for the existing operator. This is done by using the keyword operator.  

The general syntax for defining an operator overloading is as follows: 

return_type classname :: operator operator symbol(argument)  

{  

…………..  

statements;  

} 
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Thus the above clearly specifies that operator overloading is defined as a member 

function by making use of the keyword operator.  

In the above:  

 return_type – is the data type returned by the function  

 class name - is the name of the class 

 operator – is the keyword  

 operator symbol – is the symbol of the operator which is being overloaded or 

defined for new functionality  

 :: - is the scope resolution operator which is used to use the function definition 

outside the class.  

For example  

Suppose we have a class say Exforsys and if the programmer wants to define a operator 

overloading for unary operator say ++, the function is defined as  

  

Inside the class Exforsys the data type that is returned by the overloaded operator is 

defined as 

class Exforsys  

{  

    private:  

    ……….  

    public:  

    void operator ++( );  

    …………  

}; 

The important steps involved in defining an operator overloading in case of unary 

operators are namely:  
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 Inside the class the operator overloaded member function is defined with the 

return data type as member function or a friend function.  

 If the function is a member function then the number of arguments taken by the 

operator member function is none. 

 If the function defined for the operator overloading is a friend function then it 

takes one argument.  

Now let us see how to use this overloaded operator member function in the program  

#include <iostream.h>  

class Exforsys  

{  

    private:  

    int x;  

    public:  

    Exforsys( ) { x=0; }       //Constructor 

    void display();  

    void Exforsys ++( );  //overload unary ++ 

}; 

void Exforsys :: display()  

{  

    cout<<‖\nValue of x is: ― << x;  

}  

void Exforsys :: operator ++( ) //Operator Overloading for operator ++    

            defined 

{  

    ++x;  

}  

void main( )  

{  

    Exforsys e1,e2;         //Object e1 and e2 created 

    cout<<‖Before Increment‖  

    cout <<‖\nObject e1: ‖<<e1.display();  

    cout <<‖\nObject e2: ‖<<e2.display();  

    ++e1;  //Operator overloading applied 

    ++e2;   

    cout<<‖\n After Increment‖  

    cout <<‖\nObject e1: ‖<<e1.display();  

    cout <<‖\nObject e2: ‖<<e2.display();  

}  

The output of the above program is: 
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Before Increment  

Object e1:  

Value of x is: 0  

Object e1:  

Value of x is: 0  

Before Increment  

Object e1:  

Value of x is: 1  

Object e1:  

Value of x is: 1 

In the above example we have created 2 objects e1 and e2 f class Exforsys. The operator 

++ is overloaded and the function is defined outside the class Exforsys.  

When the program starts the constructor Exforsys of the class Exforsys initialize the 

values as zero and so when the values are displayed for the objects e1 and e2 it is 

displayed as zero. When the object ++e1 and ++e2 is called the operator overloading 

function gets applied and thus value of x gets incremented for each object separately. So 

now when the values are displayed for objects e1 and e2 it is incremented once each and 

gets printed as one for each object e1 and e2. 

Operator Overloading – Binary Operators  

Binary operators, when overloaded, are given new functionality. The function defined for 

binary operator overloading, as with unary operator overloading, can be member function 

or friend function.  

The difference is in the number of arguments used by the function. In the case of binary 

operator overloading, when the function is a member function then the number of 

arguments used by the operator member function is one (see below example). When the 

function defined for the binary operator overloading is a friend function, then it uses two 

arguments.  

Binary operator overloading, as in unary operator overloading, is performed using a 

keyword operator.  

Binary operator overloading example:  

 

#include <iostream.h> 

class Exforsys 

{ 

private: 

int x; 

int y;  
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public: 

Exforsys()                    //Constructor 

{ x=0; y=0; } 

void getvalue( )             //Member Function for Inputting Values 

{ 

cout << ―\n Enter value for x: ―;  

cin >> x; 

cout << ―\n Enter value for y: ―;  

cin>> y; 

}  

void displayvalue( )          //Member Function for Outputting Values 

{ 

cout <<‖value of x is: ― << x <<‖; value of y is: ―<<y 

}  

 

Exforsys operator +(Exforsys); 

};  

Exforsys Exforsys :: operator + (Exforsys e2) 

//Binary operator overloading for + operator defined 

{ 

int x1 = x+ e2.x; 

int y1 = y+ e2.y; 

return Exforsys(x1,y1); 

}  

void main( ) 

{ 

Exforsys e1,e2,e3;             //Objects e1, e2, e3 created 

cout<<\n‖Enter value for Object e1:‖; 

e1.getvalue( ); 

cout<<\n‖Enter value for Object e2:‖; 

e2.getvalue( ); 

e3= e1+ e2;                  //Binary Overloaded operator used 

cout<< ―\nValue of e1 is:‖<<e1.displayvalue(); 

cout<< ―\nValue of e2 is:‖<<e2.displayvalue(); 

cout<< ―\nValue of e3 is:‖<<e3.displayvalue(); 

}  
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The output of the above program is:  

Enter value for Object e1: 

Enter value for x: 10 

Enter value for y: 20 

Enter value for Object e2: 

Enter value for x: 30 

Enter value for y: 40 

Value of e1 is: value of x is: 10; value of y is: 20 

Value of e2 is: value of x is: 30; value of y is: 40 

Value of e3 is: value of x is: 40; value of y is: 60  

In the above example, the class Exforsys has created three objects e1, e2, e3. The values 

are entered for objects e1 and e2. The binary operator overloading for the operator ‗+‘ is 

declared as a member function inside the class Exforsys. The definition is performed 

outside the class Exforsys by using the scope resolution operator and the keyword 

operator.  

The important aspect is the statement:  

e3= e1 + e2;  

The binary overloaded operator ‗+‘ is used. In this statement, the argument on the left 

side of the operator ‗+‘, e1, is the object of the class Exforsys in which the binary 

overloaded operator ‗+‘ is a member function. The right side of the operator ‗+‘ is e2. 

This is passed as an argument to the operator ‗+‘ . Since the object e2 is passed as 

argument to the operator‘+‘ inside the function defined for binary operator overloading, 

the values are accessed as e2.x and e2.y. This is added with e1.x and e1.y, which are 

accessed directly as x and y. The return value is of type class Exforsys as defined by the 

above example.  

There are important things to consider in operator overloading with C++ programming 

language. Operator overloading adds new functionality to its existing operators. The 

programmer must add proper comments concerning the new functionality of the 

overloaded operator. The program will be efficient and readable only if operator 

overloading is used only when necessary.  

Some operators cannot be overloaded:  

 Scope resolution operator denoted by ::  

 Member access operator or the dot operator denoted by .  

 Conditional operator denoted by ?:  

 Pointer to member operator denoted by .* 

Operator Overloading through friend functions  
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// Using friend functions to 

// overload addition and subtarction  

// operators 

#include <iostream.h> 

 

class myclass 

  { 

int a; 

int b; 

 

public: 

myclass(){} 

myclass(int x,int y){a=x;b=y;} 

void show() 

    { 

cout<<a<<endl<<b<<endl; 

    } 

 

// these are friend operator functions 

// NOTE: Both the operans will be be 

// passed explicitely. 

// operand to the left of the operator 

// will be passed as the first argument 

// and operand to the right as the second 

// argument 

friend myclass operator+(myclass,myclass); 

friend myclass operator-(myclass,myclass); 

 

  }; 

 

myclass operator+(myclass ob1,myclass ob2) 

  { 

myclass temp; 

temp.a = ob1.a + ob2.a; 

temp.b = ob1.b + ob2.b; 

 

return temp; 

  } 

 

myclass operator-(myclass ob1,myclass ob2) 

  { 

myclass temp; 

temp.a = ob1.a - ob2.a; 

temp.b = ob1.b - ob2.b; 

 

return temp; 
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  } 

 

void main() 

  { 

myclass a(10,20); 

myclass b(100,200); 

 

a=a+b; 

a.show(); 

  } 

 

Overloading the Assignment Operator (=)  

We know that if we want objects of a class to be operated by common operators then we 

need to overload them. But there is one operator whose operation is automatically crested 

by C++ for every class we define, it is the assignment operator ‗=‘. 

Actually we have been using similar statements like the one below previously 

ob1=ob2; 

where ob1 and ob2 are objects of a class. 

This is because even if we don‘t overload the ‗=‘ operator, the above statement is valid. 

because C++ automatically creates a default assignment operator. The default operator 

created, does a member-by-member copy, but if we want to do something specific we 

may overload it. 

The simple program below illustrates how it can be done. Here we are defining two 

similar classes, one with the default assignment operator (created automatically) and the 

other with the overloaded one. Notice how we could control the way assignments are 

done in that case. 

// Program to illustrate the 

// overloading of assignment 

// operator ‗=‘ 

#include <iostream.h> 

 

// class not overloading the 

// assignment operator 

class myclass 

  { 

int a; 

int b; 

http://learning-computer-programming.blogspot.com/2007/08/overloading-assignment-operator.html
http://learning-computer-programming.blogspot.com/2007/08/introduction-to-operator-overloading-in.html
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public: 

myclass(int, int); 

void show(); 

  }; 

 

myclass::myclass(int x,int y) 

  { 

a=x; 

b=y; 

  } 

 

void myclass::show() 

  { 

cout<<a<<endl<<b<<endl; 

  } 

 

// class having overloaded 

// assignment operator 

class myclass2 

  { 

int a; 

int b; 

 

public: 

myclass2(int, int); 

void show(); 

 

myclass2 operator=(myclass2); 

  }; 

 

myclass2 myclass2::operator=(myclass2 ob) 

  { 

// -- do something specific— 

// this is just to illustrate 

// that when overloading ‗=‘ 

// we can define our own way 

// of assignment 

b=ob.b; 

 

return *this; 

  }; 

 

myclass2::myclass2(int x,int y) 

  { 

a=x; 
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b=y; 

  } 

 

void myclass2::show() 

  { 

cout<<a<<endl<<b<<endl; 

  } 

 

// main 

void main() 

  { 

myclass ob(10,11); 

myclass ob2(20,21); 

 

myclass2 ob3(100,110); 

myclass2 ob4(200,210); 

 

// does a member-by-member copy 

// ‗=‘ operator is not overloaded 

ob=ob2; 

ob.show(); 

 

 

// does specific assignment as  

// defined in the overloaded 

// operator definition 

ob3=ob4; 

ob3.show(); 

  } 

 

 

Type Conversions in C++ 

What is Type Conversion 

It is the process of converting one type into another. In other words converting an 

expression of a given type into another is called type casting. 

How to achieve this 

There are two ways of achieving the type conversion namely: 

Automatic Conversion otherwise called as Implicit Conversion 

Type casting otherwise called as Explicit Conversion 
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Let us see each of these in detail: 

Automatic Conversion otherwise called as Implicit Conversion 

This is not done by any conversions or operators. In other words value gets automatically 

converted to the specific type in which it is assigned. 

Let us see this with an example: 

#include <iostream.h> 

void main() 

{ 

short x=6000; 

int y; 

y=x; 

} 

In the above example the data type short namely variable x is converted to int and is 

assigned to the integer variable y.  

So as above it is possible to convert short to int, int to float and so on. 

Type casting otherwise called as Explicit Conversion 

Explicit conversion can be done using type cast operator and the general syntax for doing 

this is  

datatype (expression); 

Here in the above datatype is the type which the programmer wants the expression to gets 

changed as 

In C++ the type casting can be done in either of the two ways mentioned below namely: 

 C-style casting 

 C++-style casting 

The C-style casting takes the syntax as  

(type) expression 

The C++-style casting takes the syntax as  

type (expression) 
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Let us see the concept of type casting in C++ with a small example: 

#include <iostream.h> 

void main() 

{ 

int a; 

float b,c; 

cout<< ―Enter the value of a:‖; 

cin>>a; 

cout<< ―n Enter the value of b:‖; 

cin>>b; 

c = float(a)+b; 

cout<<‖n The value of c is:‖<<c; 

} 

The output of the above program is 

Enter the value of a: 10 

Enter the value of b: 12.5 

The value of c is: 22.5 

In the above program ‗a‘ is declared as integer and b and c are declared as float. In the 

type conversion statement namely 

c = float(a)+b; 

The variable a of type integer is converted into float type and so the value 10 is converted 

as 10.0 and then is added with the float variable b with value 12.5 giving a resultant float 

variable c with value as 22.5 

Explicit Constructors 

The keyword explicit is a Function Specifier.‖ The explicit specifier applies only to 

constructors. Any time a constructor requires only one argument either of the following 

can be used to initialize the object. The reason for this is that whenever a constructor is 

created that takes one argument, it also implicitly creates a conversion from the type of 

that argument to the type of the class. A constructor specified as explicit will be used 

only when an initialization uses the normal constructor syntax, Data (x). No automatic 

conversion will take place and Data = x will not be allowed. Thus, an explicit constructor 

creates a ―nonconverting constructor.‖ 

Example: 

class Data 

{  
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explicit Data(float x); // Explicit constructor  

{ }  

};  

Implicit Constructors 

If a constructor is not stated as explicit, then it is by default an implicit constructor. 
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UNIT 3 

Function and class templates - Exception handling – try-catch-throw paradigm – 

exception specification – terminate and Unexpected functions – Uncaught exception. 

 

Templates 

Function templates 

Function templates are special functions that can operate with generic types. This allows 

us to create a function template whose functionality can be adapted to more than one type 

or class without repeating the entire code for each type. 

 

In C++ this can be achieved using template parameters. A template parameter is a special 

kind of parameter that can be used to pass a type as argument: just like regular function 

parameters can be used to pass values to a function, template parameters allow to pass 

also types to a function. These function templates can use these parameters as if they 

were any other regular type. 

 

The format for declaring function templates with type parameters  
 

template <class identifier> function_declaration; 

template <typename identifier> function_declaration; 

 

 

The only difference between both prototypes is the use of either the keyword class or the 

keyword typename. Its use is indistinct, since both expressions have exactly the same 

meaning and behave exactly the same way. 

 

For example, to create a template function that returns the greater one of two objects we 

could use:  

template <class myType> 

myType GetMax (myType a, myType b) { 

 return (a>b?a:b); 

} 

 

 

Here we have created a template function with myType as its template parameter. This 

template parameter represents a type that has not yet been specified, but that can be used 

in the template function as if it were a regular type. As you can see, the function template 

GetMax returns the greater of two parameters of this still-undefined type. 

 

To use this function template we use the following format for the function call: 
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function_name <type> (parameters); 

 

For example, to call GetMax to compare two integer values of type int we can write:  

int x,y; 

GetMax <int> (x,y); 

When the compiler encounters this call to a template function, it uses the template to 

automatically generate a function replacing each appearance of myType by the type 

passed as the actual template parameter (int in this case) and then calls it. This process is 

automatically performed by the compiler and is invisible to the programmer. 

 

Here is the entire example: 

// function template 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

template <class T> 

T GetMax (T a, T b) { 

  T result; 

  result = (a>b)? a : b; 

  return (result); 

} 

 

int main () { 

  int i=5, j=6, k; 

  long l=10, m=5, n; 

  k=GetMax<int>(i,j); 

  n=GetMax<long>(l,m); 

  cout << k << endl; 

  cout << n << endl; 

  return 0; 

} 

Output 

6 

10 

 

In this case, we have used T as the template parameter name instead of myType because 

it is shorter and in fact is a very common template parameter name. But you can use any 

identifier you like. 

 

In the example above we used the function template GetMax() twice. The first time with 

arguments of type int and the second one with arguments of type long. The compiler has 

instantiated and then called each time the appropriate version of the function. 

 

As you can see, the type T is used within the GetMax() template function even to declare 

new objects of that type:  
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T result; 

 

Therefore, result will be an object of the same type as the parameters a and b when the 

function template is instantiated with a specific type. 

 

In this specific case where the generic type T is used as a parameter for GetMax the 

compiler can find out automatically which data type has to instantiate without having to 

explicitly specify it within angle brackets (like we have done before specifying <int> and 

<long>). So we could have written instead: 

int i,j; 

GetMax (i,j); 

 

Since both i and j are of type int, and the compiler can automatically find out that the 

template parameter can only be int. This implicit method produces exactly the same 

result: 

// function template II 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 

 

template <class T> 

T GetMax (T a, T b) { 

  return (a>b?a:b); 

} 

 

int main () { 

  int i=5, j=6, k; 

  long l=10, m=5, n; 

  k=GetMax(i,j); 

  n=GetMax(l,m); 

  cout << k << endl; 

  cout << n << endl; 

  return 0; 

} 

Output 

6 

10 

 

Notice how in this case, we called our function template GetMax() without explicitly 

specifying the type between angle-brackets <>. The compiler automatically determines 

what type is needed on each call. 

 

Because our template function includes only one template parameter (class T) and the 

function template itself accepts two parameters, both of this T type, we cannot call our 

function template with two objects of different types as arguments: 
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int i; 

long l; 

k = GetMax (i,l);  

 

 

This would not be correct, since our GetMax function template expects two arguments of 

the same type, and in this call to it we use objects of two different types. 

 

We can also define function templates that accept more than one type parameter, simply 

by specifying more template parameters between the angle brackets. For example: 

template <class T, class U> 

T GetMin (T a, U b) { 

  return (a<b?a:b); 

} 

 

 

In this case, our function template GetMin() accepts two parameters of different types 

and returns an object of the same type as the first parameter (T) that is passed. For 

example, after that declaration we could call GetMin() with: 

int i,j; 

long l; 

i = GetMin<int,long> (j,l); 

 

 

or simply: 

i = GetMin (j,l); 

 

 

even though j and l have different types, since the compiler can determine the appropriate 

instantiation anyway. 

Class templates 

We also have the possibility to write class templates, so that a class can have members 

that use template parameters as types. For example:  

template <class T> 

class mypair { 

    T values [2]; 

  public: 

    mypair (T first, T second) 

    { 

      values[0]=first; values[1]=second; 

    } 
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}; 

 

 

The class that we have just defined serves to store two elements of any valid type. For 

example, if we wanted to declare an object of this class to store two integer values of type 

int with the values 115 and 36 we would write: 

mypair<int> myobject (115, 36);  

 

 

this same class would also be used to create an object to store any other type: 

mypair<double> myfloats (3.0, 2.18);  

 

 

The only member function in the previous class template has been defined inline within 

the class declaration itself. In case that we define a function member outside the 

declaration of the class template, we must always precede that definition with the 

template <...> prefix: 

// class templates 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

template <class T> 

class mypair { 

    T a, b; 

  public: 

    mypair (T first, T second) 

      {a=first; b=second;} 

    T getmax (); 

}; 

 

template <class T> 

T mypair<T>::getmax () 

{ 

  T retval; 

  retval = a>b? a : b; 

  return retval; 

} 

 

int main () { 

  mypair <int> myobject (100, 75); 

  cout << myobject.getmax(); 

  return 0; 

} 
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Output 

100 

 

Notice the syntax of the definition of member function getmax: 

template <class T> 

T mypair<T>::getmax ()  

 

 

Confused by so many T‘s? There are three T‘s in this declaration: The first one is the 

template parameter. The second T refers to the type returned by the function. And the 

third T (the one between angle brackets) is also a requirement: It specifies that this 

function‘s template parameter is also the class template parameter. 

Template specialization 

If we want to define a different implementation for a template when a specific type is 

passed as template parameter, we can declare a specialization of that template. 

 

For example, let‘s suppose that we have a very simple class called mycontainer that can 

store one element of any type and that it has just one member function called increase, 

which increases its value. But we find that when it stores an element of type char it would 

be more convenient to have a completely different implementation with a function 

member uppercase, so we decide to declare a class template specialization for that type: 

// template specialization 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

// class template: 

template <class T> 

class mycontainer { 

    T element; 

  public: 

    mycontainer (T arg) {element=arg;} 

    T increase () {return ++element;} 

}; 

 

// class template specialization: 

template <> 

class mycontainer <char> { 

    char element; 

  public: 

    mycontainer (char arg) {element=arg;} 

    char uppercase () 

    { 

      if ((element>=‘a‘)&&(element<=‘z‘)) 

8 

J 
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      element+=‘A‘-‗a‘; 

      return element; 

    } 

}; 

 

int main () { 

  mycontainer<int> myint (7); 

  mycontainer<char> mychar (‗j‘); 

  cout << myint.increase() << endl; 

  cout << mychar.uppercase() << endl; 

  return 0; 

} 

 

 

This is the syntax used in the class template specialization: 

template <> class mycontainer <char> { ... }; 

 

 

First of all, notice that we precede the class template name with an emptytemplate<> 

parameter list. This is to explicitly declare it as a template specialization. 

 

But more important than this prefix, is the <char> specialization parameter after the class 

template name. This specialization parameter itself identifies the type for which we are 

going to declare a template class specialization (char). Notice the differences between the 

generic class template and the specialization: 

template <class T> class mycontainer { ... }; 

template <> class mycontainer <char> { ... }; 

 

 

The first line is the generic template, and the second one is the specialization. 

 

When we declare specializations for a template class, we must also define all its 

members, even those exactly equal to the generic template class, because there is no 

―inheritance‖ of members from the generic template to the specialization. 

Non-type parameters for templates 

Besides the template arguments that are preceded by the class or typename keywords , 

which represent types, templates can also have regular typed parameters, similar to those 

found in functions. As an example, have a look at this class template that is used to 

contain sequences of elements: 

// sequence template 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 
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template <class T, int N> 

class mysequence { 

    T memblock [N]; 

  public: 

    void setmember (int x, T value); 

    T getmember (int x); 

}; 

 

template <class T, int N> 

void mysequence<T,N>::setmember (int x, T value) { 

  memblock[x]=value; 

} 

 

template <class T, int N> 

T mysequence<T,N>::getmember (int x) { 

  return memblock[x]; 

} 

 

int main () { 

  mysequence <int,5> myints; 

  mysequence <double,5> myfloats; 

  myints.setmember (0,100); 

  myfloats.setmember (3,3.1416); 

  cout << myints.getmember(0) << ‗\n‘; 

  cout << myfloats.getmember(3) << ‗\n‘; 

  return 0; 

} 

Output 

100 

3.1416 

 

It is also possible to set default values or types for class template parameters. For 

example, if the previous class template definition had been: 

template <class T=char, int N=10> class mysequence {..}; 

 

 

We could create objects using the default template parameters by declaring: 

  mysequence<> myseq; 

 

 

Which would be equivalent to: 
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mysequence<char,10> myseq; 

 

Exceptions 

Exceptions provide a way to react to exceptional circumstances (like runtime errors) in 

our program by transferring control to special functions called handlers. 

 

To catch exceptions we must place a portion of code under exception inspection. This is 

done by enclosing that portion of code in a try block. When an exceptional circumstance 

arises within that block, an exception is thrown that transfers the control to the exception 

handler. If no exception is thrown, the code continues normally and all handlers are 

ignored. 

 

An exception is thrown by using the throw keyword from inside the try block. Exception 

handlers are declared with the keyword catch, which must be placed immediately after 

the try block: 

// exceptions 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

int main () { 

  try 

  { 

    throw 20; 

  } 

  catch (int e) 

  { 

    cout << ―An exception occurred. Exception Nr. ― << e << endl; 

  } 

  return 0; 

} 

Output 

An exception occurred. Exception Nr. 20 

 

The code under exception handling is enclosed in a try block. In this example this code 

simply throws an exception: 

  throw 20; 

 

 

A throw expression accepts one parameter (in this case the integer value 20), which is 

passed as an argument to the exception handler. 

 

The exception handler is declared with the catch keyword. As you can see, it follows 
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immediately the closing brace of the try block. The catch format is similar to a regular 

function that always has at least one parameter. The type of this parameter is very 

important, since the type of the argument passed by the throw expression is checked 

against it, and only in the case they match, the exception is caught. 

 

We can chain multiple handlers (catch expressions), each one with a different parameter 

type. Only the handler that matches its type with the argument specified in the throw 

statement is executed. 

 

If we use an ellipsis (...) as the parameter of catch, that handler will catch any exception 

no matter what the type of the throw exception is. This can be used as a default handler 

that catches all exceptions not caught by other handlers if it is specified at last: 

try { 

  // code here 

} 

catch (int param) { cout << ―int exception‖; } 

catch (char param) { cout << ―char exception‖; } 

catch (...) { cout << ―default exception‖; } 

 

 

In this case the last handler would catch any exception thrown with any parameter that is 

neither an int nor a char. 

 

After an exception has been handled the program execution resumes after the try-catch 

block, not after the throw statement!. 

 

It is also possible to nest try-catch blocks within more external try blocks. In these cases, 

we have the possibility that an internal catch block forwards the exception to its external 

level. This is done with the expression throw; with no arguments. For example:  

try { 

  try { 

      // code here 

  } 

  catch (int n) { 

      throw; 

  } 

} 

catch (...) { 

  cout << ―Exception occurred‖; 

} 
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Exception specifications 

 

When declaring a function we can limit the exception type it might directly or indirectly 

throw by appending a throw suffix to the function declaration: 

float myfunction (char param) throw (int); 

 

 

This declares a function called myfunction which takes one agument of type char and 

returns an element of type float. The only exception that this function might throw is an 

exception of type int. If it throws an exception with a different type, either directly or 

indirectly, it cannot be caught by a regular int-type handler. 

 

If this throw specifier is left empty with no type, this means the function is not allowed to 

throw exceptions. Functions with no throw specifier (regular functions) are allowed to 

throw exceptions with any type: 

int myfunction (int param) throw(); // no exceptions allowed 

int myfunction (int param);         // all exceptions allowed  
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UNIT 4 

C++ Inheritance 

What is Inheritance?  

Inheritance is the process by which new classes called derived classes are created from 

existing classes called base classes. The derived classes have all the features of the base 

class and the programmer can choose to add new features specific to the newly created 

derived class. 

For example, a programmer can create a base class named fruit and define derived 

classes as mango, orange, banana, etc. Each of these derived classes, (mango, orange, 

banana, etc.) has all the features of the base class (fruit) with additional attributes or 

features specific to these newly created derived classes. Mango would have its own 

defined features, orange would have its own defined features, banana would have its own 

defined features, etc.  

This concept of Inheritance leads to the concept of polymorphism.  

Features or Advantages of Inheritance 

 Reusability:  

Inheritance helps the code to be reused in many situations. The base class is defined 

and once it is compiled, it need not be reworked. Using the concept of inheritance, the 

programmer can create as many derived classes from the base class as needed while 

adding specific features to each derived class as needed.  

 Saves Time and Effort:  

The above concept of reusability achieved by inheritance saves the programmer time 

and effort, because the main code written can be reused in various situations as 

needed.  

 Increases Program Structure which results in greater reliability. 

 Polymorphism  

General Format for implementing the concept of Inheritance:  

class derived_classname: access specifier baseclassname  

For example, if the base class is exforsys and the derived class is sample it is specified as:  
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class sample: public exforsys  

 

 

The above makes sample have access to both public and protected variables of base class 

exforsys. Reminder about public, private and protected access specifiers:  

 If a member or variables defined in a class is private, then they are accessible by 

members of the same class only and cannot be accessed from outside the class.  

. 

 Public members and variables are accessible from outside the class.  

. 

 Protected access specifier is a stage between private and public. If a member 

functions or variables defined in a class are protected, then they cannot be 

accessed from outside the class but can be accessed from the derived class.  

Inheritance Example: 

 

class exforsys 

{ 

private: 

int x; 

 

public: 

exforsys(void) { x=0; } 

void f(int n1) 

{ 

x= n1*5; 

}  

void output(void) { cout<<x; 

}  

};  

class sample: public exforsys 

{ 

public: 

sample(void) { s1=0; }  

void f1(int n1) 

{ 

s1=n1*10; 

}  

void output(void) 

{ 
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exforsys::output(); 

cout << s1; 

}  

private: 

int s1; 

};  

int main(void) 

{ 

sample s; 

s.f(10); 

s.output(); 

s.f1(20); 

s.output(); 

} 

 

 

The output of the above program is 

50 

200 

In the above example, the derived class is sample and the base class is exforsys. The 

derived class defined above has access to all public and private variables. Derived classes 

cannot have access to base class constructors and destructors. The derived class would be 

able to add new member functions, or variables, or new constructors or new destructors. 

In the above example, the derived class sample has new member function f1( ) added in 

it. The line:  

 

sample s;  

 

 

creates a derived class object named as s. When this is created, space is allocated for the 

data members inherited from the base class exforsys and space is additionally allocated 

for the data members defined in the derived class sample.  

The base class constructor exforsys is used to initialize the base class data members and 

the derived class constructor sample is used to initialize the data members defined in 

derived class.  

The access specifier specified in the line:  
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class sample: public exforsys  

 

 

Public indicates that the public data members which are inherited from the base class by 

the derived class sample remains public in the derived class. 

A derived class inherits every member of a base class except: 

 its constructor and its destructor 

 its friends 

 its operator=() members 

Types of Inheritance 

There are five different inheritances supported in C++: 

(1) Simple / Single 

(2) Multilevel 

(3) Hierarchical 

(4) Multiple 

(5) Hybrid 

Accessibility modes and 

Inheritance 

We can use the following chart for seeing the accessibility of the members in the Base 

class (first class) and derived class (second class). 

 

Here X indicates that the members are not inherited, i.e. they are not accessible in the 

derived class. 

Multiple Inheritance  

We can derive a class from any number of base classes. Deriving a class from more than 

one direct base class is called multiple inheritance. 
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In the following example, classes A, B, and C are direct base classes for the derived class 

X:  

class A { /* ... */ }; 

class B { /* ... */ }; 

class C { /* ... */ }; 

class X : public A, private B, public C { /* ... */ }; 

The following inheritance graph describes the inheritance relationships of the above 

example. An arrow points to the direct base class of the class at the tail of the arrow: 

 

The order of derivation is relevant only to determine the order of default initialization by 

constructors and cleanup by destructors. 

A direct base class cannot appear in the base list of a derived class more than once:  

class B1 { /* ... */ };                   // direct base class 

class D : public B1, private B1 { /* ... */ }; // error 

However, a derived class can inherit an indirect base class more than once, as shown in 

the following example:  

 
class L { /* ... */ };                  // indirect base class 

class B2 : public L { /* ... */ }; 

class B3 : public L { /* ... */ }; 
class D : public B2, public B3 { /* ... */ }; // valid 

In the above example, class D inherits the indirect base class L once through class B2 and 

once through class B3. However, this may lead to ambiguities because two subobjects of 

class L exist, and both are accessible through class D. You can avoid this ambiguity by 

referring to class L using a qualified class name. For example:  
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B2::L 

or  

B3::L. 

we can also avoid this ambiguity by using the base specifier virtual to declare a base class. 

Virtual Base Classes  

Suppose you have two derived classes B and C that have a common base class A, and you 

also have another class D that inherits from B and C. You can declare the base class A as 

virtual to ensure that B and C share the same subobject of A. 

In the following example, an object of class D has two distinct subobjects of class L, one 

through class B1 and another through class B2. You can use the keyword virtual in front of 

the base class specifiers in the base lists of classes B1 and B2 to indicate that only one 

subobject of type L, shared by class B1 and class B2, exists. 

For example: 

 
class L { /* ... */ }; // indirect base class 

class B1 : virtual public L { /* ... */ }; 

class B2 : virtual public L { /* ... */ }; 

class D : public B1, public B2 { /* ... */ }; // valid 

Using the keyword virtual in this example ensures that an object of class D inherits only 

one subobject of class L. 

A derived class can have both virtual and nonvirtual base classes. For example: 
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class V { /* ... */ }; 

class B1 : virtual public V { /* ... */ }; 

class B2 : virtual public V { /* ... */ }; 
class B3 : public V { /* ... */ }; 

class X : public B1, public B2, public B3 { /* ... */ 

}; 

In the above example, class X has two subobjects of class V, one that is shared by classes 

B1 and B2 and one through class B3. 

Abstract Classes  

An abstract class is a class that is designed to be specifically used as a base class. An 

abstract class contains at least one pure virtual function. You can declare a pure virtual 

function by using a pure specifier (= 0) in the declaration of a virtual member function in 

the class declaration. 

The following is an example of an abstract class: 

class AB { 

public: 

virtual void f() = 0; 

}; 

Function AB::f is a pure virtual function. A function declaration cannot have both a pure 

specifier and a definition. For example, the compiler will not allow the following: 

class A { 

virtual void g() { } = 0; 

}; 

You cannot use an abstract class as a parameter type, a function return type, or the type of 

an explicit conversion, nor can you declare an object of an abstract class. You can, 

however, declare pointers and references to an abstract class. The following example 

demonstrates this: 

class A { 

virtual void f() = 0; 
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}; 

 

class A { 

virtual void f() { } 

}; 

 

// Error: 

// Class A is an abstract class 

// A g(); 

 

// Error: 

// Class A is an abstract class 

// void h(A); 

A& i(A&); 

 

int main() { 

// Error: 

// Class A is an abstract class 

//   A a; 

 

   A* pa; 

   B b; 

 

// Error: 

// Class A is an abstract class 

//   static_cast<A>(b); 

} 

Class A is an abstract class. The compiler would not allow the function declarations A g() 

or void h(A), declaration of object a, nor the static cast of b to type A. 

Virtual member functions are inherited. A class derived from an abstract base class will 

also be abstract unless you override each pure virtual function in the derived class. 

For example:  

class AB { 

public: 

  virtual void f() = 0; 

}; 

 

class D2 : public AB { 

  void g(); 

}; 

 

int main() { 
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  D2 d; 

} 

The compiler will not allow the declaration of object d because D2 is an abstract class; it 

inherited the pure virtual function f()from AB. The compiler will allow the declaration of 

object d if you define function D2::g(). 

Note that you can derive an abstract class from a nonabstract class, and you can override 

a non-pure virtual function with a pure virtual function. 

You can call member functions from a constructor or destructor of an abstract class. 

However, the results of calling (directly or indirectly) a pure virtual function from its 

constructor are undefined. The following example demonstrates this: 

clss A { 

  A() { 

    direct(); 

    indirect(); 

  } 

  virtual void direct() = 0; 

  virtual void indirect() { direct(); } 

}; 

The default constructor of A calls the pure virtual function direct() both directly and 

indirectly (through indirect()). 

The compiler issues a warning for the direct call to the pure virtual function, but not for 

the indirect call. 

Polymorphism 

Polymorphism is the phenomenon where the same message sent to two different 

objects produces two different set of actions. Polymorphism is broadly divided into two 

parts: 

 Static polymorphism – exhibited by overloaded functions. 

 Dynamic polymorphism – exhibited by using late binding. 

Static Polymorphism 

Static polymorphism refers to an entity existing in different physical forms 

simultaneously. Static polymorphism involves binding of functions based on the number, 

type, and sequence of arguments. The various types of parameters are specified in the 

function declaration, and therefore the function can be bound to calls at compile time. 

This form of association is called early binding. The term early binding stems from the 

fact that when the program is executed, the calls are already bound to the appropriate 

functions. 
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The resolution of a function call is based on number, type, and sequence of arguments 

declared for each form of the function. Consider the following function declaration: 

void add(int , int); 

void add(float, float); 

When the add() function is invoked, the parameters passed to it will determine which 

version of the function will be executed. This resolution is done at compile time. 

Dynamic Polymorphism  

Dynamic polymorphism refers to an entity changing its form depending on the 

circumstances. A function is said to exhibit dynamic polymorphism when it exists in 

more than one form, and calls to its various forms are resolved dynamically when the 

program is executed. The term late binding  refers to the resolution of the functions at 

run-time instead of compile time. This feature increases the flexibility of the program by 

allowing the appropriate method to be invoked, depending on the context. 

Static Vs Dynamic Polymorphism 

 Static polymorphism is considered more efficient, and dynamic polymorphism 

more flexible.  

 Statically bound methods are those methods that are bound to their calls at 

compile time. Dynamic function calls are bound to the functions during run-time. 

This involves the additional step of searching the functions during run-time. On 

the other hand, no run-time search is required for statically bound functions. 

 As applications are becoming larger and more complicated, the need for 

flexibility is increasing rapidly. Most users have to periodically upgrade their 

software, and this could become a very tedious task if static polymorphism is 

applied. This is because any change in requirements requires a major modification 

in the code. In the case of dynamic binding, the function calls are resolved at run-

time, thereby giving the user the flexibility to alter the call without having to 

modify the code.  

 To the programmer, efficiency and performance would probably be a primary 

concern, but to the user, flexibility or maintainability may be much more 

important. The decision is thus a trade-off between efficiency and flexibility. 

Introduction To Virtual Functions 

Polymorphism, one of the three main attributes of an OOP language, denotes a process by 

which different implementations of a function can be accessed by the use of a single 

name. Polymorphism also means ―one interface, multiple methods.‖  

C++ supports polymorphism both at run-time and at compile-time. The use of overloaded 

functions is an example of compile-time polymorphism. Run-time polymorphism can be 

achieved by the use of both derived classes and virtual functions.  

http://www.gamespp.com/c/introductionToCppMetrowerksLesson11.html
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Pointers to Derived Types 

We know that pointer of one type may not point to an object of another type. You‘ll now 

learn about the one exception to this general rule: a pointer to an object of a base class 

can also point to any object derived from that base class.  

Similarly, a reference to a base class can also reference any object derived from the 

original base class. In other words, a base class reference parameter can receive an object 

of types derived from the base class, as well as objects within the base class itself.  

Virtual Functions 

How does C++ handle these multiple versions of a function? Based on the parameters 

being passed, the program determines at run-time which version of the virtual function 

should be the recipient of the reference. It is the type of object being pointed to, not the 

type of pointer, that determines which version of the virtual function will be executed!  

To make a function virtual, the virtual keyword must precede the function declaration in 

the base class. The redefinition of the function in any derived class does not require a 

second use of the virtual keyword. Have a look at the following sample program to see 

how this works: 

#include <iostream.h> 

using namespace std; 

class bclass { 

public: 

virtual void whichone() { 

cout << ―bclass\n‖; 

    } 

}; 

class dclass1 : public bclass { 

public: 

void whichone() { 

cout << ―dclass1\n‖; 

    } 

}; 

class dclass2 : public bclass { 

public: 

void whichone() { 

cout << ―dclass2\n‖; 

    } 

}; 

int main() 

{ 

bclass Obclass; 

http://www.gamespp.com/c/introductionToCppMetrowerksLesson11.html
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bclass *p; 

dclass1 Odclass1; 

dclass2 Odclass2; 

// point to bclass 

p = &Obclass; 

// access bclass‘s whichone() 

p->whichone(); 

// point to dclass1 

p = &Odclass1; 

// access dclass1‘s whichone() 

p->whichone(); 

// point to dclass2 

p = &Odclass2; 

// access dclass2‘s whichone() 

p->whichone(); 

return 0; 

} 

The output from this program looks like this: 

bclass 

dclass1 

dclass2 

Notice how the type of the object being pointed to, not the type of the pointer itself, 

determines which version of the virtual whichone() function is executed.  

Virtual Functions and Inheritance 

. Virtual functions are inherited intact by all subsequently derived classes, even if the 

function is not redefined within the derived class. So, if a pointer to an object of a derived 

class type calls a specific function, the version found in its base class will be invoked. 

Look at the modification of the above program. Notice that the program does not define 

the whichone() function in d class2.  

#include <iostream.h> 

using namespace std; 

class bclass { 

public: 

virtual void whichone() { 

cout << ―bclass\n‖; 

    } 

}; 

class dclass1 : public bclass { 

public: 
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void whichone() { 

cout << ―dclass1\n‖; 

    } 

}; 

class dclass2 : public bclass { 

}; 

int main() 

{ 

bclass Obclass; 

bclass *p; 

dclass1 Odclass1; 

dclass2 Odclass2; 

p = &Obclass; 

p->whichone(); 

p = &Odclass1; 

p->whichone(); 

p = &Odclass2; 

// accesses dclass1‘s function 

p->whichone(); 

return 0; 

} 

The output from this program looks like this: 

bclass 

dclass1 

bclass 

Rtti Constituents 

The operators typeid and dynamic_cast<> offer two complementary forms of accessing 

the runtime type information of their operands. The operand‘s runtime type information 

itself is stored in a type_info object. 

It‘s important to realize that RTTI is applicable solely to polymorphic objects; a class 

must have at least one virtual-member function in order to have RTTI support for its 

objects. 

std::type_info 

For every distinct type, C++ instantiates a corresponding std::type_info (defined in 

<typeinfo>) object. The interface is as follows: 

namespace std { 

class type_info 

 { 
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public: 

virtual ~type_info(); //type_info can serve as a base class 

// enable comparison 

bool operator==(const type_info& rhs ) const; 

// return !( *this == rhs) 

bool operator!=(const type_info& rhs ) const; 

bool before(const type_info& rhs ) const; // ordering 

//return a C-string containing the type‘s name 

const char* name() const; 

private: 

//objects of this type cannot be copied 

type_info(const type_info& rhs ); 

type_info& operator=(const type_info& rhs); 

}; //type_info 

} 

All objects of the same class share a single type_info object. The most widely used 

member functions of type_info are name() and operator==. But before you can invoke 

these member functions, you have to access the type_info object itself. How? Operator 

typeid takes either an object or a type name as its argument and returns a matching 

type_info object. The dynamic type of an object can be examined as follows: 

OnRightClick (File & file) 

{ 

if ( typeid( file) == typeid( TextFile ) ) 

 { 

//received a TextFile object; printing should be enabled 

 } 

else 

 { 

//not a TextFile object; printing disabled 

 } 

} 

To understand how it works, look at the highlighted source line: 

if ( typeid( file) == typeid( TextFile ) ). 

The if statement tests whether the dynamic type of file is TextFile (the static type of file 

is File, of course). The leftmost expression, typeid(file), returns a type_info object that 

holds the necessary runtime type information associated with the object file. The 

rightmost expression, typeid(TextFile), returns the type information associated with class 

TextFile. (When typeid is applied to a class name rather than an object, it always returns 

a type_info object that corresponds to that class name.) 
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As shown earlier, type_info overloads the operator ==. Therefore, the type_info object 

returned by the leftmost typeid expression is compared to the type_info object returned 

by the rightmost typeid expression. If file is an instance of TextFile, the if statement 

evaluates to true. In that case, OnRightClick should display an additional option in the 

menu: print(). On the other hand, if file is not a TextFile, the if statement evaluates to 

false, and the print() option is disabled. 

dynamic_cast<> 

OnRightClick() doesn‘t really need to know whether file is an instance of class TextFile 

(or of any other class, for that matter). Rather, all it needs to know is whether file is-a 

TextFile. An object is-a TextFile if it‘s an instance of class TextFile or any class derived 

from it. For this purpose, you use the operator dynamic_cast<>. dynamic_cast<> takes 

two arguments: a type name, and an object that dynamic_cast<> attempts to cast at 

runtime. For example: 

//attempt to cast file to a reference to 

//an object of type TextFile 

dynamic_cast <TextFile &> (file); 

If the attempted cast succeeds, the second argument is-a TextFile. But how do you know 

whether dynamic_cast<> was successful? 

There are two flavors of dynamic_cast<>; one uses pointers and the other uses 

references. Accordingly, dynamic_cast<> returns a pointer or a reference of the desired 

type when it succeeds. When dynamic_cast<> cannot perform the cast, it returns NULL; 

or, in the case of a reference, it throws an exception of type std::bad_cast: 

TextFile * pTest = dynamic_cast <TextFile *> 

(&file); //attempt to cast 

//file address to a pointer to TextFile 

if (pTest) //dynamic_cast succeeded, file is-a TextFile 

{ 

//use pTest 

} 

else // file is not a TextFile; pTest has a NULL value 

{ 

} 

Remember to place a reference dynamic_cast<> expression inside a try block and include 

a suitable catch statement to handle std::bad_cast exceptions. 

Now you can revise OnRightClick() to handle HTMLFile objects properly: 

OnRightClick (File & file) 

{ 
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try 

 { 

TextFile temp = dynamic_cast<TextFile&> (file); 

//display options, including ―print‖ 

switch (message) 

  { 

case m_open: 

temp.open(); //either TextFile::open or HTMLFile::open 

break; 

case m_print: 

temp.print();//either TextFile::print or HTMLFile::print 

break; 

}//switch 

}//try 

catch (std::bad_cast& noTextFile) 

 { 

// treat file as a BinaryFile; exclude‖print‖ 

 } 

}// OnRightClick 

The revised version of OnRightClick() handles an object of type HTMLFile properly. 

When the user clicks the open option in the file manager application, OnRightClick() 

invokes the member function open() of its argument. Likewise, when it detects that its 

argument is a TextFile, it displays a print option. 

This hypothetical file manager example is a bit contrived; with the use of templates and 

more sophisticated design, it could have been implemented without dynamic_cast. Yet 

dynamic type casts have other valid uses in C++, as I‘ll show next. 

Cross Casts 

A cross cast converts a multiply-inherited object  to one of its secondary base classes. To 

see what a cross cast does, consider the following class hierarchy: 

struct A 

{ 

int i; 

virtual ~A () {} //enforce polymorphism; needed for dynamic_cast 

}; 

struct B 

{ 

bool b; 

}; 

 

struct D: public A, public B 

{ 
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int k; 

D() { b = true; i = k = 0; } 

}; 

 

A *pa = new D; 

B *pb = dynamic_cast<B*> pa; //cross cast; access the second base 

//of a multiply-derived object 

The static type of pa is ―A *‖, whereas its dynamic type is ―D *‖. A simple static_cast<> 

cannot convert a pointer to A into a pointer to B, because A and B are unrelated. Don‘t 

even think of a brute force cast. It will cause disastrous results at runtime because the 

compiler will simply assign pa to pb; whereas the B sub-object is located at a different 

address within D than the A sub-object. To perform the cross cast properly, the value of 

pb has to be calculated at runtime. After all, the cross cast can be done in a source file 

that doesn‘t even know that class D exists! The following listing demonstrates why a 

dynamic cast, rather than a compile-time cast, is required in this case: 

A *pa = new D; 

// disastrous; pb points to the sub-object A within d 

B pb = (B) pa; bool bb = pb->b; // bb has an undefined value 

// pb was not properly 

// adjusted; pa and pb are identical 

cout<< ―pa: ― << pa << ― pb: ―<<pb <<endl; 

pb = dynamic_cast<B*> (pa); //cross cast; adjust pb correctly 

bb= pb->b; //OK, bb is true 

// OK, pb was properly adjusted; 

// pa and pb have distinct values 

cout<< ―pa: ―<< pa << ― pb: ― << pb <<endl; 

The code displays two lines of output; the first shows that the memory addresses of pa 

and pb are identical. The second line shows that the memory addresses of pa and pb are 

indeed different after performing a dynamic cast as needed. 

Downcasting from a Virtual Base 

A downcast is a cast from a base to a derived object. Before the advent of RTTI, 

downcasts were regarded as bad programming practice and notoriously unsafe. 

dynamic_cast<> enables you to use safe and simple downcasts from a virtual base to its 

derived object. Look at the following example: 

struct V 

{ 

virtual ~V (){} //ensure polymorphism 

}; 

struct A: virtual V {}; 
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struct B: virtual V {}; 

struct D: A, B {}; 

 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

int main() 

{ 

V *pv = new D; 

A* pa = dynamic_cast<A*> (pv); // downcast 

cout<< ―pv: ―<< pv << ― pa: ― << pa <<endl; // OK, pv and pa have 

//different addresses 

} 

V is a virtual base for classes A and B. D is multiply-inherited from A and B. Inside 

main(), pv is declared as a ―V *‖ and its dynamic type is ―D *‖. Here again, as in the 

cross-cast example, the dynamic type of pv is needed in order to properly downcast it to a 

pointer to A. A static_cast<> would be rejected by the compiler in this case, as the 

memory layout of a virtual sub-object might be different from that of a non-virtual sub-

object. Consequently, it‘s impossible to calculate at compile time the address of the sub-

object A within the object pointed to by pv. As the output of the program shows, pv and 

pa indeed point to different memory addresses. 
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UNIT 5 

C++ Standard Input Output Stream 

C++ programming language uses the concept of streams to perform input and output 

operations using the keyboard and to display information on the monitor of the computer.  

What is a Stream?  

A stream is an object where a program can either insert or extract characters to or from it. 

The standard input and output stream objects of C++ are declared in the header file 

iostream.  

Standard Input Stream  

 Generally, the device used for input is the keyboard. For inputting, the keyword 

cin is used, which is an object.  

 The overloaded operator of extraction, >>, is used on the standard input stream, in 

this case: cin stream.  

Syntax for using the standard input stream is cin followed by the operator >> 

followed by the variable that stores the data extracted from the stream.  

For example:  

int prog;  

cin >> prog;  

In the example above, the variable prog is declared as an integer type variable. 

The next statement is the cin statement. The cin statement waits for input from the user‘s 

keyboard that is then stored in the integer variable prog.   

The input stream cin wait before proceeding for processing or storing the value. 

This duration is dependent on the user pressing the RETURN key on the keyboard. The 

input stream cin waits for the user to press the RETURN key then begins to process the 

command. It is also possible to request input for more than one variable in a single input 

stream statement. A single cin statement is as follows:  

cin >> x >> y;  

is the same as:  

cin >> x;  

cin >> y;  
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In both of the above cases, two values are input by the user, one value for the variable x 

and another value for the variable y.  

 

// This is a sample program         This is a comment Statement 

 

#include <iostream.h>                  Header File Inclusion Statement 

void main() 

{ 

int sample, example; 

cin >> sample; 

cin >> example; 

} 

In the above example, two integer variables are input with values.  

 The programmer can produce input of any data type. 

 It is also possible to input strings in C++ program using cin. This is performed 

using the same procedures.  

 The vital point to note is cin stops when it encounters a blank space.  

 When using a cin, it is possible to produce only one word.  

If a user wants to input a sentence, then the above approach would be tiresome. For this 

purpose, there is a function in C++ called getline.  

Ostream 

Output Stream 

ios_base  ios  ostream  iostream 

      ofstream 

      ostringstream 

 

ostream objects are stream objects used to write and format output as sequences of 

characters. Specific members are provided to perform these output operations, which can 

be divided in two main groups: 

 Formatted output  

 These member functions interpret and format the data to be written as 

sequences of characters.  

 These type of operation is performed using member and global 

functions that overload the insertion operator  

 Unformatted output  

 

http://www.cplusplus.com/ios_base
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios
http://www.cplusplus.com/iostream
http://www.cplusplus.com/ofstream
http://www.cplusplus.com/ostringstream
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 Most of the other member functions of the ostream class are used to 

perform unformatted output operations, i.e. output operations that write 

the data as it is, with no formatting adaptations.  

 These member functions can write a determined number of characters to 

the output character sequence (put, write) and manipulate the put pointer 

(seekp, tellp). 

 

Additionaly, a member function exists to synchronize the stream with the associated 

external destination of characters: sync. 

 

The standard objects cout, cerr and clog are instantiations of this class. 

 

The class inherits all the internal fields from its parent classes ios_base and ios: 

Formatting information 

 format flags: a set of internal indicators describing how certain input/output 

operations shall be interpreted or generated. The state of these indicators can be 

obtained or modified by calling the members flags, setf and unsetf, or by using 

manipulators. 

 field width: describes the width of the next element to be output. This value can 

be obtained/modified by calling the member function width or parameterized 

manipulator setw. 

 display precision: describes the decimal precision to be used to output floating-

point values. This value can be obtained / modified by calling member precision 

or parameterized manipulator setprecision. 

 fill character: character used to pad a field up to the field width. It can be 

obtained or modified by calling member function fill or parameterized 

manipulator setfill. 

 locale object: describes the localization properties to be considered when 

formatting i/o operations. The locale object used can be obtained calling member 

getloc and modified using member imbue. 

 

State information 

 error state: internal indicator reflecting the integrity and current error state of the 

stream. The current object may be obtained by calling rdstate and can be modified 

by calling clear and setstate. Individual values may be obtained by calling good, 

eof, fail and bad. 

 exception mask: internal exception status indicator. Its value can be 

retrieved/modified by calling member exceptions. 

 

Formatted output: 

operator<< Insert data with format (public member function) 

http://www.cplusplus.com/ostream::put
http://www.cplusplus.com/ostream::write
http://www.cplusplus.com/ostream::seekp
http://www.cplusplus.com/ostream::tellp
http://www.cplusplus.com/ostream::flush
http://www.cplusplus.com/cout
http://www.cplusplus.com/cerr
http://www.cplusplus.com/clog
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios_base
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios_base::flags
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios_base::setf
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios_base::unsetf
http://www.cplusplus.com/manipulators
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios_base::width
http://www.cplusplus.com/setw
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios_base::precision
http://www.cplusplus.com/setprecision
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::fill
http://www.cplusplus.com/setfill
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios_base::getloc
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::imbue
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::rdstate
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::clear
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::setstate
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::good
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::eof
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::fail
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::bad
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios::exceptions
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/iostream/ostream/operator%3C%3C/
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Unformatted output: 

put  Put character (public member function) 

write Write block of data (public member function) 

 

Positioning: 

tellp Get position of put pointer (public member function) 

seekp Set position of put pointer (public member function) 

 

Synchronization: 

flush Flush output stream buffer (public member function) 

 

Prefix/Suffix: 

sentry Perform exception safe prefix/suffix operations (public member classes) 

I/O Manipulators 

What is a Manipulator?  

Manipulators are operators used in C++ for formatting output. The data is manipulated by 

the programmer‘s choice of display.  

There are numerous manipulators available in C++.  Some of the more commonly used 

manipulators are provided here below:  

endl Manipulator:  

 This manipulator has the same functionality as the ‗\n‘ newline character.  

For example:  

 

cout << ―Exforsys‖ << endl;  

cout << ―Training‖;  

 

produces the output:  

Exforsys  

Training  

setw Manipulator:  

http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/iostream/ostream/put/
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/iostream/ostream/write/
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/iostream/ostream/tellp/
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/iostream/ostream/seekp/
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/iostream/ostream/flush/
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/iostream/ostream/sentry/
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This manipulator sets the minimum field width on output. The syntax is:  

setw(x)  

Here setw causes the number or string that follows it to be printed within a field of x 

characters wide and x is the argument set in setw manipulator. The header file that must 

be included while using setw manipulator is <iomanip.h>  

 

#include <iostream.h> 

#include <iomanip.h>  

 

void main( ) 

{ 

int x1=12345,x2= 23456, x3=7892; 

cout << setw(8) << ‖Exforsys‖ << setw(20) << 

‖Values‖ << endl 

<< setw(8) << ―E1234567‖ << setw(20)<< x1 << end 

<< setw(8) << ―S1234567‖ << setw(20)<< x2 << end 

<< setw(8) << ―A1234567‖ << setw(20)<< x3 << 

end; 

}  

 

The output of the above example is: 

setw(8)   setw(20) 

Exforsys Values  

E1234567 12345 

S1234567 23456 

A1234567 7892 

setfill Manipulator:  

This is used after setw manipulator. If a value does not entirely fill a field, then the 

character specified in the setfill argument of the manipulator is used for filling the fields.  

 

#include <iostream.h> 

#include <iomanip.h> 

void main( ) 

{ 

cout << setw(10) << setfill(‗$‘) << 50 << 33 << endl; 

} 
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The output of the above program is  

$$$$$$$$5033 

This is because the setw sets 10 width for the field and the number 50 has only 2 

positions in it. So the remaining 8 positions are filled with $ symbol which is specified in 

the setfill argument.  

setprecision Manipulator:  

The setprecision Manipulator is used with floating point numbers. It is used to set the 

number of digits printed to the right of the decimal point. This may be used in two forms:  

 fixed 

 scientific  

These two forms are used when the keywords fixed or scientific are appropriately used 

before the setprecision manipulator.  

 The keyword fixed before the setprecision manipulator prints the floating point 

number in fixed notation.  

 The keyword scientific before the setprecision manipulator prints the floating 

point number in scientific notation.  

 

#include <iostream.h> 

#include <iomanip.h> 

void main( ) 

{ 

float x = 0.1; 

cout << fixed << setprecision(3) << x << endl; 

cout << sceintific << x << endl; 

} 

 

The above gives ouput as:  

0.100  

1.000000e-001 

 

The first cout statement contains fixed notation and the setprecision contains argument 3. 

This means that three digits after the decimal point and in fixed notation will output the 

first cout statement as 0.100. The second cout produces the output in scientific notation. 

The default value is used since no setprecision value is provided. 
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File I/O with Streams 

 Many real-life problems handle large volumes of data, therefore we need to use 

some devices such as floppy disk or hard disk to store the data. 

 

 The data is stored in these devices using the concept of files. A file is a collection 

of related data stored in a particular area on the disk.  

 

 Programs can be designed to perform the read and write operations on these files. 

 

A program typically involves either or both of the following kinds of data 

communication: 

 Data transfer between the console unit and the program. 

 Data transfer between the program and a disk file. 

 The input/output system of C++ handles file operations which are very much 

similar to the console input and output operations. 

 

It uses file streams as an interface between the programs and the files.  

 

The stream that supplies data to the program is known as input stream and the one 

that receives data from the program is known as output stream.  

 

In other words, the input stream extracts or reads data from the file and the output 

stream inserts or writes data to the file. 

 

 

Classes for the file stream operations 

The I/O system of C++ contains a set of classes that define the file handling 

methods. 

 

These include ifstream, ofstream and fstream.  

 

These classes, designed to manage the disk files, are declared in fstream.h and 

therefore we must include this file in any program that uses files. 

 

Details of some useful classes : 

filebuf 

Its purpose is to set the file buffer to read and write. Contains openprot constant 

used in the open() of the filestream classes. Also contains close() and open() as 

member functions. 

fstreambase 
Provides operations common to the file streams. Serves as a base for fstream, 

ifstream and ofstream classes. Contains open() and close() functions. 

 

ifstream 
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Provides input operations. Contains open() with default input mode. Inherits the 

functions get(), getline(), read(), seekg() and tellg() functions from istream. 

 

ofstream 

Provides output operations. Contains open() with default output mode. Inherits 

put(), seekp(), tellp(), and write() functions from ostream. 

 

fstream 

Provides support for simultaneous input and output operations. Contains open() 

with default input mode. Inherits all the functions from istream and ostream 

classes through iostream. 

 

The ifstream, ofstream and fstream classes are declared in the file fstream.h  

The istream and ostream classes are also included in the fstream.h file. 

 

 

Opening and closing a file 
For opening a file, we must first create a file stream and than link it to the 

filename.  

 

A filestream can be defined using the classes ifstream, ofstream, and fstream that 

are contained in the header file fstream.h 

 

A file can be opened in two ways: 

  

 Using the constructor function of the class. This method is useful when we open 

only one file in the stream.  

 Using the member function open() of the class. This method is used when we 

want to manage multiple files using one stream. 

 

Using Constructor 
Create a file stream object to manage the stream using the appropriate class. That 

is, the class ofstream is used to create the output stream and the class ifstream to 

create the input stream. 

 

Initialize the file object with the desired filename, e.g.: 

 

ofstream outfile(―sample.txt‖); 

 

The above statement creates an object outfile of class ofstream that manages the 

output stream. This statement also opens the file sample.txt and attaches it to the 

output stream for writing. 

Similarly, the statement declared in as an ifstream object and attaches to the file 

―sample.txt‖ for reading. 

 

ifstream infile(―sample.txt‖); 
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Program: Writing and reading data into file, using constructors 

 

# include <fstream.h> 

void main() 

{ 

ofstream outfile(―sample.txt‖); // create file for output 

char ch = ‗a‘; 

int i = 12; 

float f = 4356.15; 

char arr[ ] = ―hello‖; 

outfile << ch << endl <<< endl << f << endl << arr; //send the data to file 

outfile.close(); 

 

ifstream infile(―sample.txt‖); 

 

 

infile >> ch >> i >> f >> arr; // read data from file 

 

cout << ch << i << f << arr; // send data to screen 

} 

 

To write data into the file, character by character. 

 

#include<fstream.h> 

#include<string.h> 

void main() 

{ 

char str[]=―C++ is superset of C. It is an object-oriented / 

programming language.‖; 

 

ofstream outfile(―sample2.txt‖); // Open the file in write mode 

 

for(int i = 0; i < strlen(str); i++) 

outfile.put(str[i]); // write data into the file, character by character. 

} 

 

Writing and reading Objects of a class : 

So far we have done I/O of basic data types. Since the class objects are the central 

elements of C++ programming, it is quite natural that the language supports 

features for writing and reading from the disk files objects directly. 

 

The binary input and output functions read() and write() are designed to do 

exactly this job. 

 

The write() function is used to write the object of a class into the specified file and 
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read() function is used to read the object of the class from the file.  

 

Both these functions take two arguments: 

1. address of object to be written. 

2. size of the object. 

 

The address of the object must be cast to the type pointer to char. 

 

One important point to remember is that only data members are written to the disk 

file and the member functions are not. 

 

Writing an object into the file 

 

#include<fstream.h> 

class Person 

{ 

private: 

char name[40]; 

int age; 

public: 

void getData() 

{ 

cout << ―\n Enter name:‖; cin >> name; 

cout << ―\n Enter age:‖; cin >> age; 

} 

} ; // End of the class definition 

 

void main() 

{ 

Person per ; // Define an object of Person class 

 

per.getData(); // Enter the values to the data members of the class. 

 

ofstream outfile(―Person.txt‖); // Open the file in output mode 

 

outfile.write((char*)&per, sizeof(per)); // Write the object into the file 

} 

 

fstream object can be used for both input & output. 

 

In the open() function we include several mode bits to specify certain aspects of 

the file object. 

app -> To preserve whatever was in the file before. Whatever we write to the file 

will be appended to the existing contents. 

 

We use in and out because we want to perform both input and output on the file. 
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eof() is a member function of ios class. It returns a nonzero value if EOF is 

encountered and a zero otherwise. 

 

Parameters of open() function 
ios::app Append to end of the file 

ios::ate Go to end of the file on opening 

ios::in Open file for reading only 

ios::nocreate Open fails if the file does not exist 

ios::noreplace Open fails if the file already exists 

ios::out Open file for writing only 

ios::trunc Delete contents of the file if it exists 

 

File pointers and their manipulations 

 

Each file has two associated pointers known as the file pointers. 

One of them is called the input pointer or get pointer. 

Other is called the output pointer or put pointer. 

 

We can use these pointers to move through the files while reading or writing. 

 

The input pointer is used for reading the contents of a given file location and the 

output pointer is used for writing to a given file location. 

 

Functions for manipulation of file pointers 
seekg() Moves get pointer (input) to a specified location. 

seekp() Moves put pointer (output) to a specified location. 

tellg() Gives the current position of the get pointer. 

tellp() Gives the current position of the put pointer. 

 

infile.seekg(10); 

Moves the file pointer to the byte number 10. The bytes in a file are numbered beginning 

from zero.Thus, the pointer will be pointing to the 11
th
 byte in the file. 

 

Object Serialization 

Object serialization consists of saving the values that are part of an object, mostly the 

value gotten from declaring a variable of a class. AT the current standard, C++ doesn‘t 

inherently support object serialization. To perform this type of operation, you can use a 

technique known as binary serialization. 

Namespaces 
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Namespaces allow to group entities like classes, objects and functions under a name. This 

way the global scope can be divided in ―sub-scopes‖, each one with its own name. 

 

The format of namespaces is: 

 

namespace identifier 

{ 

entities 

} 

 

Where identifier is any valid identifier and entities is the set of classes, objects 

and functions that are included within the namespace. For example: 

namespace myNamespace 

{ 

int a, b; 

} 

 

In this case, the variables a and b are normal variables declared within a namespace 

called myNamespace. In order to access these variables from outside the myNamespace 

namespace we have to use the scope operator ::. For example, to access the previous 

variables from outside myNamespace we can write: 

 

 

myNamespace::a 

myNamespace::b  

 

The functionality of namespaces is especially useful in the case that there is a possibility 

that a global object or function uses the same identifier as another one, causing 

redefinition errors. For example: 

// namespaces 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

namespace first 

{ 

  int var = 5; 

} 

 

namespace second 

{ 

  double var = 3.1416; 

} 

 

int main () { 

  cout << first::var << endl; 
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  cout << second::var << endl; 

  return 0; 

} 

Output: 

5 

3.1416 

 

In this case, there are two global variables with the same name: var. One is defined within 

the namespace first and the other one in second. No redefinition errors happen. 

using 

The keyword using is used to introduce a name from a namespace into the current 

declarative region. For example: 

// using 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

namespace first 

{ 

  int x = 5; 

  int y = 10; 

} 

 

namespace second 

{ 

  double x = 3.1416; 

  double y = 2.7183; 

} 

 

int main () { 

  using first::x; 

  using second::y; 

  cout << x << endl; 

  cout << y << endl; 

  cout << first::y << endl; 

  cout << second::x << endl; 

  return 0; 

} 

Output: 

5 

2.7183 

10 

3.1416 
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Notice how in this code, x (without any name qualifier) refers to first::x whereas y refers 

to second::y, exactly as our using declarations have specified. We still have access to 

first::y and second::x using their fully qualified names. 

 

The keyword using can also be used as a directive to introduce an entire namespace: 

// using 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

namespace first 

{ 

  int x = 5; 

  int y = 10; 

} 

 

namespace second 

{ 

  double x = 3.1416; 

  double y = 2.7183; 

} 

 

int main () { 

  using namespace first; 

  cout << x << endl; 

  cout << y << endl; 

  cout << second::x << endl; 

  cout << second::y << endl; 

  return 0; 

} 

 

Output: 

5 

10 

3.1416 

2.7183 

In this case, since we have declared that we were using namespace first, all direct uses of 

x and y without name qualifiers where referring to their declarations in namespace first. 

 

using and using namespace have validity only in the same block in which they are stated 

or in the entire code if they are used directly in the global scope. For example, if we had 

the intention to first use the objects of one namespace and then those of another one, we 

could do something like: 

// using namespace example 

#include <iostream> 
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using namespace std; 

 

namespace first 

{ 

  int x = 5; 

} 

 

namespace second 

{ 

  double x = 3.1416; 

} 

 

int main () { 

  { 

    using namespace first; 

    cout << x << endl; 

  } 

  { 

    using namespace second; 

    cout << x << endl; 

  } 

  return 0; 

} 

 

Output: 

5 

3.1416 

Namespace alias 

 

We can declare alternate names for existing namespaces according to the following 

format: 

 

namespace new_name = current_name; 

Namespace std 

All the files in the C++ standard library declare all of its entities within the std 

namespace. That is why we have generally included the using namespace std; statement 

in all programs that used any entity defined in iostream. 

Advantages: 

 A namespace defines a new scope.  

 Members of a namespace are said to have namespace scope. 
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 They provide a way to avoid name collisions (of variables, types, classes or 

functions) without some of the restrictions imposed by the use of classes, and 

without the inconvenience of handling nested classes 

Standard Template Library 

The Standard Template Libraries (STL‘s) are a set of C++ template classes to 

provide common programming data structures and functions such as doubly linked lists 

(list), paired arrays (map), expandable arrays (vector), large string storage and 

manipulation (rope), etc. 

STL can be categorized into the following groupings:  

 Container classes:  

o Sequences:  

 vector: (this tutorial) Dynamic array of variables, struct or objects. 

Insert data at the end.  

(also see the YoLinux.com tutorial on using and STL list and boost 

ptr_list to manage pointers.)  

 deque: Array which supports insertion/removal of elements at 

beginning or end of array  

 list: (this tutorial) Linked list of variables, struct or objects. 

Insert/remove anywhere.  

o Associative Containers:  

 set (duplicate data not allowed in set), multiset (duplication 

allowed): Collection of ordered data in a balanced binary tree 

structure. Fast search.  

 map (unique keys), multimap (duplicate keys allowed): 

Associative key-value pair held in balanced binary tree structure.  

o Container adapters:  

 stack LIFO  

 queue FIFO  

 priority_queue returns element with highest priority.  

o String:  

 string: Character strings and manipulation  

 rope: String storage and manipulation  

o bitset: Contains a more intuitive method of storing and manipulating bits.  

 Operations/Utilities:  

o iterator: (examples in this tutorial) STL class to represent position in an 

STL container. An iterator is declared to be associated with a single 

container class type.  

o algorithm: Routines to find, count, sort, search, ... elements in container 

classes  

o auto_ptr: Class to manage memory pointers and avoid memory leaks.  

http://www.yolinux.com/TUTORIALS/LinuxTutorialC++STL.html#VECTOR
http://www.yolinux.com/TUTORIALS/CppBoostStlPtrList.html
http://www.yolinux.com/TUTORIALS/CppBoostStlPtrList.html
http://www.yolinux.com/TUTORIALS/CppBoostStlPtrList.html
http://www.yolinux.com/TUTORIALS/LinuxTutorialC++STL.html#LIST
http://www.yolinux.com/TUTORIALS/CppStlMultiMap.html
http://www.yolinux.com/TUTORIALS/CppStlMultiMap.html#MULTIMAP
http://www.yolinux.com/TUTORIALS/LinuxTutorialC++StringClass.html
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ANSI String Class 

The ANSI string class implements a first-class character string data type that avoids 

many problems associated with simple character arrays (―C-style strings‖). You can 

define a string object very simply, as shown in the following example: 

#include <string> 

using namespace std; 

... 

string first_name = ―Bjarne‖; 

string last_name; 

 

last_name = ―Stroustrup‖; 

 

string names = first_name + ― ― + last_name; 

cout << names << endl; 

 

names = last_name + ―, ― + first_name; 

cout << names << endl;  

Member functions 

The string class defines many member functions. A few of the basic ones are described 

below: 

Initialization 

(constructor) 

A string object may defined without an initializing value, in which 

case its initial value is an empty string (zero length, no characters): 

string str1;  

A string object may also be initialized with  

 a string expression: 

 string str2 = str1; 

 string str3 = str1 + str2; 

string str4 (str2);  // Alternate form  

 a character string literal: 

 string str4 = ―Hello there‖; 

string str5 (―Goodbye‖);  // Alternate form  

 a single character 

Unfortunately, the expected methods don‘t work: 

 string str6 = ‗A‘;  // Incorrect 

string str7 (‗A‘);  // Also incorrect 
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Instead, we must use a special form with two values: 

string str7 (1,‘A‘); // Correct 

The two values are the desired length of the string and a 

character to fill the string with. In this case, we are asking for 

a string of length one, filled with the character A. 

 a substring of another string object: 

 string str8 = ―ABCDEFGHIJKL‖; 

 // Initialize str9 as ―CDEFG‖ 

 // Starts at character 2 (‗C‘) 

 // with a length of 5 

 // (or the rest of the string, if shorter) 

string str9 (str8,2,5);  

length 

Size 

size_type length() const; 

size_type size() const; 

Both of these functions return the length (number of characters) of 

the string. The size_type return type is an unsigned integral type. 

(The type name usually must be scoped, as in string::size_type.) 

string str = ―Hello‖; 

string::size_type len; 

len = str.length(); // len == 5  

len = str.size();   // len == 5  

c_str 

const char* c_str() const; 

For compatibility with ―older‖ code, including some C++ library 

routines, it is sometimes necessary to convert a string object into a 

pointer to a null-terminated character array (―C-style string‖). This 

function does the conversion. For example, you might open a file 

stream with a user-specified file name: 

string filename; 

cout << ―Enter file name: ―; 

cin >> filename; 

ofstream outfile (filename.c_str()); 

outfile << ―Data‖ << endl;  

insert 

string& insert(size_type pos, const string& str); 

Inserts a string into the current string, starting at the specified 

position. 

string str11 = ―abcdefghi‖; 

string str12 = ―0123‖; 

str11.insert (3,str12); 

cout << str11 << endl; // ―abc0123defghi‖ 
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str12.insert (1,‖XYZ‖); 

cout << str12 << endl; // ―0XYZ123‖  

Erase 

string& erase(size_type pos=0, size_type n=npos); 

Delete a substring from the current string. The substring to be 

deleted starts as position pos and is n characters in length. If n is 

larger than the number of characters between pos and the end of the 

string, it doesn‘t do any harm. Thus, the default argument values 

cause deletion of ―the rest of the string‖ if only a starting position is 

specified, and of the whole string if no arguments are specified. (The 

special value string::npos represents the maximum number of 

characters there can be in a string, and is thus one greater than the 

largest possible character position.) 

string str13 = ―abcdefghi‖; 

str12.erase (5,3); 

cout << str12 << endl; // ―abcdei‖  

replace 

string& replace(size_type pos, size_type n, const string& str); 

Delete a substring from the current string, and replace it with another 

string. The substring to be deleted is specified in the same way as in 

erase, except that there are no default values for pos and n. 

string str14 = ―abcdefghi‖; 

string str15 = ―XYZ‖; 

str14.replace (4,2,str15); 

cout << str14 << endl; // ―abcdXYZghi‖  

Note: if you want to replace only a single character at a time, you 

should use the subscript operator ([]) instead.  

find 

Rfind  

size_type find (const string& str, size_type pos=0) const; 

size_type find (char ch, size_type pos=0) const; 

size_type rfind (const string& str, size_type pos=npos) const; 

size_type rfind (char ch, size_type pos=npos) const; 

The find function searches for the first occurrence of the substring 

str (or the character ch) in the current string, starting at position pos. 

If found, return the position of the first character in the matching 

substring. If not found, return the value string::npos. The member 

function rfind does the same thing, but returns the position of the 

last occurrence of the specified string or character, searching 

backwards from pos. 

string str16 = ―abcdefghi‖; 

string str17 = ―def‖; 

string::size_type pos = str16.find (str17,0); 

cout << pos << endl; // 3 

pos = str16.find (―AB‖,0); 

if (pos == string::npos) cout << ―Not found‖ << endl; 

http://irl.eecs.umich.edu/jamin/courses/eecs281/string.html#StringSubscriptOp
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find_first_of  

find_first_not_of 

find_last_of 

find_last_not_of  

size_type find_first_of (const string& str, size_type pos=0) const; 

size_type find_first_not_of (const string& str, size_type pos=0) 

const; 

size_type find_last_of (const string& str, size_type pos=npos) const; 

size_type find_last_not_of (const string& str, size_type pos=npos) 

const; 

Search for the first/last occurrence of a character that appears or 

does not appear in the str argument. If found, return the position of 

the character that satisfies the search condition; otherwise, return 

string::npos. The pos argument specifies the starting position for 

the search, which proceeds toward the end of the string (for ―first‖ 

searches) or toward the beginning of the string (for ―last‖ searches); 

note that the default values cause the whole string to be searched.  

string str20 = ―Hello there‖; 

string str21 = ―aeiou‖; 

pos = str20.find_first_of (str21, 0); 

cout << pos << endl; // 1 

pos = str20.find_last_not_of (―eHhlort‖); 

cout << pos << endl; // 5 

substr 

string substr (size_type pos, size_type n) const; 

Returns a substring of the current string, starting at position pos and 

of length n: 

string str18 = ―abcdefghi‖ 

string str19 = str18.substr (6,2); 

cout << str19 << endl; // ―gh‖  

Note: if you want to retrieve only a single character at a time, you 

should use the subscript operator ([]) instead.  

begin  

End 

iterator begin(); 

const_iterator begin() const; 

iterator end(); 

const_iterator end() const; 

Returns an iterator that specifies the position of the first character in 

the string (begin) or the position that is ―just beyond‖ the last 

character in the string (end).  

Iterators are special objects that are used in many STL algorithms.  

Non-member functions and algorithms 

In addition to member functions of the string class, some non-member functions and 

STL algorithms can be used with strings; some common examples are: 

http://irl.eecs.umich.edu/jamin/courses/eecs281/string.html#StringSubscriptOp
http://www.msoe.edu/eecs/cese/resources/stl/iterator.htm
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getline 

istream& getline (istream& is, string& str, char delim = ‗\n‘); 

Reads characters from an input stream into a string, stopping when one of the 

following things happens: 

 An end-of-file condition occurs on the input stream 

 When the maximum number of characters that can fit into a string 

have been read 

 When a character read in from the string is equal to the specified 

delimiter (newline is the default delimiter); the delimiter character is 

removed from the input stream, but not appended to the string. 

The return value is a reference to the input stream. If the stream is tested as a 

logical value (as in an if or while), it is equivalent to true if the read was 

successful and false otherwise (e.g., end of file). [Note: some libraries do not 

implement getline correctly for use with keyboard input, requiring that an 

extra ―carriage return‖ be entered to terminate the read. Some patches are 

available.] 

The most common use of this function is to do ―line by line‖ reads from a 

file. Remember that the normal extraction operator (>>) stops on white 

space, not necessarily the end of an input line. The getline function can read 

lines of text with embedded spaces. 

vector<string> vec1; 

string line; 

vec1.clear(); 

ifstream infile (―stl2in.txt‖); 

while (getline(infile,line,‘\n‘)) 

{ 

  vec1.push_back (line); 

} 

transform 

OutputIterator transform (InputIterator first, InputIterator last, OutputIterator 

result, UnaryOperation op); 

Iterate through a container (here, a string) from first to just before last, 

applying the operation op to each container element and storing the results 

through the result iterator, which is incremented after each value is stored.  

This STL algorithm (from the <algorithm> library) is a little tricky, but 

simple uses are easy. For example, we can iterate through the characters in a 

string, modifying them in some way, and returning the modified characters 

back to their original positions. In this case, we set the result iterator to 

specify the beginning of the string. A common application is to convert a 

string to upper or lower case. 

http://irl.eecs.umich.edu/jamin/courses/eecs281/string.html#StringExtractionOp
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string str22 = ―This IS a MiXed CaSE stRINg‖; 

transform (str22.begin(),str22.end(), str22.begin(), tolower); 

cout << ―[‖ << str22 << ―]‖ << endl; // [this is a mixed case string] 

Note that the result iterator must specify a destination that is large enough to 

accept all the modified values; here it is not a problem, since we‘re putting 

them back in the same positions. The tolower function (along with toupper, 

isdigit, and other useful stuff) is in the <cctype> library; for more general 

case conversions, take a look at the <locale> library, which is beyond the 

scope of the present discussion.  

Operators 

A number of C++ operators also work with string objects: 

= 

The assignment operator may be used in several ways: 

 Assigning one string object‘s value to another string object 

 string string_one = ―Hello‖; 

 string string_two; 

string_two = string_one;  

 Assigning a C++ string literal to a string object 

 string string_three; 

string_three = ―Goodbye‖;  

 Assigning a single character (char) to a string object 

 string string_four; 

 char ch = ‗A‘; 

 string_four = ch; 

string_four = ‗Z‘;  

+ 

The ―plus‖ operator concatenates: 

 two string objects 

 string str1 = ―Hello ―; 

 string str2 = ―there‖; 

string str3 = str1 + str2; // ―Hello there‖  

 a string object and a character string literal 

 string str1 = ―Hello ―; 

string str4 = str1 + ―there‖;  

 a string object and a single character 
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 string str5 = ―The End‖; 

string str6 = str5 + ‗!‘;  

+= 

The ―+=‖ operator combines the above assignment and concatenation 

operations in the way that you would expect, with a string object, a string 

literal, or a single character as the value on the right-hand side of the 

operator. 

 

string str1 = ―Hello ―; 

str1 += ―there‖;  

== 

!= 

< 

> 

<= 

>= 

The comparison operators return a bool (true/false) value indicating whether 

the specified relationship exists between the two operands. The operands 

may be: 

 two string objects 

 a string object and a character string literal 

<< 

The insertion operator writes the value of a string object to an output stream 

(e.g., cout). 

 

string str1 = ―Hello there‖; 

cout << str1 << endl;  

>> 

The extraction operator reads a character string from an input stream and 

assigns the value to a string object. 

 

string str1; 

cin >> str1;  

[ ]  

(subscript)  

The subscript operator accesses one character in a string, for inspection or 

modification: 

 

string str10 = ―abcdefghi‖; 

char ch = str10[3]; 

cout << ch << endl; // ‗d‘ 

str10[5] = ‗X‘; 

cout << str10 << endl; // ―abcdeXghi‖  
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Question Bank 

PART A (2 Marks) 

Unit I 
 

1. Define Object Oriented Programming (OOP). 

 Object Oriented Programming is an approach that provides a way of modularizing 

programs by creating partitioned memory area for both data and functions that can be 

used as templates for creating copies of such modules on demand. 

 

2. List out the basic concepts of Object Oriented Programming. 

 Objects 

 Classes 

 Data Abstraction and Encapsulation 

 Inheritance 

 Polymorphism 

 Dynamic Binding 

 Message Passing 

 

3. Define Objects. 

Objects are the basic run time entities in an object oriented system. They are 

instance of a class. They may represent a person, a place etc that a program has to handle. 

They may also represent user-defined data. They contain both data and code. 

 

4. Define Class. 

Class is a collection of objects of similar data types. Class is a user-defined data 

type. The entire set of data and code of an object can be made a user defined type through 

a class. The general form of a class is, 

class class_name 

{ 

private: 

variable declarations; 

function declaration; 

public: 

variable declarations; 

function declaration; 

}; 

 

5. Define Encapsulation and Data Hiding. 

The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is known as data 

encapsulation. Here the data is not accessible to the outside world. The insulation of data 

from direct access by the program is called data hiding or information hiding. 

 

6. Define Data Abstraction. 
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Abstraction refers to the act of representing the essential features without 

including the background details or explanations. 

7. Define data members and member functions. 

The attributes in the objects are known as data members because they hold the 

information. The functions that operate on these data are known as methods or member 

functions. 

 

8. State Inheritance. 

Inheritance is the process by which objects of one class acquire the properties of 

objects of another class. It supports the concept of hierarchical classification and provides 

the idea of reusability. The class which is inherited is known as the base or super class 

and class which is newly derived is known as the derived or sub class. 

 

9. State Polymorphism. 

Polymorphism is an important concept of OOPs. Polymorphism means one name, 

multiple forms. It is the ability of a function or operator to take more than one form at 

different instances. 

 

10. List and define the two types of Polymorphism. 

 Operator Overloading – The process of making an operator to exhibit 

different behaviors at different instances. 

 Function Overloading – Using a single function name to perform 

different types of tasks. The same function name can be used to handle 

different number and different types of arguments. 

 

11. State Dynamic Binding. 

Binding refers to the linking of procedure call to the code to be executed in 

response to the call. Dynamic Binding or Late Binding means that the code associated 

with a given procedure call is known only at the run-time. 

 

12. Define Message Passing.  

Objects communicate between each other by sending and receiving information 

known as messages. A message to an object is a request for execution of a procedure. 

Message passing involves specifying the name of the object, the name of the function and 

the information to be sent. 

 

13. List out some of the benefits of OOP. 

 Eliminate redundant code 

 Saves development time and leads to higher productivity 

 Helps to build secure programs 

 Easy to partition work 

 Small programs can be easily upgraded to large programs 

 Software complexity can easily be managed 

14. List out the applications of OOP. 

 Real time systems 

 Simulation and modeling 
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 Object oriented databases 

 Hypertext, Hypermedia and expertext 

 AI and expert systems 

 Neural networks and parallel programming 

 CIM/CAM/CAD systems 

 

15. Define C++. 

C++ is an object oriented programming language developed by Bjarne Stroustrup. 

It is a super set of C. Initially it was known as ―C with Classes‖. It is a versatile language 

for handling large programs. 

16. What are the input and output operators used in C++? 

The identifier cin is used for input operation. The input operator used is >>, which 

is known as the extraction or get from operator. The syntax is,  

cin >> n1; 

The identifier cout is used for output operation. The input operator used is <<, 

which is known as the insertion or put to operator. The syntax is, 

cout << ―C++ is better than C‖; 

 

17. List out the four basic sections in a typical C++ program. 

 

Include files 

Class declaration 

Member functions definition 

Main function program 

 

18. State the use of void in C++. 

The two normal uses of void are 

i) To specify the return type of the function when it is not returning a 

value 

ii) To indicate an empty argument list to a function 

 

19. List out the new operators introduced in C++. 

 :: Scope resolution operator 

 ::* Pointer to member declarator 

 ->* Pointer to member operator 

 .* Pointer to member operator 

 delete Memory release operator 

 endl Line feed operator 

 new Memory allocation operator 

 setw Field width operator 

 

20. What is the use of scope resolution operator? 

A variable declared in an inner block cannot be accessed outside the block. To 

resolve this problem the scope resolution operator is used. It can be used to uncover a 
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hidden variable. This operator allows access to the global version of the variable. It takes 

the form,  :: variable-name 

 

21. List out the memory differencing operator. 

 ::* To declare a pointer to the member of the class 

 ->* To access a member using object name and a pointer to that 

member 

 .* To access a member using a pointer to the object and a pointer 

to that member 

 

22 List the access modes used within a class. 

i) Private – The class members are private by default. The members declared 

private are   completely hidden from the outside world. They can be accessed 

from only within the class. 

ii) Public – The class members declared public can be accessed from any where. 

iii) Protected – The class members declared protected can be access from within 

the class and also by the friend classes. 

 

 

23 How can we access the class members? 

The class members can be accessed only when an object is created to that class. 

They are accessed with the help of the object name and a dot operator. They can be 

accessed using the general format, 

Object_name.function_name (actual_arguments); 

 

24 Where can we define member functions? 

Member functions can be defined in two places: 

i) Outside the class definition – The member functions can be defined outside the 

class definition with the help of the scope resolution operator. 

The general format is given as, 

return_type class_name :: function_name (argument declaration) 

{ 

function body 

} 

ii) Inside the class definition – The member function is written inside the class in 

place of the member declaration. They are treated as inline functions. 

 

25. What are the characteristics of member functions? 

The various characteristics of member functions are, 

 Different classes can use the same function name and their scope can be 

resolved using the membership label. 

 Member functions can access the private data of a class while a 

nonmember function cannot.  

 A member function can call another member function directly without 

using a dot operator. 
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26. What are inline functions? 

An inline function is a function that is expanded in line when it is invoked. Here, 

the compiler replaces the function call with the corresponding function code. The inline 

function is defined as, 

inline function-header 

{ 

function body 

} 

 

27. Why do we use default arguments? 

The function assigns a default value to the parameter which does not have a 

matching argument in the function call. They are useful in situations where some 

arguments always have the same value. 

e.g., float amt (float P, float n, float r = 0.15); 

 

28. State the advantages of default arguments. 

The advantages of default arguments are, 

 We can use default arguments to add new parameters to the existing 

function. 

 Default arguments can be used to combine similar functions into one. 

 

29. Define function overloading. 

A single function name can be used to perform different types of tasks. The same 

function name can be used to handle different number and different types of arguments. 

This is known as function overloading or function polymorphism. 

 

 

30. List out the limitations of function overloading. 

We should not overload unrelated functions and should reserve function 

overloading for functions that perform closely related operations. 

 

31. Define friend function? 

A function that has access to the private members of a class but is not itself a 

member of the class. An entire class can be a friend of another class. 

 

32. Define friend function? 

An outside function can be made a friend to a class using the qualifier ‗friend‘. 

The function declaration should be preceded by the keyword friend. A friend function has 

full access rights to the private members of a class. 

 

33. List out the special characteristics of a friend function. 

 It is not in the scope of a class in which it is declared as friend. 

 It cannot be called using the object of that class. 

 It can be invoked without an object. 

 It cannot access the member names directly and uses the dot operator. 

 It can be declared as either public or private. 
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 It has the objects as arguments. 

 

34. What is constant member function? 

 If a member function does not alter any data in the class, then that may declare as 

const member function. 

 

 

 

35. What are constant arguments? 

The qualifier const tells the compiler that the function should not modify the 

argument. The compiler will generate an error when this condition is violated. 

 

36. What are the properties of a static data member? 

The properties of a static data member are, 

 It is initialized to zero when the first object is created and no other 

initialization is permitted. 

 Only one copy of that member is created and shared by all the objects of 

that class. 

 It is visible only within the class, but the life time is the entire program. 

 

37. What are the properties of a static member function? 

 A static member function can access only other static members declared in 

the same class. 

 It can be called using the class name instead of objects as follows, 

                 class_name :: function_name; 

 

38. Define constant object. 

 A constant object is created using const keyword before object declaration. A 

constant object  can call only constant member function.  

 

 

 

 

39. What is nesting of classes? 

A class can contain objects of other classes as its members. It is called nesting of 

classes. 

Class A{….}; 

Class B 

{ 

A a; 

}; 

 

40. Define local classes. 

 Classes can be defined and used inside a function or a block. Such classes are 

called local classes. 

 void test( int a) //function 

return-type function-name( ) const;  

const classname object-name; 
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 { 

   ….. 

   class student  //local class 

   { 

  …. 

  … 

   }; 

   … 

   student s1(a);  //create local class object 

   ….. 

 } 

 

Unit II 

 

1. Define Constructor. 

A constructor is a special member function whose task is to initialize the objects 

of its class. It has the same name as the class. It gets invoked whenever an object is 

created to that class. It is called so since it constructs the values of data members of the 

class. 

 

2. List some of the special characteristics of constructor. 

 Constructors should be declared in the public section. 

 They are invoked automatically when the objects are created. 

 They do not have return types 

 They cannot be inherited. 

 

3. Give the various types of constructors. 

There are four types of constructors. They are 

 Default constructors – A constructor that accepts no parameters 

 Parameterized constructors – The constructors that can take arguments 

 Copy constructor – It takes a reference to an object of the same class as 

itself as an argument 

 Dynamic constructors – Used to allocate memory while creating objects 

 

4. What are the ways in which a constructor can be called? 

The constructor can be called by two ways. They are, 

 By calling the constructor explicitly 

e.g., integer int1 = integer (0, 100); 

 By calling the constructor implicitly 

e.g., integer int1 (0, 100); 

5. What are the kinds of constructors that we call? 

 Constructor without arguments 

 Constructor with arguments 

 

6. Define dynamic constructor? 
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Allocation of memory to objects at the time of their construction is known as 

dynamic constructor. 

 

7. What is the advantage of using dynamic initialization? 

The advantage of using dynamic initialization is that various initialization formats 

can be provided using overloaded constructor. 

 

8. State dynamic initialization of objects. 

Class objects can be initialized dynamically. The initial values of an object may 

be provided during run time. The advantage of dynamic initialization is that various 

initialization formats can be used. It provides flexibility of using different data formats.  

 

9. Define Destructor. 

A destructor is used to destroy the objects that have been created by a constructor. 

It is a special member function whose name is same as the class and is preceded by a tilde 

‗~‘ symbol. 

 

10. List the difference between constructor and destructor? 

Constructor can have parameters. There can be more than one constructor. 

Constructors is invoked when from object is declared. Destructor has no parameters. 

Only one destructor is used in class. Destructor is invoked up on exit program. 

 

11. Give the general form of an operator function. 

The general form of an operator function is given as, 

return-type class-name :: operator op (arg-list) 

{ 

function body 

} 

Where, 

Return-type -> type of value returned 

operator -> keyword 

op -> operator being overloaded 

 

12. List some of the rules for operator overloading. 

 Only existing operators can be overloaded. 

 We cannot change the basic meaning of an operator. 

 The overloaded operator must have at least one operand. 

 Overloaded operators follow the syntax rules of the original operators. 

 

13. Give the operator in C++ which cannot be overloaded? 

 Sizeof ->size of operator 

 :: ->scope resolution operator 

 ?: -> conditional operator 

 . ->Membership operator 

 .* ->pointer to member operator 
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14. What are the steps that involves in the process of overloading? 

 Creates a class that defines the data type that is to be used in the 

overloading operation. 

 Declare the operator function operator op ( ) in the public part of a class. 

 Define the operator function to implement the required operation. 

 

15. What are the restriction and limitations overloading operators? 

Operator function must be member functions are friend functions. The 

overloading operator must have at least one operand that is of user defined data type. 

 

16. Define unary and binary operator overloading? 

Overloading without explicit arguments t an operator function is known as Unary 

operator overloading and overloading with a single explicit argument is known as binary 

operator overloading. 

 

17. Explain overloading of new and delete operators? 

The memory allocation operators new and delete can be overloaded to handle 

memory resource in a customized way. The main reason for overloading these functions 

is to increase the efficiency of  memory management. 

 

18. Give the syntax for overloading with friend functions? 

Friend return type operator op(arguments) 

{ 

Body of the function 

} 

 

19. Define type conversion? 

A conversion of value from one data type to another type is known as type 

conversion. 

 

20. What are the types of type conversions? 

There are three types of conversions. They are 

 Conversion from basic type to class type – done using constructor 

 Conversion from class type to basic type – done using a casting operator 

 Conversion from one class type to another – done using constructor or 

casting operator 

 

21. What are the conditions should a casting operator satisfy? 

The conditions that a casting operator should satisfy are, 

 It must be a class member. 

 It must not specify a return type. 

 It must not have any arguments. 

 

22. When and how the conversion function exists? 
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To convert the data from a basic type to user defined type. The conversion should 

be defined in user defined object‘s class in the form of a constructor. The constructor 

function takes a single argument of basic data type. 

 

Unit III 
 

1. List the application of templates. 

It is a new concept which enables to define generic classes and functions and thus 

provides support for generic programming. 

 

 

2. Name the types of templates. 

i) Class template 

ii) Function template 

 

3. Define class template. Write the syntax. 

Process of creating a generic class using template with an anonymous type is called as 

class template. 

template<class T> 

class classname 

{ 

// class member specification with anonymous type T 

} 

 

4. What is generic programming? 

Generic programming is an approach where generic types are used as parameters in 

algorithms so that they work for a variety of suitable data types and data structures.  

 

5. What is template class or instantiation? 

A specific class created from class template is known as template class. The 

process of creating template class is known as instantiation. 

 

6. Define class template with multiple parameters. 

A class template use more than one generic data type is class template with 

multiple parameters.  

template<class T1, class T2, ..> 

class classname 

{ 

// class member specification with anonymous type T 

} 

7. What is function template? Give syntax. 

Process of creating a generic function using template with an anonymous type is 

called as function template. 

template<class T> 

return-type function-name(arg of type T) 
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{ 

// body of function with anonymous type T 

} 

 

8. What is function template? 

A specific function created from function template is known as template function. 

 

9. Define function template with multiple parameters. 

A function template use more than one generic data type is function template with 

multiple parameters. 

 

template<class T1, class T2, ..> 

return-type function-name(arg of type T) 

{ 

// body of function with anonymous type T 

} 

10. Define non-type template arguments. 

In addition to the type argument T in template, we can also use other arguments 

such as strings, function names, constant expressions and built-in-types. This is known as 

non-type template arguments. 

template<class T, int variable> 

class classname 

{ 

 …. 

}; 

 

11. List the types of error. 

i) Logical error 

ii) Syntax error 

 

12. List some examples for exceptions. 

i) Divide by zero error. 

ii) Accessing an array outside its memory bounds. 

iii) Running out-of memory or disk space. 

 

13. How the exception can be handled? 

i) Find the problem (hit the exception) 

ii) Inform that an error has occurred (throw the exception) 

iii) Receive the error information (catch the exception) 

iv) Take corrective actions (handle the exception) 

 

14. List the types of exceptions and define them. 

i) Synchronous Exception – exception that belongs to ―out-of-range‖ and 

―over flow‖. 

ii) Asynchronous Exception - exception that belongs to keyboard interrupts. 
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15. Write the general form of try-catch-throw paradigms. 

try 

{ 

  throw exception; 

} 

catch(type arg) 

{ 

  // catch body 

} 

 

16. List the different throwing mechanism. 

 throw(exception); 

 throw exception; 

 throw; 

  

17. List different catch mechanism. 

i) Multiple catch – A catch block which can catch the matching type 

exception. 

try{ ……} 

catch(type1 arg) 

{ …….} 

. 

. 

catch(typeN arg) 

{ ………} 

ii) Catch all - A catch block which can caught all exception.  

catch(…) 

{ 

…. 

… 

       } 

18. What is re-throwing an exception? 

An exception can be re-thrown using a statement called throw. The re-thrown 

exception will be caught only by the next try-catch block sequence and not by the same 

try-catch sequence. 

 

19. Write the syntax to test throwing restrictions. 

Some functions may be restricted in throwing some types of exceptions. That can 

be done simply by adding a throw list clause to the function definition. 

Syntax: 

 Type function_name(arg-list) throw(type-list) 

 { 

 …… 

 } 
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Unit IV 
 

1. Define inheritance? 

The mechanism of deriving a new class from an old one is called inheritance. The 

old class is referred to as the base class and the new one is called the derived class or the 

subclass. 

 

2. Give the syntax for inheritance. 

The syntax of deriving a new class from an already existing class is given by, 

class derived-class : visibility-mode base-class 

{ 

body of derived class 

} 

 

3. What are the types in inheritance? 

i. Single inheritance 

ii. Multiple inheritance 

iii. Multilevel inheritance 

iv. Hierarchical inheritance 

v. Hybrid inheritance 

 

4. Explain single inheritance? 

A derived class with only one base class is called single inheritance. 

 

5. What is multiple inheritance? 

A derived class with more than one base class is called multiple inheritance. 

 

6. Define hierarchical inheritance? 

One class may be inherited by more than one class. This process is known as 

hierarchical inheritance. 

 

7. What is hybrid inheritance? 

There could be situations where we need to apply two or more type of inheritance 

to design a program. This is called hybrid inheritance. 

 

8. What is multilevel inheritance? 

The mechanism of deriving a class from another derived class is known as 

multilevel inheritance. 

 

9. What is virtual base class? 

The child has two direct base classes parent1 and parent2 which themselves have 

common base class grand parent. The child inherits the traits of grand parent via two 

separate paths. It can also inherit directly shown by the broken line. The grand parent is 

sometimes referred to as indirect base class. 

 

10. What is abstract class? 
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An abstract class is one that is not used to create objects. An abstract class is 

designed only to act as a base class. It is a design concept is program development and 

provides a base upon which other classes may be built. 

 

11. What are the types of polymorphism? 

 

The two types of polymorphism are, 

i) Compile time polymorphism – The compiler selects the appropriate function 

for a particular call at the compile time itself. It can be achieved by function 

overloading and operator overloading. 

ii) Run time Polymorphism - The compiler selects the appropriate function for a 

particular call at the run time only. It can be achieved using virtual functions. 

 

12. Define ‘this’ pointer. 

A ‗this‘ pointer refers to an object that currently invokes a member function. For 

e.g., the function call a. show () will set the pointer ‗this‘ to the address of the object ‗a‘. 

 

13. What is a virtual function? 

When a function is declared as virtual, C++ determines which function to use at 

run time based on the type of object pointed to by the base pointer, rather than the type of 

the pointer. 

 

14. What are the rules for virtual function? 

1. They cannot be static members 

2. They are access by using object pointers 

3. A virtual function can be a friend of another class. 

 

15. What is a pure virtual function? 

A virtual function, equated to zero is called a pure virtual function. It is a function 

declared in a base class that has no definition relative to the base class. 

 

16. How can a private member be made inheritable? 

A private member can be made inheritable by declaring the data members as 

protected. When declared as protected the data members can be inherited by the friend 

classes. 

 

17. What is polymorphism? What is the difference between compile time and 

runtime polymorphism? 

 The ability of an object to behave differently in different context given in the 

same message is known as polymorphism. 

 Polymorphism achieved using operator overloading and function overloading is 

known as compile time polymorphism. 

 Polymorphism achieved using virtual function is known as runtime 

polymorphism. 
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18. Define dynamic binding. 

 Linking the function at runtime is known as dynamic binding. Virtual functions 

are dynamically bound.  

 

19. Define static binding. 

Linking a function during linking phase is known as static binding. Normal 

functions are statically bound. 

 

20. What is this pointer? 

A unique keyword called this to represent an object has invokes a member 

function. 

 

21. Differentiate between virtual functions and pure virtual functions? 

A function defined with virtual keyword in the base class is known as virtual 

function. 

A virtual function with ‗=0‘ in place of body in the class is known as pure virtual 

function. They may not have a body. It is possible to have a body of pure virtual function 

defined outside the class. 

 

22. What are the rules for virtual function? 

1. They cannot be static members 

2. They are access by using object pointers 

3. A virtual function can be a friend of another class. 

 

23. What is virtual table? 

A table consisting of pointers of all virtual functions of the class is called as 

virtual table. Every class with at least one virtual function will have one copy of the 

virtual table. 

 

24. Why do we need RTTI? 

 Run Time Type Information is a mechanism to decide the type of the object at 

runtime. 

 

25. What are polymorphic object? 

If we have a class containing a virtual function, it is possible to point to a derived 

class object using the base class pointer and manipulate the object. Such manipulatable 

objects are known as polymorphic objects. 

 

26. What is the need for type_info object? What is the role of typeid operator in the 

RTTI? 

Type_info is an object associated with every built-in and user defined type, and 

also with polymorphic type. This object describes the type of the object. This object type 

for polymorphic type is only available when RTTI is enabled. 
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Typeid operator can be applied to any object or class or built-in data type. It 

returns the type_info object associated with the object under consideration. 

27. List the attributes of type_info object. 

i) Name() function This function returns the type name in a string. 

ii) Operator = = This can compare the types of two different type_info 

objects. 

iii) Operator! = This pointer compares two typeid objects and returns true if 

they are of different type. 

 

28. Write the syntax of typeid. 

typeid ( object ); 

 

29. Give the syntax of dynamic casting. 

dynamic_cast< ToObjectPtr or Ref> ( FromObjectPtr or Ref) 

 

30. Is it possible to convert a problem solved using dynamic_cast to a program using 

typeid? Give your views on such conversion. 

Yes, it is possible to convert a problem solved using dynamic_cast to a program using 

typeid. This is done by two steps: 

Step 1: Check the types of two arguments using typeid and operator = =. 

Step 2: If answer is yes, use a plain vanilla c type casting to cast. 

 

31. Define cross casing. 

Cross casting refers to casting from derived class to proper base class when there 

are multiple base classes in the case of multiple-inheritance.  

When a multiple derived class object is pointed to by one of its base class 

pointers, casting from one base class pointer into another base class pointer is known as 

cross casting.  

 

32. What is down casing? 

Casing from base class pointer to derived class pointer is known as down-casting. 

 

33. What is dynamic_cast? 

This is a new casting operator provided in C++ which casts a polymorphic object 

into another if it is correct to do it. 

 

Unit V 

 
1. What is a Stream?  

A stream is an object where a program can either insert or extract characters to or from it. 

The standard input and output stream objects of C++ are declared in the header file 

iostream.  

2. What is Output Stream 

ios_base  ios  ostream  iostream 

http://www.cplusplus.com/ios_base
http://www.cplusplus.com/ios
http://www.cplusplus.com/iostream
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 ostream objects are 

stream objects used to 

write and format 

output as sequences of characters 

 

3. What is a Manipulator?  

Manipulators are operators used in C++ for formatting output. The data is manipulated by 

the programmer‘s choice of display.  

11. Define Namespaces 

 Namespaces allow to group entities like classes, objects and functions under a 

name. This way the global scope can be divided in ―sub-scopes‖, each one with its own 

name. 

The format of namespaces is: 

 
namespace identifier 
{ 
entities 
} 

 

Where identifier is any valid identifier and entities is the set of classes, objects and 

functions that are included within the namespace. For example: 

12. Define Standard Template Library 

The Standard Template Libraries (STL‘s) are a set of C++ template classes to provide 

common programming data structures and functions such as doubly linked lists (list), 

paired arrays (map), expandable arrays (vector), large string storage and manipulation 

(rope), etc. 

 

PART B - (16 Marks) 

Unit I 
1. i) Explain with the Basic Concepts of object oriented programming. (8 Marks) 

 ii) Explain the use of constant pointers and pointers to constant with an example. (8) 

2. i) Difference between class and struct and also illustrate with an example. (8 Marks) 

 ii) What are the difference between pointers to constants and constant to pointers? (8) 

3. i) Write a C++ program using inline function. (8 Marks) 

 ii)Write a C++ program to illustrate the static function. (8 Marks) 

4. i) Explain briefly about function overloading with a suitable example. (8 Marks) 

 ii)Discuss constant and volatile functions. (8 Marks) 

5. i) Explain Nested classes and Local classes with an example. (8 Marks) 

 ii)Explain about call-by-reference and return by reference with program. (8 Marks) 

 

Unit II 
1. Explain about Constructor and Destructor with suitable C++ coding. (16 Marks) 

2. Explain about Copy Constructor with an example. (16 Marks) 

3. Explain Explicit Constructors, Parameterized Constructors and Multiple constructors 

with suitable examples. (16 Marks) 

4. How to achieve operator overloading through friend function? (16 Marks) 

      ofstream 

      ostringstream 

http://www.cplusplus.com/ofstream
http://www.cplusplus.com/ostringstream
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5. Write a program using friends function for overloading << and >> operators. (16) 

6. Explain type conversion with examples. (16 Marks) 

7. Write a program for overloading the assignment operators. (16) 

 

Unit III 
1. Explain the Function template. (16 Marks) 

2. Explain the Class template. (16 Marks) 

3. i) What is the need for Exceptional Handling (8 Marks) 

 ii) What are the components of Exception Handling Mechanism with suitable example 

4. Explain the following function 

i. rethrow ( ) (4 Marks) 

ii. terminate ( ) (4 Marks) 

iii. unexpected ( ) and uncaught_exception () (8 Marks) 

5. i)What are the disadvantages of the Exception handling mechanism? (8 Marks) 

 ii)What are specifications in throw? In which case are they needed? (8 Marks) 

6.i) When do we need multiple catch blocks for a single try block? Give an example (16)  

 

 

Unit IV 
1. i) Explain the different types of polymorphism. (10 Marks) 

 ii) How to use RTTI for template objects? (6 Marks) 

2. Explain various types of inheritance. (16 Marks) 

3. Describe pure virtual function with an example. (16 Marks) 

4. i) Write a C++ program using this pointer. (8 Marks) 

 ii) Write a C++ program using Dynamic casting. (8 Marks) 

5. Explain briefly about 

 a. Cross casting (8 Marks) 

 b. Down casting (8 Marks) 

 

Unit V 
1. i) What are streams? Why they are useful? (8 Marks) 

 ii) What is the importance of ios member flags in formatting IO? (8 Marks) 

2. Explain about Formatted and Unformatted IO with suitable Example (16 Marks) 

3. What is the manipulator? Differences between Manipulators and ios Functions. (16) 

4. Explain the process of open, read, write, and close files? (16 Marks) 

5. Explain the roles of seekg (), seekp (), tellg (), tellp () functions in the process of 

random access in a binary file. (16 Marks) 

6. i) How can we determine errors while dealing with files? (8 Marks) 

 ii) How can we open a text file and read from it? (4 Marks) 

 iii) How can we open a binary file and write to it? (4 Marks) 

7. Explain about the STD Namespaces. (16Marks) 

9. Explain the different constructions of string objects (16 Marks) 

10. Explain the standard Template Library and how it is working? (16 Marks) 
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PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 Marks) 

1. When do we declare a member of a class static? 

2. Why is it necessary to overload an operator? 

3. What is an abstract class? 

4. What does ‘this’ pointer point to? 

5. What is deque? 

6. What is a heap and mention its types? 

7. What is AVL tree? 

8. When does a graph become tree? 

9. What is the worst case and best case time complexity of binary tree sort? 

10. What is indexed sequential search? 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 Marks) 

11. (a) (i) What is a friend function? What are the merits and demerits of 

using friend function?   (8) 

  (ii) Define a class ‘string’. Use overload ‘= =’ operator to compare two 

strings.   (8) 

Or 
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 (b) (i) What is a parameterized constructor? Explain with example. (8) 

  (ii) What is a conversion function? How is it created? Explain its 

syntax.   (8) 

12. (a) (i) Describe the syntax of multiple inheritance. When do we use such 

an inheritance?   (10) 

  (ii) What is a virtual function? When do we make a virtual function 

‘‘pure’’?   (6) 

Or 

 (b) (i) What is a file mode? Describe the various file mode options 

available.   (8) 

  (ii) What is an exception? How is an exception handled in C++? (8) 

13. (a) Define double linked list. Explain the various operations of double linked 

list with algorithm.   (16) 

Or 

 (b) (i) What is hashing? Explain the various hash functions with example.  

     (10) 

  (ii) What is priority queue? Discuss the array implementation of 

priority queue.   (6) 

14. (a) Discuss the different methods of traversing a binary tree with algorithm.  

    (16) 

Or 

 (b) Discuss Prim’s and Kruskal’s algorithm for computing the minimal 

spanning tree weighted undirected graph. (16) 

15. (a) (i) Write a ‘C’ program to implement binary search and compute its 

complexity.   (8) 

  (ii) Compare the worst case and best case time complexity of various 

sorting techniques.   (8) 

Or 

 (b) Explain the all pairs shortest path algorithm with an example. (16) 
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